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Compiled and written by Isthar D.-Adler
On the auspicious occasion of
Lama Gangchen’s birthday the 7th of July 2007
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Following his first meeting with Lama Gangchen in 1993, Marco Columbro produces an
invaluable tool for healing meditation which is to benefit thousands of people around the
globe: Lama Gangchen ‘s NgalSo tantric Self-Healing II for body and mind. In 1994, he establishes the Five Show Production to spread the word of the greatest living Eastern and Western spiritual leaders. He produces a further four videos, including the Light of Buddha, the
Land of the Golden Roofs (which follows the pilgrimage of Lama Gangchen to Tibet in 1994,
the Smile of Wisdom (an interview with HH the XIV Dalai Lama following a written introduction by Lama Gangchen) and Lama Gangchen’s Making Peace with the Environment.
The proceedings from the sale of the videos is generously donated by Marco to support
the dharma and humanitarian projects of Lama Gangchen and the Lama Gangchen World
Peace Foundation. In 2006, Marco writes a commentary to Self Healing which is published
in Milan, Italy, by Tecniche Nuove.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank Marco Columbro wholeheartedly for all the years
of great flowing generosity which derive from the sales of the videos and books which he
so generously sponsors since the beginning of his journey with Lama Gangchen. In this way,
we are able to benefit so many people in Tibet: with the building of the aqueduct, planting
of trees, irrigation system, schools, and dispensaries, as well as giving work to many poor
Tibetan people in the process.
Moreover, Marco’s humanitarian help is well known in Italy, where he support numerous
fundraising projects, such as “30 hours for Life” on Italian television, in which Lama Gangchen
took part.
May they continue on this journey together, always heart to heart and hand in hand for inner and outer world peace, now and forever.
Long Life, Health and Joy now and Forever!
“You are always in my heart and in my prayers, wherever I am. Many tashi delek”
Your friend Lama Gangchen
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“THE WORLD OF

LAMA GANGCHEN”
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Certificate of Gangchen Rinpoche’s
Geshe Degree

Born in Trashug, in the old Shigatse district, Tibet-China in
1941, Lama Gangchen Tulku Rinpoche is officially recognized
as the reincarnation of the famous healer Khachen Sapen
La in 1946, by Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche (Senior tutor to HH
the XIV Dalai Lama), by Gyalpo Talung Dak (Regent King
of Tibet and teacher of HH the XIV Dalai Lama), and by
Ngulchu Rinpoche (teacher of HH the X Panchen Lama),
as well as by the oracle and so on according to Tibetan
tradition. It is witnessed that he recognizes special objects
which belonged to him in his previous life, and he himself
remembers his past life.
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The first Ten years in the West

Ten years before the birth of his Foundation, Lama Gangchen first traveled
to the West, planting the first seeds
that would gradually bring about the
creation of the Lama Gangchen World
Peace Foundation.
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First seeds
In April Lama Gangchen flies to Greece to
visit many sick people and help them heal by
giving them His special red and white water
and cream pills. (He heals a young boy of incurable stomach cancer as well as a young girl
with cancer of the mouth).
On this occasion, He inaugurates his first European Centre on Lesbos Island, the Karuna
Choetsog Centre. There He plants a Bodhi
Tree in the “Buddha Garden” from the seeds
that his host and sponsor had brought back
from India.

Seed for peace environment

It is the first time a Bodhi tree is planted
in Europe.

Seed for peace health

From Greece, Lama Gangchen goes on to visit
Switzerland where he brings invaluable help
to the resident Tibetan Communities and receives special recognition from the Swiss Red
Cross.

Seed for peace traditional imprints

He also goes on to Germany where he meets
with Wolfgang Gard Essen, a dear friend of
Tseten Gyurman Shresta, close disciple and
sponsor of Lama Gangchen, to give a blessing
to his fantastic collection of Tibetan religious
art and ritual objects, at the Tibet House in
Hamburg. They are to become close friends
and in 1991, Mr Essen entrusts Lama Gangchen
with his entire collection for a very special exhibition: “Tibet Cuore dell’Asia” to be held
in Milan which is also visited by His Holiness
the XIV Dalai Lama.
On the 15th of October Lama Gangchen returns to Nepal and experiences a most unusual
state of mind and fever. This happens on the
very day and time when his root Guru Trijang
Dorje Chang, who had passed away on the
9th of November 1981, takes rebirth. This is
Lama Gangchen experiencing Clear Vision.
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Lama Gangchen is invited to Greece where he
heals many severely mentally and physically
ill people.
On that occasion he receives the visit of His
Eminence Sogyal Rinpoche who very kindly
invites him to speak at a conference he is
holding in Athens and thus Lama Gangchen
gives his first speech in the West in Tibetan
which Sogyal Rinpoche therefore very kindly
translates for him.

“Just as you can learn to swim in the sea,
you can also learn to swim across death,
bardo and rebirth, into a happy new life”!

Back on the Island of Lesbos, Lama Gangchen
and his attendant make extensive preparations and perform rituals to house a newly
arrived world peace Buddha statue. (The
world peace Buddha is represented in the
Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation
logo). Buddha is Tub Wang Drong Kyer Ma
which means world peace.
Lama Gangchen is a good samsara swimmer; he
can keep his head well “above water”. As he
learns to swim in the ocean! the thought arises
that he needs to teach his Western friends how
to become good samsara swimmers!
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Lama Gangchen is invited to Greece for the
third time and then, after a one week stopover in Rome, Italy, where he visits patients
and goes to the Vatican, visiting all the famous
churches, travels to Zurich in Switzerland at
the invitation of the Red Cross who were assisting the Swiss Tibetan refugee communities
and had been most impressed with his work
in 1982. Lama Gangchen explains:

“In 1982 I was the first Lama Healer the Red Cross people had ever met. They saw me
working with the Tibetan families, giving them healing and good advice, and also making
accurate predictions. Thus they invited me to return to Switzerland as they could see that
my work was truly benefiting the Tibetan Communities in a very practical way”.

Speaking about Lama Gangchen’s work in the
Tibetan community, His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama says that this is very good “practical
dharma” which He appreciates very much.
This time Lama Gangchen stays in Switzerland
for six months helping the Tibetan communities. He helps families who cannot have children and as a result of some special healing
with prayers, he predicts the birth of 13 boys,
even giving them each their name beforehand.
All is accomplished: each boy is born in good
health! He helps people stop their bad habits
of smoking and drinking very successfully. He
is in great demand to perform the last rites of
dying Tibetans in Swiss hospitals, as well as
their funeral services. He confers several great
initiations at Rikon monastery, which are attended by most of the Tibetan Community.

Seed for practical dharma

On his fourth visit to Greece, Lama Gangchen
meets his first Italian friends, one of whom
is a lady terminally ill with cancer who has
been sent to him by the resident Lama of the
Lama TsongKhapa Institute in Pomaia, Italy.
She brings a very sick man with her. After one
month of healing with Lama Gangchen, she
returns to Italy where her doctors find that
her cancer is in remission and it later vanishes
all together. Overjoyed she invites the Lama
to her home in Bologna, Italy. The man is also
fully healed of his sickness.
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Lama Gangchen comes to Italy where he participates in conferences and gives teachings
in many different cities, and Buddhist centres
(such as Lama TsongKhapa Institute in Pomaia,
Italy and the Ghelpelling Centre in Milan to
name but a couple of the main ones in Italy).
He gives his first speech at Alcatraz, Gubbio,
on the 8th of August.
Once again He then goes on to Switzerland
where he stays for another 6 months. After
that he spends the summer months in Italy
and goes to India with his sponsor in the winter, who requests him to take up residence
in Italy. Lama therefore returns to Gubbio in
Italy with Jampa and his translator Claudio
Cipullo, where he remains for nearly three
years – “making the impossible possible!”
as any obstacles that arise are always easily
removed.
That October he attends the “World Peace
Day” celebrations in Assisi.

Seed for peace speech
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Lama Gangchen meets with HH the X Panchen Lama in Nepal, who tells him he must
learn English and Italian so that he can communicate directly. Thus HH encourages Lama
Gangchen to learn the languages in order to
“open many more doors” and thus benefit
people everywhere with his special tradition
of healing practice. On this occasion HH invites Lama Gangchen to Tibet.

“Just as there are similar practices in many parts of the world, in Buddhism too, there is
the practice of healing certain illnesses through the power of esoterism and meditation
in relation to various internal and external factors. As a result, apart from the medical
system, this practice of healing also flourished in Tibet.
Gangchen Rinpoche of Sera Mey Monastery is a practitioner of this tradition and is well
known for the many different kinds of people he has been healing. Is it Our hope that he
will continue to benefit widely from this particular tradition of healing”.
Council for Religious and Cultural Affairs of H.H. The Dalai Lama
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“A most important milestone for me”
In April, Lama Gangchen travels to Brazil where
he meets the young Michel Calmanovitz, son of
Daniel and Bel Lens Cesar. To his surprise, Lama
Gangchen discovers him to be a Tibetan Lama
reborn in Brazil. In the early part of 1990, and
following a lot of research and analysis, Lama
Gangchen announces him to be the reincarnation of Drupchok Gyalwa Samdrup one of
Gangchen Monastery’s lineage holders, amidst
numerous auspicious signs.
In the summer, Lama Gangchen returns to Tibet for the first time since he left in 1963, together with a small group of Western friends.
He touches the soil of his homeland on the
1st of July. On the 6th of July he meets with
HH the X Panchen Lama in front of the Jowo
statue in the Jokang in Lhasa, where HH is
leading prayers for the Long Life of HH the
XIV Dalai Lama.
On the 10th of July they travel together to
Shigatse, the main seat of the Panchen Lamas
where some 50’000 people are to come for
the Monlam Chenmo great annual prayer festival to be held in the presence of HH the Panchen Lama and Lama Gangchen. HH the Panchen Lama had a great vision for the future
with many ideas: “now that the situation has
improved slightly, it is my wish to rebuild and
develop the dharma and Tibetan culture, to
create a spiritual and material exchange with
other countries”.
After 26 years absence, Lama Gangchen goes
back to Gangchen village for the first time together with HH the Panchen Lama and they are
received by over 5000 people all crying with
happiness. A very emotional moment for everyone! A small ancient Palden Lhama statue origi-
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nally from Nalanda is given to Lama Gangchen.
He makes a large clay statue and puts the small
Palden Lhamo inside, in this way fulfilling the
commitment of Panchen Zangpo Tashi during
whose time and that of the first Dalai Lama
when it was first built before being destroyed.
So it is rebuilt during the lifetime of the XIV Dalai Lama. Miraculously water comes back to the
surface where it had vanished altogether years
back, in the exact place where later the new retreat centre is built.
HH the Panchen Lama speaks to Lama
Gangchen’s Western friends: “The only difference between us is the colour of our skins,
yours is white and we Tibetans are yellow.
Beyond that we are all one and the same
in wishing to avoid suffering and constantly
searching for happiness. We all wish there to
be inner peace and world peace. I hope that
in the future, the Dharma becomes integrated
into Western culture and that Western Buddhism develops to help many Westerners.
For this to happen, you need to understand
the inner essence of Buddhism – not just the
prayers, mantras and external ritual actions.
Once you understand the deeper meaning of
these things, it will be possible for you to develop Western Buddhism according to your
own culture and mentality.”
Following Lama Gangchen’s journey to Tibet,
it rains for seven days in Tibet, after 3 years of
absolute drought, and has been raining regularly ever since.
In October, Lama Gangchen travels to Beijing
where he meets with HH the X Panchen Lama
for the last time before he passes away on the
28th of January 1989. On this occasion he also
has the opportunity to visit many holy Buddhist
places which would not be officially opened.
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Lama Gangchen moves to Milan, on the request of his friend and sponsor Massimo Corona from Lama TsongKhapa Institute, whose
idea it is that Lama Gangchen’s healing advice
would be very useful for business people and
dharma people alike. He therefore takes up
residence with the support of his close disciple
and friend Franco Ceccarelli and the kindness of Fakiruli, a disciple of Babaji who rents
her apartment to Lama Gangchen, which
Franco and Massimo sponsor. Meeting with
Fakiruli, brings many disciples of Babaji to
Lama Gangchen and he subsequently visits
many of Babaji’s centers.

Lama Gangchen inaugurates his first Western
Centre “Centro de Dharma Shide Choe Tsog” in
Sao Paulo, Brazil on the 3rd of December – Nirvana Day/Lama TsongKhapa Day. This centre is
established by Lama Michel Rinpoche’s parents
Bel Lenz Cesar and Daniel Calmanovitz.

In June 2007, Lama Gangchen’s new Brazilian
Foundation is registered with the Governement and friends and disciples celebrates the
20th anniversay in Brazil.

To date Lama Gangchen has opened over 100
study centres around the world. (see list on
page 210)
In the summer Lama Gangchen travels through
France, Germany and The Netherlands.
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Owing to the immense kindness of Franco and Maurizio
Ceccarelli and the entire Ceccarelli family, the first centre in Italy
is inaugurated in June: Kunpen Lama Gangchen Institute, in Via
Marco Polo, Milan, Italy.
Present for the celebrations are Gonsar Rinpoche from Switzerland together with Tamtok Rinpoche and Geshe Tenzin Gompa
from the Ghelpelling centre in Milan, to give blessings to the new
healing and meditation center.

Dr Luciano Zambotti is the resident medical advisor and several
Tibetan physicians reside for some time at the centre over the
years, to teach the ancient Tibetan medical tradition to western
students, such as Dr Lobsang Shresta from Nepal; Dr Pasang Yonten Arya from Dharamsala, India; Lady Dr Yangla from Tibet; Dr
Dawa Tsering from India, Dr Tseten from Tibet.
Visiting Lamas, such as Panchen Oetrul Rinpoche from Ireland,
Samdong Rinpoche from Sarnath, India; Geshe Yeshe Wangchuk from Lhasa, Tibet; Ribur Rinpoche from Dharamsala, India;
Dagom Rinpoche from Nepal; Gossok Rinpoche from Sera, South
India, the young Trijang Choetrul Rinpoche from Rabten Choeling, Switzerland; the young Gomo Tulku Rinpoche from Pomaia,
Italy; Geshe Ngawang Sherab from Sarnath, India; Geshe Thubten
from Spiti Valley, North India; all bring their great wisdom and
teachings to benefit the students coming to the centre from all
corners of the world.
Moreover, the centre regularly receives groups of monks and organizes cham dancing tours and Buddhist ceremonies all over Italy
and some parts of Europe for them, such as the monks from SamtenLing Monastery in Nepal, Sera Monastery in South India, Ganden Monastery in South India, Sed Gyued Monastery in Nepal, to
raise funds for their monasteries.

In December Lama Gangchen inaugurates the Medicine Buddha Centre in Turin, Italy, dedicated to inner and world peace:
Gangchen Sanghye Men Choeling.
This year Lama Gangchen also visits Spain, Malaysia, Singapore
and Indonesia for the first time.
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Owing to the generosity of his Western friends,
Lama Gangchen is able to sponsor the construction of the Sera Mey Tsangpa Kamtsen
in South India and on the 11th of January the
inauguration ceremony takes place.
Building continues with the future Gangchen
Labrang apartment on top of the Kamtsen.
In the 70’s Lama Gangchen also has a house
he lives in at Ganden Tek Choeling monastery,
the Gangchen Choepel House, in Kailashpur 2nd camp.
Further projects include the building of new
water ways, school and dispensary as well as
the sponsorship of many monks, children and
old people, over the next years.
Moreover, in the coming years, Lama
Gangchen goes on to commission 9 twelve
foot Maitreya statues, six of which are
brought to South India: one to the big assembly hall at Ganden; one to the big assembly
hall at Drepung; one to the big assembly hall
at Sera, one to Sera Dratsang, one to the big
assembly hall at Tashi Lhunpo and one to the
Tsangpa Kamtsen at Sera Mey. Of the other
three, one is at the Himalayan Healing Centre
in Nepal and the remaining two are brought
to Tibet in 1994.
With a fresh Italian passport Lama Gangchen
accepts invitations to visit Spain, Ireland, England, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia, as
well as The Netherlands, Switzerland, Brazil
and the United States of America.
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Heruka Mountain

H.H. Sakya Trinzin, Sera Monastery in South India
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“The speech of Panchen Sangpo Tashi has
returned!”
Second journey on the roof of the world.
Lama Gangchen takes 50 Western friends from
13 different countries to Tibet.
In the Potala Palace library, Lama Gangchen discovers a long ‘lost’ handwritten text by Panchen
Zangpo Tashi, from the 15th century, containing
many important esoteric teachings.
In Beijing, we make many photocopies of the
manuscript and Lama Gangchen sends the first
copy to HH XIV Dalai Lama, as well as to all
the most important monasteries and Lamas.

Lama Gangchen old
house in Tashilhumpo
Monastery
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Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation

The first international congress is held from the 4th to the 7th of
July in Milan, Italy at the Palazzo Stelline and Hotel Blaise and Francis under the theme “Primo Incontro Internazionale sulla Medicina
Tibetana” “First International Meeting on Tibetan Medicine”.
On this auspicious occasion the Lama Gangchen World Peace
Foundation is launched on the 7th of July to coincide with
Lama Gangchen’s birthday.

Doctor Luciano Zambotti. GP. Homeopath, psycho-therapist
When I have a patient I cannot cure, I send him to Gangchen Rinpoche.
I once sent Him a person who had very bad eczema, bleeding. Rinpoche
cured him. Then, there were people with eye disease, cataracts, glycoma,
some were completely cured, some improved, anyway, all of them blocked
the course of the sicknesses. But was most surprising to me, was that not only
were those patients having some result on the physical level, but even inside,
they apparently got better, becoming more serene, happier.
I actually think that meeting with Tibetan doctors and Ayurvedic Indian
doctors could help us rediscover some ancient methods that we have
completely forgotten about our own ancient medicine, the old medicines
which were used in the West in the past. Because our systems are now
very different, we cannot really understand how it works any longer, or
its preciousness. Through the mediation of the Tibetan doctor, Ayurvedic
doctor and so forth, we could be helped to actually rediscover the preciousness and the value of those ancient systems.
Some years ago, as a doctor, I thought I had to be concerned mainly with
the body and eventually the psychic part of the patient. Today, probably
thanks to Gangchen Rinpoche, I am not ashamed of using spiritual methods in the approach of healing a person and I now firmly believe that
the way a person should be healed is not only on his physical body, on
the psyche, but also from a spiritual aspect. As an example, I would like
to bring to your attention the case of a person suffering from Aids who
is a patient of mine and Rinpoche’s for about 3 years. Two years ago, it
was diagnosed by a doctor that her white blood cells had virtually completely disappeared and she was prescribed the usual kind of medicine.
With the help of Rinpoche however, we were able to postpone the use
of that medicine through our own methods and that person, although
not cured, is now much better, much stronger, and the white blood cells
have increased.

Doctor Marcella Britsi, GP.
My professional knowledge was initially from the scientific approach to
medicine, in other words, within the Western structure and material approach. After studying the traditional forms of medicine, such as Tibetan,
Chinese, and so on, I got some kind of idea of the energetic aspect, the
energetic basis which governs all living aspects like human beings, environment and so on. After this long journey to these different medical
traditions, I came back to my roots, my original tradition, and I began
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to develop my techniques based upon European traditions. I feel now
that there is somehow a thread, a golden thread that connects all these
experiences, all these traditions. Following some particularly good and
astonishing results on patients thanks to Gangchen Rinpoche, I really began to believe how the mind and inner energy can affect the physical stat
of being of a person. Maybe according to Buddhist philosophy we can
also talk about karma and so forth, however, the essential point is that
the mind really does affect the physical state of the person. So, although
I have limited knowledge of Chinese and Tibetan medicine, I believe that
our traditions can work together and learn from each other, can have a
really relevant, important, and full relationship.

Doctor Franco Ceccarelli, Delegate Counselor of Radiumfarma
The commitment of Radiumfarma is to help Gangchen Rinpoche with
visiting patients, with congresses and meetings with doctors of other traditions. We would like, more particularly, to increase the field of experimentation from Western science to the traditional field of Tibetan
medicines by giving Western doctors the opportunity to experience the
value and effectiveness of those traditional medicines.
Together with the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation, we will
somehow endeavor to bring about the necessary legislation that will allow not only Tibetan medicines but many kinds of alternative medicines,
to be more accepted and developed in our country. We are therefore
thankful to all Western doctors who are more in favor than in opposition
to the research on alternative medicines. There is a need to compare in
order to bring about a way of curing people with means befitting the
20th century. The aim of the foundation is for our own Tibetan medicine
to get more integrated into the field of modern medicine, which presently appears to be very fractioned and missing the necessary union. We will
try to invite more doctors to the West, and will try to open more centers
for the research in Tibetan medicine around Europe in order to create
the possibility of confronting different experiences in different countries
with different doctors operating in those centers. We will organize meetings, covering specific medical problems, attended by both Tibetan and
allopathic doctors in order to bring about new ideas and a new fruitful
collaboration.

Dr. Jacques Hesert. GP. Tibetan Medicine Practitioner.
What I like in Tibetan medicine, is not the fact that it is Tibetan. I am
very grateful to Tibetan people who retained this medical practice and
this dharma teaching. I consider the essence of Tibetan medicine to be
some kind of universal gift. I further consider Tibetan medicine to be not
merely of the past but something with a great future indeed. However,
in order to accomplish such a future, it can no longer stay the same way
it was centuries ago, but we must retain the precious essence of Tibetan
medicine. Personally, I try to be very practical. In the West we need some
good explanations, biological explanations, and some kind of scientific
explanation. However, for these biological and scientific explanations to
be satisfying, they should also incorporate a spiritual explanation.

Doctor Marika Walburg. President of German Medical Society of
Acupuncture, Vice President of the E.C.P.M. (European Council of
Doctors for Plurality in Medicine).
What we urgently need is a new spirit. A sheer new spirit of medicine can
be the common basis for the kind of future medicine which combines all
the different methods and all the different medical systems. What is necessary as a first step to integrate such a medical system, is to find a bridge
between Tibetan medical thinking and our common medical thinking.
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Doctor Stefano Dallari. GP. Dental surgeon. President of Tibet
House, Italy
Western science badly needs the depth and motivation of the Eastern
culture. It can become an enlightened science and really work for the
benefit of humanity. I feel that if we look into a microscope with an open
heart, we can reach very wonderful discoveries. On the other hand, the
East equally needs confirmation from our science. It is like the meeting
of two hands, two sides of the brain. This meeting can actually represent
the turn, a big turn in humanity. We all have the responsibility for this
meeting of East and West but for sure, scientists have a special condition
that puts them in the forefront. I also, speaking as a physician, hold the
view that it is indeed every physician’s duty to discover the best solution
to bring about the welfare of sentient beings.

Doctor Ruedi Schneider. GP.
In the last century, in the region of Milan, a big battle took place and
it is during that time that Henri Duran forged the idea of creating an
organization to help and reduce suffering; the organization is called the
Red Cross.
Equally, it is this wish to help and reduce suffering which has motivated
Gangchen Rinpoche to create the LGWPF for world peace. In Europe,
we investigate the nature of everything. We have precise instruments;
however, we never investigated the nature of the mind. Adding to that,
we do not even know that the mind exists. We check everything, yet we
never check the checker! The mind watches everything, we never watch
the mind! In a subtle way, we are completely prisoners of the treasure of
experience in our mind. The way to overcome this prison, to make the
mind useful is called “Dharma practice”. Rinpoche uses positive feelings
to increase happiness in the patients. Then self-trust increases more and
more. The patient gets more space and more freedom and then he can
look at his negative side. He can bear it and handle it. It is then that the
mind begins to change. In Europe, in psychiatry, we look at the negative
feelings; we fight against the negative feelings. We feel alone, unhappy.
Maybe alone with psychiatry we feel bad. The development of the mind
is always in doubt. Rinpoche always tries to increase our love, our togetherness feeling, our understanding each other. When we are really
clever, we can choose and take the positive things. We can then practice,
as H.H. the Dalai Lama says, intelligent selfishness. If all other beings are
happy, then we must be extremely happy, this is intelligent selfishness,
because our feelings are not separate, as everyone knows.
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Congress held on the 25th of July in Ulaan Baator, Mongolia at the Children’s Palace on the
theme “World Peace Congress and Prayers”.

Congress held on the 1st of August in Moscow, Russia at the Museum of Asian Culture under the
theme “World Peace Congress and Prayers”.
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The Foundation’s congress is held on the 15th of August in Kathmandu, Nepal at the Blue Star Hotel, Siddharta Hall under the
theme“World Peace Congress and Prayers”.With among others,
the participation of: Krishna Prasad Battharai (Former Prime Minister of Nepal); Giovanni Cirillo (Italian Ambassador in Nepal);
Nigel Roberts (Repr. of the World Bank in Nepal); Ven. Lama Zopa
Rinpoche; as well as the Minister for Tourism and so forth. On this
particular occasion Ven. Lama Zopa offered Lama Gangchen the
title of “World Healer”.
Introduction by Tsetan Gyurman
Shresta, Sponsor of Lama Gangchen

Good Morning, Tashi Delek to my honorable guests and participants, all the
friends who are here; Lama Gangchen has been working abroad for over 10 years
now and he wants to help all the people who need his help. Therefore, we have
held a meeting in Milan, Italy, on July 4th – 7th which was very constructive and
interesting. Some doctors are still participating over here and so we welcome them
to Nepal; their causes and exchange of views in Nepal will be starting. Above all,
it is Rinpoche’s idea and wishes to establish here in Nepal a Healing Center and
Retreat Center which we are already starting. The building is under construction
and so we will be doing some kind of traditional medicine with hygiene, technology from the West so that we will be also providing to the people who need inside
and outside of Nepal and so anyway I am very grateful that you have taken your
precious time and have come here to participate, so thank you very much.

Lama Gangchen
(Speech translated from Tibetan into
English by Dr. Lobsang Shresta)

Tashi Delek. Today we are here in the land of the Buddha or in the country where
the Buddha was born and also in the country where Buddhism first came into the
world. So, beside that we are here in the capital city of Nepal – Katmandu – and
also particularly we are in the Blue Star Hotel for the World Peace Foundation
on Tibetan Medicine. On this occasion, we have a special guest from the Tibetan
Medical Center in Katmandu and also the Western friends and other friends who
come to attend this conference. I wish to welcome and say Tashi Delek to you. I
chose the Blue Star because the actual name is Siddhartha Hall. Siddhartha means
the Buddha’s name so having many auspicious things I chose this particular hotel
for this conference.
Rinpoche says he has been known as a tantric healer since his childhood in Tibet
and also in Nepal, India and now also in the West. For 10 years he has been
traveling all over the world as a tantric master healer and he has a lot of connections with many people around the world; based on that he found an immense
importance to invite the doctors, traditional Tibetan doctors and also traditional
Nepalese doctors and to invite the Western friends for an exchange of knowledge
which could be beneficial for all living people. Also Rinpoche says that he is very
happy to inform you all that today on this occasion we have a Buddha’s relic
from Phegyeling monastery which has been offered to the monastery by the Singapore Buddhist association recently. The actual opening ceremony, the blessing
ceremony has been done on the full moon day at the Phegyeling monastery. So
today the relic has been here in our hall at the moment and this will be our main
object for our world peace puja and for the base foundation for world peace to
have this relic here he thinks is very, very lucky and auspicious. Rinpoche says that
since there is limited time, he doesn’t want to speak much and he says that his aim
of getting many different medical persons here is to develop more relationships in
the future and to improve the exchange of knowledge of different medical fields
for the benefit of all our brothers and sisters and this is all to say here. Tashi Delek
again. So let us all come together for World Peace and for the better exchange of
knowledge and good understanding and be friends of each another.

Dr Pasang Yonten Arya
Professor of Traditional Tibetan
Medicines at Kunpen Lama
Gangchen Institute, Milan, Italy

Venerable Rinpoche, Bikshu Songha, professional doctors, therapists and ladies
and gentlemen, as we are moving towards the 21st century, the world is developing too fast in technology and materialism, as you well understand. This creates
in us more fear and anxiety of nuclear bombs, weapons, chemical pollution. It
threatens not only our precious human life but also the animals on the earth, even
in the sea, in the air and in space. May I say that all this comes from a lack of love,
compassion and satisfaction. Lord Buddha said that desire brings you suffering,
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hatred and ignorance. It is true that it brings on war, natural calamities, ecological
disaster, anger, jealousy, tension, etc… Therefore, many holy beings of Hinduism,
Buddhism, Christian traditions including Zen and other religions, religious people
and philosophers have preached different religion and philosophies according to
the different beliefs and faiths in this world. Those religions and philosophies are
not preached by the holy beings for their own wishes but according to the different needs of human beings. The common aim is to liberate sentient beings from
the samsaric world. If we want to become free from this inner disease or mental
poison, then this is the best way of alleviating prevention of mental and physical
suffering by creating positive mind towards individuals, community and country
as well as the world. In order to purify our inner environment and outer environment the real purification is the dharma practice. It brings us peace and harmony
inside, in the mind is the real creator of all the positive and negative energies. It
controls micro organisms in the body and heavenly bodies. It is the main factor
or generator of all sources, of all energy sources and coordinator of the delicate
ecological balance in the world. Therefore, many great thinkers of this world have
visited this land in different times to help bring the balance of the body and mind.
Like in science of light Bhoradwaj Shusura and Chorana Indian Ayurvedic system
of medicine appeared in ancient time and 100 Tsu and Menwin of China; Aristotle
and Gallon etc, from the Greek and Avisina from the Arab traditions. In Buddhist
medicine, Lord Medicine has preached a system of medicine in Voranasi which was
practiced by mahasiddhas and philosophers of Buddhist universities like Nalonda
in India. Later, this was translated into Tibetan and practiced by Tibetan physicians
like Yutok Yontan Gompo, father of Tibetan Medicine. He combined Buddhist
teachings and the traditional indigenous medical system of Tibet and other central
Asian medicines. This we call Tibetan system of medicine but you know that we
have different traditional medical systems like the Ayurvedic system, homeopathy,
Chinese medicine, naturopathic system, herbal, and Siddha system of medicines
and Tibetan medicines and acupuncture. All these systems are like the flowers of
spring which may be chosen by certain individuals or suited to people in different
ways. It is the aspect of the mind and the law of nature. Therefore, body and mind
need the spirit and material medication from the spiritual side to cure the disease,
mind requires mind training and from the physical side, material energy, mantra power and concentration. The Tibetan medical healing, Tibetan medicine and
healing system includes all these holistic approaches. Lama Gangchen Rinpoche has
recently founded the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation and organized an
international conference introducing Tibetan medicine in particular and a Buddhist
healing system in Milan, Italy. Again, today, we are here inviting for the same
purpose. The foundation is going to organize an exchange of knowledge with the
allopathic doctors, therapists and seminars and meetings for better understanding
the different systems. The healing systems are the common teacher of the world
population, world people, and we are welcoming all who are interested in our
project in the world. May peace prevail on Earth. Thank you very much.

Dr Charo Carrillo
Specialist in natural medicines,
ayurveda and homeopathy, Spain

Tashi Delek. Good morning, First of all, thank you very much to the Venerable
Lama Gangchen Rinpoche for giving us this opportunity to get together again in
the name of peace. Thank you very much everybody for being here and sorry for
my English. First of all, when the lama invited us to speak here today, someone
asked in what language are we going to speak? Lama said: English, English, and
I said: Me no, me Spanish! After that, I realized that it is always better to exactly
follow the lama’s instructions. Then I changed my mind. I put out my opinion
about my language and decided to speak English today. I would like to tell you my
view in two sides; first as a patient and second as a doctor. The two of them are
very close but for me, the day I knew the Venerable lama was very important and
I would like to say to you something about this. This day was an experience as a
patient, it was about 7 or 8 months ago, I didn’t feel very well. I was looking for
someone who could help me. I knew any doctor could give me the help I needed,
then I remembered all the lamas, I knew they are always very happy and they can
give happiness to the people. Then I went to Milan, Italy, and my life changed. At
this moment, I realized many people I know, many patients, same as me then I can
offer them this solution and I became very interested in Tibetan medicine and also
in the lama teaching. As a doctor, I know all the patients need something. All of
us need peace and all of us need according to our real nature. All of us want to be
happy always. All of us want to know everything and all of us want to live forever.
This is very common in Nepal, in Spain. 1.000 years before, always this is the real
nature of the mind. In relation with this we find something different in the common work of doctors. This is the spiritual healing. It is very important to be clear
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in this field because spiritual healing in my view is only one thing and this thing is
only allowed to receive from people like Venerable Lama Gangchen. I was thinking about it because it is a real need for everybody and I thought well nowadays
nobody has many problems with the liver, for example. I mean among doctors, all
doctors know the shape of the liver, the cells of the liver, the function, no problem
but we have as human beings a physical body and we have also a spiritual being,
a spiritual self. It doesn’t matter what kind of religion because when I was a little
girl I used to learn Catholicism. Later, I was training in Vadanta tradition and now
fortunately I have the opportunity to know the Buddhist tradition and I realize in
relation to a spiritual side it’s not a problem. I never heard about Buddha having
any problems, Buddha wasn’t confused, neither was Jesus or even Atman. No
problem. God is God. Then why do we have so many problems? It is because of
the mind. In my understanding, the mind is like a mirror, then the reality is our
mind; it is like a very dirty mirror. Then we need a spiritual healing, someone who
knows about cleaning the mirror. This is very important because in this way I think
it is possible to have the spiritual healing we need. Our mirror is dirty with the
three poisons. We know very well these three poisons. Then sometimes we get imbalanced. We are worse. Everybody knows about it. The important thing is how
to make a solution for this problem. This is because in Spain, I am very interested
in the spiritual healing given by the Venerable lama and all of us are very grateful
to him. Many of us know his important project for peace in the world and all of
us who know him have decided to put out the best things that we have done for
this. We would like to do our best because this is a big thing; bigger than one only
people. Then, for finishing, I would like to say to the lama in the name of many,
many Spanish people. Thank you very much and we are waiting for you in the
next second conference as we said in Milan the last time and why not before?
When you would like to come we have decided to serve your great project for
the benefit of all beings. Thank you very much.

Dr Lobsang Shresta
Professor of Traditional Tibetan
Massage and Medicine at Kunpen
Lama Gangchen Institute
Milan, Italy

Venerable Rinpoche and Bikshu and Bikshunis, dear doctor friends and all the
friends who are here I would like to greet you with the two languages: Tashi
Delek and Namastay. First of all, I would like to thank the great organizer who
organized this conference. All the different people all over the world, otherwise
we will not know each other and we have quite some difficulty in understanding
each other. So, having a conference like this could help a lot in developing relations between the different medical persons. Once again, thanks to Rinpoche and
Jindaia Tseton-la for organizing this conference. I don’t want to say much, seeing
as we don’t have much time but I would just like to say a few things. In the world,
as Dr. Pasang said, there are many different systems of medical practices and similarly in Nepal there are also many different medical practices such as Ayurvedic
homeopathic, allopathic and also Tibetan medicine in Nepal. Tibetan medicine
has been influenced in many neighboring countries like India, China, Mongolia,
India, and Nepal. So, in the Himalayan regions in Nepal, Tibetan medicine is still
broadly practiced in places such as Solanumbu, Manam area, Alambu area and
in the Tsum and Webry area, there you’ll find a lot of Nepalese doctors who still
practice Tibetan medicine. So my feeling is that the different systems in Nepal
should come together, should work together and should exchange knowledge
between each other and try to develop different fields. As you all know, Nepal is
a beautiful country, it has many natural resources; Nepal is very rich in medicinal
plants and we must make an effort to use these natural medicinal plants into practice to benefit the suffering brothers and sisters. If you don’t use them they are lost,
you know, like waste, it becomes like waste so our Tibetan medicines are strong
relations with Ayurvedic. So if Ayurvedic people or homeopathic medical persons
and Tibetan medical persons, can work together, there are a lot of things that they
can learn from Tibetan medical persons. Tibetan medical persons can also learn a
lot of things from Ayurvedic and homeopathic medical persons. There are a lot
of medicinal herbs growing at lower altitudes, medium altitudes which Tibetan
doctors have less knowledge and also there are a lot of medicines that are growing in high altitudes like in Tibet, Ladhak or in Manan areas I think the Ayurvedic
and homeopathic doctor have less knowledge about those kind of plants growing
in high altitudes, so if we come together and work together on the basis of the
exchange of knowledge, we can learn a lot of things and we can make good use of
these plants growing in the different altitudes in Nepal. I request that all the dear
medical persons be friendly and speak together sometimes. Try to teach and learn
from each other. Also, historically, according to Tibetan medical history, we have a
good connection and relation with Nepal, many, many centuries ago. Our history
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of medicine also tells that during the 7th and 8th century many great renowned
Nepalese Medical physicians were also invited to Tibet in the court of the king
with many other scholars from the different countries on exchange of knowledge
basis. So, the idea is that we also have some Nepalese Ayurvedic influences in our
Tibetan medicine. If we can once again come together and work together in an
exchange of knowledge basis this could be beneficial. And to end, I just have a
special request to the Nepalese Government, that now we have a couple of clinics, Tibetan medical clinics in Nepal and I just would like to request the government to make the best effort for the development and for the progress of these
Tibetan medical clinic or centers because I realize that these Tibetan medical clinics
are doing a good job for the people in Nepal. Also there are a lot of things that
other medical practices cannot help, but Tibetan medicine is doing quite a good
job and also there are a lot of things that the Tibetan medical system cannot do
that other systems are doing well. So, like here now at the moment, we have a
Tibetan medical centre, a branch at Dharamsala. In various places in Nepal like
Katmandu, Pokkora, Solakumbum etc… Also, there are private Tibetan medical
clinics like the Kunpen Tibetan medical clinic and the Tchoosong monastery clinic,
Shergor monastery clinic, like this. They are doing a good job for the people so
we will be highly appreciative if the government could take some notice and try
to support our further cares of the medical work in Nepal. I don’t want to take
much time here, once again thanks to the organizer and all the guests who came
and took a great interest for this talk here and I will now request all the Tibetan
doctors who are here, we are now, Lama Healer, we have monk doctors, we have
women doctors, we have men doctors. In Tibet, we usually don’t have very many
lady doctors. Now, these days, we have all equal rights. So we have lady doctors
also and I request to all the doctor friends to try to take good opportunity to make
better relation with all the friends throughout the world. In my experience traveling in the West, particularly in Europe for nearly a yea, I have learned and gained
much, much knowledge which I find very important and similarly I request all the
friends to try to develop a friendly relationship with other medical persons and try
to learn more things because we still have many things to learn from our friends,
medical person friends from the different practices. During my travels, I was traveling mainly under the guidance of Lama Gangchen Rinpoche in different countries
and places, cities in Europe to give some information about Tibetan medicine and
also to learn a lot of things from them. During my trip I noticed that many, many
people are taking keen interest in our Tibetan medicine. So we Tibetan doctors
should feel a big responsibility to make a best effort to introduce our traditional Tibetan medicines to other countries in the world and also to learn many things from
other systems. The aim and object of all the doctors here is to relieve the suffering
of human brothers and sisters from various different diseases. Now there are more
and more new diseases coming, so similarly the doctors should not go only by the
book or traditional texts. You cannot base only that so we need to work together
to make research, to find new medicines, to find a new system, to help these kinds
of new problems coming in the world. Otherwise, if you just stay on the basis of
medical texts, just go traditional maybe we will be backward, so in order not to
be backward we have to work hard and try to find new ways and make research
jointly with other systems then maybe we could go together shoulder to shoulder
in the world and help all the brothers and sisters. Thank you very much.

Dr Irene Del Olmo
Specialized in homeopathy, Spain

Namaste, Tashi Delek, Good morning to everybody. First of all, I think it is important to make an acknowledgement to Venerable Lama Gangchen Rinpoche for
giving us, for giving me especially the chance to be here speaking and exchanging opinions and thinking and so on. Thank you everybody for coming and for
organizing, participating in this conference. First, I am going to speak a little bit
about me, about myself. I was born in 1956 in a South American country, Peru.
The people of the mountains in Peru are very similar to Tibetan people and they
even have a medical system very interesting and very deep. It’s not as well known
as Tibetan medicine but the medicine of the mountains in Peru and Bolivia is very
interesting. When I came to the West, I came to live in Spain at the age of six and
finished my studies of medicine in 1981 and I decided to work as a homeopathic
doctor because I was very interested in this kind of medicine. In the years since
I have finished my studies, I have been working as a homeopathic doctor and I
have noticed, since I finished until now, that there have been many changes in the
minds of people, in the minds of Western people. The main change is that people,
not only doctors, but especially the patient, are changing their side from a stronger
materialistic way of thinking, way of life, to a more subtle spiritual way of feeling,
way of living. It’s to say, we are trying to mind our bodies, mending our minds.
It’s true, as my colleague Charo Carrillo said, the truth is one for everybody in
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the world and finally people can’t live without the spirit of truth for very long
because the soul feels very unhappy. In my own experience, I had the interest on
homeopathy and also in other therapies like massage, Shiatsu and nutrition and
after some years I began to be very interested in the behavioral patterns, mental
patterns that can promote good health or can promote sickness. I have been looking for a whole system those years, a whole system that could explain to me the
function of the human body, mind, spirit, which can include all these things. If I
have to be sincere, if I have to say the truth and I think this is why I am here now,
what I have been looking for all these years is for my own healing. Since I found
Venerable Lama Gangchen Rinpoche, I think that I have no need to look for other
things. I have found what I needed all these years. Not only is this for my inner
need of healing, my inner need for truth, but there are many things that Western
doctors that come here can find, when approaching not only Tibetan medicine
but Ayurvedic medicine, Himalayan medicine. First, I go from the body to the
inner. First, there is a whole and interesting physiology that can explain the origin
and mechanism of many diseases, all the diseases. Second, a complete method of
diagnosis based on the observation of the symptoms of the patient, of the pulse,
urine and so on. Third, a very effective treatment for all kinds of diseases and this I
could see when Venerable Lama and Dr. Lobsang went to Spain. I have seen very,
very important changes in our patients, very good benefits for their health. Last
but not least, really, the main thing is a spiritual guidance for taking the proper
steps. Step by step in the proper direction in order to help our patients. I think
the function of a doctor, as I am an ordinary person, I am not a healer, I am just a
doctor. As doctor Lobsang said, is to help relieve the suffering from people. Help
them to preserve their bodies, their life, so then they can work on themselves and
their bodies, their life, so then they can work on themselves and they can get the
real spiritual healing but a common doctor like me is not a spiritual healer but
maybe we can help the patients to go to spiritual healing if we do the right thing,
if we do the right medicine. There are many things I have learnt these days, I have
stayed here close to Venerable Lama. These things can’t be found in any book but
they are very important for my practice or medicine. When I go back to Spain, I
think my patients will benefit a lot, not only my patients, but my family, myself,
my friends. I wanted to speak also about an interesting possibility, some ideas that
Western doctors have but we also have exchanged our knowledge to help for
the propagation of Tibetan medicine in the West and I think it is very important
to consider the possibility of making some studies in the following of a patient
evolution. To have the possibility of control with our Western urine analysis and
electro-cardiogram, x-rays and so on. So, it is scientific support for the extension,
for the propagation of Ayurvedic and Tibetan medicine in the West. It is important
to give scientific Western style support to this medicine. Maybe even analysis of
some plants, we don’t know in the West but we can analyze it and know the active principles that work in that plant so for the Western mentality it is good. So
we know what active principle is in a plant and even make a comparative study
of Western way of healing and a Tibetan way of healing. When a patient has been
treated with some Western medicine and Tibetan medicine, we could see the difference, comparing the result and making a statistical study. I think it will be very
good not only for patients that can be very benefited by all this but also for the
doctors because we think we are doing something that’s closer to the truth. Finally,
I have to say that I am very interested in this project of the healing centre of Venerable Lama Gangchen Rinpoche because it is a chance for the doctors who come
here to learn and go deeper in this Tibetan medicine. I only want to say thank you
to everybody. Thank you Venerable Lama Gangchen. As my colleague Charo said,
we are dying to see you again in Spain so please come.

Dr Choekyi
Head of the Nepalese Tibetan
Medical Institute
(translated by Dr Lobsang Shresta)

She said that until now all the speakers were speaking in English. Since there are
many monks and nuns and other Tibetan here maybe interested to know a little
bit about what is going on here and what the topics are. So, she thought she would
like to speak in Tibetan and she asked me to do the translation. Dr. Chokyi conveys
here sincere thanks to Rinpoche from her true heart for taking this golden opportunity of getting many different medical persons and friends today. Particularly
she thanks Jindal la a lot and Tsetan la for making a good effort to organize this
conference. For a very long time, she is thinking about this kind of conference or
meeting with the different people or different medical persons but due to the lack
of capacities and facilities, she couldn’t go ahead with this kind of meeting. Her
experience, she says that these days in the world there are many Western people,
Indians, Nepali. There are many people having a keen interest in Tibetan medicine
until now due to the lack of Western knowledge or language, English or other
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languages. Tibetan medicine could not go too far in the world. She says that she
feels it is very important that for helping the patient, Western people need many
things from the East and the East also needs a lot from the West. She feels this is
very important. She says that in the East in particular the Tibetan way of a medical
system is a very smooth way of helping through the natural medicines where as in
the West they make a strong medicine or medical practices and also such as surgery
and all these things. So, sometimes in the West, the people need a more smooth
and natural treatment. In the East, sometimes we need some strong treatment
based on, like surgery or another way of treatment. If both are available in the
same country it could be more beneficial for people. She says that her own experience in Katmandu, she says there are many patients, sometimes Tibetan medicine
cannot do anything for the problem and if she feels it is necessary to have surgery
or operations then she recommends the patients to go to a good hospital or a
private nursing home. Similarly, if she feels that certain patients need a natural or
smoother way of treatment, she even asks specialists to make a discharge from the
hospital and come to her clinic for treatment which she feels can help. She says that
those doctors who are here or those who are not here even she wants to give a
message saying that for the benefit of patients we should not think about our own
selfishness. It means that some doctors don’t want to loose their patients so they
never recommend even if they cannot do anything. So we should not go into this
kind of narrow mind. It’s better if you cannot do anything, you should send the
patients to a doctor that can help patients. So this kind of principle or motivation
should be with the doctors. They should not think that they are Tibetan medicine,
they don’t want to send, or they are Nepali doctor or they are Ayurvedic doctors
or other practices. If you go in this way of motivation or feeling then maybe we
cannot help the patient but we can harm the life of the people. So, in order not
to have such a kind of feeling we should recommend each other and send the
patient to one which can help the people, the patient. Sometimes people are confused because there are many different doctors, in such cases Dr. Chokyi la used to
advise the patients that whoever has faith and believes should go and make Mo.
(Mo means the lamas throw the dice and say: ok, this doctor is good for you, you
go to this one), based on that she advises to follow the doctors. As for advice on
spirituality, make a Mo. In Tibetan we call it dice; the people throw the dice and
make Mo. The word is divination. This is how Tibetan medicine is combined with
the spiritual side and also with astrology. So sometimes from the medical side and
from the spiritual side, if they cannot help the patient, they try to do something,
try to help the patients through astrology also. Dr. Chokyi’s particular request to
the Tibetan doctors is that if you cannot help someone you should not give up
and you should try to find another solution based on the spiritual side or by recommending other doctors who can help the patients. They should do it because
it is very important. She cannot speak English very well. She speaks English a little
bit. She says that she knows Tibetan medicine and whatever she knows, whatever
knowledge she has regarding Tibetan medicine, she is always happy to share it
with the friends from the West or whoever wants to come and also she is very
much interested in learning a lot of things from the other systems, particularly from
Western medical persons. She says that now, today, the guests who have come, the
monks, the nuns and the dear friends, she wants to convey her best regards and
Tashi Delek and particularly she conveys her sincere thanks to Rinpoche and Jindal
la Tsetan la for his opportunity of getting all the people together.

Dr Natalia Bolsokoeva
Buriat

Thank you very much. First of all, I would like to express my big thanks to Venerable Lama Gangchen Rinpoche for the invitation to participate in this very important conference for my study trip in Nepal. Then I would like to express my deepest gratitude to my colleague and first of all to Dr. Chokyi la and Lobsang la for
their help for my research work here. Then I would like to express my big thanks
to all who attend this conference which was organized by the Venerable Gangchen
Rinpoche la. Thanks a lot for the unique opportunity to give a very short lecture or my very short speech here. I would like to express my deep apology;
unfortunately, I didn’t prepare any report or speech or lecture as only yesterday
afternoon I go an invitation from Venerable Gangchen Rinpoche la to participate
in this conference. Secondly, I would like to express a big apology for my broken
English. My dear colleagues and friends I would like to tell you very briefly about
myself. I am from Ulan Ude as I already mentioned before, I live in Ulon Uda and
I research in the Institute of Social Sciences of the Siberian branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences. During the last 12 years my research work connected with
studies of Tibetan medical texts especially in Nepal. Chokyi la and Losang la are
my main informants in my research work. With their help I composed one book
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called Tibetan medicine in Nepal and I hope that just now it is already published
in Leningrad, now St. Petersburg. I graduated from Leningrad University, now
St. Petersburg. I finished oriental faculty and branch of Tibetan language, mostly
researching Tibetan classical texts, including Tibetan medical texts; since 1981, I
continuously researched only Tibetan medical texts in our institute. I composed
three books through three monographs. The first title is Introduction to the Studies
of Kangyur and Tangyur. The second is titled Tibetan Medicine in Nepal and the
third Tibetan Culture in Nepal. During my present study trip in Nepal, I composed
with my course with unique student from Sornath Dim University of the Institute
of Higher Tibetan studies called Kelsong Tsering. We composed a book called
Tibetan Folk songs of Tengri; I am going to publish this book in Switzerland. It is
very briefly about me. Now I’m going to tell you very briefly about the Tibetan
medical studies in Wan Uda. In 1968, in the Buddha department of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, a very successful branch called the branch of Tibetan medicine was opened. It’s already been 24 years; mostly we work in two main directions. The first is connected with the translation of Tibetan medical texts from
Tibetan into Russian and then we compose commentaries, recommending them
to our colleagues who have subjects like botany, zoology, technology who work
according to the translation of Tibetan medical texts which we organize. The last
three years in Ulaan Bator the Russian translation of the main treatise of Tibetan
medicine called Bhushi was finished and published, the translator of this text is Dr.
Dashive. He knows very well the Tibetan classic language and now this translation
is very popular, not only in Russia but abroad. Three years ago, he was greeted
by the private physician of His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Losang Wongyal who
attended our institute during his short trip in Ulon Uda. The last three years we
organized a very important work directed in the translation of all Tibetan medical
texts. The Museum of History in our city keeps a unique set of the atlas of Tibetan
medicine. The original set kept in Mesicon in Oasa. Last November I got a unique
opportunity to give lectures about the studies of Tibetan medicine in our country
including the description of the set of the atlas of Tibetan medicine, Tibetan medical tankas which are kept in the Museum of History in our city. We translated this
unique monument of Tibetan art and Tibetan medicine from Tibetan into Russian
and I hope that it will be ready soon for publishing in the printing house, Soviet
printing house. Maybe now the name of this publishing house changes as you
know the name of our country is also changing. I follow the old name of this printing house and its direction in the studies of Tibetan medicine in our institute which
is called the Institute of Biology. The second direction, directed to the studies of
Tibetan medicine, is mostly connected with experiments of the Tibetan herbs and
Tibetan treatment and we have two laboratories. The research work concerning
the experiments of the Tibetan treatment only last 4 or 5 years, not more. I think
that four years ago it was allowed to openly practice Tibetan medicine. In our city
were opened four Tibetan medical centers where only doctors, which we call traditional Tibetan doctors, practice Tibetan medicine. Maybe for you it will be interesting to know that we have a very old and very ancient tradition. Not only with
Tibetan medicine but with Tibetan culture in general especially in my area which
is called Buddha Republic of Russia. Buddhism was introduced 250 years ago. Last
year we celebrated the 250th anniversary when Buddhism was introduced in our
territory. The main quest in this official ceremony was His Holiness the Dalai Lama
and the celebration was more or less three weeks. Originally, the majority of the
population of my area believed in Buddhism, therefore, from the 17th century,
our lamas used to go to Tibet and studied not only Buddhist philosophy but also
Tibetan medicine, the tradition of Tibetan medicine. From the beginning of the
18th century, the Tibetan traditional doctors used to come in my area and practiced Tibetan medicine. Even in the many Buddhist monasteries in my area were
opened special medical faculties called menpa datson, where lamas could educate
in Tibetan medicine. Especially, the famous menpa datson was opened near Ulan
Uda. Located forty kilometers from Ulan Uda, this place is named Artsaday, from
here came a famous great Buddhist scholar named Agradorchi; he was a private
teacher of His Holiness the 13th Dalai Lama. He wished to visit this place. From the
very beginning, there was Agradorchi, He said that f Agradorchi was a teacher of
the 13th Dalai Lama it also means that he is my teacher. In this place, menpa datson worked very successfully for many years and Buddhist lamas were educated
there. Even the famous Buddhist doctors, maybe you know their names. Only
two months ago we visited Switzerland where I gave a series of lectures about
the history of Tibetan medicine and I was really very surprised. Many people
who attended my lectures know many Tibetan geshes, Tibetan Buddhist geshes,
Buddhist lamas and Buddhist medical doctors. Even one factory called Padma 20
still worked in Switzerland near Zurich. It was really very nice to know that my
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people in Switzerland introduced Tibetan medicine into Western Europe. Many
lamas were educated in menpa datson but unfortunately, in the 1930’s many lamas
were disrobed and sent to prison. It’s really a very big tragedy in the history of our
Buddhism and in the history of our Buddhists. As I mentioned earlier, only from
1968 did we start a new era in the research work of Tibetan medicine. It is very
brief about the studies of Tibetan medicine in my area. Thank you very much for
your attention.

Lama Palden Losang
Director of Phegyeling
monastery, Nepal
(translated by Dr Lobsang Shresta)

Venerable Gangchen Rinpoche and the doctors, medical persons and all the dear
friends who are here, he would like to greet in the Tibetan language: Tashi Delek.
Actually, his talk is not in the program but Rinpoche has asked him to speak a
few words and now he is facing you as a lecturer. In the lecture, he says there are
many different ways of lecturing. So, this is not really a lecture but just his opinions
which he gives to you as suggestions. Today, why is he speaking here? Because of
Rinpoche’s advice. It’s like a dog having a name like ‘snow lion’, so this means
that he doesn’t know that he is like a dog although Rinpoche gave him the name
like a snow lion (Tibetan proverb lost in translation) It means that he is not very
good at giving lectures, he is uneducated, so this is the way of the Tibetan proverb.
He is proud to speak today, he’s proud not because he can go to the moon but
because he is speaking not from the moon but from the star because we are in the
Blue Star. He is speaking from the blue star. The subject that we are discussing here
and the subject that he is going to speak about is one of the greatest subjects, one
which is very deep and broad, that is Tibetan medicine. He said that he studied
medicine from Venerable Pampa Geshe Rinpoche, who is renowned as one of the
great scholars in the Tibetan community. From him he studied all the tantras but
unfortunately he couldn’t make practical use until now. So he cannot say anything
about practical experiences but since he knows the subject and he knew how broad
it is, how helpful it is, how useful it is, based on that, he wants to say a few words.
Many people know his root guru of his medicine the Pampa Geshe Rinpoche. He
is not only a medical scholar but he is a great scholar in all the knowledge and he is
a pure yogi and also a great saint. He says that this meeting was organized for the
Tibetan medicine which he feels is marvelous and very great. In the world, medicine is the greatest bridge for connection, connecting between people. Medicine
is the best bridge. It is like a bridge, the great bridge for making communication
and relation between all. No matter if they are very rich, very great persons or
poor people. There is no one who does not need medicine. So, through medicine,
we can make a better relationship and connection, like a bridge between the two
sides of a river. For example, he says that during the Cultural Revolution in Tibet
by the Chinese, the Chinese tried to completely destroy the Tibetan culture but hey
never succeeded in destroying the Tibetan medicine. Even though someone really
doesn’t like the doctor, is seen as an enemy, and the person who is against the doctor is maybe a great man in society, once he becomes sick he is compelled to go
to the doctor so in this way, the enemy becomes a friend. Similarly, in the world,
in order to make a good relation, connection, good communication, making this
through the medical field, he feels, is the best way. As a medical person, he also
is proud of the Tibetan medicine even if the world does not accept Buddhism but
no one can say that we don’t want to accept the medicine. If the Tibetan medical
person makes a good effort to develop it so all throughout the world all people
need medicine. He says that today’s meeting on Tibetan medicine, he really highly
appreciates and supports it 100% and he is also very happy that many of the Tibetan medical persons are here and he also particularly thanks Venerable Gangchen
Rinpoche for organizing this and also he prays for the great work of Rinpoche
throughout the world by his wisdom knowledge in the field of healing. To learn
something you always need a great teacher, so in the field of medicine, doctors are
most important. He says that in the Tibetan language, doctors are called unjay, the
word jay means hat in Tibetan, the most important persons, like a king, are known
as jay. So the medical doctors are one of the main roots of this knowledge. He is
trying to speak on the importance of medical doctors because without doctors,
without a lama, without a teacher, without a guru, we cannot learn anything, so
he is trying to say something about Rinpoche and the spiritual aspect. Even though
you don’t accept Buddhism, in the field of medicine one has to accept when they
suffer from something. This, he says, the guru, lama, doctor, are very important,
they are the sources of our knowledge. He says at the end that he sincerely prays
for long life and for the greater success of Rinpoche’s activities in the field of learning. He also requests to the colleague doctors to put their best effort and their
best ability to help the suffering of all the sick people and also all the friends here
should try to take on interest in this kind of fields and best success for Rinpoche.
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Lobsang Palden la has been traveling to a number of European countries; recently
he has been to Singapore. During his traveling he realized that Tibetan medicine is
very beneficial in a number of ways to heal problems like wind humor problems,
that means mental disorders, mental imbalances, rheumatism, arthritis. He realized, he noticed, that they are very beneficial and very helpful. Today we are all
here sitting in the Blue Star and on this blue star we are discussing and exchanging
the knowledge of different medical systems. Particularly we are discussing about
Tibetan medicine and this is highly appreciated and he is very happy to be here
with us. At the end, he sincerely thanks Gangchen Rinpoche and Jindal la Tseton la
for organizing this and for Losang for the translation. Tashi Delek.

Dr Mahandra Prasad
First pediatrician in Nepal,
former assistant director of the
World Health Organization of
Nepal. President chairman of the
association for the welfare of the
mentally retarded.

Reverend Lama Gangchen, other respectable lamas, speakers, ladies and gentleman. I was invited here to listen and not speak but when I came here I found
myself in a dilemma when I was approached that I should speak a few words. As a
matter of fact, I myself do not understand what I should express but in the beginning I pay my due respect to our reverend Lama Gangchen who had been instrumental in organizing such a conference. It is, I understand, solely due to him that
such an invitation had been taken in this country and I feel very grateful that I was
asked to participate. Now, with regard to this subject, I find that the different disciplines of medicine have been talked about. I find that one discipline is missing and
that is also I understand a very traditional medicine and is called faith healing. In
Europe, in America, in Eastern and Asian countries, this faith healing is very much
in vogue. In France, I understand, I have read that in one part of France called
Lourdes you take baths and lots of diseases vanish. So this is a faith healing. If you
have faith your suffering will go. Of all the curable, of all the types of medicine,
the one medicine for the world is peace and harmony. Whatever medicine you
practice, as long as there is no peace and harmony, people will go on suffering. So
the alleviation of suffering; we have to adopt at least one method and that is the
propagation of peace and harmony by enemies. For example, there are countries
in Nepal. I happen to be one of the members of the Budon Ghandi peace centre,
a centre for peace and harmony. We try to teach the people that as long as you
are in suffering, unless you bring peace to your mind, no ailment can get cured
by just your Western medicine or homeopathy or by natural medicine. The one
thing we have to establish in the whole world and as part of the world, at least
this sort of teachings that you have to have peace and harmony, above all. This
is one of the basic ideas of every colleague of modern medicine and traditional
medicine. I know that whatever you do in medicine, you are helping nature. You
have to admit this. You are helping nature. You don’t cure yourself, you don’t cure
the patient; nature cures the patient. I am trained in Western medicine, I am not
going to advocate anything about Western medicine, but I will say that we people
can only help nature. Take the example of homeopathy. What is this? Our homeopath has to know that poison cures the poison and that that is the basic theory in
homeopathy. Likewise, traditional medicine which has been forgotten in all parts
of the world is a wonderful medicine. There are hundreds and thousands of books
written on Ayurveda, on several traditional medicines but I’m sorry to say that all
these traditional medicines, Ayurvedic, homeopathic, they have adopted a mixed
medicine, taken help; I have even seen the Ayurvedic… they have prepared their
tablets by mixing Western medicine in it and they are selling it on the market. It
is not pure Ayurvedic medicine. With regard to modern medicine, I quite agree
with her when she says that we have to take the help of x-ray, radiology, pathology, so many … But I would like to remind her that in my young age, when I was
just an ordinary doctor, I have seen very renowned physicians in those days who
used to diagnose a patient from a distance without x-rays or electrocardiogram or
any instrument and what was that? That was the clinical acumen of that particular
doctor. Clinical acumen means the doctor will see the patient and will say that he
is suffering from that. Now of course many things have commenced, you have to
take these systems as the modern age. With regards to several traditional medicines, Tibetan medicine and naturopathy, they have discussed very many things
and I like to congratulate them for their exposé and I hope the audience has learnt
something out of it but in the end, again, I will say peace and harmony is the only
medicine for all the suffering and ailments in the world. Thank you very much.

Lady Petrova Tatiana
Moscow, Russia

Tashi Delek, good morning, I think that during the conference only doctors made
some speeches. I will be the first patient who will make one. First of all, I would
thank of course Lama Gangchen Rinpoche who invited me for this conference and
of course I want to say a few words about my experience with Tibetan medicine.
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I would like to greatly thank Anchi Chokyi la because it was the meeting with her.
Anchi Chokyi la, I want to thank you greatly, thank you. It was three years ago that
I had a very big problem with my kidney and modern medicine couldn’t help me
so I came to Nepal and visited Anchi Chokyi la. She gave me Tibetan medicine and
I feel well from that time on. Of course, when you meet with Tibetan medicine
after some time you can find out that it is, it goes together with dharma so that is
how I met Dharma. This winter, when I came to Nepal, I met Gangchen Rinpoche;
thank you Gangchen Rinpoche. He was our teacher; he was our guide to Dharma.
It was his influence on me and my husband who is a doctor, a modern doctor of
medicine who completely changed our lives. You see, when my husband saw that
Tibetan medicine had helped his wife he was very curious to find out what it was.
So, after some time, he went to study to Burriat to this research institute where
they gave a course on Tibetan medicine and after that he began practicing in his
work in his job. It was a scheme like that. He practiced osteopathy, reflexology, Tibetan medicine and modern medicine. This point of view was to combine modern
medicine together with some ancient traditions, to take the best from both systems
because for example, in acute conditions, we consider that allopathic medicines
sometimes are better than Tibetan medicine and for example, surgery, modern
surgery is very important in our life but for chronic diseases it is much better to
use Tibetan medicine because it has natural resources. It is like nature helping the
patient and when he first of all used osteopathy just to fix your spine, then some
reflexology to make the energy flow without any stopping and he used Tibetan
medicine which he took from Burriat. They produce Tibetan medicine in small
quantities in small amounts and the results were very good, so a lot of patients
who suffered and to whom modern medicine couldn’t help received much help
from him. But, you see, he just started Tibetan medicine and of course, regarding
the helping of patients, maybe we can think and we should think about widening
the international contact. Based on Tibetan medicine as a very good system which
deals not only with our physical problem but also with our soul, sometimes we
can see that many patients have suffering because of their way of life, as simple
as that, because of their views. Maybe they see some enemy around them and
because of that they don’t have clarity in their mind and a lot of problems arise.
So, just because we want to strengthen international contact, to get in contact with
teachers such as Gangchen Rinpoche, Venerable Gangchen Rinpoche, we think it
will be very important for Gangchen Rinpoche, for the Tibetan doctors, to visit
Moscow because the interest towards Tibetan medicine is growing these days in
our country. You heard a lot about the research institute in Burretsia, it is far
away, on the way from Moscow, almost as far as Nepal. Nowadays, the interest
in Moscow and in the European part of our country rose, so when you consider
that modern medicine is not enough in our lives and we want to invite Gangchen
Rinpoche and the doctors together with him to visit our country, I think it will be
possible in some ways in September to start our contact. Just to show what Tibetan
medicine is like, in itself, how it works. I think that if Gangchen Rinpoche will agree
we will be very happy. So, after this first start we’ll have more contacts, maybe
some clinics, some Tibetan clinic in Moscow. Who knows? For example, in Burriat, they have some clinics working. These days they have opened Tibetan clinics
in St. Petersburg. What about Moscow? Let’s start to work together and combine
modern medicine and the ancient traditions of the East. Thank You.

Dr Yangla, Tibet
Worked 25 years at the Mensekhan
(hospital) in Lhasa where she
specialized in women’s diseases.
(translated by Dr. Lobsang Shresta)

She says that today in this hall, people from different place, of different languages,
with different traditions gathered here together for this conference and during this
conference is taking a keen interested in discussing Tibetan medicine and exchanging knowledge. She is very happy to be here and to see this conference and also
she prays for the long life of Rinpoche and shows appreciation for the organizer.
She says that before her speech many doctors have talked a lot about the medical
fields so she doesn’t have particularly anything to say although she has one special
request. Her main issue is that she is a doctor specialist in women’s problems and
in the Lhasa Tibetan medical center they have invented a new medicine to solve
the problem of women’s diseases. So, here too, she would like to go ahead with
this kind of work and she requests all the Western friends and medical persons to
put their efforts to work together on the research basis and try to invent more and
more medicines for women’s problems. She feels that Tibetan medicine cannot do
much for emergency particularly if someone has a strong pain or a strong, very
high fever, something like that. Tibetan medicine takes time, so if we could work to
concentrate to invent a new medicine, a better medicine in the form of injections,
in such cases, it could be very useful and helpful. She says these things because in
Tibet there is a medicine called Pongsi Chungyi. Generally, we use Pongsi 12 in pills
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but in Lhasa they made Pongsi 12 in the form of liquid to inject with a syringe. It
worked very well in the case of an infection, strong fever, but they couldn’t continue it so, by seeing the good effect of this kind of medicine through the injections
or through the liquid forms, she requests us to think about this kind of research,
working together. She understands that Tibetan medicine is very deep and broad
but until now we couldn’t do much so if we try to go deeper she feels that there
is a good benefit and a good knowledge, a good measure. If you go deeper, there
is a treasure. If you go deeper there is a treasure, a knowledge we can bring out.
The more we develop in the field of knowledge, the more we can make a benefit
to the poor people and it could be very beneficial to all the poor people. She gives
the example of Yutok Yonten Gonpo; the great Tibetan doctor who said that 1 pill
given to a patient is like making 100 times offering to the poorer ones. This is all
I have to say and she prayed for the long life of Rinpoche, for the good health of
all the friends who are here. Tashi Delek.

Nunnei Russo
Moderator

I am very pleased to thank all the guests and speakers of today and I apologize
because actually we invited more guests but because of the time we cannot ask
them to talk so I really would like to at least introduce these guests. Next to
Gangchen Rinpoche, to his left, sits Jampa Wangyil from Segyupa monastery. He
is a well known doctor in Tibetan medicine and astrology. At the end of this table,
first on your extreme left sits Dr. Rinchen Tondup, who came here to Katmandu
recently from Tibet and is now working at the Kunpen Lama Gangchen, Nepalese
branch. He is a specialist in orthopedic matters. After him, to the right are Dr.
Lobsang Tenpa and Dr. Tsun Tachin. So, to all of these people, I really offer my
excuses for not having enough time for their speeches. Also, we send our thanks to
Dr. Chungla who could not attend our meeting. Thank you to all the guests and
now we dedicate all the merits accumulated by this conference for the benefit of
all sentient beings.

Lama Gangchen

Thank you for coming here, attention to our small conference and great speech,
many doctors, Westerners and our Tibetan doctors, also my heart is very touched
too. Thank you very much, particularly both doctors and my friend here today
because Asia, Europe, Russia, Mongolia, we have a lot of connection which is no
need to speak today anyway we know well. I’ve been there also from Russia,
Moscow, last year and also Mongolia two times, so I know. We are today here,
very auspicious those areas, some people come here, now we don’t have much
time so I like to say thank you very much, kind to come today, my wish, my small
wish to great. Chinese doctors come to give speech. Also blessings monks, nuns, so
now we need dedication, first dedicating to His Holiness the Dalai Lama, long life
with great meditation and strong feeling and slowly repeat.

His Excellency Dr Cirillo
Italian Ambassador to Nepal

The most reverend Lama Gangchen Rinpoche has asked me to deliver a speech
on the theme, peace in the world. I don’t really know if I am qualified enough to
deliver such a speech. The problem of peace has been so simple to talk about but
so difficult to understand and put into practice, not to say about the attainment of
peace. To the average human being it seems impossible. Nevertheless, I will try to
express here in a few lines my feelings on the matter. As a man first and then as a
diplomat and dean of the diplomatic corps in Katmandu, finally near to retirement
after 30 years and 38 years of traveling around the world, feels himself in quite
a position to speak about these things that constitute the very essence of life, the
very aim of life. After all, why did I work so long, so much, sometimes so hard? At
this stage of my life I cannot settle down and live in peace with myself and with
the people I love around me. So, with your permission I will start by recollecting a
few personal memories of the times I was a young boy first then of the time I was
a young man. I’m sorry , I have to talk about myself or my experience of my country and not of a universal experience; just about my own personal experience.
When the Second World War started for Italy, it was exactly on the 10th of June,
1940. I was only 12 years old. I remember quite clearly the deeply divided Italian
society at the time. On one side, we had the old people, those who had fought
against Germany in the First World War only 20 years before and of course they
were totally opposed to a new war. On the other side, we had the young people
who deeply admired Germany and the man who seemed to have taken the destiny of his country so vigorously in his hands. At that time, the German army was
powerful. No country, no other army seemed in condition to face it, to resist it.
Germany was on the way to become the real Deutsch Reicht. How could Italy just
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sit and wait? We went to war on that side on 10th of June 1940 and the disaster
was nearly total, for us as well as for Germany. I remember the air raids day and
night, the little bread we could receive when available, the thousand difficulties we
had to face every day, every moment of the day. Didn’t one talk of peace in those
days? Yes, sure; politicians of this or that country spoke of peace but not because
they really loved peace only because peace had to serve their interest. Of course,
mothers, fathers, priests of every religion talked about peace. Sometimes the Pope
himself invoked it but no one listened to them. Peace arrived finally in 1945 when
things could not be worse in Europe and it arrived by force. I mean by the arrival
of foreign armies in our country with military occupation that sometimes showed
quite a mild, even friendly face which was sometimes brutal and arrogant causing
all sorts of resentment on one side or the other. You may imagine it was not a real
peace. Let us go back in history for a while. Since the 12th century, Saint Catherine
from Sienna preached peace to Italy and the world that at that time had quite an
advantage; it was, had, a more human dimension. America had yet to be discovered. She succeeded for a while bringing peace to the Papacy and the Christianity
of the time. After her, Saint Francis of Assisi launched the same campaign trying
also to teach the rich how to renounce and give to the poor, to live a simple and
sober life and so attain internal peace: the peace of the heart. As a result of so
many, perhaps too many vocations towards peace, we experienced a lot of war,
destruction, splitting and so on. We were in the Middle Ages. The very body of the
Church was not spared from the war. The protestant reform in central and north
Europe generated a country reform and a form of inquisition that still today stands
as an outrageous mark on the conscience of the so called Christian humanity. At
these times, there were no human rights campaigns, no collective drive for the
protection of human beings or personality. Peace had still a very big meaning. Centuries elapsed, modern times arrived but still the conquests, Victorian, colonial and
all sorts of fights for liberation, unification and so on followed. People win, people
die. Was there any peace? The answer is once again a very obvious no. There
was no peace. How many wars has this century witnessed? Just think about that.
Besides the two world wars which set fire to the entire planet from America to
Japan, from Norway to South Africa, it is almost impossible to number and name
correctly all the conflicts that have taken place. It is a nasty light on our earth,
from the Turkish war in 1911 to Spain in 1936 and Albania in 1939; the Korean war,
the many wars between Israel and the many neighboring Arabian countries, the
Congo war, the Vietnam war, the Iraq iron war and even the Falklands war, we can
imagine, and more recently the punishment of Iraq for having invaded another
oil rich country. Is that enough? Not at all because this ominous list does not take
into account any revolutions we experienced in Europe in this century, in Russia,
in Italy, in Germany, in Spain, just to speak of Europe. In so many countries in the
world, to the Cultural Revolution in China which, as you know, had such an unfortunate impact on Tibet as everyone is aware of. So, how many wars and battles?
Countless. How many dead? Countless. Will there be a stop once and for all to
this nonsense? This century is already too old, it has barely eight more years to live
but war is still ravaging many countries, claiming many lives. Like Aids it seems it
cannot be stopped. These days Serbians are killing mercilessly in Bosnia but no one
seems to notice it. Even those always ready to intervene; the United States seems
not, seems just waiting and watching. Is it because in Bosnia there is no petrol to
care for? This would rather be an unfair way to judge an otherwise generous and
democratic country. Anyway, there must be an explanation. My speech, as I told
you before, was meant on the theme of peace yet I realize I have just mentioned
war. It is how the other, like in other times, allows me to say; in all the songs they
say love and marriage. They go always together but then will the world find real
peace? Of course, nobody knows. I think there is a way if we follow the example
and find our inspiration in the teachings of all great inspirations. We may hope to
find peace at least in our hearts. It is never too late, it’s not a little thing, and we
have just to start and think and act accordingly. Thank you very much.

Father Donnelly
Jesuite priest
(living in Nepal since 31 years)

If I could for a moment just reflect before the prayer on the experience of been
here with you all in this very warm, loving, accepting, ecumenical surrounding, it
goes back to 1979 when I was suffering from sciatica and the doctor in Hong Kong
was very certain I needed back surgery. I was in a much smaller group than this,
but praying; turning our lives over to the all mighty God. There were about 45 of
us in a living room in a private home in Hong Kong in an ecumenical background.
It was a regular weekly prayer group that met and there was a Canadian lady with
her husband and she had been rather famous in the healing ministry. Joon James is
her name and she was the reason why the group had increased to 45 that evening.
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She led us in prayer and I happened to be sitting in the seat next to her husband,
Floyd. I had never met either one of them before that and I asked Floyd after the
prayer meeting if his wife could pray over me because of the sciatica since I had
to face the doctor shortly for a decision about surgery. He said surely, I’ll ask my
wife, so she said let us go into a private room. There was this lady, her husband
and two other people who were regulars at that prayer meeting. The four of them
and me moved into a bedroom and she had me bring the straight backed chair
I was sitting on. She knelt in front of me and she said: kick your feet up. So, she
held out her hands and my feet went up into her hands, it was rather painful, my
back was hurting and she said: just what I thought. Sciatica patients often have one
leg slightly longer than the other and you can see your left leg is about almost an
inch longer than your right. She said: this is what we will pray for, that your feet
will be the same length. These four people went into prayer and within a minute
or a minute and a half I felt in my right hip an outward, forward and downward
movement, she was holding my feet and almost immediately said: there you are,
the two legs are the same length. There was as it were an immediate answer to
physical healing through the prayers of four people and I joining in with them.
I did visit the doctor and he prescribed physiotherapy which I went through but
no surgery and I claim that it was in a loving supportive God centered small community such as we are here that that powerful prayer was heard. I think all of us
can say that we have had a big experience of God in our lives, each of us in our
own way. We are all believers in a one true God and reflected in your prayer in
your own language here today for peace. We see that we are bonded together
as believers in a one true God and just from my personal strongest experience of
God in my life, what I just told you are my own strongest personal experience in
my life. So, believing in the one true God, which we all do, we can think back into
our recent past or our most distant past and be in touch with a God who has been
with us in a very special way. A personal experience of conversion, of belief, of
God’s healing or loving touch whether it was alone, in a group, through a parent,
in answer to a stressful prayer, at peace, whenever that moment of God most vivid
in our lives let us be in touch with that God we experienced then.
God, we are your children,
We believe that it is through your loving touch, through your healing of our sinfulness
That you have made us whole and believers and accepters of you,
We realize our lives are completely within your grasp,
We ask your blessing upon us to make us healers, instruments of your peace in our
own world and we believe that by rising up this troubled war torn world to you,
We can bring through our groaning, through our prayer on increase of love in the
world and a greater outpouring of your peace; that is the intention of today.
We are all gathered together corporately, believers and children of your family.
To lay our needs and the world’s needs before you confidently, our Heavenly
Father,
That you will help those who are in need of your touch, you will open their hearts
to your love and to your healing and that they will instead of being instruments
of passion and cruelty,
That they be turned, as we have experienced your touch and love, into people
who believe and become instrument of your loving touch and healing power.
God our Father, we ask you to lead us each day down the right path, away from
all the allurements that are about us,
That we will continue to give ourselves day by day in a continued yes to you,
Loving Father, Amen.

Dr Franco Ceccarelli
Sponsor of Lama Gangchen
Italy

Good evening. Thank you for coming here. Thank you to all the people and
friends who came here. I’m very happy to be here and have this possibility to
speak about Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation. The principle proposed
by the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation is to support the development
of world peace by creating the condition for a trans-cultural, altruistic feeling and
dedication to world friendship. A dedication concerned with the protection and
the propagation of Self-Healing and the lineage of the Himalayan lineage through
the natural Tibetan medicine and in general through the Vajrayana Buddhist philosophy. This is the main proposal of the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation. I met Rinpoche in 1987, at that time the situation was exactly the same. The
Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation was founded on the 7th July, from that
date we have done three pujas, one in Milan, one in Ulaan Baatar and one here
now in Nepal. I can tell you that the instrument is still created now but from when
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I met Rinpoche, the formal aim of his job was that and I have personally seen
what he did during these years, not only in Italy but in many other countries in
the world. We have done pujas in Brazil, Greece, Switzerland, Nepal, Mongolia
and other countries. In all the places we have been, this was really successful. Not
from the point of view of the participation of the people, that in any case was big
enough, but from the deep job that this man has done. We are coming from different cultural conditions, we began with different religions, but we understood that
what this man did for us, not only for us but for other people; American people
and also Asian people decided to help him in his job and the most important thing,
I think that everyone of us has found something more altruistic and discovered
something new in our lives. We were so fascinated by this kind of job that we
decided to give him some help. So, I want to thank him personally and from my
heart and the hearts of my friends, thank you Rinpoche.

Dr Krishna Prasad Battharai
President of the Congress party,
former Prime Minister of Nepal

Honorable Rinpoche, Excellencies, monks, ladies and gentlemen, I am really very
happy. Today I was not aware of the fact that I would have to speak anything
here, I simply came to participate in the puja but then Rinpoche ordered me that
I should speak while I am here. I am very glad to be in this company of a totally
different nature than what I am accustomed to work with. I am really thankful to
Rinpoche for allowing me to come to this puja. Whatever we have read of the
great Gautama, the Enlightened One, the great Buddha, is this, somehow I think, I
suspect that there is a mantra in Upanishads which of course Gautama had read as
he was a student. I am sure that he must have read it because in his quest he led a
very long and arduous and ascetic life of study, sacrifice. In that long life he must
have read all these things and I think, I suspect rather, that because when He said
that He did not believe in the existence of God, there is a mantra in the Upanishads
which says: And our very self gave up quite a lot…. I mean I wouldn’t say unnecessary but very necessary for compassion and I think for the salvation of the pain of
living as they say. I think he must have read this poem in Sanskrit. Most Europeans
are aware and our Venerable monks are also perhaps aware that the existence of
living is very painful. Recently, one French person of very good stature, a worldly literary figure, Jean Paul Sartre, propounded a theory of existentialism which
means how one has got to relieve himself from the pain of living. Living itself is a
pain, Gautama said. Gautama must have read this mantra from the Upanishad. It
is, if a human skin can envelope like the sky the whole heart then without knowing God… The end of pain living can be achieved. In this very life, if your skin can
cover the sky, the whole universe, like our representative of the World Bank, he
covers the whole world and helps every country, every nation which is running
short of funds, of money, whatever it is. So, I think that it must have first Gautama
Buddha in his quest for knowledge. Thank you very much.

Ven. Lama Zopa Rinpoche
Spiritual director of the F.P.M.T.
Foundation for the preservation of
the Mahayana Tradition

First, I want to pay homage to the kind, compassionate Buddha Shakyamuni Buddha. Also homage, respect, to the kind, compassionate Jesus Christ as well as others, the founders of different religions, founders of different religions who revealed
a need for the happiness of living beings or human beings in this world. Then,
after that, I would like to offer greetings, homage to the Dharma and also the
Sanghas here. After that, I would like to offer greetings and thanks to Mr. Krishna
Prassad Bhatterai and also to the Italian ambassador and Father Donnelly and the
Gangchen Rinpoche, who is the world healer. Then the other ministers and also
Nanju and all other distinguished guests and all the others who are brothers, my
brothers and sisters. I was born in Nepal, in Solokumbu, near Namjapasal and
lived some years in Tibet then escaped from Tibet to India and lived more than
eight years in India then returned back to Nepal which is my home where I was
born, where my family is. So I did some, did very little education of Buddha
Dharma in India. I received a little education of Buddha Dharma in India. Many
Tibetan lamas escaped from Tibet to India and to continue their studies, so at
the same place I studied a little bit, just a few drops from the ocean of Buddha’s
teachings. However, now, first Rinpoche asked to do some dedication, to do some
prayers. So, I would like to read the dedication prayer for world peace. As I read,
please, everybody dedicate together.
Due to all the past, present and future merits accumulated by oneself and other
living beings, Bodhisattvas and Buddhas, all those other holy beings, holy beings
from other religions.
May all the leaders of the world guide their populations by Dharma which means
the right path, the method which brings happiness and peace motivated by a good
heart and wisdom.
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So even if there is good heart, without wisdom then it becomes a problem. If
there is wisdom but not a good heart, again, there is a problem. To help others,
to benefit others, we need both. Through this, may the world’s entire population,
human beings and also other beings such as animals and so forth.
May they live their lives always with the attitude of love and kindness and compassion towards each other.
May their actions only help and benefit without ever harming each other since
such attitude and actions are the cause of success and happiness and peace.
Through this may the world’s living beings never experience disease, such as
cancer, Aids and so forth, famines, quarrels, war, poverty, unhealthy environments, disasters caused by the four elements such as draughts, earthquakes,
fires, floods, etc…
Through this, may everyone always enjoy the happiness of the holy Dharma.
However, Holy Dharma, Dharma is a Sanskrit term, it may sound narrow in Buddhism but it isn’t narrow, it is a universal thing. Universal, it is a universal subject,
Dharma. What it is saying is positive actions that which does not harm other beings and which doesn’t harm oneself, which only benefits oneself and others; that
is Dharma. That which protects others from suffering and oneself from sufferings,
from problems is Dharma. And of the attitude which motivates the action, all this
is Dharma. So Dharma is universal, it is like the medicine to cure cancer, whatever.
Medicines that cure, you see … those diseases. There is nothing particular, this religion that religion, you don’t talk about religion on the … as for as the medicine.
Similarly, Dharma is like that, it is universal for the positive actions, you know,
which bring all of us happiness. Such a positive attitude, good heart, this is Dharma. It is universal you see, it is a universal thing, a universal need. So, if there I, I
don’t know if there is time or not for just a little emphasis on this. So now everything is dependent, world peace, happiness, everything depends on compassion,
for example, that we can relax our life is because by trusting people around us they
won’t harm us, you see by trusting, by trusting. So we are in the family, in the office, wherever we are. You see that we can relax, our life can be comfortable, relax
with love and compassion, with love and kindness. Your own love and kindness,
compassion towards others, others have love and kindness, compassion towards
yourself. So, otherwise how can we trust? You see, it is very difficult to trust. If the
person’s mind is not natural love and kindness, compassion, it is very difficult to
trust in a family or wherever, therefore everyone needs, they need you to have
love and kindness, compassion. One wants everybody to have love and kindness,
compassion close to oneself. So it becomes so essential, so important. You can see
now the compassion; become source of life comfort, happiness, peace. So, now
after this, as there happened historically, one powerful person who did not practice compassion, so many millions of people without counting animals died and
suffered. So, if this one person who has power, influence, if this person has a good
heart, so many millions of other people in the world, many millions of animals
would receive much peace from this person. So similarly, one person is responsible
for the whole world peace. Now same thing, even relating to ourselves, if one
has compassion, if oneself is compassion, then there is no harm to other beings,
starting with the family, with the nearest sentient being to all the rest of sentient
beings. Therefore, now, out of this compassion, there is only benefit, what others
receive. So therefore, all the rest of the living beings receive peace from you. All
the peace that they receive from you is your responsibility; it is dependent to you,
dependent to your good heart, your compassion. Therefore, now here, not only
myself, including myself, everyone of us here are responsible, every living being’s
happiness and peace and so now, the last thing is world peace and what about
myself? So, unless you become fully enlightened being, having ceased all the mistakes of the mind and completed in all the qualities, understanding, compassion,
perfect power, completed all the qualities of the mind, positive qualities of mind,
unless one achieves this, there is always one’s own action becoming harmful towards others, becomes harmful towards others. Therefore, until one reaches that
level, there is the possibility of one’s own actions becoming harmful towards other
beings. Now, in every day life, not only teachings, even though I have been teaching how to develop a good heart, you see for many years in the world in many
countries. However, world peace and myself, you see, in everyday life myself to
become a servant, myself to become servant to other sentient beings. You see, to
obtain happiness and to pacify suffering, however, to attempt as much as possible,
to not harm and to help others, so to attempt this, which I will attempt as much
as possible, so this is the contribution to world peace. Sorry, I talked a long time in
broken English you know, so I must apologize. Thank you so much, again I would
like to thank Rinpoche and all the members who organized this meeting for world
peace. Thank you so much.
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Mr Nigel Roberts
Representative of the World Bank
in Nepal

Thank you very much. I feel very privileged and rather over awed to be asked to
speak to you this evening and you may be wondering quite why I am here. The
connection is through my wife Mandana who is really much better qualified to
be up here speaking than I am but I will try to do my best in her place. Through
her, I have known Lama Gangchen Rinpoche and Lama Zopa Rinpoche for three
years now and I have conceived for them the utmost respect as teachers and practitioners of the truth. They are examples to me and to others of compassion and
caring for all suffering creatures that live within this world. I am no expert on the
meaning or the shape of life or on the causes of suffering, but during my work both
in the World Bank and before I joined that institution, I have seen a great deal of
suffering, a tremendous amount of turmoil and confusion. We of course see this
every day. You only need to open your newspaper this week. You can read about
the atrocities in Bosnia, or about the in fighting and destruction in South Africa, the
continuous war in Palestine or the horrors that take place on the streets in Europe
and the United States. It is clear that there is very little in the way of world peace
in the world that we all have to live in and anything that anyone can do to alleviate this should be supported by all of us. Some of us, like me, work mainly in the
material sphere. In fact, that is the sphere that gets most of the public attention. In
this hotel, in this country and around the world, I certainly think that what we try
to do is important but of course it is by no means enough. It is quite insufficient.
It is obvious that the spiritual sphere to me at least is where the solutions have to
be found. Thus, I would wish all success and blessings on those who try to unite
people and diminish the strife and fear in the world spreading peace among the
people. People like Lama Gangchen Rinpoche and his world peace foundation. I
can only conclude by wishing them every success in the years ahead and constancy
in their purpose. Thank you very much.

Mr. Ram Hari Joshi
Minister for Tourism, Nepal

Reverend Lama Gangchen Rinpoche and friends, it is my great pleasure to be
here, to be able to speak a few words before you about peace. Peace is universal.
Everyone likes to believe in peace but yet it is interpreted so differently. Some
people say that the absence of war is peace because they have witnessed the horrors of war. For some, freedom from hunger or poverty is peace and for others
peace means peace of mind which comes from inside. So, there are these three
concepts which we find today and there is some truth in all three. To me it seems
that so far as war is concerned, it seems to me that war is not the disease, it is just
a symptom of the disease. The root cause of that disease lies deep in the hearts
and minds of men. Somewhere I read – I don’t remember where, maybe in the
Bible – that man is made in the image of God. I don’t know how far I remember,
but there is a demon also inside him, dormant and that demon symbolizes the evil
dark forces, like greed, mutual hatred, mutual suspicion, prejudice, etc…. When
that demon, that evil force awakens, then there is trouble in the world. Then war
breaks out, so I say that war is nothing but the ugly manifestation of that demon;
demons waking up. So, to remove this war from the surface of the earth, we must
be able to cultivate love, compassion, tolerance and universal brotherhood, social
justice, etc. The great saints in the past, the great saints have all said something to
alleviate man, to rouse that divine thing inside him, whether it is Buddha, Christ,
Ghandi, whatever it is. They all say one thing: that man should be good. So this
is one side, that war is nothing but an ugly manifestation of that evil force. As far
as poverty is concerned, for the poor, freedom from hunger is peace. This is also
very true especially in a country like ours which is very poor. Here the hungriest
does not know any philosophy. He only knows the philosophy of food, of bread.
It reminds me of a story again about Buddha. He used to go into the village and
He used to send His disciples also. Ananda was His favorite disciple, one of His
favorite disciples. They used to go into the village and preach and whatever they
got in the bowl they used to take and eat. One day, Ananda went out to preach
in the villages and he found one man whom he tried to preach to but he didn’t
pay any attention to him. In spite of his best effort, he could not draw the attention of that man. He was very much surprised. He went back and told Lord
Buddha that this sort of thing happened. I could not impress him or rather there
is something wrong in our preaching. Buddha asked him to describe the man. He
said all the things that he was, a little bit sick or physically emaciated. His health
was not good, something like that, and Buddha realized that maybe he was very
hungry. So he asked Ananda to give him food, and he gave him a bowl of rice and
sent it through Ananda to the man. He really was very hungry and he took it and
the next day the man came to Buddha and asked for preaching and to become his
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disciple. This means that in the hungriest stomach preaching will not work. This is
also true but it does not mean that there is necessarily peace in an affluent society.
It is far from the truth. It would be far from the truth if I were to say this. In fact,
and I don’t want to generalize, but we see the rate of crime, corruption, also in
affluent society. So there is something wrong there also. We have to find out some
kind of balance between this sort of material progress and spiritual help. Unless
we do this, I don’t think there will be an enduring peace. We have to equate
man not in terms of wealth only, material things or material position but also in
terms of spiritual values. In the world there are so many conflicts, like in Europe,
in Afghanistan. I think this is all due to our inner, evil forces working, to a lack of
understanding maybe, a lack of universal brotherhood, a lack of tolerance, etc…
Buddha has very rightly said that hatred will never calm hatred, that hatred will
breed hatred. If I remember, I don’t know if this is correct, this hatred or enmity
will not overcome enmity. It will only be overcome with love and compassion.
With these few words I wish to thank you.

Prof. Achariya Camraj Kashna Shoram
Mhendra Sanskrit University,
president of religious affairs, Nepal

Reverend Gangchen Tulku Lama Rinpoche, all respected persons here, ladies and
gentlemen. All the religions are just like the flowers and their main purpose is to
increase the beauty of the garden, This universe, this world is just like a garden
and all the religions are to increase the beauty of this garden. There is a very good
mantra in Garu Veda, he the practitioner of spiritual signs, who thinks that all
living beings having the same soul everywhere, having the same feelings in every
heart, he does not hurt any person, any living being in this world. There is a very
good poem; you see, is the translation of this mantra.
The world is one, the world is one.
On one surface the grail.
One set of stars, one moon, one sun
Upon us shine so well.
On one surface we work and sleep,
On one surface we run,
On one surface we smile or weep,
By nature nicely spun,
One heart we have,
One love we feel,
One cause for wail and woe,
One heart, one brain, one skill,
One fear from that pulls forth,
No tongue, no space, no skin, no soul,
Under man from man,
We fight no more, we die no more,
We love and live as men.
This is the central theme of all religions and this should be enriched by our efforts.
Let us be united and have that inside in our mind. May I pray to my lord, the
Universal omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent.
Oh Lord, please lead us from falsehood to truth; lead us from darkness to light.
Lead us from death to immortality.

Lama Gangchen
(Translated by Dr Lobsang Shresta)

Today is the world peace prayers day, many honorable guests come and especially we have a pleasure to have Mr. Battharai, the President of Congress Party
and Minister of Tourism and the Director of the World Bank and particularly the
Venerable Zopa Rinpoche and also many venerable monks, nuns and many good
friends who attended this conference. Lama Gangchen would like to welcome
and greet you all. He says that since we lost our country he was frequently thinking about what we can do and what we should do and been a Buddhist monk,
he thought that through the Dharma teachings maybe he could do some benefit
although Buddhism is so broad, so deep and he thought that maybe he can take a
drop from this knowledge and try to make a benefit to the world for peace and
happiness. Taking this advantage, he was traveling around the world for the past
10 years. Lama Gangchen says that although he is not well educated in the field of
Dharma, but, since he knows a little bit from this, he thought about taking the best
advantage to give a teaching or help to the human brothers since he says the world
is filled with an ocean of suffering. He feels that it is very important to take the suffering brothers and sisters from this suffering ocean and help them to make peace
and happiness. So, from his side, he is not so well educated but he is known as a
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lama healer. Through this, he gives like a tantric healing sometimes Tibetan medicine and tries to help the people in the name of world peace and happiness. With
this aim and object, he founded this World Peace Foundation. Lama Gangchen’s
main aim when establishing this world peace foundation is just to give a good example to all the people in the world and particularly to our Tibetan brothers and
sisters since we have a broad and very great knowledge or a rich culture. So we
should not keep it in a corner but try to show it in the world so that this so much
knowledge could benefit all.
All the honorable guests and all the friends who came to attend this conference
and particularly we sincerely thank the Phelgyeling monastery for their kindness in
bringing the relics of Gautama Buddha which have been brought from Singapore
to the monastery. One of the Buddhist centers in Singapore has offered these relics
with a certificate indicating that they are the real relics. So today, on this happy
occasion, we have Buddha’s relics here for blessing here and through the blessing
of Lord Buddha, we wish or we hope that all our effort towards world peace will
be successful. So, at the end, Lama Gangchen sincerely thanks Tsetan Gyurman la
for organizing this and also he sincerely thanks all the Dharma friends who have
been so kindly supportive to organize this conference. He is highly thankful to the
Hotel Blue Star, to the owner of the Hotel Blue Star. He says that he feels that this
occasion is very auspicious, having a relic here and the name of this blue star, actual
name is Siddhartha which is Gautama Buddha’s name. So many auspicious things
come together and he has full confidence that our approach or march towards
world peace will be very successful. Lama Gangchen is going to make the prayer
that he used to do regularly whenever the traveled for world peace.

During a dinner at the Yak and Yeti hotel in
Kathmandu, Mr Al Gore and his group of
senators ask Lama Gangchen to briefly join
them for a photograph and to exchange a few
words. The American party are on an official
visit to Nepal, before leaving for India the
next day.

The first annual Congress of the Foundation is held on the 2nd of October in Madrid, Spain at
the Palacio de Congresos e Auditorio Mapfre Vida, under the theme “I International Congress for the
spreading of Tibetan Medicine”.
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First Official Meeting with H.H. Pope
John Paul II, on the 13th of January 1993,
Vatican.
In January, during a retreat at the Spring of
Dharma retreat centre in Velletri near Rome,
Lama Gangchen begins to reveal the tantric
yoga exercises of the Five Supreme Healers,
the NgalSo Self-Healing Method.

Giving the key to the City of Campos do
Jordão to Lama Gangchen on the 23rd of
March.
Article 1: Venerable Lama Gangchen RInpoche
is declared Official Guest fo the Municipality
of Campos do Jordão, during the period of
theh 26th to the 28th of March 1993;
Article 2: This decree will be validated on the
date of its publication
Municipal Prefecture of the Campos do Jordão
District, this twenty-third day of March in the
year Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-Three.
João Paulo Ismael - Municipal Prefect
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The second annual Congress of the Foundation is held from the 5th to the 10th of May
in Madrid, Spain at the Palacio de Congresos
e Auditorio Mapfre Vida, under the theme
“II International Congress for the spreading of
Tibetan Medicine”. With among others, the
participation of: Dr. Walbug Maric President
of Aucupuncture Society - Germany, Dr. Roy
Watkins - UK, Dr. Pavel Petrov - Russia, Dr Natasha Tibetan Med. Research - Russia, Dr Irene
del Olmo - Spain.
The Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation is officially recognized by the Spanish
Government on the 22nd of November,
under the presidency of Lama Gangchen’s
close disciple and friend Dr Charo Carrillo, Madrid, Spain.

A Geshe Meeting is organised by Lama Gangchen from the 1st to the 3rd of October at the Blaise and
Francis Hotel with Gossok Rinpoche, abbott of Sera Mey; Dragyab Rinpoche; Gonsar Rinpoche;
Prof. Yonten Gyatso; Geshe Jampa Gyatso from Lama TsongKhapa Institute, Pomaia and all European Geshes.
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UN International Decade of the World’s Indigenous People
The third annual Congress of the Foundation
is held from the 6th to the 10th of May in
Madrid, Spain at the Palacio de Congresos e
Auditorio Mapfre Vida, under the theme “III
International Congress for the spreading of Tibetan Medicine”.
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Journey to Tibet
In June Lama Gangchen visits England where
he gives a lecture on Self-healing in the northern town of Barrow-In-Furness to over 300
people. During his stay he meets with Andy
Weber, a renowned Tangkha painter who
shows him a canvas of the great master Atisha
he has just completed. The painting is bought
and brought to Italy before taking the long
journey “home” to Tibet.
In July, Lama Gangchen takes a large groups
of friends for another pilgrimage to Tibet. The
group includes his close friend Marco Columbro, Italian TV personality and actor, who brings
a film crew and sets about to record the journey
with a beautifully moving film: The land with
golden Roofs. To Tibet, Lama Gangchen also
brings the two ten foot matreya statues which
“come home” to Tibet to Sera Mey Tsangpa Kamtsen and to Trophu Gompa.
The Atisha tangkha is a gift from the Foundation on the occasion of the ceremonial
celebrations of the restructuring of the Potala
Palace in Lhasa.
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Since 1994, Lama Gangchen’s monastery has been rebuilt and so have several schools, an acqueduct, dispensaries, hospitals and over 20’000 trees have been planted. More recently greenhouses
have been built for some of the vegetable crops to expand production from the fields. Moreover,
the Foundation is reprinting ancient traditional Tibetan Buddhist texts, including the Grand Collection of the Quintessence of Tibetan Ten Sciences and the text by Panchen Zangpo Tashi.
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The Himalayan Healing Centre is inaugurated in Kathmandu, Nepal, sponsored by Tseten
Gyurman Shresta, Fred Cagan, Franco Ceccarelli and some friends of Lama Gangchen; (Marco
Columbro sponsored the new car). The structure and its annexes offer various activities related
to the scopes of the Foundation, including: a residential study and retreat centre; a multi-function
conference hall; a clinic which offers both allopathic medicine alongside traditional Himalayan
medicine, with five consultation rooms, and a dental surgery, family planning and reproductive
health services, as well as facilities for ophthalmology, ENT and homeopathy. The clinic also acts as
a base for important community health awareness programmes and runs a tuberculosis DOT clinic
as well as regular immunization days for babies and young children.
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The Peace Radio is born in September in
Milan, Italy, with the aim of spreading positive news and messages and give a new space
of inter-action among people interested in
growing their personal, inner, social and cultural awareness. Inspired by Lama Gangchen,
the peace radio becomes a reality owing to
the dedicated and tireless efforts of Franco Ceccarelli and his team, which include; Angela
Pancamo and Guido Klinger.

Lama Gangchen receives the International
Prize for Dialogue “Premio Internazionale
per il Dialogo: San Francesco e Chiara
d’Assisi” on the 16th of October, held at
Palazzo Ducale in Massa, Italy. This award
for interreligious dialogue is conferred by the
International Franciscan Centre for studies on
dialogue among people, with the patronage
of, among others: UNICEF, the European
Union Commission, the Presidency of the
Council of Minister, the Ministry for Family
and Social Affairs, the European Centre of Environmental Studies, the Planning Institute for
Quality of Life, the Ministry of Education, the
Ministry for University and Scientific Research
and Technology, the Sacred Convent of Assisi.
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UN International Decade for Human Rights Education
Inner Peace Education conference is held on the
16th of February, organized in Aosta by the
Theosophical Society.

From mid March to the end of April, Lama Gangchen tours India with Members of the
Foundation, attending a series of International Conferences and Meetings, including the
second International Congress for World Health Day held from the 7th to the 9th of April in Calcutta, India, organised by the Indian Board of Alternative Medicines and the First International
Conference of Tibetan Buddhist tantric self-healing held from the 14th to the 16th of April, in Bombay, India, organized by the Oriental Research Academy, and has an official meeting with the
President of India.

Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation
First Peace Award Offered To His Holiness
The Fourteenth Dalai Lama The Supremely
Kind Guide And Protector of the Land And
People Of Tibet In Recognition For His Work
For Inner And World Peace And Environmental Care.
33rd world congress of complementary
medicines held from the 24th to the 26th
of March, in New Delhi, India, organized
by the Open International University for
Complementary Medicines and hosted by the
Indian Chapter of Medicina Alternativa.
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Lama Gangchen’s words
Dear Lord Pandit Professor Doctor Sir Anton Jayasuriya and Guest of Honour, the
President of India,
I would like to thank you for inviting me to the World Congress of Alternative
Medicines here in Delhi. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank you for
awarding me the “Academia de la Paix Merit of Excellence” which I would like
to humbly accept on behalf of the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation and
all my friends, followers and associates who work worldwide for the development
of Inner Peace and World Peace Education, Self-Healing and the propagation of
Tibetan buddhism which includes medical, astrological and tantric teachings and
healing methods, as well as promoting the revival of ancient healing methods and
peace cultures within each nation.
For this reason I sincerely rejoice and I deeply appreciate the efforts of Lord Pandit Professor Doctor Sir Jayasuriya for his precious work as chairperson for the World Congress
of the Open International University for Complementary Medicines. I hope that the
work of both the Lord Pandit and that of the University will flourish and bring many
beneficial ideas from our ancient cultures to the attention of all humanity. The work
of the Open University is of particular importance as the method and wisdom energies
and therapies of Asian culture need a new updated package which is more suitable for
the lifestyles, habits and mentalities of the varied inhabitants of the third millennium
global village. Many people find the ancient cultures and religions difficult to relate to
not realising that the essence of them all is Peace.
In this world we receive constant information and news about wars, famine and
disasters but we do not receive much information or messages about peace. The
media seems to emphasise all the negative aspects of humanity and of the world.
Some years ago I left my simple monastery life and came to the west, I now live
in this modern society and I lead a very busy city life. I try to speak to the people
I meet and to the general public about peace, Self-Healing, Self-Responsibility and
inner peace education giving explanations and teachings about how we can generate and develop the positive aspects of the inhabitants and the environment. Now I
am also running everywhere like the media but spreading a different and new message, the message of peace and inner peace education. I have traveled worldwide,
learning and teaching in many different countries and to many different nationalities, all these people have accepted me with open hearts and they have kindly and
attentively listened to me and my teachings about the NgalSo tantric Self-Healing
method of body and mind. The NgalSo tantric Self-Healing method is the essence
of ancient wisdom and contains the lineage energy of the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. It also contains the essence of the philosophical, medical-astrological and tantric teachings but in a new manifestation which is more suitable for busy modern
people so that they can find Inner Peace and World Peace now and forever.
Self Healing teaches us how we can heal and transform all our actions of body,
speech and mind into the way of enlightenment. I personally believe that there are
many different methods and techniques of Self-Healing and peace generation on
the gross, subtle and very subtle levels and that all these methods have been preserved in essence from ancient cultures until the present day. Within every culture
there exist therapeutic methods but if we investigate the origins of these therapies
along with the different forms of culture, language, religion and so on we will
quickly realise that they are all like the sun, moon and stars which rise in the east
before journeying to the west. From ancient India “Parati”, which means the land
of the aryas, we find the Hindu, Buddhist and Jain religions, the vedas, sanskrit, the
ayurvedic medical tradition, many forms of yoga, the astrological, medical and
liberation tantras and so on. Ancient China has given to us acupuncture, herbal
medicines, macrobiotics, shiatsu, a system of pulse diagnosis, confusianism, taoism,
qi gong, martial arts, astrological systems and so forth. These examples illustrate
to us that from the antique asian civilisations have arisen great religions, cultures,
languages and healing methods which even now in the late twentieth century are
practised widely benefiting countless numbers of citizens in this world. Earlier in the
century however, this was not the case, there were many differences and blockages
which prevented us from appreciating the preciousness and the essential qualities of
other cultures. Now with the development of modern communications, technology
and systems of transport, cultural isolation is no longer possible or even desirable.
One of the greatest tasks facing us now as we head towards the beginning of the
third millennium is to create a New Wisdom Vehicle, a synthesis of the essence
of eastern and western culture, religion and scientific idea which can help us to
achieve healing and Inner and World Peace now and forever. I personally believe
that science and religion must work together if we are to succeed in healing the
many problems of our world. The way that we use new science and technology
depends upon our motivation, laser technology can be used either by the military
or to make life saving medical interventions. In these times it is not possible to solve
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Special meeting with Ven. Samdong
Rinpoche in New Delhi.

Special meeting with H.H. Sakya Trinzin
in Dehradun.

Lama Gangchen with his former teacher
in the garden of the Central Institute of
Higher Tibetan Studies in Sarnath, Varanasi.

the problems of the inner and outer world through the use of only one single method.
Through one method we will only be able to heal one problem. For the complex multifaceted global, ecological, environmental and health crisis which we are now facing we
need a rainbow of Self Healing methods if we are going to be able to heal our world,
society, bodies and minds on the gross, subtle and very subtle levels.
In ancient India and China there existed very powerful and profound methods
which were used to heal ignorance through the use of visualisation therapies combined with concentration and the use of wisdom symbols. One technique would be
the visualisation of Manjushri holding a sword which represents perfect wisdom and
awareness and holding the quality of bestowing wisdom power. In modern society
techniques such as this are perhaps still psychologically useful but generally we need
to teach this method, keeping the essence and energy, but using it in a form more
suitable for the modern mind. The Self-Healing method gives us modern techniques
which enable us to transform our state of unpeacefulness into a state of peace. If we
look at the meaning of the word peace it means much more than just the absence
of war and fighting. In tibetan the word for peace is “shide” shiwa-dewa which
means a healthy and happy mind and energy. By practicing the gross, subtle and
very subtle manifestations of Self-Healing we can achieve this.
The gross level NgalSo Self-Healing methods relax and regenerate the gross energies of our body, speech and mind. These methods include different forms of diet,
herbal remedies, homeopathy, iridology, massage and manipulation, moxabustion,
yoga and movement therapy, tai chi chuan, acupuncture, ayurvedic and Tibetan
medicines and so on.
The subtle forms of NgalSo Self-Healing relax and regenerate the subtle energies
of our body, speech and mind. They include hypnotherapy, medical astrology, qi
gong, meditation and prayer.
To relax and regenerate our essential mind and life energies on the deepest, most
profound and subtle levels we need to use tantric methods such as the following
ten major therapies which are all contained within the NgalSo Tantric Self-Healing
practice: 1. Guru yoga and lineage therapies; 2. Five element purification therapy;
3. Lotus therapy; 4. Seed syllable therapy; 5. Symbol therapy; 6. Supreme healer
therapy; 7. Vase, secret, wisdom and word empowerment therapies; 8. Vajra master therapy; 9. Six session guru yoga therapy; 10. Dedication therapy. These ten
major therapies work on all three levels.
NgalSo Tantric Self-Healing also contains many other gross and subtle branch therapies. These gross therapies include philosophy, logic, grammer and poetry therapy,
vajra dance and tantric art therapy, tantric medical therapy. On the subtle level
there is astrology therapy and on the very subtle level there is self recognition therapy, powa (the transference of consciousness therapy), tendrel nyingpo therapy
which works on the gross, subtle and very subtle levels. I believe that if we wish to
deeply heal our bodies, minds and environment to create a happier, healthier, more
harmonious and peaceful inner and outer world we need to practise all the levels of
tantric Self Healing simultaneously. In my professional opinion as a Lama healer of
the Tibetan tantric tradition I also strongly believe that if we are to become deeply
and irreversibly healed that we need to simultaneously heal our five elements, subtle
life energy, mental continuum and our very strong sense of self or self identification. It is from this deluded or sick view of self that ignorance arises and from that
the three root delusions of attachment, hatred and delusion which create the three
energies of wind, bile and phlegm in our body. From the combination of these three
energies (humors) and the three root delusions arise the 404 physical sicknesses and
the 84.000 psychological problems. This encompasses all the sufferings, sicknesses
and difficulties that we experience in our modern busy lives. By performing the
tantric Self-Healing exercises regularly or in conjunction with other therapies such
as acupuncture we can heal our fundamental life energy, micro organisms, atoms,
cells and organs creating long life, health, happiness and Inner and World Peace
both now and for the future generations.
I rejoice and I applaud in the work of all those gathered here today and those elsewhere who are propagating inner and world peace and the various important and
valuable therapeutic systems. I hope that all our joint efforts to heal and create Inner and World Peace education both now and for the next and future generations
will be successful and flourish to benefit all humanity.
Thank you all very much for your support and for your appreciation of my work.
Thank you.
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Lama Gangchen receiving the “Gem of
Alternative Medicines” award from Mother
Teresa in Calcutta, South India.

Meeting with Mother Teresa to present
her with the Foundation’s Peace Award at
Mother House, Missionaries of Charity in
Calcutta, South India.

Lama Gangchen receiving the “Sewa
Chakra” award from the Governor of Orissa
in Calcutta, South India.
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The Foundation’s conference is held on the
1st of May in Milano, Italy at the Hotel
Blaise and Francis to inaugurate the “Global Open University for World Peace”
which is subsequently registered with the
Italian Government.

The fourth Annual Congress of the Foundation is held from the 5th to the 9th of May in Madrid, Spain
at the Palacio de Congresos e Auditorio Mapfre Vida, under the theme “IV International Congress for
the spreading of Tibetan Medicine”. Speakers include: Prof. Geshe Yonten Gyatso; Ven Geshe Ngawang
Sherab; Dr Lobsang Shresta; Dr Franco Ceccarelli; Dr Maria Oehler; Prof. Bernard Gesh.

First presentation of the proposal for the creation of a Spiritual Forum for World Peace
at the United Nations, on the 8th of June at ECLAC (the Latin American Headquarters of
the United Nations Economic Commission), in Santiago, Chile. Lama Gangchen presents
the proposal to some 150 United Nations officials and special guests.
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A special conference is held on the 1st of
September in Kathmandu, Nepal at the
Russian Center of Science and Culture under
the theme “International Interaction on
World Peace and Care for the Environment - Roundtable for the Proposal for
a” UN Spiritual Forum for World Peace”.
With among others, the participation of: Hon.
Beni Bahadur Kark (Chairman of National
Council), Lalit Man Lama (Raj Sahab Royal
Council), Hon. S.A. Ansari (Minister of State
Forest and Soil Conservation).

A conference and exhibition on Tibetan medicine is organized by the Foundation from the
27th to the 30th of September at the Blaise
and Francis Hotel in Milan, Italy, as part of a
European tour organized for a Delegation of Tibetan doctors from the Tibetan Medical and Astrological Institute in Dharamasala, India, with
Dr Choedrak (private physician to H.H. the XIV
Dalai Lama). The Foundation also organises the
delegation’s visit to Samanthabadra Institute in
Rome from the 1st to the 4th of October.

Dr Tenzin Dhakpa, Dr Dawa, Dr Tenzin Choedrak,
Mrs Tsering Choedzom (Senior Astrologer),
Mr Tseten Dorjee (Secretary to the Director)
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Commemoration of the 50th anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations
Peace Walk from Perugia to Assisi.
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50th Anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations
From the 17th to the 23rd of October, the Foundation takes part in the 50th Anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations at UN headquarters in New York, participating in the
“Visions for the 21st Century Symposium” organized by the Temple of Understanding, where,
Lama Gangchen gives a speech. At the invitation of Bawa Jain, He is also requested to take part in
the Inter-Religious procession held at St John’s the Divine Cathedral in a special ceremony dedicated to the United Nations. On this occasion Lama Gangchen offers a dedication for world peace
with a prayer and a song. On the 22nd of October, he gives a speech on the need for Inner Peace
Education at St Vartan Armenian Cathedral Auditorium, which is attended by spiritual leaders and
representatives of various religious denominations in support of the work of the United Nations.

Lama Gangchen with Bawa Jain
and Rinchen Darlo of the Office
of Tibet, New York

This is followed by the celebrations held at Westminster Abbey in London, on the 24th of
October, where Lama Gangchen meets with Bishop Desmond Tutu and several other spiritual and
religious leaders and representatives.
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DECLARATION ON THE OCCASION OF THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE UNITED NATIONS
Fifty years ago the United Nations was born out of the sufferings caused by the Second World War. The determination,
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, “to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war” is as vital today
as it was fifty years ago. In this, as in other respects, the Charter gives expression to the common values and aspirations of
humankind.
The United Nations has been tested by conflict, humanitarian crisis and turbulent change, yet it has survived and played
an important role in preventing another global conflict and has achieved much for people all over the world. The United
Nations has helped to shape the very structure of relations between nations in the modern age. Through the process of decolonization and the elimination of apartheid, hundreds of millions of human beings have been and are assured the exercise
of the fundamental right of self-determination.
At this time, following the end of the cold war, and as the end of the century approaches, we must create new opportunities
for peace, development, democracy and cooperation. The speed and extent of change in today’s world point to a future of
great complexity and challenge and to a sharp increase in the level of expectations of the United Nations.
Our resolve on this historic occasion is clear. The commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the United Nations must be
seized as an opportunity to redirect it to greater service to humankind, especially to those who are suffering and are deeply
deprived. This is the practical and moral challenge of our time. Our obligation to this end is found in the Charter. The need
for it is manifest in the condition of humankind.
On the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the United Nations, we, the Member States and observers of the United Nations, representing the peoples of the world:
• Solemnly reaffirm the Purposes and Principles of the Charter of the United Nations and our commitments to them;
• Express our gratitude to all men and women who have made the United Nations possible, done its work and served its
ideals, particularly those who have given their lives during service to the United Nations;
• Are determined that the United Nations of the future will work with renewed vigour and effectiveness in promoting
peace, development, equality and justice and understanding among the peoples of the world;
• Will give to the twenty-first century a United Nations equipped, financed and structured to serve effectively the peoples
in whose name it was established.
In fulfilment of these commitments we will be guided in our future cooperation by the following, with respect to peace,
development, equality, justice and the United Nations Organization:
PEACE
1. To meet these challenges, and while recognizing that action to secure global peace, security and stability will be futile
unless the economic and social needs of people are addressed, we will:
• Promote methods and means for the peaceful settlement of disputes in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and enhance the capabilities of the United Nations in conflict prevention, preventive diplomacy, peace-keeping and
peace-building;
• Strongly support United Nations, regional and national efforts on arms control, limitation and disarmament and the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons, in all aspects, and other weapons of mass destruction, including biological and chemical
weapons and other forms of particularly excessively injurious or indiscriminate weapons, in pursuit of our common commitment to a world free of all these weapons;
• Continue to reaffirm the right of self-determination of all peoples, taking into account the particular situation of peoples
under colonial or other forms of alien domination or foreign occupation, and recognize the right of peoples to take legitimate action in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations to realize their inalienable right of self-determination.
This shall not be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action that would dismember or impair, totally or in part,
the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States conducting themselves in compliance with
the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples and thus possessed of a Government representing the whole
people belonging to the territory without distinction of any kind;
• Act together to defeat the threats to States and people posed by terrorism, in all its forms and manifestations, and transnational organized crime and the illicit trade in arms and the production and consumption of and trafficking in illicit drugs;
• Strengthen consultation and cooperation between regional arrangements or agencies and the United Nations in the maintenance of international peace and security.
DEVELOPMENT
2. A dynamic, vigorous, free and equitable international economic environment is essential to the well-being of humankind
and to international peace, security and stability. This objective must be addressed, in greater measure and more effectively,
by the United Nations system.
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3. The United Nations has played an important role in the promotion of economic and social development and has, over
the years, provided life-saving assistance to women, children and men around the world. But the pledge recorded in the
Charter that all Members of the United Nations shall take joint and separate action in cooperation with the Organization
for the achievement of higher standards of living, full employment and conditions of economic and social progress and
development has not been adequately implemented.
4. It must be recognized that notwithstanding past efforts, the gap between the developed and developing countries remains unacceptably wide. The specific problems of countries with economies in transition with respect to their twofold
transition to democracy and a market economy should also be recognized. In addition, accelerating globalization and
interdependence in the world economy call for policy measures designed to ensure the maximization of the benefits from
and the minimization of the negative effects of these trends for all countries.
5. Of greatest concern is that one fifth of the world’s 5.7 billion people live in extreme poverty. Extraordinary measures by
all countries, including strengthened international cooperation, are needed to address this and related problems.
6. In response to these facts and circumstances, the United Nations has convened a number of specifically focused global
conferences in the last five years. From these conferences, a consensus has emerged, inter alia, that economic development,
social development and environmental protection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing components of sustainable
development, which is the framework of our efforts to achieve a higher quality of life for all people. At the core of this
consensus is the recognition that the human person is the central subject of development and that people must be at the
centre of our actions towards and concerns for sustainable development.
7. In this context, we reaffirm that democracy, development and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
including the right to development, are interdependent and mutually reinforcing.
8. In order to foster sustained economic growth, social development, environmental protection and social justice in fulfilment of the commitments we have made on international cooperation for development, we will:
• Promote an open and equitable, rule-based, predictable and non-discriminatory multilateral trading system and a framework for investment, transfers of technology and knowledge, as well as enhanced cooperation in the areas of development, finance and debt as critical conditions for development;
• Give particular attention to national and international action to enhance the benefits of the process of globalization for
all countries and to avoid the marginalization from and promote the integration of the least developed countries and
countries in Africa into the world economy;
• Improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the United Nations system for development and strengthen its role in all relevant fields of international economic cooperation;
• Invigorate the dialogue and partnership between all countries in order to secure the existence of a favourable political
and economic environment for the promotion of international cooperation for development based on the imperatives
of mutual benefit and interest and genuine interdependence, while recognizing that each country is ultimately responsible
for its own development but reaffirming that the international community must create a supportive international environment for such development;
• Promote social development through decisive national and international action aimed at the eradication of poverty as an
ethical, social, political and economic imperative of humankind and the promotion of full employment and social integration;
• Recognize that the empowerment and the full and equal participation of women is central to all efforts to achieve development;
• Reduce and eliminate unsustainable patterns of production and consumption and promote appropriate demographic
policies in order to meet the needs of current generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs, recognizing that environmental sustainability constitutes an integral part of the development process;
• Intensify cooperation on natural disaster reduction and major technological and man-made disasters, disaster relief, postdisaster rehabilitation and humanitarian assistance in order to enhance the capabilities of affected countries to cope with
such situations.
EQUALITY
9. We reiterate the affirmation by the Charter of the dignity and worth of the human person and the equal rights of men
and women and reaffirm that all human rights are universal, indivisible, interdependent and interrelated.
10. While the significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds
must be borne in mind, it is the duty of all States, regardless of their political, economic and cultural systems, to promote
and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms, the universal nature of which is beyond question. It is also important for all States to ensure the universality, objectivity and non-selectivity of the consideration of human rights issues.
11. We will therefore:
• Promote and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms, which are inherent to all human beings;
• Strengthen laws, policies and programmes that would ensure the full and equal participation of women in all spheres of
political, civil, economic, social and cultural life as equal partners and the full realization of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all women;
• Promote and protect the rights of the child;
• Ensure that the rights of persons who can be particularly vulnerable to abuse or neglect, including youth, persons with
disabilities, the elderly and migrant workers, are protected;
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• Promote and protect the rights of indigenous people;
• Ensure the protection of the rights of refugees and of displaced persons;
• Ensure that the rights of persons belonging to national, ethnic and other minorities are protected, and that such persons
are able to pursue economic and social development and live in circumstances of full respect for their identity, traditions,
forms of social organization and cultural and religious values.
JUSTICE
12. The Charter of the United Nations has provided a durable framework for the promotion and development of international law. The continued promotion and development of international law must be pursued with a view to ensuring
that relations between States are based on the principles of justice, sovereign equality, universally recognized principles of
international law and respect for the rule of law. Such action should take account of developments under way in such areas
as technology, transport, information and resource-related fields and international financial markets, as well as the growing
complexity of the work of the United Nations in the humanitarian and refugee assistance fields.
13. We are determined to:
• Build and maintain justice among all States in accordance with the principles of the sovereign equality and territorial
integrity of States;
• Promote full respect for and implementation of international law;
• Settle international disputes by peaceful means;
• Encourage the widest possible ratification of international treaties and ensure compliance with the obligations arising from
them;
• Promote respect for and the implementation of international humanitarian law;
• Promote the progressive development of international law in the field of development, including that which would foster
economic and social progress;
• Promote respect for and implementation of international law in the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms and
encourage ratification of or accession to international human rights instruments;
• Promote the further codification and progressive development of international law.
UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION
14. In order to be able to respond effectively to the challenges of the future and the expectations of the United Nations
held by peoples around the world, it is essential that the United Nations itself be reformed and modernized. The work of
the General Assembly, the universal organ of the States Members of the United Nations, should be revitalized. The Security Council should, inter alia, be expanded and its working methods continue to be reviewed in a way that will further
strengthen its capacity and effectiveness, enhance its representative character and improve its working efficiency and transparency; as important differences on key issues continue to exist, further in-depth consideration of these issues is required.
The role of the Economic and Social Council should be strengthened to enable it to carry out effectively, in the modern age,
the tasks it has been assigned with respect to the well-being and standards of life of all people. These and other changes,
within the United Nations system, should be made if we are to ensure that the United Nations of the future serves well the
peoples in whose name it was established.
15. In order to carry out its work effectively, the United Nations must have adequate resources. Member States must meet,
in full and on time, their obligation to bear the expenses of the Organization, as apportioned by the General Assembly. That
apportionment should be established on the basis of criteria agreed to and considered to be fair by Member States.
16. The secretariats of the United Nations system must improve significantly their efficiency and effectiveness in administering and managing the resources allocated to them. For their part, Member States will pursue and take responsibility for
reforming that system.
17. We recognize that our common work will be the more successful if it is supported by all concerned actors of the international community, including non-governmental organizations, multilateral financial institutions, regional organizations and
all actors of civil society. We will welcome and facilitate such support, as appropriate.
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4th International World Environment Congress – Eco philosophy Summit held from
the 10th to the 13th of January, at the India
International Center in New Delhi, India, with
the special participation of Dr Karan Singh.
The Lama Gangchen International Foundation Public Charitable Trust is founded
on the 15th of January, in New Delhi,
India, by Professor Priya Ranjan Trivedi and
inaugurated by the Chief Minister of Delhi,
Mr Sahib Singh Verma, in honour of Lama
Gangchen’s unique contribution in spreading
the peace message all over the world.

On the 21st of March Lama Gangchen guides the
Spring Equinox Meditation for World Peace at
the United Nations in New York, USA. He succeeded in having the Dag Hammerskjold Meditation room opened for the occasion.
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On the 22nd and 23rd of March Lama Gangchen
gave a series of lectures at the New York Open
Center.

On the 21st of May in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, birth of the Dutch Association,
the Lama Gangchen International Global
Peace Association.

The fifth annual congress of the Foundation is
held from the 24th to the 27th of May in
Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio Mapfre Vida,
Ave. General Peron 41 under the theme “V
Congreso Internacional para la Difusión de la
Medicina Tibetana” with among others, the
participation of: Bawa Jain, United Nations
Representative; Hans Janitschek, President of
the United Nations Society of Writers; John
McConnel, Founder of Earth Day; Dr Juan
Ortiz, UNESCO; Ve. Geshe Ngawang Sherab and
Dr. Lobsang Shresta. To celebrate the occasion a
concert dedicated to world peace is hosted with
the participation of Lee Weissmann from the
USA, Spanish artists and the performance of the
Lama Gangchen United Peace Voices. During
the concert Lama Gangchen’s tangkha painter
Leonardo Ceglie paints a huge dragon across
the back of the stage as an auspicious sign for
prosperity. On this occasion Lama Gangchen is
awarded the medal of the United Nations
Society of Writers.
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Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements - “Habitat II” held from the 3rd to the
14th of June, in Istanbul, Turkey when Lama Gangchen is formally introduced to the Secretary General of the United Nations, Mr Boutros Boutros Ghali. The Foundation co-sponsored the Buckminster Fuller Centennial exhibition held during the summit, from the 3rd to the 23rd of June, on the
theme: “Building for the Future – new geometries and structures for innovations in architecture”.
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Non-formal education: inner peace is the most solid foundation of urban peace by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
We are gathered here in Istanbul to try to find solutions for the problems related to urban living. There are many great people
here offering different kinds of solutions and if I may I would also like to give my humble contribution as a Tibetan Buddhist
philosopher. I think that while we need to deal with urban problems in terms of economics, social policy and infrastructure,
we also need to integrate and develop a new kind of education system, Non-Formal Education, into our lives in order to help
us to deal with the psychological stress of urban living.
Formal education is necessary and useful but its role is mainly vocational, it deals with academic achievements such as degrees
and awards or practical skills that help us to get a job and earn money. The higher our degree, the higher our salary! As we
approach the third millennium we have lost the knowledge of how to use our education in a psychologically beneficial way.
Non-Formal Education, on the other hand, is an emotional or psychological education that teaches us interpersonal skills such
as how to communicate, how to react and how to take care of others with peace. It is a subtler and deeper level of education
- a lifelong education. It is very important for us to integrate the formal and Non-Formal Education systems in order to live a
balanced and harmonious life in the big cities of today and tomorrow. If we follow formal education alone, it does not matter which degree we have, we will experience many life situations that are difficult for us to deal with. If we just follow formal
education it is OK, but if we make money with the feeling of fear then our lives are terrible and without real happiness.
In ancient times, the various religions taught people the psychological and emotional skills that they needed for their lives, but
unfortunately many people are no longer interested in religion and so perhaps we need a Non-Formal Education system to replace
this. Emotional education and interpersonal skills need to be taught in a new, modern and essential way. To do this we have to
utilize what we already have in our society, for example the arts and media, by transforming their messages. We need to develop
peace radio, peace television, peace magazines and so on which show to us good examples and give to us positive messages.
There are too many negative influences in our society and so we need Non-Formal Education in areas such as non violence.
Now there is too much education in fighting and violence, we see violence on the television, in the newspapers, in our cities,
within our own family or group and we even experience a certain kind of violence within ourselves. All this fighting is too
expensive as it destroys not only our physical and mental energy but it also destroys the environment around us. There are
many different kinds of violence. Even the comics and toys we give to our children are promoting violence, we need to slowly
transform all these forms of violence. We should not be worried that if we put positive messages in the media that they will
lose business - they will not lose business but in fact they will become more successful and beneficial. We need to create a new
fashion, a peace fashion and develop positive messages for the future generations.
How can we solve all our personal fighting, the fighting in our family, city and between different nations through Non-Formal Education? The answer to this is very easy and simple - inner peace. Inner peace costs nothing, it brings zero expense. We
can also say that it is a powerful Self-Healing method. If we develop inner peace many of our personal and social problems
will be solved and so we will be able to live more comfortably in the big cities. Non-Formal Education teaches us how to
manifest this inner peace in our life, for our friends and society in very simple and easy ways. Our friends need a smile, a
touch, good thoughts, good conversation - these things make inner peace social peace.
I hope that everyone learns and practises Non-Formal Education to develop the self-healing of inner peace because as a result
of this world peace will become a reality. Inner peace is really a solution for our cities, a panacea for our world. If this new
idea grows up and spreads through the modern media I think world peace will definitely become a reality.
Please do not think that Non-Formal Education is something we just need to add to our children’s educational curriculum everyone needs inner peace education especially the influential members of our society such as scientists, politicians, psychologists, doctors, therapists, educators and so on. Inner peace is something we and our neighbours need. It is very important that
we all learn how to communicate in a positive way as through this we can help other people, on the contrary if we communicate with others in a negative way we can damage them as well as create obstacles for our own activities and success. We
always need to be very attentive because if we have a negative mind we will only see negative things like the social problems
and degenerated urban environment. We need to keep our mind always on the side of the solution. Non-Formal Education
helps us to have a positive mind, it helps us throughout our life and it gives to us real freedom. Non-Formal Education teaches
us the interpersonal skills that are missing in modern city life such as love, compassion, harmony, joy and inner peace.
I request everyone here for the positive future of human settlements, so that we can all live in peace and harmony, to integrate Non-Formal Education into our lives either as part of the formal education system or complementary to it. Let us
educate the present and future generations in positive emotional attitudes and in particular inner peace. This will go a long
way to making our cities harmonious, healthy and tolerable places to live in, even as the urban population grows.
Non-Formal Education is a major solution to the problems of the human settlements in the third millennium.
If people would like further information about Non-Formal Education please consult the small booklet that has been distributed called - The art of Non-Formal Education for better living.
Thank you all very much.
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Conference on self-healing at SOAS is held on
the 25th of June, in London, England
A week of lectures take place from the 21st
to the 24th of June, at Gaunts House in Dorset, England, where Lama Gangchen teaches
non-formal education and the self-healing
method. A short journey to the boundaries of
Stonehenge is a precursor sign for the future
reopening of the grounds - with the significant
help of Lama Gangchen – to the people during the great summer solstice festival which
takes place every year at Stonehenge.
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International Interfaith Round Table meeting for the creation of a local spiritual forum for world
peace held on the 9th of August, at the United Nations Information Centre in Buenos Aires, Argentina, under the patronage of the Director of the United Nations Information Centre, Mr Angel
Escudero de Paz and under the auspices of the United Nations.
11th August 1996 Buenos Aires, Argentina
Why we need to recognize and take care of the five elements by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
If I may my dear friends, I wish to share a tiny piece of the ancient environmental wisdom of my culture with you.
I was born and brought up in Tibet, the old Tibet, before the communist invasion. The Tibet of my youth was an ancient
society, deeply rooted in spiritual and environmental values. Thus I am like someone from the eighth century who has been
thrown by circumstances into the modern world.
In Tibet unless we were rich and had a horse, we walked everywhere, and we were directly in touch with the energy of
mother earth every day. Nowadays, due to many changes in modern society we do not touch the earth anymore nor feel
her quality or precious energy.
Modern society has lost touch with the earth and consequently this is creating many difficulties and dangers. Not only have
we lost touch with the earth but we have also lost contact with space, wind, fire and water, the elements which are the very
basis of our life. Modern society has become disconnected and alienated from nature and has, as a result, spread pollution
and destruction everywhere.
2500 years ago the Buddha said, “Just as it is in the outer world, so too it is in the inner world.” and so when we selfishly
destroy our planet, we also destroy the energy of our own bodies and minds.
The five elements support the outer world and the inner world of our body and mind. Now all this is polluted on the gross,
subtle and very subtle levels. Whatever we want from life, be it physical health, material success, a beautiful healthy place
to live in, or we wish to for spiritual liberation and Enlightenment, we need to take care of the five elements and purify and
re-energise them so that they become strong and clean once again.
If we continue in our present self-destructive fashion, then slowly a very dangerous environmental situation will arise and
create the very real danger that the five elements of our planet will disintegrate and die. As a result our own bodies and life
energy will also slowly disintegrate and die. If we destroy our outer and inner environment, what kind of legacy do we leave
for our children and the future generations to inherit?
To transform the impure elemental energy back into its pure form we need to deeply understand the inter-dependence of our bodies, minds, the five elements and the environment we live in. We must rediscover that which is really important and precious in life
and identify where we have individually and collectively gone wrong. All ancient spiritual cultures understood the importance of
the five elements and as a result were able to maintain healthy bodies and minds and live in harmony with the environment.
In Tibet we could touch the earth and drink the water, there was no danger, but in the West things are different. We did not
have many material things or technologies, but we had the essence of environmental energy and a natural way of life to
satisfy our minds. Modern society abandoned the ancient natural way of life because most people began to doubt the ancient
truths and turned to mechanisation and technology for something they hoped was better.
Of course many of the technological advances of modern society are wonderful, but, now we are all run and rush every day,
just to survive and we have forgotten our ancient ideas, values and nature. Consequently both ourselves and the environment
are becoming sick, tired, and are suffering too much.
Nowadays, in the global village, everyone is more or less afflicted by the same problems. For example worldwide water pollution is damaging both the environment and our own physical and mental health. We have collectively polluted or planet,
so we all need to do something to heal our world. I think we need to look again at the ancient wisdom of the spiritual cultures
like Tibet, the land of living energy and learn again how to live in harmony with the environment.
For example, the heart of the Buddha’s teachings is change and interdependence and by understanding interdependence we
understand the results of our positive and negative actions on the environment, and from this we get a lot of feeling and energy to purify the five elements of our body and the world. I’m not suggesting that people should become Buddhists, but everyone needs to recognise the preciousness of the five elements and to try to heal them in either practical or energetic ways.
In Tibetan Buddhist tradition we have many powerful and effective practices to heal the environment the most powerful one
of which is the five element purification of EH YAM RAM LAM BAM.
This tantric mediation practise to heal the environment was kept secretly in the remote himalayan kingdom of Tibet for over
one thousand years but now seeing the fragile state of the global environment I have decided to reveal this secret and share
these environmental healing methods with all humanity.
EH means space. YAM means wind. RAM means fire. LAM means earth. BAM means water. These 5 mantras help us to connect energetically with the pure qualities of the five elements and then by repeating the mantras: EH HO SHUDDHI SHUDDHI SOHA, YAM HO SHUDDHI SHUDDHI SOHA, RAM HO SHUDDHI SHUDDHI SOHA, LAM HO SHUDDHI SHUDDHI
SOHA, BAM HO SHUDDHI SHUDDHI SOHA.
We imagine that the five elements one by one become completely clean, clear and re-energised. These mantras purify the
outer and inner five elements in a very powerful, perfect and direct way.
The more people practice the five element purification world wide, the more powerful the result will be. We need thousands
of hands to heal the world.
For our children and our children’s children sake, we need to take care of our environment. The future generations will
definitely thank us for it. This I think will be one of the legacies of Tibet the land of living energy to the people of our planet
in the third millennium.
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Lama Gangchen in Altar do Chão in Amazonia:
Receiving water and medicinal plants from the Amazon
Offering biscuits
Teaching Self-Healing
Fire Puja on the river
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49th Annual Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the 10th
to the 12th of September at United Nations Headquarters in New
York, USA, on the theme: “The United Nations facing the challenges of a changing world”. Lama Gangchen guides the meditation for World Peace on the occasion of the Vernal Equinox
celebration on the 17th of September, coinciding with the opening
of the General Assembly.

LG United Peace Voices are born following the summer retreat
in Michigan, USA where Lama Gangchen and the members of the
group met with Philip Glass and Alan Ginsberg.
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10th International Meeting organized by S. Egidio Community, held on the 7th and 8th of
October, in Rome, Italy, under the theme “Peace is the name of God”, in the presence of the
President of the Italian President, Oscar Luigi Scalfaro.
Religion and Science conference for peace held on the 9th of October in Busto Arsizio, Italy,
organised by “Il Centro” Association.
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“Peace Times” Good News for the World
“Peace Times” Good News for the World, the Foundation’s
newspaper is launched on the 9th of October, founded by
Lama Gangchen, to coincide with the United Nations World Post
Day and International Day for Natural Disaster Reduction, under
the Presidency of Marco Tursini and Vice-Presidency of Franco Ceccarelli and Patrizia Tursini.
VOICE OF PEACE First Editorial by T. Y. S. Lama Gangchen
Millions of newspapers are published throughout the world: all engrossed in printing bad news, offering bad examples, emphasizing violent acts, amplifying vulgar
small talk. In order to offer an alternative to these common negative informations and to contribute towards the transformation of a culture of violence into a
culture of peace, I wanted to see the birth of Peace Times World News. Published
quarterly, its focal point and strength will be in spreading news that yield good
feelings. It shall primarily offer information about the Lama Gangchen World Peace
Foundation’s activities, which are the very testimonies of my efforts in showing
how relevant the teachings of Buddha Shakyamuni and Lama TsongKhapa still are
today, and how they can be integrated into our daily life. Peace Times will however
also be committed to reflecting the realities of other associations, foundations and
spiritual traditions working for inner development and world peace. It will always
be a product of the “good thought supermarket”.
Peace Times sees the light in Milan and takes up the challenge to educate people to
cultivate inner peace in order to enjoy world peace, and to practise the Ngalso SelfHealing methods. Inspired by the experience of its three elder sisters: the Brazilian
Tashi Delek, the Spanish News and Rejoice News printed in English in Milan, Peace
Times aims to go from strength to strength. I am convinced that a newspaper can
be a fantastic peace messenger, and that everyone needs inner peace to be happy:
if we allow ourselves to be devoured by anxiety, anger, jealousy and hate, we will
suffer even if we are rich, beautiful and loved.
This publication, already destined to double in size by the next issue to be printed
in January, will inform you about the development of the proposal to create a permanent Spiritual Forum within the United Nations, and elaborate a global system
of peace education. This is my gift to the generations of the third millennium. We
will keep you informed on the progress of Peace Publications and Peace Radio. We
will of course not forget the Global Open University, the Lama Gangchen International Peace Association and the Healing Arts Amazonia Association which spread
environmental culture with the use of tantric practices; nor will we forget about the
World Peace Services Association which in Milan organises dharma courses, SelfHealing courses, the art of sacred painting workshops, as well as traditional Tibetan
medicine, astrology and massage courses. It further organises art exhibitions and
concerts with, among others, the United Peace Voices who re-elaborate the antique
Tibetan tradition through the sounds of modern world music; or still the Kunpen
Lama Gangchen Institute successfully appealing to the public and finding generous
people sponsoring the education of needy Tibetan children, as well as economically
helping various monasteries, schools and medical dispensaries in India, Nepal and
Tibet. The Institute further finances fund-raising tours in Italy for groups of monks
specializing in Cham dancing and the construction of sand mandalas.
Peace Times will also share with you the experiences of the pilgrimages made
throughout the world by the Foundation’s group of peace messengers, and inform
you about forthcoming pilgrimages. Even if until now we have not had time for
peace, the time has come for us to take on the commitment to heal ourselves, our
society and the world by the power of the truth.
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Round Table meeting held from the 19th to the 20th of November on the theme of “Projects 2000
for the Third Millennium”, which is organized by the Council for A Parliament of the World’s Religions and the Millennium Institute, at North Shore Congregation Israel, in Chicago, USA.

1st International Holistic Medical Congress, held on World AIDS Day, on the 1st of
December, at Lahore in Pakistan.
People with HIV or AIDS need particular understanding to strengthen themselves and heal. According to tantric medicine,
sicknesses and negative energies are absorbed through the three doors of the body, speech and mind. Healing and being
cured have different meanings. To take an aspirin to dispel a headache is to cure oneself; often the pain goes away whilst
emotional, psychological, energetic or karmic causes, the real causes are not healed. In order to obtain real and long term
healing from physical suffering, fear and mind conflicts, we need to expel the subtle and deep causes. Nowadays, “the container and the contents”, that is, the world and its inhabitants, are tired, weak and polluted. Both the internal and external
elements are deeply disturbed, so that many new and dangerous illnesses such as Aids and environmental disasters appear.
It is therefore also necessary to take care of emotions by using methods which regenerate our vital energy. The method that
divides suffering from pain by developing inner peace, allows us to separate the physical pain from the experience of mental
suffering. As our inner peace gets gradually deeper, we will accept illness with more equanimity. In a particular illness gives
us a lot of fear, stress and pain, inner peace helps us concretely to overcome these, allowing us to accept the situation and
remain optimistic and serene. In this way we also develop the ability to avoid mental suffering and even depression due to
pain. The tantric method accelerates the healing process and can help those terminally ill to improve upon their quality of
life; it can also be practiced by anyone wishing to help someone with Aids. By sitting down and relaxing, we reflect upon the
seven limitless meditations, wishing for all sentient beings to reach perfect love, compassion, joy and equanimity, together
with good health, as well as internal and external ecological regeneration. We can help someone in need, by repeating
the healing mantra of Guru Shakyamuni, that is: Om muni muni maha muni shakya muniye soha, and by also visualizing a
golden wisdom light entering the crown charka of the person you want to help, together with the energies of the five elements (space, wind, fire, water and earth), as well as the pure crystal energy of the holy beings. This therapeutic energy will
completely fill his or her body and mind, forming a golden cocoon of light. His or her illnesses dissolve, making space for the
five pure energies and bringing about a deep feeling of inner peace. To overcome minor disorders, tiredness or stress, we hold
a crystal and meditate on how the mind is similar to a crystal: “Even if my body is sick and suffering, my real nature is not
sickness or pain. My vital source right now is completely pure and healthy”. Holding the crystal in our hand, we exhale fully,
expelling all negative energies, sicknesses and any other kind of pain. We then breathe in deeply and inhale all the crystal
energies of the universe, the blessings of the holy beings and the pure essence of the five elements, in the subtle form of pure
light and nectar. The vital energy flow in the cells, organs, chakras, channels and mind will be re-energised and re-vitalised
on the gross, subtle and very subtle levels. T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen

Following the congress in Lahore, Lama Gangchen flew to
Islamabad to discover the Buddhas of Taxila. From there he
reached Saidu Sherif, in the heart of the mountain region of
Swat, and then on to Peshara on the Afghan border, retracing the tantric Buddhism which flourished there in the 3rd
century BC, until the 11th century AC.
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34th Congress for Alternative Medicines, held from the 21st to the 29th of December
(International Day for Biological Diversity), in Colombo, Sri Lanka.
A message from T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
Inner peace is the most solid foundation of world peace.
Thank you very much for inviting me here to Sri Lanka to participate in this conference. If I may I would like to share my
humble views as a Tibetan Buddhist peace educator.
To create a culture of peace for the third millennium we need to integrate and develop Peace Education into all our lives
in order to help us to deal with the psychological stress of modern living and the many different types of outer and inner
violence we now experience.
Formal education is necessary and useful, but its role is mainly vocational, it produces academic achievements such as degrees
or practical vocational skills that help us to get a job and earn money. The higher our degree, the higher our salary! If we
just work to make money with a fearful attitude then our lives are terrible and without real happiness. These days we have
more or less lost the psychological aspect of our education. That’s why we need Peace Education, which is an emotional,
psychological and social education that teaches us interpersonal skills such as how to communicate, how to react positively
and how to take care of others with peace. It is a subtler and deeper level of education - and is we can say a lifelong education. We need to integrate Peace Education into the formal Educational system in order to live balanced and harmonious lives
now and future. If we rely only on our formal education for our life skills, it does not matter which degree we have, we will
experience many life situations that are difficult for us to deal with.
In ancient times, the various religions taught people the psychological and emotional skills that they needed for their lives, but
unfortunately many people are no longer interested in religion and so perhaps we need a Peace Education system to fill the
gap in our psychological education. Emotional education and interpersonal skills need to be taught in a new, modern and
essential way. For example all the religions have the concept of renunciation but what we need is renounce to violence. All
the religions have the concept of morality but we need the one principal morality of inner peace, and so on.
We have to utilize what we already have in modern society, such as the arts and media, but we need to transform their messages from violence into peace. We need to develop peace radio, peace television, peace magazines and so on which show
to us good messages and offer us ideas and examples of how to solve conflicts on either the personal, local or international
levels whilst still being entertaining.
Peace Education helps us develop non violent attitudes and a culture of peace. Now there is too much education in aggression
and violence, which we see everywhere, on the television, in the newspapers, in our cities, within our own family or group
and we even experience a certain kind of violence within us. All this violence is too expensive as it destroys not only our physical and mental energy but it also destroys the natural and urban environment around us. Even the comics and toys we give
to our children are promoting violence; we need to slowly transform all these manifestations of violence. We should not be
worried that if we put positive and peaceful messages in the media that the media companies will lose business as their output
will no longer be entertaining - in fact they will become more successful and beneficial. We need to create a new fashion,
a peace fashion and develop positive messages for the future generations so they can enjoy a peace culture rather than the
culture of violence that we have unfortunately chosen.
We may wonder how we can transform all this violence. The answer is very easy and simple - we just need to develop inner
peace. Inner peace costs nothing, it is a powerful method of Self-Healing and if we develop inner peace many of our personal
and social problems will be solved and so we will be able to live more comfortably with others.
Inner Peace Education is not just something we need to add to our children’s curriculum - everyone needs peace education,
especially the influential members of our society such as scientists, politicians, psychologists, doctors, educators and so on.
Inner peace is something we and our neighbours need. Inner Peace Education teaches us how to manifest this inner peace
in our life, for our friends and society in very simple and easy ways. Our friends need a smile, a touch, good thoughts, good
conversation - these things make inner peace and as a result, social peace increases.
It is very important that we all learn how to communicate positively as through this we can help other people, on the contrary negative communication damages them as well as creating obstacles for our own activities and success. We always need
to be very attentive because if we have a negative attitude we will only see negative things like social problem, violence and
a degenerated environment. We need to keep our mind always on the side of the solution. Peace Education helps us to have
a positive mind, it helps us throughout our life and it gives to us real freedom. Peace Education teaches us the interpersonal
skills that are missing in modern life such as love, compassion, harmony, joy and inner peace.
I have written a book called Clear Moon Light Messenger of World Peace, about my ideas on Peace Education. We have
to develop the feeling for inner peace. It is our inner light, our faithful friend, the most important knowledge we have and
our greatest power. People these days think that peace makes us weak but this is not true, it actually makes us much more
powerful. Some people believe that they can only ensure peace through violence and warfare but we know from modern
history that this brings a lot of suffering to many people without solving any fundamental problems. We should try the new
experience of the peace deterrent. Gandhi liberated India from colonisation by the power of peace. Whether we are spiritually inclined or not does not matter, everybody needs inner peace.
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Inner peace is the true foundation of world peace, and to achieve inner peace we need Peace Education. Through this we
can increase our positive emotional states which help us to deal with the stressful and difficult situations which confront us
throughout our life. If we collectively develop these attitudes we will no longer find it necessary to wage war on our fellow
city dwellers or other nations.
Peace Education can play a major role in promoting the idea of ahimsa or non-violence. Non-violence or inner peace is a
very necessary force in the creation of world peace and is powerful enough to stop all nuclear and conventional weapons in
the world. If we personally and collectively practise inner peace, we will ensure the future of the planet and human society.
These days both our emotional lives and our cities are full of violence. We can see the effects of this personally, socially and in
our continued destruction of our environment. There are both external and internal causes of violence. The manifold external
causes of violence are being dealt with by local and national governments, the United Nations and the Non-Government
Organisations and agencies who are working in many different areas. I rejoice in their wonderful efforts and urge them to
continue their work.
However, if we look honestly at the global situation, things over large areas of our planet are getting noticeably worse. This
implies to me that just dealing with the external causes of violence is not sufficient. I think that we also need to consider working in the area of Peace Education to deal with the internal causes of violence. For example although it is very important that
we stop the manufacture of torture implement , we also need to educate people in ways to deal with their own inner darkness, such as their fear, violence, hatred and prejudice. People who have received this kind of education will not feel justified
in expressing their destructive emotions against their fellow citizens.
As the population of the world swells, the majority of our children will grow up in crowded urban environments and will
experience more pressure than we presently do. By the year 2025 it is predicted that two thirds of the world’s population will
live in polluted urban environments and no doubt due to this will suffer psychological and physical stress. Peace Education
will therefore become vital in the prevention of widespread urban crime and civil unrest. We need to think about what results
the education of the present generation will have in the future. We need to educate both the educators and our children in
values such as non-violence, social cooperation, compassion, patience, tolerance, inner space, peace, intelligent wisdom and
so on. Inner peace Education is a long term investment for the future of our cities.
I request everyone that for the future of humanity, so that we can all live in peace and harmony, to work to integrate Peace
Education into all our lives both as part of the formal education system and as a form of adult education or as part of the news
and entertainment media. Let us educate the present and future generations in positive emotional attitudes and in particular
inner peace. This will go a long way to making our planet a harmonious, healthy and tolerable place to live in, even as the
world population grows.
Peace Education is a fundamental solution to the problems of the humanity in the third millennium.
MAKING PEACE WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
MAKING PEACE WITH THE 5 ELEMENTS
MAKING PEACE WITH SRI LANKHA
MAKING PEACE WITH COLUMBO
MENTALLY HEALTHY
PHYSICALLY HEALTHY
INNER PEACE
WORLD PEACE
NOW AND FOREVER
BY ALL HUMAN BEINGS’ ATTENTION
AND ALL HOLY BEINGS’ BLESSINGS
BY GURU SHAKYAMUNI BUDDHA’S BLESSINGS
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United Nations International Decade for the eradication of poverty
First World Polypathy Congress held in
New Delhi from the 21st to the 25th of
January in New Delhi, India, dedicated
to Global welfare, which focuses on both
medical and social issues.
The Lama Gangchen International Foundation (USA) Inc. is formally incorporated
on the 24th of January and filing is granted
by New York State Department on the 12th
of February.
The Foundation’s International Congress is
held from the 6th to the 8th of February in
Kathmandu, Nepal at the Himalayan Healing
Center under the theme “Spiritual Forum, Alternative Medicine and Non-Formal Education” in collaboration with Medicina Alternativa Alma Ata 1962. The event was inaugurated
by the Rt Hon. Bhim Bahadur Tamang, Minister
for Law and Justice. Prominent speakers include:
Dr Bill Piggot, Representative of World Health
Organisation; Prof. P.R. Trivedi, Chairman of the
Indian Institute of Ecology and Environment,
New Delhi, India; Prof. Anton Jayasuriya, Chairman of the Open International University for
Complementary Medicines, Colombo, Sri Lanka; Dr Maurizio Boaron, Keyhole surgeon, Head
of the Bologna Hospital, Italy; Dr Pavel Petrov,
Physician to the Russian Embassy in Nepal; as
well as representatives from various embassies,
doctors and delegates from over 18 countries.
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The Foundation organizes the first Inter-Religious meeting in collaboration with URI
- the United Religions Initiative on the 1st
of March at the Friends Meeting House in
London, England.
Lama Gangchen Kiurok Tshociun “Help In
Action” - Adoptions at a distance Association
is founded on the 4th of March, ONLUS recognized by the Italian Government, which is
run in Milan, Italy by Sharon Dawson from
England and Enrica Mazzi from Italy. They
both regularly travel to India, Nepal and Tibet
to supervise all the projects and take care directly of the families, monks and children that
are sponsored by Help In Action.

Global medicine conference “In cerca
dell’armonia perduta” held on the 6th of
March with Marco Columbro in Busto Arsizio, Italy, organized by “Il Centro”.
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Meeting organized by FACS – Federazione delle Associazioni Culturali e Scientifiche – on the 13th of March in Milan, Italy in the
form of a dialogue towards a closer collaboration between the
individual and the proposal for the creation of a spiritual forum
for world peace at the United Nations.
Annual Spring Equinox meditation held on the 20th of March at
United Nations Headquarters, New York, USA. With the president
of the General Assembly Mr Ismail Razzali; John McConnel, the
founder of Earth Day; Geshe Ngawang Sherab, representative of
the Foundation and Dr Gabriel Cousins, holistic physician lead the
meditation.

The Foundation becomes officially associated as an NGO
with the United Nations DPI on the 24th of March.

The Foundation hold an International Conference on the 4th of
april in Lugano, Switzerland at the Palazzo dei Congressi under
the theme “International Conference on Tibetan Medicine”. With
among others, the participation of Dr Thoru Tsenam from Tibet
and Dr Pasang Yonten Arya, resident teacher at Kunpen Lama
Gangchen.
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On the 25th of April, the Interfaith Centre of New York and the Temple of Understanding hold an Interfaith Celebration of Commitment to the work of the United Nations at
St Bartholomew’s Church in New York, co-sponsored by the Foundation. On this occasion
Lama Gangchen meets with Secretary General Kofi Annan.
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Inauguration of the Global Peace University on the 29th of
April, in the Municipality Building of Drachten, Smalingeerland,
The Netherlands.
What is Non-Violent Education? T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
I am very happy to be here today to Inaugurate the Global Peace University together with many distinguished guests such as Dr Jan Hakemulder, and many others. The Global Peace University is important because peace is much more than the
absence of war.
Nowadays, we live amidst a pervasive culture of violence, but we have a cultural
problem in that we cannot distinguish clearly between violence and non-violence.
So the first step towards creating a Global Peace culture is to ask ourselves, what
is violence?
Violence manifests itself in many different ways; there are many degrees of violence. Violence is not only the arms race, wars, killings and beatings. There is also
emotional violence, social violence, family violence and mental violence. Violent
thoughts are worse than guns! The media, our sports and entertainments are full
of violence. Our everyday facial expressions and gestures are violent. Our touch is
too violent, our speech, thoughts and relationships are too violent. Everywhere we
look we see different forms of violence; on the television, in the newspapers, on the
radio, as we go around our city, in our family or peer groups. Even if we live alone,
our minds are full of fighting and many different conflicts. Some of these forms of
violence may seem small and insignificant compared to war, but they are not so
small that we can ignore them.
We are familiar mainly with violence, not peace. Violence is like a viral infection
that has infected most things in the world. Perhaps we do not like to hear this but
we need to examine our own behaviour and see if this is true.
We have forgotten the inner peace education we had in our ancient cultures. Most
of our great ancient cultures were incredibly beautiful, but now these are obscured
due to our acceptance of a culture of violence.
The solution to the culture of violence is to promote a new peace culture - through
non-violent education. We all need to take responsibility for this, and not assume
that our governments or the United Nations will do everything. Everybody needs
to wake up and take responsibility for the development of a peace culture. I’m very
happy that here in the Netherlands that my friends such as Dr Jan Hakemulder and
Professor Trivedi are working to make this vision a reality.
Whilst the existing system of university education prepares us very well for the world
of work, its limitation is that it does not teach us how to deal with the our outer and
inner violence, such as the emotions that arise during times of stress and life crisis.
Non-violent education helps us to recognise and develop positively the intuitive,
emotional, instinctive, artistic and subconscious aspects of our mind and integrate
both the left and right hemispheres of our brain. Uniting positive attitudes and ideas
with our daily life helps us to develop our social, inter-personal, psychological and
emotional life-skills and find inner and social peace. Non-violent education is a lifelong education, useful and necessary to improve our quality of life. It helps to create
more balanced individuals who can create and maintain social and environmental
peace and harmony: at home, in society and among people. It is important that we
get the ‘peace habit’ and share it with others.
We gradually need to apply non-violent attitudes to different areas of modern
culture and create a peace culture: in the workplace, science, medicine, international relations and national institutions. Developing non-violent culture means
renouncing violence and accepting inner, social and world peace. There is no need
to change our religion, language, cuisine, dress or any aspect of our national or
regional culture; we all have our own cultural problem in that we cannot exactly
distinguish anymore between violence and non-violence. We need to change this
and stop creating the causes of our personal, social and environmental suffering.
Nowadays, the basis of our culture is unpeaceful and disturbed, and a basic step
towards a peace culture is to recognise this. We can begin to develop a non-violent
culture in very simple ways. We can talk about the problems of violence that we
experience in our own lives.
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We need to examine where all the violence we experience comes from; does it
come from other people or from our own inner reactions? This is important because
our own words, behaviour, thoughts and emotions are unpeaceful. The basis of a
peace culture is to start with ourselves and our own reactions.
We need to learn to look very softly, gently and non-violently at the people we
meet. We need to touch, speak, and relate to them in a very gentle way. If everyone makes an effort to behave non-violently our culture will gradually transform
into a peace culture.
Regardless of other needs, everyone needs non-violent education; it helps us to
pacify our uncontrolled emotions and psychological disturbances so that we can
function in a more effective, peaceful and happy way, whatever the situation. Nonviolent education gives us positive company and a different perspective as well as
many beautiful solutions to our difficulties.
If we can create a basic attitude of non-violence in the minds of the next generations, then all the activities that they need to support their lives, families, cities and
so on, will go much more smoothly. This includes work relationships, business, family lives, and personal relationships and so on. Non-violent education is a long term
investment for the future of our society and planet.
This is the role of the Global Peace University, to develop non-violent education
and help to create a peace culture. It will also train “peace educators” for the present and future generations and so I wish the GPU best wishes and every success for
the future, and will of course be giving it my full support.
We all choose a philosophy to live by. Choose peace!
By the power of the truth and all human beings’ attention - May
Violent culture transform into non-violent culture
Violent education transform into non-violent education
Violent times transform into non-violent times
Violent people transform into non-violent people
Violent jobs transform into non-violent jobs
Violent sport transform into non-violent sport
Violent medicine transform into non-violent medicine
Violent minds transform into non-violent minds
Violent therapies transform into non-violent therapies
Violent religion transform into non-violent religion
Violent environment transform into
A non-violent environment
Violent food transform into non-violent food
Violent travel transform into non-violent travel
Violent society transform into a non-violent society
Violent scientific research transform into non-violent
Scientific research
Peace with everything, Everything with peace, Please!

Lama Gangchen gives a lecture to 400 University students on the
29th of April at Nijmegen Catholic University: A solid basis
for interfaith dialogue.
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Conference held from the 10th to the 11th of May in Milan,
Italy under the theme “Mondo mix umanitari” in collaboration with the Foundation’s Peace Radio.
A UNITED NATIONS SPIRITUAL FORUM,
A NEW SOLUTION TO THE GLOBAL ECOLOGICAL CRISIS
A message from T.Y:S: Lama Gangchen
My dear brothers and sisters of the human race. Now we are in the rising age of
high technology, development and mass communications but, on the environmental and energetic level now is the time o f pollution and degeneration. The outer
and inner world is unpeaceful and the elements of the container and contents (the
world and its inhabitants) are greatly unbalanced and polluted. Strong, negative
emotions, actions and wrong views are greatly prevalent, death comes very easily
and the entire global situation is fragile and dangerous.
For this reason, as we approach the beginning of the 3rd millennium all religious,
political and scientific leaders need to unite and take serious responsibility for the
future of humanity and of our planet. We need to find new solutions to the many
environmental and ecological problems now facing the global village and combine
scientific with spiritual solutions, for example pacifying our negative attitudes which
allow us to exploit and destroy our planet.
Peace, interdependence and care for the environment are essential messages of all
religions, yet somehow this essence has been lost, hidden or kept secret. It is time
that we looked once again at these teachings with the aim of rediscovering this
ancient wisdom, making it accessible to everyone. We need to integrate these ancient ideas into modern society because the people of this world are seeking good
messages to bring quality into their lives. They need to be messages which can be
passed down from generation to generation to ensure that our children and the
future generations live in a more peaceful and harmonious way. By understanding
interdependence we can understand the positive and negative results of our actions
on the environment, and from this we get a lot of feeling and energy to purify the
five elements of our body and the world.
Normally we shop in the negative thought supermarket and buy all the negative
energies and emotions which disturb our body, our mind and the environment.
This way of using our minds, energy and environment is too expensive. Instead, we
need to switch supermarkets and buy all positive energies from the good thought
supermarket. This is much cheaper! We need to learn how to do this in all our actions of daily life and make a big donation to our society, to our environment and
to our planet. In this way the religions can remain relevant and contribute towards
the development of global society in the third millennium.
Our children and the future generations will definitely thank us for it.

The sixth annual congress of the Foundation is held from the 16th to
the 18th of May, in Madrid, Spain, at the Auditorio Mapfre Vida,
under the theme “VI Congreso Internacional para la Difusión
de la Medicina Tibetana”. With, among others, the participation
of: Dr. Agarwal - India, Dr. Jalwahar Jain - India, Dr Tom Wu - USA,
Bawa Jain - USA, and special guest Marco Columbro.
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Official invitation to the European Parliament on
the 29th of May, Brussels, Belgium by members
of the Parliament.

Official Inauguration of the “Global Village” and peace celebration with the World Peace Prayer
Society Flag Ceremony dedicated to the Member States of the United Nations, on the 29th of
May, at Villa Ada, in Bagni di Lucca, Italy.
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United Religions Initiative meeting from the 22nd to the 27th of
June at Stanford University, in San Francisco, USA.
In an effort to help heal the environment, an Amazon Self-Healing Art Tour on a boat to the heart of the Amazon forest in Brazil
with Lama Gangchen and a group of peace messengers takes place
from the 19th to the 25th of July, organized by the Foundation’s
Himalaia Amazon Andes Healing Art Association - AACHA to develop peace education. On the 20th of July the Self Healing of the
environment congress is held at the Tropical Hotel in Santarem.
First international congress held from the 27th to the 29th of August in Ulaan Baator, Mongolia at the Children’s Palace under the
theme “First International Congress for a United Nations Spiritual
Forum for World Peace, Alternative Medicine and Non-Formal
Education for the development of a culture of peace”.With the
participation of: Mr. S. Zorig (Minister of Health), Mr. Lkhagvajav (Minister of Science, Technology, Education and Culture), Mr
Douglas Gardener (UNDP Representative), Dr. Prof. Anton Jayasuriya, President of the Open International University for Complementary Medicines, Colombo, Sri Lanka; Abbots of different monasteries, renowned scholars, scientists and physicians .
50th Annual Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the 10th to
the 12th of September at United Nations Headquarters in New
York, USA, on the theme: “Building Partnerships”
Equinox Peace Meditation and International Peace Day Celebrations held on the 16th of September, at United Nations Dag Hammerskjöld Meditation Hall, New York, USA.
Lecture given at the ISER – Istituto de estudos da religao (Institute
for religious studies) on the 24th of September, under the theme:
“Religions United for World Peace”, Brazil.
Third International Ecological and Ecumenical Encounter for
World Peace, round table discussion for a United Nations Spiritual
Forum for World Peace, held on the 5th of October at Hebraica,
in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Second meeting for a United Nations Spiritual Forum for World
Peace held on the 14th of October, organized by the Foundation
and chaired by Mr Angel Escudero de Paz, director of UNIC-Argentina and Uruguay, at UNIC in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Inter-religious meeting held on the 29th of October at the Peace
Monument to inaugurate the activities in preparation of the inter
religious and inter cultural conference to be held in Caracas in
April 1998, in Caracas, Venezuela.
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State of the World Forum “Toward a New Civilization” held
from the 4th to the 9th of November in San Francisco, USA.
Inner Peace Is The Most Solid Foundation Of A World Peace Culture
My name is TYS Lama Gangchen and I am the founder of the Lama Gangchen World
Peace Foundation. I am very happy to be here to participate in the State of the World
Forum. I would like to take this opportunity to share my views as a Tibetan Buddhist
peace educator, on whether peace is possible in the twenty-first century.
I believe that to create a culture of peace for the third millennium we need to develop Inner Peace Education to help us deal with the stress of modern living and the
many different types of outer and inner violence we now experience.
Children are educated from the beginning of their school lives into a culture of
fear. Many find school life to be a stressful experience. Psychological factors such
as fear and aggression, as well as emotional neglect by the parents greatly hinder
a child’s emotional development and if not remedied may produce alienated and
violent individuals.
Inner Peace Education teaches non violent attitudes and a culture of peace, and encourages the development of the interpersonal skills that are missing in modern life such as
love, compassion, harmony, inner peace and inner space. These skills increase our positive emotional states and help us to deal with the stressful and difficult situations which
confront us throughout our life. It is a subtler and deeper level of education and is we
can say - a lifelong education. If we rely only on our present formal education for our
life skills, we will experience many life situations that are difficult for us to deal with.
That is why we need to raise the importance of non-formal systems of Peace Education
to the same level as the formal educational systems we already have in order to live
balanced and harmonious lives now and in the twenty-first century.
Peace education is not just something we need to add to school curriculum - everyone needs it, especially the influential members of our society such as scientists, politicians, psychologists, doctors, educators and so on. I have written a book called A
Heartfelt Request To Create A Peace Culture In The Third Millennium Through NonViolent Education which I would like to offer to those of you who are interested.
We need to think about the future results of the education of the present generation.
As the world population swells, Peace Education will become vital in the prevention
of widespread urban crime and civil unrest. We need to educate people in ways to
overcome their inner darkness, their fears, inner violence and prejudice, so they do
not express their destructive emotions against their fellow citizens. We need to educate
both the educators and our children in values such as non-violence, social cooperation,
compassion, patience, tolerance, peace, intelligent wisdom and so on. My proposal, the
Art of Non-Formal Education For Better Living: New Solutions To Heal The Culture Of
Violence In The Third Millennium is available at the back of this hall.
We have to create a peace culture for the mass media. We need to develop peace
radio, peace television, peace magazines and a peace internet that promote positive
messages such as to renouncing violence and that we all need one principal morality of inner peace. These days there are many different lifestyles and moral codes
but everyone can agree to the basic ethics of inner peace and non-violence towards
other beings and the environment.
A Peace Media will offer ideas and examples of conflict resolution on the personal, local or international levels whilst still being entertaining. We need to spread the message
that peaceful behaviour is a reflection of true inner strength and that violence is the
response of the weak. We need to transform the focus of the media and use it to keep
our minds on the side of the solution. My friend Dr Franco Ceccarelli who is here with
us today took up my idea and has established a peace radio station in Milan, Italy called
Radio Pace, and although it’s a local station I think it’s a wonderful example.
People these days think that peace makes us weak but it actually makes us much
more powerful. Many believe we ensure peace through the threat of warfare but
we know from modern history that war only brings suffering without solving any
fundamental problems. We should try a new experience of using the peace deterrent. Gandhi liberated India from colonisation by the power of peace. Whether we
are interested in spirituality or not does not matter, everybody needs inner peace
and if we collectively develop this attitude we will no longer find it necessary to
wage war on our fellow citizens or other nations.
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Non-violence or “ahimsa” is a very necessary force in the creation of world peace
and is powerful enough to stop all nuclear and conventional weapons in the world.
If we personally and collectively practise inner peace, we will ensure the future of
the planet and human society. However to make this a reality we need to work on
the personal and local levels as our lives and cities are full of violence. Inner peace
Education is a long term investment for the future of human society. In the twentieth
century unfortunately the major investment internationally has been in weapon
systems. If instead we used the money to invest in health, education and human
development then peace would definitely become possible - but first we need to
believe in it and invest in it.
Although the world religions are all based on the noble and peaceful visions of their
founders, unfortunately religions have sometimes caused wars or at least have been
used by social and political leaders to justify wars and different forms of violence and
oppression. For this reason since 1995 I have been travelling worldwide, promoting my
proposal for a United Nations Spiritual Forum For World Peace. The basic idea is that
the world religions united around the concept of inner and world peace and jointly offer their solutions to influential bodies and gatherings such as the United Nations or the
present one on how to create a workable system of Peace Education in the twenty-first
century. The proposal is available at the back of the hall.
I request everyone that for the future of humanity - so that we can all live in peace
and harmony, to work to integrate Peace Education into all our lives both as part
of the formal education system and as a form of adult education or as part of the
news and entertainment media. Let us educate the present and future generations in
positive emotional attitudes and in particular inner peace. This will go a long way
to making peace possible in the twenty-first century, even as the world population
grows. Peace Education is a fundamental solution to the problems of the humanity
in the third millennium.
Thank you very much.
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35th Anniversary celebrations of Medicina Alternativa, World
congress for the integration of all healing methods held from the
26th to the 30th of November at Bandaranaike Memorial International conference Hall in Colombo, Sri Lanka, hosted by Medicina Alternativa (Alma Ata 1962).
On transforming violent medicine into non-violent medicine
by TYS Lama Gangchen
I am very happy to be here to participate in the 35th World Congress for the
Integration of All Healing Methods. I would like to thank Lord Pandit Anton Jayasuriya, whom I have known for many years now, for making this wonderful event
possible. I deeply appreciate his efforts to promote alternative medicine worldwide,
and I urge him to continue his important work for humanity.
Nowadays we live in a very delicate moment in history. We need new solutions to
the global crisis. We need to learn to take of the environment because without a
pure environment human health is not possible. We need to take care of our bodies, minds and emotions, and especially we need to learn to take care of inner peace
if we want to be healthy both as individuals and as a society. We need to work
towards the development of a new medicine, a non-violent medicine and leave it
as a gift for the future generations of the third millennium.
This is important as we have become habituated to a culture of violence to the point
of finding it difficult to recognise our inner, emotional and social violence, and so
often we behave inappropriately and cause unnecessary suffering for our patients.
Of course with illness comes pain, but often - worse than that - much mental suffering, doubts and fears which are in some ways worse than the illness itself.
If someone tells the patients insensitively, “You are dying or you have a very dangerous sickness”, this can be very harmful for the patient’s mind. Although we consider saying the truth is the modern way of taking care - for people who suffer from
Aids, cancer and so forth, this approach is too violent. From one side maybe this is
true, maybe the situation is like that - but on the other side this kills all the patient’s
energy! The patient may have months or years to live but when they receive this
kind of news their mind ‘dies’ at that moment. This is not the doctor’s fault; it is the
result of our culture: violence is everywhere. It is a common problem in modern
society. We need to recognise when we speak or behave violently with patients,
and try to behave more peacefully to alleviate their suffering.
Doctors and friends and advisors need to give hope to patients. Hope is medicine. If you give them hope then their energy increases. You can give your
patients hope in many different ways; through visualisation exercises, positive
affirmations, spiritual methods, diet, medication, breathing exercises or simply
through a smile and nice gestures. The way we communicate is also very important; we need to develop sympathy, human feeling and genuine concern. Even
listening to our patient’s situation in a soft way is medicine. In a culture of peace
our touch is peaceful, our physical movements are peaceful, our speech is peaceful, and the way we look at others is peaceful. If we have this peaceful energy
then our speech is medicine, our touch is medicine, our eye contact is medicine,
our smile is medicine, and our gestures are medicine.
We also need to reassess the way we perceive the healing process. If we wage a
‘war on cancer’ this is subconsciously telling ourselves we need to invoke violent
and destructive energies in a part of our own body - perhaps not the best condition
for healing. I also think that much cosmetic plastic surgery is unnecessary and that
we need to transform our feelings of inadequacy, self-hatred and fear of ageing
into self-acceptance and self-love.
Peace is a panacea for all our major and minor sicknesses as well as the best kind
of preventive medicine. These days people are interested in many kinds of alternative
medicines which is wonderful, maybe we should also research the effects of inner peace,
the least expensive alternative medicine of them all. Inner peace and non-violence are
effective medicines to heal our patients, especially of psychological, psycho-somatic and
psychiatric disorders. Seriously ill patients have a lot of fear, stress and pain. Non-violent
education helps people to overcome the mental stress and fear that goes with those
painful physical experiences. Non-violent education helps patients to accept their situation and remain optimistic. This is a very important factor in speeding up the process of
healing as well as improving the quality of life.
Once we develop an understanding of the basis of healing as peaceful self-responsibility and non-violent transformation of our energy, we will really begin to create
a new culture of non-violent, peaceful medicine.
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On this basis we could research more peaceful solutions to common illnesses, because the way of giving medicine is too violent in modern society. Moreover, there
are many people in hospitals suffering serious reactions to powerful allopathic drugs
they originally took for other sicknesses. There has already been a lot of positive
progress in the field of less violent treatments, such as the use of micro-surgery, laser
therapy and ultrasound rather than major surgery.
We need to invest more in research into less violent therapies than for example:
radiation therapy, chemotherapy and surgery. Whilst modern medicine is really
successful in dealing with acute sicknesses, injuries and infections, perhaps we need
to look more deeply for complementary solutions to many chronic conditions. Perhaps we can find new solutions and effective medicines from a combination of
new medical research science and technology, and the ancient medical and healing
systems of both East and West. Ancient cultures have many good examples of nonviolent medicine to offer us, for example the Hippocratic Oath of ancient Greece
which was a vow of ahimsa for new doctors.
The Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation, since its inception in 1992 has been
organising medical courses and exchanging ideas between Eastern and Western
doctors and healers, working towards the recognition of Asian systems of healing
in the West and the improvement of modern medical infrastructure in the East.
To these aims the LGWPF has established the Western Men Tsee Khang - house of
Tibetan medicine and astrology in Italy and Switzerland - as branches of the Men
Tsee Khang in Lhasa, Tibet, China. In Kathmandu, Nepal, the LGWPF has built the
Shakti Himalayan Healing Centre, offering modern facilities in dentistry, paediatrics, gynaecology, ophthalmology, and general medicine to the local communities
at minimal cost. Perhaps if we begin to do so now, many future generations will be
grateful for the opportunity to receive treatment from a more gentle and human
medical system.
Peace medicine
Peace hospitals
Peace doctors
Peace psychiatrists
Peace surgeons
Peace therapists
Peace nurses
Peace para-medics
Peaceful patients
Peace health
Peace sickness
Peaceful death
Peaceful acceptance
Please
Peace with everything
Everything with peace
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United Nations International Year of the ocean
50th Anniversary of the universal declaration of human rights
The Foundation’s annual congress is held from
the 26th to the 28th of February in Kathmandu, Nepal at the Himalayan Healing
Center under the theme “II International
Congress on Alternative Medicine and
Non-Formal Education” dedicated to the
United Nations International Year for
Tourism, with the High Patronage of the Nepal Ministry for Tourism and Civil Aviation,
as well as the Baneswor Lions Club of Nepal.
With, among others, the participation of: Rt.
Hon. Surya Bahadur Thapa (Prime Minister),
Minister of Tourism, Minister of Health and
Social Welfare, Minister of Law and Justice,
Minister of Education.
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Regional inter religious and inter cultural conference held from
the 19th to the 23rd of April, in Caracas, Venezuela, organised by UNESCO Chair – Planeta Libre for United Religions
Initiative with the participation of 65 representatives from 17
different faiths and religious organizations.
A Non-Violent Spirituality for the Third Millennium
By TYS Lama Gangchen
I am very happy to be here today and to be able to participate in this conference organised by the University of Caracas. I would like to thank the organisers for giving me this
opportunity to share my thoughts on honouring the differences between the religious
traditions with the distinguished members of both the panel and the audience. I believe
that ahimsa - non-violence - is the basis of all true spirituality. Since 1982 I have been
trying to promote non-violent education in many different ways worldwide.
One of the things I do, as I travel from country to country, is propose a United Nations
Spiritual Forum for World Peace to various audiences. I developed this idea after reading the declaration from the UNESCO conference in Barcelona, 1994: the Contribution
by Religions to the Culture of Peace. Whilst all the religions have their own perspectives,
at least they can all agree to unite around the concept of peace. This is vital if we are to
succeed as a harmonious global society in the third millennium.
We need to begin dealing with the difficult issue of inter-religious violence and promote
human rights. Whilst all the religions are wonderful, unfortunately they can also be
violent - for example, if one religious group suppresses another this causes great suffering and stress, and often the situation escalates into physical and social violence, human
rights abuses and sometimes even war. Human history has been marred by wars between different religious groups and also internecine violence between sects of the same
religion. This is emotionally destructive and kills peoples’ minds and human feeling.
This is not the function of religion - All religions were founded to bring peace to the
world. All the great beings like Jesus, Buddha, Mohammed, MahaJain and Krishna
were peace messengers for humanity. Inner peace is taught in all religions and helps
develop human dignity and potential.
A few examples: ‘shide’ the Tibetan Buddhist word for peace means a happy and
healthy mind; ‘pax’ the Latin word for peace means positive growth. In Christianity
peace is symbolised by the white dove of the Holy Spirit, representing God’s blessing.
In Judaism it says in the Mishnah; “Peace is the vessel for receiving God’s blessing”
and “The Torah was given to establish peace”
The Micah predicts that when the Messiah comes; “They shall beat their swords into
ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks, nations shall not lift up sword
against nation, nor shall they train anymore for war”.
In the Islamic faith it says in the Hadith; “Hate your enemy mildly, he may become your
friend one day”. In the Surah “Goodness and evil cannot be equal. Repay evil with what
is better, then the person who was your enemy will become your intimate friend”.
Mahatma Gandhi said “Ahimsa is the basis of the search for truth”.
His Holiness the Dalai Lama said in Oslo in 1989 when he received the Nobel Peace
Prize: ‘Inner peace is the key.
If you have inner peace, the external problems do not affect your deep sense of
peace and tranquility. In that state of mind you can deal with situations with calmness and reason, while keeping your inner happiness”.
Religious traditions and spiritual movements should follow the peace messages of their
founders. We should look at the world religions again with fresh eyes, regarding them
as a “genetic bank” of non-violent culture and extract the essence of their good ideas
about emotional intelligence, inter-personal relationships, peace, healing and environmental care. Otherwise, future generations will experience too many difficulties.
We need to try to respect other peoples’ lifestyles and philosophical or religious
beliefs. Although for many modern people traditional religious moralities are now
a little difficult to follow, at least we can all agree that we need one morality, that
of peace and non-violence as a guiding principal for our lives.
Holy actually means ‘whole’, ‘healthy’ or ‘integrated’ and I feel this is a very true
description of the authentic spiritual leaders of our society - those who are trying to
bring peace to our troubled minds and world.
I hope that the world religions will unite and a forum of religions and spiritual traditions
will one day be created in conjunction with the United Nations. This could help to give
answers to many of the difficult global problems we face in the 21st century.
I would like to be very clear that, although I am the initiator of the proposal for a
United Nations Spiritual Forum for world peace, if it is realized and created under the
auspices of the UN General Assembly, I personally have no wish to be in the forefront
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of this assembly. My wish is to stay in the background, serving the Spiritual Forum in
whichever way I am able, but leaving the leadership to those better qualified to develop
this Spiritual Forum to its fullest potential for the benefit of all humanity.
I hope and pray that this permanent Spiritual Forum will be a major solution and
contribution towards world peace in the 21st century.

Conference held at the University of Caracas, Venezuela
Making Peace With The Environment by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
I am very happy to be here today and to be able to participate in this conference
organised by the University of Caracas. I would like to thank the organisers for giving me this opportunity to share my thoughts on environmentalism with the distinguished members of both the panel and the audience. We need to make peace with
the environment because we are slowly poisoning and killing our body, our mind
and our environment. We have already unleashed the greatest wave of extinctions
in seventy-five million years. The loss of genetic diversity indicates that, unless we
begin to change our attitude towards the environment, we the arrogant human
race will also one day disappear from our planet.
We need to learn again how to take care of ourselves, our environment and our
world in a nice and gentle non-violent way.
We should not think that because animals are less intelligent than us that we are free
to exploit them. Animals feel pleasure and pain and have basic emotions - just like us
animals want to be happy and dislike pain and suffering. In ancient India, the Buddhist
Emperor Ashoka banned the exploitation of wildlife and promoted vegetarianism and
in Tibet until 1959, we also had strict legal protection of animals and natural habitats.
Today millions of wild animals are killed each year and many of them are being
driven into extinction. Non-violent opposition to this destruction of life is a basic
moral principle for many people today, especially Jains and Buddhists. What we
choose to buy does make a difference as we consumers create huge markets for
animal products. All of us are responsible for the destruction of wild life when we
buy skins, furs and feathers from unknown sources.
We need to consume more cruelty free products and oppose drug and cosmetic
testing on animals. Testing of new drugs on animals is both cruel and ineffective as
they have different physiological reactions from us - we all know about thalidomide
which was harmless to guinea pigs.
We need to share our material resources more and move towards a more sustainable
society. We need to recycle not only our garbage but also our emotions and destructive attitudes if we are to save the planet. Developing an inner attitude of non-violence
helps to heal our environment - it pacifies the arrogant and destructive attitudes which
permit us to harm Mother Earth. Once we develop inner peace and harmony, we see
and feel the sacred qualities of nature and naturally respect and take care of our environment. This is something we can learn from ancient cultures all over the world. They
understood our dependence on the natural world and so all ancient spiritual traditions
worshiped or respected the five elements and natural forces.
We need to incorporate spirituality into our environmentalism, if we are to transform
our attitudes sufficiently to heal our damaged planet. I think we also need to promote
eco-tourism to preserve rare and special habitats, animals and the genetic banks for
future generations. These are our environmental patrimony and so we should carefully
guard this environmental wealth for the sake of our children and future generations.
In the third millennium we need a society where both men and women jointly share
the care of both the domestic and planetary environments! In ancient times there
were many matriarchal societies that lived in harmony with the environment and so
I suggest that we all need to learn from and respect women’s natural environmental
wisdom. Women have for example taken leading roles in anti-nuclear and environmental campaigns worldwide. We need to create a new balance between male and
female energies for the benefit of our society and the environment.
We need to invest more in sustainable energy sources such as solar power and, develop
sustainable technology such as electric and solar powered cars and catalytic converters.
This technology should be for everyone in both the developed and developing world.
We will have to put healing the planet before business in the twenty first century.
making peace with the environment
making peace with the five elements
making peace with the planet
peace with everything, everything with peace, please
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The seventh annual congress of the Foundation is held from the
8th to the 10th of May, in Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio
Mapfre Vida, under the theme “VII Congreso Internacional
para la Difusión de la Medicina Tibetana”.

First world congress of Health and Urban Environment is held
from the 6th to the 10th of June, at the Palacio Municipal de Congresos, in Madrid, Spain, organised by the City of Madrid Tilesa.
Ancient wisdom and new solutions to mental health in the metropolis
by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen, Tibetan Lama Healer
Firstly I would like to offer greetings and respect to His Eminence Philip II of Spain,
President of the Committee of Honour; to the president of the organising committee
Mercedes de la Merced Mongue and the other eminent members of the honorary,
organising, scientific and technical committees. My name is T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen and
I am very happy to have the opportunity to participate in the 1st World Congress of
Health and the Urban Environment. I am the Founder of the Lama Gangchen World
Peace Foundation, a United Nations affiliated NGO, and my work as a peace messenger involves travelling 80,000 kilometres a year. Allow me to share with you a few of
the things I have observed during the last 15 years.
Out of necessity most people live and work in large polluted cities deprived of the natural elements and energies of the environment. Electricity, central heating, air conditioning and such things as mobile phones upset our natural equilibrium. We call our cities
“urban jungles” but really they are urban deserts, as almost nothing grows there.
I am not suggesting that we need to return to the countryside, but we need to
acknowledge the needs of our natural mind for our well-being and mental and
physical health.
Along with the industrial and technological revolutions have come destructively
high levels of pollution. There are now 500,000 man-made pollutants in our environment. As a result city life makes us very tired and weak. We suffer from allergies,
headaches, colds, coughs, memory loss, and also more serious illnesses.
We need to distinguish between technologies that are good for us and those which
harm us. We can choose green technologies and leave a positive legacy to the future
generations. We need to throw out and recycle not only our garbage but also the inner
garbage of our negative emotions and destructive attitudes if we are to live happily
in our cities. According to the mystical traditions of both east and west, our body and
mind are a microcosm. The energy and elements of our body and mind mirrors the
outer universe, the macrocosm. This means that harming and polluting the environment causes us mental and physical problems. For example lead pollution is a neural
toxin which lowers children’s intelligence; chemical food additives cause hyperactivity
and so on. To improve our mental health we need to make peace with Mother Earth.
To do this and create inner peace we need to awaken the female energy within all of us.
Women naturally have more feeling, sensitivity and responsibility for the environment.
Until now our patriarchal culture has made many wars on the environment. It is now
time for us to use our female energy to make peace with our environment.
We need to respect and heal both our natural and urban environments. Our ancestors created balance and harmony through good city planning and architecture.
Of course we need to take into account the complexity of modern city life, but the
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great city states of ancient times still have many wonderful ideas to offer us. Our
ancestors understood how to balance the urban and natural environments;, Athens
for example means “Flower Garden”, as did Odyiana, the ancient city in the Swat
Valley, Pakistan. All ancient cultures respected nature and used sacred spaces as
integral parts of their urban environments.
There are many psychological causes of stress in modern cities; lack of friendships,
breakdown of traditional family structures, loneliness, poverty, competitiveness, uncertainty about the future and violence. Now both our emotional lives and our cities are
full of violence and cultural base is unpeaceful, but we need to recognise this.
In the next century, in many countries there will be intense competition for human
resources such as work, money, living space, nutritious food, clean water and air.
As ‘mega-cities’ become more common, non-violent education will become vital in
the prevention of widespread urban crime and civil unrest. We need education to
overcome inner darkness, fear, inner violence and prejudice, so we do not express
our destructive emotions against our fellow citizens. Inner Peace Education helps
us deal with the stress of modern living and the many different types of outer and
inner violence we now experience. This will be very important for the next generation who will face worse difficulties than us.
As we have more or less lost the psychological side of our education we need non
formal education, to teach us the inter-personal skills that are missing in modern
urban life, such as love, compassion, harmony, inner peace and inner space. These
skills increase our positive emotional states and help us to deal with the stressful
and difficult situations confronting us, such as lack of traditional social networks,
stress, unemployment, uncertainty, ageing, sickness, bereavement, competitiveness
and the alienation of modern city life.
We need to develop a peace culture within our institutions and collectively make a
big effort to overcome the culture of violence. Our media should show less violent
images, especially for entertainment. We also need more empowerment of women
within our societies, both socially, and economically. Non-violent education is a
long term investment for the psychological health of our society.
There is incredible pressure to succeed in modern society. We grow up with strong habits of
fear and competitiveness as well as belief in bad human nature, so we end up with many
traumas, conflicts and inner violence which diminish our possibilities and life quality.
We have many different economic and social fears. We fear instability; change and loss
of status. Due to our expectations, we fear the future and experience conflict and confusion, because we are not sure of the consequences of our actions. We work with fear,
afraid that something is going to happen to us or that we are going to lose our job or
apartment and feel threatened by our colleagues or by the economic climate. If we try
to cover our fear with aggression, we experience our work as a very hostile place. In
the workplace everybody has some kind of fear and stress, especially those financially
responsible. These fears create many different types of mental illnesses. This culture of
fear affects everyone; so we all need education to attain the life skills and values which
will help us overcome the difficulties and fears confronting us both at work and in our
personal life. We need self-healing, which means our health is in our own hands. We
need ‘enlightened self-interest’, understanding that, if we fulfil the wishes of others as
much as possible, our own quality of life will improve.
There are various psychological strategies we can use to overcome our fears - we
can do our busy job without fear and with peace and relaxation; we run from
morning to night trying to be successful - but, we will be much more successful if we
do our work with peaceful attention, not agitation.
I suggest that we need non-violent education programmes in the workplace, to
counter the culture of fear we have created, as well as to make us more productive and successful at work. We need programmes in stress reduction, mental and
physical relaxation and self-healing. We need to learn emotional skills and conflict
management for home and workplace.
To pacify our fears we should spend the first few minutes of our day developing a
peaceful mind. In this way our work will be more positive. Every day we need to
develop mind make-up - a positive and non-violent motivation for the day. Each
morning as we dress or put on our make up we try to think: “I love myself, my
family, my job, my city and my country. Today I am going to do the best I can, by
working with attention but not agitation”.
Without inner peace, sooner or later we will succumb to the stress that bombards us.
We exhaust ourselves working and still do not get what we want. Inner peace is both a
powerful preventive medicine and a very cheap form of life insurance. Peace education
makes our lives less expensive economically, energetically and emotionally.
Over the past few generations, people have changed. Previously, we were satisfied
with the necessities of life but now, we need more money and material possessions
to be happy. Money has become the religion of the 20th century but, living this way
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has not helped us to solve our fundamental human problems. Instead of becoming
happier, we are more unhappy and dissatisfied, and it seems as though everything
has just become more expensive and dangerous.
Instead of being the slaves of our money we need to let money work for us. We need to
make peace with money! We should identify our self-esteem not with our bank balance
but with human qualities that are not affected by market factors. Regardless of external
circumstances, we need to keep a peaceful mind and inner harmony.
In life there are so many different things that it is possible for us to lose, like our
family, business, money, our health and even our life. These are difficult experiences
but not really problems. Problems only come if we lose our inner peace. With inner
peace we are no longer afraid of anything. We need to transform the way we see
difficulties and keep our minds on the side of the solution.
Let us educate the present and future generations in positive emotional attitudes
and in particular inner peace. This will go a long way to making peace possible in
the twenty-first century, even as the world population grows. Peace Education is a
fundamental solution to the psychological problems of humanity in the third millennium and the best gift we can give to future generations.
Thank you very much

Tibetan Pulsing and Self Healing conference in June in Bagni
di Lucca, Italy at Villa Ada for the Global Open University for
World Peace.

United Nations conference for the creation of an International
Criminal Court from the 15th of June to the 17th of July at
FAO in Rome, Italy, which is attended by the Foundation’s permanent United Nations Representative.
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Interfaith Conversations held from the 18th to the 23rd of
June, organized in collaboration with Sir Richard Glyn and hosted
by Gaunts House, Dorset, England, with the participation of representatives from 12 different spiritual and religious traditions and
international organizations. A special prayer ceremony for world
peace was held at Stonehenge to celebrate the summer solstice.

Seminar on “Policy, Ethics and Values” was held on the 17th
of June at the House of Lords, London, England, organized
by the Institute for Peace Studies and Global Philosophy, hosted
by Lord Mc Nair.
Inner peace is the most solid foundation of a successful business culture in
the third millennium by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
Thank you very much for inviting me here to participate in this conference on the
subject of economy without fear. If I may I would like to share my humble views as
a Tibetan Buddhist peace educator.
We need to integrate Peace Education our lives in order to create a more successful
business and workplace culture. We need a method to help us deal with the stress of
modern living and the many different types of fears we now experience.
These days we have more or less lost the psychological side of our formal education. That’s why we need Peace Education, which teaches us the interpersonal skills
that are missing in modern business life such as love, compassion, harmony, inner
peace and inner space training. These skills increase our positive emotional states
which help us to deal with the stressful and difficult situations which confront us at
work. It is a subtler and deeper level of education and is we can say - a lifelong
education. If we rely only on our present formal education for our life skills, we
may have a degree in business management or political economy but we will still
experience many personal and work situations that are difficult for us to deal with.
We need Peace Education in order to live balanced and harmonious lives both to
improve our management skills and to overcome the personal problems which may
otherwise affect our performance.
We have many different business fears such as economic fears, social fears, fears of
instability and change and of the unknown. These arise from our need to protect
ourselves, our family and our business. We have many personal and business projects we’d like to under take but together with our wish or idea a second mind of
doubt always rises and then we get many fears. Due to our expectations we fear
the unknown, the future, and we feel conflict and confusion as were not sure of the
outcome of our actions. This culture of fear affects everyone so we all need Peace
Education to attain the life skills and values which will help us overcome the various
fears that confront us both at work and in our personal life. We need self-healing
to overcome our fears we need what we can call enlightened self-interest, understanding that if we compromise and fulfill others wishes as much as possible, we will
achieve peace and social harmony as well as improve our business.
There are various psychological strategies that we can use to overcome our fears. We
need to live our normal busy life, but with peace. We run from morning to night trying
to be successful but we will be much more successful if we do our business with atten-
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tion but not agitation. Our expectations make us lose our peace. Normally we always
mix our positive actions with fear and doubt. We need to accept that to do our best is
beautiful. We should identify our self-esteem not only with our bank balance, but also
with our personal qualities that are not affected by market factors.
We cannot personally control many external factors that influence our business such as
the exchange rate, inflation, the level of taxation and so on but whether our business is
going up or down we need what can call the mind make-up of inner peace. Regardless
of external circumstances we need to keep a peaceful mind and inner harmony. In life
there are so many different things that it is possible for us to lose such as our family, business, money, our health and even our life. These are difficult experiences but not really
problems. Problems only come if we lose our inner peace. With inner peace are not
afraid of anything, even bankruptcy. We need to transform the way we see difficulties
in our business and keep our minds on the side of the solution.
We always act with fear; we are always subconsciously scared that something is going
to happen to us and our business. For example we might project a very fearful attitude
and so feel very threatened at work or by the economic climate or we might project
aggression so we experience our city as a very hostile place. This is due to the fear which
we have internalized. In the workplace everybody has some kind of fear and stress,
especially those financially responsible. To pacify our fears we should spend the first
few minutes of the day developing a peaceful mind. In this way our whole day and our
work will unfold much more positively. Each morning we need to develop mind makeup, a positive direction for the day. Each morning try to think, “ I love myself, my family
, my business and my country and so today I’m going to the best I can to be successful
by working with attention but not agitation.
Make this New Year’s resolution, “I am not going to lose my peace anymore”, and
then the next year’s business will be more successful.
There is a lot of pressure to succeed in modern society. By the time we finish our formal education we have a strong habit of fear and competitiveness as well as often
the idea that we have a bad nature and so we end up living with many traumas,
conflicts and inner violence which diminish our possibilities and our own development. Our whole modern lifestyle reflects these kinds of problems. For example we
have a workaholic culture as whilst working, we have a lot of fear and blockages
and these cause us to waste a lot of time and energy at work as well as overstressing us. I suggest that we need peace education programmes in the workplace to
counter the culture of fear we have created as well as to make us more productive
and successful at work. We need to keep the basis of peace whatever the project we
are engaged in. Without it, even if we have temporary success, later it is doomed to
collapse. With a peace basis, everything that we do is positive.
Inner peace is very important as without it sooner or later we will succumb to the
stress that bombards the modern businessman or woman and we will get sick. So we
can say that learning to manage with inner peace is both a powerful preventative
healthcare plan and a very cheap form of life insurance.
When we are really sick we have a lot of fear, stress and pain. Inner Peace Education helps us to overcome the mental stress and fear that goes with those painful
physical experiences. Peace Education helps us to accept this situation and remain
optimistic. This is a very important factor in speeding up the process of healing as
well as improving our quality of life.
At some point in life our job will finish and so it is important that this happens without
fear. Although some people look forward to their retirement many people feel disempowered because most of the skills they acquired over so many years become irrelevant.
For them retirement means spending their time with their memories, watching television and reading newspapers. Many older people feel that life has failed them and they
become very fearful. Peace Education should be offered to those about to retire to
equip them with the life skills that they need to deal with their new situation.
We need peace education as we need to train in advance to overcome the many fearful
situations we have to face in life - by facing our fears we will learn to overcome them.
We can use peace to improve our corporate image and thus our profits. Many people have the wrong idea that peace means strength not weakness. Actually peace is
a very powerful source of energy, especially in today’s socially aware climate. These
days there are many ideas about morality and many different lifestyles, and cultures
even within our own country but if we promote our company as upholding the
basic level of ethics of inner peace and non-violence towards other beings and the
environment we will definitely find that inner peace sells. People think they need to
use aggressive and competitive marketing to promote their products and fear that
without it they will fall behind in the market. However we can be more clever than
our competitors and use positive and peaceful messages to sell our products.
We should not worry or be pre-occupied that if we develop inner peace we will neglect
the material aspects of our life because if our mind is mixed with inner peace then we
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automatically experience good results. It is inner peace which allows us to experience
the feeling of real satisfaction and real enjoyment from our life. With inner peace management all our activities will be smooth, peaceful and successful.
In this world we have many different management methods and programmes which
bring many social and economic benefits to individuals, groups and society. However,
in addition to all these wonderful management programmes we need to develop inner
peace management. We need to apply peace management programmes to ourselves
and to our business, company or corporation. A good system of inner peace management creates benefit for us, our business and our workforce.
Non-violence or “ahimsa” is a very necessary force in the creation of successful
economy and business community. If we personally and collectively practise inner
peace, we will improve our business.
We need to create a peace culture within the workplace. We need to educate both
our management and our workforce in values such as non-violence, social cooperation, compassion, patience, tolerance, peace, intelligent wisdom and so on. Peace
Education is a long term investment for the future of our company.
Peace Education is a fundamental solution to the corporate problems of the twenty
first century.
TRANSFORMING STRESSFUL LIVING
INTO PEACEFUL LIVING
TRANSFORMING OUR CULTURE OF VIOLENCE
INTO A CULTURE OF PEACE
MAKING PEACE WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
MAKING PEACE WITH THE 5 ELEMENTS
MAKING PEACE WITH BUONOS AERES
MAKING PEACE WITH ARGENTINA
MENTALLY HEALTHY
PHYSICALLY HEALTHY
INNER PEACE
WORLD PEACE
NOW AND FOREVER
BY ALL HUMAN BEINGS’ ATTENTION
AND ALL HOLY BEINGS’ BLESSINGS
BY GURU SHAKYAMUNI BUDDHA’S BLESSINGS
We need many Inner Peace Education and Self-Healing methods because the problems
facing the 21st century are complex and require multiple solutions and ideas to resolve
them. Within the ancient religious systems there are many ideas about peace. For example, the Tibetan word for peace ‘shide’ means a happy and healthy mind, the Latin
word for peace ‘pax’ can be translated as growing towards the positive. All the ancient
words for peace basically have the same meaning, a state which makes us feel good. In
Christianity peace is symbolised by a white dove. In the bible a dove was sent by Noah
to find a new world after the great flood had subsided. It returned holding an olive
branch in its beak symbolising victory and reconciliation. The dove also symbolises the
Holy Spirit. It represents God’s blessing to man in the form of energy and inspiration.
His Holiness the Dalai Lama affirmed in His acceptance speech for the Nobel
Peace Prize in Oslo 1989 that “Inner peace is the key”. “If you have inner peace,
the external problems do not affect your deep sense of peace and tranquility. In
that state of mind you can deal with situations with calmness and reason, while
keeping your inner happiness”.
Self-Healing means that our health is in our own hands because all of our sickness
is due to the distorted view that we have of ourselves and our world. Self-Healing
and Inner Peace Education are panaceas for the 3rd millennium.
By practising Self-Healing exercises regularly we can heal our fundamental life energy, micro-organisms, atoms, cells and organs, creating long life, health, happiness
and inner and world peace both now and for the future generations.
Our state of mental unpeacefulness and agitation reflects upon the health of our physical body. When we are angry we immediately feel the reaction in our blood circulation
and in the functioning of our organs; we feel an increase in our body temperature and
our heart beats faster.. If we continuously accumulate this kind of energy it eventually
manifests in our body as a physical sickness such as a fever or infection.
The suffering experienced by people in this world is very deep and profound on both
the mental and physical levels. We need a method which can help us overcome and
recover from this suffering and tiredness. We can develop a good state of health and
inner peace by practising the Self-Healing method. Some methods although beneficial
are very exclusive and are not always appropriate for our modern life-styles and society.
The Self-Healing method is for everyone regardless of their life-style.
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In the West people lack information about the mind, its education and its nature.
Therefore, some aspects of the more profound teachings on Buddhist philosophy
are difficult to understand, but everybody in the world has the capacity and the
wish to understand peace.
Peace is our original pure nature. It is like a pure crystal, but this pure peace nature
has with time, become mixed with dirt: our negative and unpeaceful emotions.
Originally, what we now perceive as positive and negative did not exist, there was
only the mind. We have lost the knowledge of our original nature and so we search
fruitlessly seeking this peace beauty and perfection in external objects and activities.
We are always searching in the wrong places and, therefore,, we never find it, we
only experience more suffering and pain. Not only do we run from life to life trying to find the solution, we run from generation to generation and from century
to century. The solution to our problems cannot be found in material objects or by
just sitting quietly, it can only be found by transforming our negative and impure
mind into our original base mind - a peace mind. If we develop this peace mind and
re-discover our original nature, then we can truly integrate peace into everything
that we do, say and think, in every moment of our life.
Peace is the essence and the main goal of all religions, yet somehow this essence
has been lost, hidden or kept secret. It is time that we looked once again at these
teachings, with the aim of re-discovering this ancient wisdom, making it accessible
to everyone. We need to integrate these ancient ideas into the 20th century because
the people of this world are seeking a good message to bring quality into their lives.
It needs to be a message which can be passed down from generation to generation
to ensure that our children and the future generations live in a more peaceful and
harmonious way. This message is not a message of religion; it is a message of peace.
Everyone, whatever their personal belief is, needs to recognise and develop inner
peace. We all need to become peace messengers and, like the media, we need to
spread our message everywhere in the world. Ours is a world where there are many
kinds and many levels of morality, even within the same religion and society. We
need to share and follow a common goal.
In general, people find it very difficult to follow codes of moral behaviour; even the
people who are interested in morality often agree in theory, but then afterwards
find it very difficult to follow the rules,, finding many difficulties and obstacles. Morals are supposed to teach us right from wrong and how to live our life in a more
peaceful, harmonious and kind way. In my opinion it is now rather difficult to say
what is right and what is wrong. I think that the best message and the best morality
for this world is the essential one: peace. It is the hope and chance for the future of
the entire humanity, not only for religious people.
A major interdependent cause of peace is respecting our environment, realising that
our own health, life and prosperity depends upon it.
World peace will only become a reality if many people experience health, happiness. and inner peace.
Inner peace is very important because without it, sooner or later we will succumb
to the stress that bombards the modern worker. We exhaust ourselves working and
still do not get what we want. Whilst working, we have a lot of fear and blockages
which cause us to waste a lot of time and energy as well as overstressing us. We
drink too much alcohol and coffee, smoke and harm our health because we cannot
deal with the stress. Learning to work with inner peace is both a powerful preventive healthcare plan and a very cheap form of life insurance.
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Public meeting held on the 22nd of July in the municipal town
hall at Belem, Brazil, organised by the Mayor of the City towards
a project with the Foundation on religious tolerance, peace and
environmental awareness to be launched by the end of the year,
which brought together over 200 participants from various faiths,
peace organizations, environmentalist groups, indigenous people’s representatives and religious institutions.
The second AACHA journey takes place in the Brazilian Rainforest from the 16th to the 23rd of July, making peace with
the environment, dedicated to inner and outer world peace.
Meeting held on the 25th of July at SESCE conference Hall in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, organised in collaboration with ISER and
United Religions Initiative, with representatives of various indigenous tribes from the Amazon and more than 12 religious faiths
and several peace initiatives.
Third local spiritual forum meeting is held on the 31st of July at
the State Bank of the State of St Catarina, Floranopolis, Brazil,
with the participation of 14 religious representatives, environmental associations and the non-violence movement. Some 150
people participate in the public meeting.

Fourth annual spiritual forum meeting is held on the 2nd
of August, at Hebraica, Sao Paulo, Brazil, dedicated to the
50th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The organizational meeting is attended by 60 members
of 18 different faiths.
9th International Association of Educators for World Peace World
Congress was held from the 3rd to the 7th of August in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, under the theme: Towards the development of international peace education for a culture of peace.
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Founded by Lama Gangchen, the Himalayan Broadcasting Company receives its license on the 8th of August.
Its headquarters are situated within the Himalayan Healing
Centre goes from where they broadcast music, news, humanitarian and social oriented programmes to help the population, UN radio news and programmes daily, with the active
participation of local and international NGOs, in the Kathmandu valley in Nepali, Hindi and English.
18th local spiritual forum meeting held on the 15th of August, in Santiago, Chile during which specific projects for a Chilean peace television,
peace education projects and so forth are successfully concluded.
51st Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the 10th to the 12th
of September at United Nations Headquarters in New York,
USA, on the theme: “Building Partnerships”

Second meeting on “Policy, Ethics and Values” is held on the 28th
of September at the House of Lords, London, England.
Panel discussion meeting held on the 3rd and 6th of October, organised on the occasion of a Hindu-Christian interfaith conference:
“People of peace in a world of war”, organised at the Monastery of
St Giovanni in Parma and the Monastery of St Anselmo in Rome.
The Gangchen Service Association – NGO to help the community towards self-reliance by strengthening their social, economic and
educational status in addition to proper management for the supervision as well as protection of the poor, destitute and helpless children
has been created on the 5th of October, in Kathmandu, Nepal.

Second meeting with H.H. Pope John Paul II
on the 7th of October, Vatican.
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“A solution for the third millennium” golden book of the
proposal to create a spiritual forum for world peace at the United Nations is officially presented on the 5th of November to
the Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations Mrs Gilian
Sorensen for Secretary General Mr Kofi Annan.
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Unveiling of a life-sized elephant bronze sculpture on the
18th of November, gifted to the United Nations by Kenya,
Namibia and Nepal, as a tribute to the environment and commitment for the preservation of the natural world: forever expressing the hope that animals and human beings may exist
in harmony and peace with peace. The event is coordinated
and co-sponsored by the Foundation.
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United Nations International Year of older persons
Centennial
First International Peace Conference

The Foundation’s annual congress is held on
the 20th and 21st of February in Kathmandu,
Nepal at the Himalayan Healing Center under
the theme “III International Congress on Alternative Medicine and Non-Formal Education”
dedicated to the United Nations International
Year of Older Persons. With, among others,
the participation of: Hon. G.P. Koirala (Prime
Minister), Jayaraj Acharya (Former Ambassador to the UN), Hon. Minister for Health,
Hon. R. Pandey (Minister for Environment),
Hon. J.P.Gupta (Minster for Communication),
Hon. P. Khadka (Minister for Culture and
Youth), Prof. Sir. Anton Jayasurya - Sri Lanka.

Meeting with Nepal Prime Minister GP Koirala
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Inter-religious dialogue held on the 16th of March, hosted by
the Rotary Club of Colli Briantei, Italy with representatives of
the Islamic, Catholic, Jewish and Buddhist traditions.
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Earth Day Celebrations on the 20th of March at United Nations headquarters with the traditional ringing of the peace bell
by Lama Gangchen, when the Foundation is presented with the
Earth Day Award in recognition of our outstanding contribution
as a dedicated Earth Trustee.

Panel discussion was held on the 15th of April, organized by the
Lions Club of Asti, Italy, on the theme: “Cultures, races and
minority religions” to encourage inter-religious dialogue and
awareness among different cultures.

Symposium held from the 22nd to the 24th of April
at UNESCO headquarters in Paris, organized by the International Association of Educators for World Peace and
the Council on Human Rights and Religious Freedom, under the
theme: “Mutual respect and cultural dialogue for peace”.
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On the 24th of April, Lama Gangchen receives the honorary citizenship of the city
of Loano, Italy in gratitude for his dedicated
efforts for peace and reconciliation worldwide, during the celebrations of the twinning
of Loano with Francheville, in the presence of
Archbishop Monsignor Giuseppe Pittau.

Conference held on the 25th of April at
Crespi Japanese Bonsai, in Parabiago, Italy, on the theme: “Meeting between East
and West” with the participation of Monsignor Francesco Fumagalli.
“In this technological era, Mother Nature is deeply polluted and so is our inner world. Non-violence
is our only hope. We must urgently find new solutions to save our planetary eco-system from total
destruction: let us take personal responsibility to change ways, let us recognise the preciousness of
Mother Earth, and let us choose to use only green technologies. Mother Earth is pervaded by female
energy, the most potent medicine to heal the planet. Naturally both men and women possess this
energy: the time has now come to rediscover the positive female energy which is in us all, in order
to make peace with the environment”. T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen

The Foundation holds a congress on the 4th
of May in Milan, Italy under the theme
“First Global Conference of the Italian
Chapter of the International Association
of Educators for World Peace”. With the
participation of: Prof. Charles Mercieca (president of IAEWP), Prof. P.R. Trivedi - India, Prof.
S.N. Prasad - India, Prof. Bruno Ficili, Dott.
Giuseppe Spinetti.
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The eighth annual congress of the Foundation is
held form the 7th to the 9th of May in Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio Mapfre Vida, under
the theme “VIII Congreso Internacional para
la Difusión de la Medicina Tibetana”. With:
Mr Bawa Jain, United Nations Representative,
Temple of Understanding)- USA; Prem Bahadur
Shakya (Former Minister of Education and mayor of Kathmandu) - Nepal; Prof Elisabeth Smith
(IAEWP) - South Africa; Dr. Yonten (Tibetan physician) India; Astrubal Salsamendi (UN official).

The Hague Appeal for Peace conference
held from the 11th to the 15th of May in The
Hague, The Netherlands. A special interfaith
prayer meeting is held at the historical
synagogue of the Hague, organized by Rabbi
Soendorp, President of the United Nations of
Youth foundation and Bawa Jain, Director of
Interfaith Centre of New York, with participants
from Buddhist, Catholic, Hindu, Jain, Jewish,
Brahma Kumari and Sufi traditions.

Jose Ramos Horta Nobel Peaze Prize Laureate
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10th Anniversary international meeting of the Crans Montana
Forum is held from the 24th to the 27th of June at Crans
Montana in Switzerland, with a special section dedicated to the
“Holy Year 2000” in which the Foundation takes part to discuss
the Spiritual Forum report “A solution for the Third Millennium”.
52nd United Nations Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the
15th to the 17th of September at United Nations Headquarters in New York, USA, on the theme: “Challenges of a globalized world: finding new directions”.
United Nations DPI/NGO conference held from the 10th
to the 14th of October, in Seoul, S. Korea, on the “Role
of NGOs in the 21st century”. Official visit to the Kyung Hee
University: Institute of International Peace Studies. International
academic peace conference organized in collaboration with the
International Association of Educators for World Peace.

10th International Peace Education congress held in November in Ragusa, Italy at the former Nato base transformed into a
refugee camp for 10’000 kosovans. The Foundation was a representative of spirituality in education.
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Millennium celebrations at Borobudur Stupa
Millennium celebrations at Borobudur Stupa in
Indonesia in December: Space Training 1999.
100’000 candles are lit and peace prayers are
dedicated to the success of a spiritual forum for
world peace in the new millennium, with the
participation of international organizations,
which is reported on worldwide televisions as
part of the Millennium New Year Global Vision programmes. A world peace prayer flags
ceremony is dedicated to all Member States of
the United Nations for the success of the work
of the UN. Moreover, trees are planted in support of UNEP, one for each 5 continents.
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United Nations International Year of the Culture of Peace
On the 8th of February the United Nations
General Assembly passed the resolution which
recognizes the International Day of Vesak.
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Lama Gangchen contributes to the “Youth Programme for Culture and Meditation”hosted by
the Dhammakaya Foundation, Bangkok, Thailand held from the 9th to the 17th of February
with the following speech:,
My name is Lama Gangchen (Lama Healer) and I would like to talk about the role of youth action in inspiring and empowering both the United Nations and society in general, using the example of the proposal for the creation of a United Nations
Spiritual Forum for World Peace as an example.
We, as a collective of NGO groups and individuals ask that the spiritual nature of all life be recognised as a shared understanding and be incorporated into all future discussions and documents of world importance.
To further this, we ask that the forthcoming Millennium Forum recognise the need to create a deliberate strand for those
people who feel called to the United Nations from an inner knowingness that the spiritual perspective can further a new
culture of peace.
We recognise a culture of peace as more than the absence of war and more than positive values. We recognise that thespirit
of each human being must be nurtured even as the body is protected from hunger and from violence. We further recognise
that nature tells us that we must come into balance to preserve the abundance of the web of life on this planet. Furthermore,
we accept all religions and honour them as expressions of divine truth.
Therefore, we are requesting that the Secretary General Kofi Annan recognise that spirituality must have a formal recognition
at the United Nations, as it will be an important key for all world issues that arise in the coming century.
It is recommended that a permanent Spiritual Forum be established of willing individuals who come to the United Nations
in altruistic service for a common humanity. Let this group focus upon the understanding that spirit permeate all ideas and
resolutions. This forum need not be another organisation, but rather an invitation for dialogue and experiential learning for
furthering this decade for a culture of peace.
Our collective agreement is to support all efforts which inherently unify diverse thinking to effect positive human values for
the betterment of all life. We are inviting spiritual leaders, religious leaders, individuals who remember their spiritual nature
and all interested persons to participate in a spiritual forum dedicated to building the Culture of Peace for the 21st century.
We, members of the LGWPF, an NGO associated with the United Nations Department of Public Information, and collaborating with the International Association of Educators for World Peace (ECOSOC, UNESCO, UNDPI, UNCED, UNICEF), as well
as with the Legion of Goodwill and the World Peace Prayer Society, have since 1995 brought to the public’s attention, the
fact that members of the spiritual traditions face a glass ceiling in terms of their possible positive influence at the UN. We
are in fact trying to break through that glass ceiling, not for our own benefit, but for that of the whole of humanity. To that
purpose we continuously hold and participate in numerous conferences and roundtable discussions worldwide, to educate the
public and also members of governments, of this fact and to advocate for change. We feel this change is necessary because
it is fundamentally unwise that spiritual leaders, people with incredible emotional intelligence and compassion, are excluded
from discussion or decision making on the future of the planet.
The planet as a company is almost bankrupt. Therefore, we should call in new consultants, who can suggest a variety of new
approaches to the difficult problems now facing humanity.
The LGWPF is not linked to any particular governement; as a humanitarian organisation, it follows its ethical principles in
working towards the creation of a Spiritual Forum for World Peace to give a voice to all spiritual communities at international levels, something they clearly do not possess.
At present, spiritual leaders are isolated and therefore powerless to act or even express their opinions within the higher levels
of the UN structure, even though the Constitution of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
clearly states that “Since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace must be constructed”.
Surely since the spiritual traditions have worked exclusively in the area of healing the hearts and minds of men and women
for thousands of years, to exclude their expertise is somewhat strange to say the least.
Now, after the end of the cold war, the various religious NGOs have an unprecedented chance to improve their role in good
governance. You are the builders of the future of this planet, your generation can and will make a difference. Let us unite
wisdom, experience and youth together and break through the glass ceiling that was erected in the aftermath of the second
world war. Together we can do it, and what a wonderful gift to humanity that would be, at the beginning of the third millennium, to have the various spiritual perspectives included in discussion and decision making on all world issues that arise in
the coming century.
Recognising the spiritual dimension would be immensely empowering for the United Nations, so please let us call upon all of
you to get inspired and act to help make this vision for a “Culture of Peace” a reality, please!
Thank you very much.
Inner Peace and World Peace
Now and Forever
By the Attention of all Humanity
And all the Holy Beings Blessings
(Presented by Prof. T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen’s special representative: Ms Nina Meyerhof.)
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Annual congress held from the 12th to the
13th of February in Kathmandu, Nepal at
the Himalayan Healing Center under the theme:
“VI International Congress on Alternative
Medicine and Non-Formal Education”.
With, among others, the participation of: Rt.
Hon. Krishna Prasad Battharai (Prime Minister),
Hon. Ram Krishna Tamrakar (Minister of Commerce), dedicated to the United Nations International year of the Culture of Peace.
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Ringing of the Peace Bell on the 20th
of March at the United Nations in Vienna, Austria. On this occasion the Foundation presents the “Peace Messenger 2000”
Award to Austrian Airlines.

Panel Discussion held on the 1st of May in
Riccione, Italy, hosted by the Italian Yoga
Federation, on “Science and Spirituality”,
with the participation of Father Massimiliano
Mizzi, International Francescan Center for Inter-religious dialogue, Assisi, Italy.
On the 4th of May Mr Javier Solis, Ambassador of Costa Rica in Spain, accepts
the position of Honorary President of the
Spanish Local Spiritual Forum.
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The ninth annual congress of the Foundation is held from the 5th
to the 7th of May in Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio Mapfre Vida, Ave. General Peron 45 under the theme “IX Congreso
Internacional para la Difusión de la Medicina Tibetana”.
With among others, the participation of: Dr. Astrubal Salsamendi
(Former UN official), Prof. Trivedi (Chairman of Indian Institue
of Ecology and Environment) - India, Prof. Surya Nath Prasad
(IAEWP) - India, Prof. Alonso Roldan (Academia Diplomatic), Dr.
Wangchuk (Tibetan physician), Nepal.
The International Association of Educators for World Peace
World Congress is held from the 14th to the 18th of June, in
London, England.

53rd Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the 28th to
the 30th of August at United Nations Headquarters in New
York, USA, on the theme: “Global Solidarity: The Way to
Peace and International Cooperation”.
State of the World Forum held from the 4th to the 10th of
September in New York, USA, with a special session dedicated
to the realization of the spiritual forum proposal: “Making the
world spiritual forum a reality: a roadmap for action”.
“Making The World Spiritual Forum a Reality: A Road map For Action”
by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen (presented by Isthar D.-Adler, UN representative)
“Dear Friends:
The world of the future will be extremely different from the one we are experiencing today. Major transformations are bound to take place, mostly in response to
population growth and demographic changes, poverty and human suffering, the
profound inequities between the rich and the poor, the impacts of all forms of
discrimination and racism, the social unrest prevailing in so many countries, the
impacts of crime and drug abuse, and the inability we have to attain sustainable
and everlasting peace. Billions and billions of dollars have been spent in the name of
development and economic progress and some of these problems seem to persist.
The debate on those issues, and many more which we can add at this point, is also
dramatically changing. The change responds principally to our increased understanding (consciousness) of the many dimensions involved –so the problems and
solutions do not get trivialised; to important considerations to be taken into account at the national, regional and global levels—so we give due consideration
to the global nature of our human existence; and to significant transformations of
the forums –institutions like the UN and The State of the World Forum--where the
debate takes place and the solutions are to be found. Two things are clear: (1) that
there is no one answer to those problems and (2) that there is not just one point of
view that must dominate.
In this process and as I propose a road map to the actual creation of
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the World Spiritual Forum, it is imperative that we learn from past experiences. One of this is that humanity is in search of both
material and spiritual welfare. The material dimensions of our existence and the material solutions are equally important as the
non-material ones. The need for material satisfaction first and spiritual growth later is a false and extremely dangerous proposition. For the world we live today it is equally important to debate the state of material poverty and that of spiritual poverty. Some
people and communities while facing material poverty are still spiritually rich. But there are others where both material and spiritual
poverty are at the centre stage of their existence. The UN recognised these two dimensions a long time ago, and specific proposals
were developed in the Damabarton Declaration of 1944, where it was stated that the path of humanity entails both material and
spiritual growth.
It is evident that less and less leaders would dispute the importance of understanding the spiritual dimension of all human
phenomena. But such consensus has not been translated or anchored in one global institution. Thus the Spiritual Forum for
many remains an abstract element and concept, and this must change and change now.
For the last several years many people including economists, financial specialists and entrepreneurs have come to the realisation that a World Spiritual Forum is the key missing in the international system. And what is needed now is a specific road
map for its full realisation.
In my view this road map should contain the following elements and signposts:
1. The idea, concepts and rules must be publicly recognised and supported by The State of the World Forum. It represents the
natural and most effective complement for a holistic understanding of the meaning of “state of the world”. The final declaration of this Forum should include explicit and specific support and endorsement to a World Spiritual Forum.
2. The private sector and leaders from all walks of life should sign a short and clear statement (letter) that should be transmitted to the UN Secretary General, UN top leaders, the leaders of the International Trade and Financial Institutions, country
leaders, union leaders, NGOs and spiritual leaders of the need to create the World Spiritual Forum immediately. And, if the
idea is to create it within the UN System, that this would not be a decision making body but a deliberation forum and a
major contributor to the formulation of global economic and social policies. Specific links with the General Assembly and the
ECOSOC should be drawn up.
3. If the World Spiritual Forum is to be created outside the UN System, it would be essential to seek the full support of all actors in
the world of development: governments, private sector, NGOs, academia, media and others. A place, budget, operational procedures,…, should be drawn so this Forum comes into existence in the nearest future.
This is an idea whose time has come. This is an opportunity the world cannot miss. This is an institutional arrangement that
will complement and strengthen the structures that already exist, and it will show that its contributions will be key to shaping
the future of humanity.
Ladies and gentlemen, I know that if we want a world transformation that targets the most sacred aspects and aims of humanity, any change that translates into the creation of new institutions is a difficult and complex one. But, it is leaders like
you that have to be bold and willing to take the necessary radical steps for this Forum to become a reality. This will be your
forum, the forum of the poor and the powerless, the forum of your children and grandchildren,…
I am making an appeal to you so you can write the history of this new millennium with the hands of the spirit, and we not
only bring a human face to economic development but also the human soul. Do not be afraid. Be bold. Be generous with
those generations that are following us.
Inner Peace is the most solid foundation for World Peace.
Thank you for your attention”
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Milan a City of Peace
“Religions for Peace in the spirit of Assisi”
appeal for peace to the City of Milan, held on
the 25th of October with a public signing
of the document by 21 religious leaders from
Milan, making Milan a City of Peace.

Conference on “Unity in Diversity” celebrating the 25th anniversary of the European
Buddhist Union, held from the 18th to the 19th
of November at UNESCO in Paris, France.
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First International Conference on a Culture of Peace held from the 11th to the 13th of December, at King Juan Carlos University, in Madrid, Spain, in the presence of H.M. King Juan
Carlo and Queen Sofia.
Statement by Professor T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
“The Inner and the Outer Culture of Peace: Transforming the world for the betterment of humanity”
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Let us first invoke ‘peace’ with a minute of silence> Let us use this moment of silence to link into the deepest statements of
peace: our own inner peace.
My friends:
The Great Paradox
The greatest paradox facing humanity today - and this gathering in particular - is the fact that while we are here to promote
“the culture of peace”, we are at the same time experiencing major wars and conflicts in today’s world. Just think about
Africa and the Middle East.
I see myself around this table surrounded by souls who are “converted”, who are seekers of peace, or who understand the
real importance of a peaceful world, rather than a world in a state of conflict.
It seems that the choice we have is a simple one: we all want to live at peace and in peace.
Yes, all of us belong to this club that groups together those who are already converted.
With your permission, I would like to take this opportunity and my intervention as a vehicle and as a conduit to reach:
• the hearts and souls of those who, in practice, do not believe in peace; those that are not at peace with themselves;
• the hearts and souls of those who are the major promoters of conflicts through partisan politics, selling and buying
weapons, covering up major realities of human existence in the name of democracy, religion, and ethnicity; and
• the hearts and souls of those who are denying that conflict is the major disease affecting humanity today.
I want to reach those millions of children who are in combat today and who have become heads of household because of
the death of their parents.
I want to reach those innocent lives lost as casualties in so many conflicts in this world.
I want to speak to those who are at the negotiation table taking ‘grand stands’ in the name of winning the war rather than
of establishing everlasting peace.
They are not here, although they should be here, and share their personal testimony. But, we all know that they are either
the architects of conflict and war, or, clearly, they are the victims of major destruction. Simply said, right now, they are at
war somewhere else in the world.
They are the ones who need our peace energy, our peace hearts, ad our peace souls.
The Culture of Peace
The culture of peace, if ever applied in practice, is the most revolutionary paradigm that humanity has ever put forth on the
table of each and every household in the world.
A paradigm that touches the rich and the poor, the north and the south, the developed and developing countries, all different
races and communities in the world, governments, private sector, NGOs, and so on. The key to this revolution is a fundamental change in the existing value system so dominated by economics, excessive consumption, exclusion and marginalisation. All
of these are happening in a world that globalises so rapidly, and sees that poverty is increasing at an ever high rate.
The culture of peace is not a title, or another theoretical proposition, but a totally new way of life on this planet.
A planet that is getting smaller and smaller, as billions of people search for co-existence and betterment.
The culture of peace is, and should be, the foundation of everything we do.
From economics and finance to equality and an acceptable form of distribution of productive assets. From social imperatives
in our societies to cultural and institutional sustainability. From the human dimensions of progress and change to the moral
and ethical dimensions of life and our human existence.
It is the culture of peace that provides the substantive elements to close the existing gap of a notion of economic development
that is practised today within a major ethical and moral vacuum.
But we seem to be far from having adopted this culture of peace. We seem to talk about it rather than to identify the true
transformational instruments and actions that will actually provoke the changes we are all looking for.
Three fundamental steps
The way forward requires three fundamental steps.
The first fundamental step is the basic distinction between our outer peace and inner peace.
Most of what humanity and leadership is doing to attain some acceptable level of peace is to grab the elements of outer
peace. What looks like a world without conflict. Physical conflict, I must say. But the absence of conflict is NOT tantamount
of a state of peace. Lack of physical conflict is simply “the lack of physical conflict”.
And in doing so, we are using more sophisticated weapons of mass destruction, so some can neutralise others who are
prepared to create more conflict. This happens within countries, between countries and all over the world. Thus, instead of
addressing crime, we train more police officers, we expand the space under the prison system, so we can keep more and
more people inside those facilities; we create an industry of alarm systems and anti-alarm systems that is now in the trillions
of dollars,..., all in the name of outer peace. All in the name of maintaining a world without apparent conflicts.
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We have seldom gone beyond the management of physical conflict, despite the fact that we know that there are so many
other forms of conflict. These remain totally unattended. Of course, the results are clear: very high suicide rates in teenagers,
increased trafficking and prostitution of young girls, of highly illegal drug, ad so on.
Peace, on the other hand, is a state of consciousness. An inner state in each of us, with individual and social connotations.
We simply cannot buy peace. There are no supermarkets for peace. There is no level of material wealth that will be capable
of buying everlasting peace either for a person or for a nation.
Therefore, if any progress is to be made in the practice and materialisation of a culture of peace, we must focus on its inner
values, its inner dimensions, and its inner realities rather than on its outer elements.
This approach will demand a different discourse, a different attitude, a different system of education, a different way of facing
life in all its dimensions within this planet.
The second fundamental step is to recognise the importance of what I call the “presence factor”.
Many of our meetings and many of our institutions are filled with people who advocate and promote peace, but who are
not at peace within themselves.
Many people have never experienced the state of inner peace. As long as you have not done so, everything tends to stay in
a state of abstraction. We simply cannot promote that which we do not know what it is.
How can we allow those who are not at peace with themselves to sit at the table to negotiate a peace treaty? How can we
trust architects who are in deep inner conflict to construct a world of peace?
This is an element we must understand and strive for in the next few years. This is particularly the case in children who have been
taught how to kill through the media, films and toys. Our children have been trained to take the life of another human being.
Yes, the future leaders of the world, some, who should have been here today, may become the most effective machines of
destruction.
This is simply not acceptable.
This presence factor also applies to our teachers, our political and spiritual leaders, and to everyone who is in an influential
position.
We must take massive steps to assist and contribute to the peace of those who are making decisions that affect each and every
one of us. We must get closer to them now. We must approach them with huge respect and compassion, but with a firm and
unequivocal message that peace is the objective and not just the elimination of conflict.
The third fundamental step is to bring in action.
Peace must be an intrinsic element of all we do. We must have peace in ourselves and among ourselves. We must have peace
with all of the elements and constituents of nature. We must have peace within every institution and organisation, as a coherence factor as well as a performance factor. We must have peace with all religions, with all ethnic groups, with all possible
communities of interest.
This is a step we all feel comfortable with, although it has proven to be the most difficult one to attain in practice.
Peace in action means peace in every step of the way of our existence. Peaceful thoughts. Peaceful actions. Peaceful goals and
commitments. Peaceful instruments. Peaceful forms of exchange. Peaceful politics. Peaceful business. And so on.
Our public commitment
This cannot be just another meeting. This cannot become just yet another self-congratulatory event. This cannot be the
platform of speeches that have no transformational implications or that remain in one book of proceedings for historians to
decide if we made it or not.
This meeting must be the new beginning of a massive concerted effort to transform the world into a world of peace, once
and for all.
My personal commitment is to go out of this door with my heart and soul full of that peaceful light and that peaceful energy
that will be able to transform everyone I see, everyone I touch, everyone I think of. My personal commitment is to go out
of this room and create the level of awareness that this problem deserves before more people get killed on the streets of so
many cities in the world. My personal commitment is to heal those who have been affected by war and conflict and those
whose wounds go far beyond the physical body.
But what is our collective commitment?
What actions are we planning to take here and now so the impacts of our existence touches every corner of the world?
In this regard, I would like to propose only one simple idea: the opening of the international bilateral or multilateral dialogues
- anywhere they happen - into a debate that takes due account of human, spiritual, cultural, ethical and moral values.
We have gone too far in promoting material welfare. It is time we promoted spiritual welfare.
In practical terms, I have called this idea the creation of a Spiritual Forum in every instance of public policy making. This is
practical and do-able, if we are in the vein of transformational change, and if we would like to reach far beyond political or
allegorical declarations.
Let is stand up for peace. The choice is really ours.
Thank you very much.
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United Nations Decade for a Culture of Peace and Non-violence for the Children of the World
United Nations Year of Dialogue Among Civilizations
Five year commemoration of the first launching of the proposal
for the creation of a spiritual forum for world peace on the 23rd
of January at ECLAC in Santiago, Chile.
Speech by Mr José Antonio Ocampo, Executive Secretary of
CEPAL during the commemoration of the five years of the launching of the Lama Gangchen Rinpoche’s initiative for the creation of
the“UNITED NATIONS SPIRITUAL FORUM FOR WORLD PEACE”.

It is CEPAL’s great honor to be the host of this important commemoration of the five
years of the launching of Lama Gangchen Rinpoche’s initiative for the creation of
the “United Nations Spiritual Forum for World Peace.”
We share fundamental principles with this Forum, which have guided the United
Nations Organization from its origins. These principles were stated, once again, in
the Millennium Declaration, where Heads of State and Government expressed their
decision to establish a just and lasting peace throughout the world, conforming to
the aims and principles of the United Nations Charter. They also reconfirmed their
determination to support all efforts that led, among other things, to the respect of
everyone’s equal rights, without discrimination based on race, sex, language or religion, and cooperation as a mechanism in order to resolve international problems
of economic, social, cultural and humanitarian character.
At the same time, when defining the fundamental values for international relations
in the 21st century, requirements for the attainment of a true lasting peace were
once again emphasized, they were: freedom, equality, solidarity, tolerance when
confronted with difference, respect for nature and a common responsibility in the
management of economical and social development throughout the world.
From the origins of the United Nations Organization, peace has been linked to
economical and social development. Following this basic principle, CEPAL has dedicated its main efforts in analyzing and proposing ways to make economical development compatible with equity and human development in general. This effort
was again the key point in our main document of 2000, “Equidad, Desarrollo y
Ciudadanía (Equity, Development and Citizenship) by which we clearly stated that
the principles that inspire our task are definitively unavoidable and ethical. We
specifically underlined that human rights, in their double dimension of civil and
political rights, and economical, social and cultural rights, lend a true ethical quality
to economical and social policies and to political order.
The culture of peace, human rights, democracy and economical and social development are, therefore, for our organization, four indivisible elements of integral
human development. Peace is not attained unless human rights are respected, which
in turn demands for a true democracy and a development model based on equality
that fulfills the needs of the whole population.
This implies that the economical model must be subordinated to more ample social
objectives. One of the biggest challenges consists in confronting the powerful centrifuge forces that characterize the private sector. In many countries, the population
is loosing the sense of belonging to society and identifying with the collective aims,
thus forgetting the need for creating links of solidarity. We therefore have to foment such links, with the aim of creating a society and amore ample conscience of
the social responsibilities of individuals and groups.
In Latin America and the Caribbean, although efforts were undertaken, the results
of the old and new development models have not been fully satisfactory. The title
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of human and civil rights have not always been accompanied by its effective enjoyment. This manifests in a fundamental inequality regarding the access of justice
and scarce participation of the poorer sectors of the population with regards to
political decisions. On the other hand, economical and social rights are affected
when agreements on a collective well-being and the best methods to attain these
remain fragile. In economical and social fields, this results in unequal opportunities,
employment instability, low income, difficult social mobility, ignorance of ethnic
and cultural diversity and defenselessness when facing misfortune.
In order to overcome the great problems of inequality which affect our region, we
need to concentrate our efforts in breaking the reproduction inter-generational
structures of poverty and inequality, through actions that point directly to the four
fundamental channels that cause them: educational, employment, patrimonial and
demographic, as well as all barriers of discrimination due to gender and etnia (ethnic groups) which certainly aggravate this situation.
As we pointed out in the above mentioned document, education and employment
are the “master keys” of this effort. Access to reliable quality education and, in
more general terms, knowledge and information, are indispensable in order to
build more equitable fields from which it is possible to overcome inequalities and
thus contribute to the wished for consolidation of peace. Employment is not just the
main form of generating income for most homes, but also a mechanism of social
integration and personal realization.
Thus, in the vision of the United Nations Organization and CEPAL, social development
and equity are not exclusive economical principles of doubtless importance, but also
and, above all, ethical principles indispensable to the realization of peace. The attainment of peace in our region therefore passes through the construction of more equitable societies. This, according to us, is what truly measures the quality of our development. On such concepts lies the ethical basis of development and on them the sense of
civil responsibility must be built. The promotion of altruism and the sense of human
solidarity which underlies this spiritual forum identifies deeply with the ethical principles
that form the United Nations Organization and our work at CEPAL.

Annual congress held from the 24th to the 25th of February in
Kathmandu, Nepal at the Himalayan Healing Center under the
theme “V International Congress on the Role of Spirituality in Society”, dedicated to the International Year of Dialogue
Among Civilisations. With, among others, the participation of:
Rt. Hon. Prime Minister, Minister for Health & Social Welfare Minister for Tourism & Civil Aviation, Minister for Law & Justice
- Minister for Education, Minister for Environment - Minister for
Youth, Sports and Culture, Chairman National Council.
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Launch of Lumbini Interactive “Hida Budhe Jate” in Nepal,
to make the world familiar with the life and teachings of Lord
Buddha such as Lubini, his birthplace – with weekly programmes
on HBC94fm radio station, founded by Lama Gangchen.
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The tenth annual congress of the Foundation is held from the 8th
to the 10th of June in Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio Mapfre
Vida, under the theme “X Congreso Internacional de la Fundación Lama Gangchen para la Paz en el Mundo”.
A special annual event is programmed to celebrate Lama
Gangchen’s 60th birthday on the 7th of July. On this occasion,
the Italian telephone company in congratulating the Lama, offers
him a full day of free telephone calls worldwide.
During the annual summer pilgrimage to Tibet, this year sees the
incredibly rewarding completion of the structure of the aqueduct
and on the 13th of August the “Water Project ceremony” is
held. Attended by well over 3000 people, the day is filled with
rejoicing and celebrations. Water is now on tap! The Sakya District
Government bestows an award upon Lama Gangchen and his
World Peace Foundation for “supporting the country by benefiting the people”. High moments of the day include a group
marriage blessing of the Jack Stern & Co engineers who built the
acqueduct; meeting with Red Cross Delegate, Dr Philip Dufourg, who also took part in the event.
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54th Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the 10th to the
12th of September at United Nations Headquarters in New
York, USA, on the theme: “NGOs today: Diversity of the volunteer experience”.
Report on 9/11 from Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation
UN Representative in New York, Isthar D.-Adler
Every year, the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation takes an active part in
the annual United Nations Non Governmental Organisations conference, and Iams
therefore in New York as of the 6th of September, for staff briefing and preparations relating to the event. The conference opens on the 10th of September amidst
great expectations and SG Kofi Annan’s eagerly awaited speech. We are to spend
the next three days discussing “NGOs Today: Diversity of the Volunteer Experience”
and its various related topics. In his opening speech, Secretary General commends
the work and dedication of volunteers around the world, which he says “embody
the very ideals of service and solidarity”, believing that together, “we can make the
world a better place”, as “everyone stands to gain when governments and NGOs
work together and find common ground”.
The morning of the 11th I am entering the UN building to start my usual voluntary work
for the conference when the stunning news reaches us that the Main Towers of the World
Trade Centre are the object of a terrorist attack, and we are shortly thereafter evacuated
from the United Nations building, bringing the conference to an abrupt halt.
What follows, needless to say, brings about unmentionable shock, boundless confusion and bewilderment. I feel the 360 degree urge to do something. First I switch on
the television to the news on this “Attack on America” and Mayor Giuliani’s first talk
to the people reaches right into my heart and spirit with his “fatherly” words and
deep human concern. His strong words of wisdom have an effect on every citizen
both in New York and also elsewhere in the world: an inspiration for all. I have
to go out there and do something. This brings me to the Armoury where I sign up
through the American Red Cross as a “Disaster Relief” volunteer on behalf of my
organisation. I spend the next three weeks working in the disaster relief hall, both at
the Armoury and then Pier 94 where everything is moved to on the Sunday night.
The Armoury in Lexington Avenue, a place off limits to most of the world, is set up
as a disaster emergency relief centre where the victims’ families can come and enquire about their loved ones, injured, missing or dead from the World Trade Centre
inferno and subsequent collapse. A place where DNA is collected in the attempt to
identify victims whose remains may or may not be found at the site of the World
Trade Centre, code-named “Ground Zero”.
At the Armoury, I meet with Dr Desmond Heath, a volunteer Doctor of the “Disaster
Psychiatry Outreach” organisation (founded by Dr Craig Katz). His presence at the
Armoury coincides with our arrival (Diane Williams, Director of Interfaith Centre
of New York; Dr Nina Meyerhof, CEO Children of the Earth and myself). Dr Heath
shares his wish: “I want a safe area for the kids to be in”, that is to set up a children’s
help section with us. No sooner said than done; we call it “Kids’ Corner”.
As the hours pass the place gets increasingly busy and the atmosphere is filled with
anguish and suffering beyond words. Very quickly “Kids’ Corner” becomes everyone’s corner, young and older alike: a bright and colourful cosy haven, where
anyone who needs comfort, help, counselling, or simply a big hug can step into
and spend as much time as they wish. Some of our volunteers go to a well known
toy store for supplies which are most gratefully donated. Gradually as news breaks,
we receive more and more donations of a wide range of toys, including thousands
of cuddly toys and beanie babies, which we distribute to all children and then all
adults, right across to all volunteers.
A podium is set up near the entrance where information is broadcast and which,
every couple of hours, becomes the stage for a choir or a singer: everyone stops
what they are doing and gets carried into another dimension through the power of
song. Songs which reach deeply into one’s heart.
Mayor Giuliani and several Government officials, such as Former President Bill Clinton, Governor Hilary Clinton and some popular figures such as the New York Giants visit the Armoury in support and solidarity.
The response is exceptional and incredibly healing: the enormous benefit it brings to
all those whom we come into contact with becomes well known to all who come
to the Armoury , even the volunteers and staff themselves, some of whom also
seek our help and comfort. Many children are expressing their inner most feelings
through drawing, and once we are moved to Pier 94, a teenager’s painting area is
added, which also proves beneficial to many of the staff and volunteers.
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“Kids’Corner” offers the kind of help children will need for years to come. Those children who today need immediate comfort
and first help will go through years of anguish and blocked emotions. Many are today too young to understand, others too
grief stricken to understand or even come to terms with events. They will need each other to talk and share their thoughts and
feelings with for as long as is required. The long term solution can be two fold: first of all keep “Kids’ Corner” as a permanent
ongoing help centre and secondly have an internet site where the children can talk to each other and exchange their thoughts
and feelings with other who have suffered the loss of a parent in the World Trade Centre inferno.
On the Thursday following the attack, Mr Kofi Annan makes the decision to take part in the annual Interfaith Service, held
at St Bartholomews. This annual event organised in support of the Secretary General and the United Nations work, by the
Interfaith Centre of New York is attended by religious and spiritual leaders, ambassadors as well as the NGO community. This
year’s service brings a much needed sense of unity in the face of such dramatic adversity. A truly memorable occasion in which
our organisation takes part, both as volunteer staff and to share a truly heart to heart moment in time, in communion with
the great human family. The emotionally charged prayers and addresses bring hope and comfort into our hearts. Mr Annan
declares we must have faith in each other. “Thank you for welcoming us today to this interfaith service of commitment to
the United Nations. As always in difficult times, it is comforting to be among friends. I take heart especially at the sight of so
many individuals of so many creeds praying side by side in the cause of peace. Heaven knows how much we at the United
Nations need the hope and comfort of your prayers. Heaven knows how deeply we wish all of our prayers today may bring
some comfort to the people whose lives have been touched by this week’s tragedy. The events of the last two days must have
tested the faith of every one of us. At times like this, it is all too tempting to jump to conclusions about the kind of people
who must be behind such appalling acts, and to identify them with some faith or community different from our own. Instead,
we should remember that, whoever they are, they must be human beings. We like to think of such acts as inhuman, but the
truth is that human nature can sink to the depths of horror, as well as rise to the highest level of nobility. It is up to each of
us to cultivate the best in his or her nature, and to struggle against the worst. That is why I esteem so highly the efforts of
the Interfaith Centre: to find the common ground of mutual respect and love, which goes with true spirituality. Those efforts
proceed; I know, from a shared faith -- faith in a dimension of life beyond the material, and in the obligation, binding on all
human beings, to strive to understand each other and to live in peace. That is the faith that sustains all of us here today. That
is the faith we must have in each other -- now, and in the days ahead.”
The service is followed by a “historical” press conference held at the Interfaith Centre of New York where prominent leaders
of the Muslim communities of New York, joined by religious leaders of Jewish, Christian, Hindu, Buddhist and other communities, respond publicly to the terrorist attacks. A spiritual forum meeting is scheduled to follow the press conference; however,
the conversations continue and take on the form of what can truly be called an unprecedented “Spiritual Forum” in action.
We can only re-affirm the imminent need for such a permanent Spiritual Forum to be instituted within the United Nations and
request that all nations ratify its coming into existence without delay.
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Spirituality and Tourism Conference held from
the 13th to the 17th of October at La Citadella, in Assisi, Italy, organised by the International Institute for Peace Through Tourism, “In
the Footsteps of St. Francis”, in collaboration with Father Massimiliano Mizzi.
“The Spiritual Dimensions of Tourism: One Road
map Towards Peace” by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
(presented by Isthar D.-Adler, UN Representative)
Dear Friends: We are living in a very special moment of
human history. Many of you feel shattered these days by
the major events of September 11th in the United States
which nobody can ignore or disregard. But we know there
is more, like the events in Switzerland and in Southern
France. All, just in the last few days. Now that some time
has elapsed since the original incident in Manhattan, we
should be able to share some deep reflections, not only
with the view to focus on what happened –as we are saturated by the media—but more importantly, to see why did
it happen and how can we, together, eliminate any form
of terrorism in the future.
• This is the time to go far beyond the surface of what
actually happened.
• This is the time to heal and to love.
• This is the time to care and to serve.
• This is the time to be one and to respect our differences.
• This is the time to share our souls and to expand our
tolerance.
Of course, I care about the victims, their relatives, and all
those suffering and who, directly or indirectly, have been
touched by those events. However, everyone here should
know that there is no process of human transformation
that does not have ‘a victim’ or ‘victims’. And, you know
that there are millions of them as a result not only of the
physical forms terrorism, but also as a result of economic,
financial and social terrorism; cultural and institutional
terrorism; and political and religious terrorism. Maybe the
physical terrorism of the type we have witnessed is the direct result of all other forms of terrorism. For many of the
disadvantaged people, globalization also represents some
form or another of expressions of collective terrorism. This
is terrorism against the poor, minorities and the powerless.
But, there are many other forms of sophisticated terrorism
which result from the destruction of the environment, the
use of inappropriate language, the making available to
children of violent movies and pornography, the different
forms of gender inequality, the progressive marginalization of indigenous people, the constant violation of human rights and so many more.
Terrorism is everywhere and it must be corrected now. The
tragedy we are living today is one where we tend to accept only some forms of terrorism and not the others. The
tragedy is also one where we assign to life a different set
of values, depending on who the victim is. Obviously, to
me no form of terrorism is acceptable. There is no room
for terrorism in my life. And all forms of life are of the
same value.
This is why I believe the time has come to ask ourselves the
following questions:
• Is it possible to live in a world free of terrorism?
• Is this simply a utopia these days?
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• What are the conditions to be met so that we may attain a
world of peace and security?
I will come back to this in a moment.
It is also important to note that this meeting is taking place
in a very special and sacred place: Assisi.
I wonder what Saint Francis of Assisi would have said today in relation to the tragedy we are all confronted with.
• Would he cry?
• Would he pray?
• Would he meditate?
• Would he forgive?
• Would he forget?
I know that the most beautiful prayer of Saint Francis expresses, among other things, the need for all of us to become an instrument of peace. An instrument of love. An
instrument of healing. An instrument of inner realization.
• What would Saint Francis say to someone like Bin Laden,
or any other terrorist, if they were face to face for a few
minutes?
I do not know, but it would not be difficult to imagine that
his first approach would never embrace any form of violence. Saint Francis would never use the same paradigm of
the terrorists to resolve the problem. He would not use the
paradigm that created the problem. He would have used a
paradigm that can resolve it!! We know that violence cannot be addressed with more violence. Again, any form of
violence.
• Would he listen to him? or
• Would he teach, and dictate, to him what to do, when to
do it, and how to do it?
I strongly believe that the first thing Saint Francis would
have done is to listen with love, compassion and rectitude.
He would have entered into the spiritual dimensions of
the problem at hand. And, when I say spiritual, I am mean
listening to the foundations and reasons defining a racist,
terrorists, and violent behaviour.
Of course, there are many explanations. But one explanation central to this phenomenon, is
• A crisis of identity.
• A crisis of human identity.
• A crisis of identity with respect to the sacred aspects of
our lives.
This conference is taking place at the right time, when
both spirituality and tourism are in deep crisis. This is not
just a crisis, this is a deep rooted crisis on some of the most
complex dimensions of human existence. It is a crisis of
values and beliefs. It is a crisis of identity and direction.
This is a crisis that touches on our fears, our commitments,
our own existence.
We all know that tourism and spirituality are essential to
build up a new global identity. A pluralistic and transparent identity. An identity with a new set of values. But, How
do we do it right now when one of the sectors most hit
by the terrorist attacks is tourism. Just look for a moment
to the airlines, hotels, and the problems faced by tourist
companies and businesses. Many international meetings
have been cancelled. Many tours have been cancelled.
But, even within this context, there is no doubt in my mind
that tourism must play a fundamental role in attaining a
way free of terrorism, a world at peace with itself. It is my
contention that to bring back spirituality and tourism we
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must all become warriors of peace. Until and unless peace
is attained, it will not be possible to move towards a sustainable path for humanity.
Thus, let me talk about peace for a moment.
• The first thing I would like to say is that peace is not
the absence of war and conflict. Peace is a state of being.
Peace is a very beautiful and fulfilling state of consciousness. Of absolute consciousness.
• The second thing I would like to say is that if you want
to attain peace you must understand the unique process of
self realization you have to experience.
In simple terms, you cannot buy peace in the supermarkets. Peace as a process of self realization is the key to
focus on during this meeting. We need
• Peace with the next door neighbour,
• Peace with the environment,
• Peace with all beings (including animals and plants),
• Peace with our individual existence, and
• Peace with our collective existence.
But, we know that:
‘Peace Is All And All Is Peace’
In the interim, there is no doubt that in order to recover and
strengthen our identity we need a major process of healing
and reconciliation. Healing of the most profound nature and
reconciliation with our selves and others. All our activities
have a healing quality. The existence of this quality and the
character of it depend exclusively on us. We know that being
in love is a healing experience. We know that serving is also
a healing experience. We know that respecting and being
respected is also a healing experience. But even if you cannot
imagine what I am going to say today, economics can also
be a healing experience. The source of healing would come
from a mayor change in values. When human and spiritual
values begin to dominate the process of wealth creation, of
economic development and progress, we will be in a constant healing process.
Let me finish by saying that the only time when there will be
no victims of a transformation process will be at that moment
when we become invincible. Invincibility is the only way to
eradicate terrorism and all forms of violence.
My friends, I did not say “ex-vincibility”, but “in-vincibility”.
It is that state of our existence that also comes from within. It is essential we eliminate our inner terrorism. And by
eliminating our inner terrorism, all forms of external terrorism will be eliminated. Let us join our hearts and move
forward. We move towards that horizon which rejoices in
peace and invincibility.
Thank you very much.
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United Nations International Year of Mountains and Ecotourism
Inter-religious forum held on the 24th of
January at Villadossola, Italy on “Different roads towards the path of Peace”.
World Social Forum, Porto Alegre, Brazil, from
the 30th of January to the 5th of February.
58th session of the Human Rights Commission, United Nations Geneva, Switzerland. The Foundation organized a panel
discussion on the right to “Spiritual Education”, on the 20th of March.

Congress held on the 5th of May in Albagnano di Bée, Italy at the Albagnano Healing
Meditation Centre with the theme “spiritual
education environmental education”.

The annual international Congress of the
Foundation is held from the 10th to the 12th
of May in Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio
Mapfre Vida, Ave. General Peron 47 under
the theme “XI Congreso Internacional de
la Fundación Lama Gangchen para la Paz
en el Mundo”.
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Albagnano Healing Meditation Centre
is officially inaugurated on the 19th of May
in the presence of local authorities, the local
population and several hundred friends and
community members. It becomes known as
“Little Tibet” and brings fresh vitality to the
area with its activities to revitalize alpine cultures and village life. Over 200 fruit trees have
been planted and the kitchen gardens are producing substantial amounts of vegetables for
the entire community to benefit from. A small
cottage industry has been set up, the “Lü-So
Pure Life”: Lü Sem So Tze Special Substance for
Body and Mind Recovery, producing chestnut
jam from local chestnut trees which abound in
the area. In the first year some 800 pots have
been produced using only organic sugar and
natural vanilla pods for flavoring.
The Albagnano Community is especially grateful to Dr Patrizia Tursini whose tireless dedication, efforts and support made it possible
for the property to be acquired and develop
painstakingly under her supervision from a
former milk farm into a flourishing healing
meditation and non-formal education centre
for the benefit of all.
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31st world congress of the International
Association for religious freedom, held
from the 28th of July to the 2nd of August
in Budapest, Hungary.
55th Annual DPI/NGO conference held
from the 9th to the 11th of September
at United Nations Headquarters in New
York, USA, on the theme: “Rebuilding Societies Emerging from Conflict: A Shared
Responsibility”.
Switzerland becomes a Member State of
the United Nations on the 10th of September.
“Prayers for Humanity” On the occasion
of the memorial service for 9/11 at the Geneva Cathedral, Lama Gangchen offers Buddhist prayers and meets with Abbé Pierre and
Juan Somavia, Director of ILO. He signs the
Geneva Spiritual Appeal.
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United Nations Literacy Decade: Education for all
An International exhibition is held on the 1st
and 2nd of March in Geneva, Switzerland, to
launch the World Tour of the memorial
stupa of the United Nations International
recognition of the day of Vesak – containing the sacred relics of Lord Buddha (which
come from Thailand, Sri Lanka and Myanmar). Touching over 30 countries around the
world as a symbol of peace, the memorial
stupa completes a world tour of exhibitions
and is now permanently displayed at the
United Nations in New York as of the 8th
of September 2006.
As a supporter and a sponsor of the world
tour, the Foundation takes part and organizes
exhibitions in Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Tanzania, Kenya, Chile, Brazil, Venezuela, Argentina, Ecuador, Nepal, China, Mongolia.

Lama Gangchen receiving the Award of Appreciation
of the Supreme Patriarch of thailand from the hands of
Ven. rewata Dhamma from Burma.
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The Foundation’s “Verbania World Congress” is held from the
16th to the 18th of June in Verbania, Italy at the Hotel Magestic under the theme “Peace Education”.

The foundation’s annual international congress is held from the
23rd to the 25th of May in Madrid, Spain, at the Auditorium
Mapfre Vida, under the theme “XII Congreso Internacional de
la Fundación Lama Gangchen para la Paz en el Mundo”.

56th Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the 8th to the
10th of September at United Nations Headquarters in New
York, USA, on the theme: “Human security and dignity: fulfilling the promise of the United Nations”.

Establishment of Lama Gangchen’s Italian Foundation, the
Fondazione per una cultura di pace, Milan, Italy on the 11th of
December, under the Presidency of Lama Michel Rinpoche.
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United Nations International Year of Rice
The Lama Gangchen World Peace Media is
launched, sponsored by Felix T.S. Chen (Responsible for the funding committee of the Albagnano
“Borobudur Project” of a Peace Culture Library,
Peace Culture Museum, Wisdom Planetarium and
bio-botanical gardens) and Sunny Kuo.
An Initial Step of Lama Gangchen World Peace Media
Explosion flames rumble; catastrophes shake the world Standards of morality deteriorate; means of living deviate.
Driven by the powerful wheel of economic development,
modern mankind is marching into an unprecedented
fierce competition in history. On one hand, the material
and technological advancement certainly brings living
gratification. On the other hand, however, the space of
life and humanity is gradually and unnoticeably consumed
by the consequential side effects.
The ecological environment of our planet earth is severely damaged. The light of spiritual human civilization
dims day by day. The world is submerged with staggering
(sweeping) disorders. Popular media is filled with rampant
violent and sexual contents distorting our perception with
hallucination and confusion. The current chaotic situation
keeps worsening like fuel added to fire.
Amid the difficult challenge, Lama Gangchen adheres to his
conviction and promotion of world peace. He reiterates that
the means to transform violent culture is through peace culture. Peace Media essentially constitutes an integral core in
the transformation of violent media to peaceful media.
Since last year, Lama Gangchen World Peace Media is
actively engaged in the establishing the foundation for
development. Under the guidance of Lama Gangchen,
our organization has reached a collaborative agreement
with China’s Guangcai Enterprise Promotion Committee
to work on producing peaceful media. We are planning
to utilize SWENCO Electronics Co., located in Shenzhen,
China as a platform of the media’s production center.
Through the kind introduction of Lama Gangchen, we
met Mr Freddy Ehlers, America a popular TV anchor of La
Television in Equador and Vice President of Andean Parliament in South America. Mr Ehlers is instrumental in linking
our organization with media in South America for various
exchanges. Moreover, we have been engaged by Amazonia Brazil Expositon to conduct cultural exhibit in China.
The primary mission of Lama Gangchen World Peace Media
is to engage in the establishment of Peace Culture Museum
which is located in the headquarters of Lama Gangchen
World Peace Foundation in Albagnano, Italy. The brilliant
key concept of building “Wisdom Planet” at Peace Culture
Museum is originally created by Lama Gangchen to make
documentary by utilizing modern advanced technology,
covering the events and persons with remarkable contributions to world peace and to broadcast through various interactive media around the world. Our main task is to set up an
integrated system incorporating hardware and software to
produce the diverse programs.
Another ongoing task of Lama Gangchen World Peace Media
is the release of series of DVD featuring the life and activities of
Lama Gangchen, especially his edification around the world, his
vision and his endeavors in promoting world peace.
Furthermore, our organization aims to consolidate various Lama Gangchen media resources around the world.
We would appeal to those who share the vision of world
peace and the interest in media to work together as a new
force in Lama Gangchen World Peace Media.
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Peace messengers journey to the Five Holy Mountains of Manjushri: WUTAISAN on the occasion of the auspicious celebration
of the Inauguration of the World Buddhism Affairs Centre.
The Foundation’s “II Verbania world Congress” is held from
the 28th to the 30th of May Verbania, Italy, at Villa Giulia under the theme: “Integrated and Traditional Medicines, Peace
Education for better living”.
The Foundation’s annual international congress is held from the
4th to the 6th of June in Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio Mapfre Vida, under the theme: “XIII Congreso Internacional de la
Fundación Lama Gangchen para la Paz en el Mundo”.

The first conference on Indigenous medicines, interculture and
globalization is held from the 9th to the 11th of July, at the
Winterthur Auditorium in Barcelona, Spain, on the occasion of
the Barcelona Forum 2004, with the participation of the Indigenous Parliament of the Americas.
“Natural Medicine And Globalization:
Health, Healing And Hope In This New Millennium”
By Prof. T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
(presented by Isthar D.-Adler, UN Representative)
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Thank you for this invitation.
Today, I would like to address three fundamental issues; all of which totally interrelated.
- First, the role of natural medicine in this new millennium.
- Second, the relationship between natural medicine and globalization.
- Third, the impacts of globalization in our inter-cultural reality, from a spiritual
perspective.
At the end, I will share some specific policy and strategic proposals for your consideration.
Natural Medicine In This New Millennium
For some, medicine has become part of the solution to many of our physical and
biological problems. For others, and this group is growing in numbers, modern
medicine has increasingly become part of the problems.
Human health is central to public policy making and socioeconomic development.
The absence of health and wellness has major repercussions in the quality of all human activities. Health is closely linked to social stability and peace building, and we
must understand this within that context. The importance of natural medicine and
its being complementary to modern medicine are undisputable.
In the 20th Century the great advancements in science were accompanied by the
destruction of natural habitats, depletion of biological resources, large numbers of
wars and conflicts, poverty and social injustices, etc. In the mean time, we experience the synergies between population and health. The world population doubled:
in 1953, to three billion people, and in 1999, to six billion people. In a few decades,
population may double again. Thus, unless we adopt a new approach to human
prosperity a larger world population may translate into social instability, diseases,
inequities, and problems we cannot even imagine today. Thus, it is essential we
know what advancements in science would serve us in the new millennium.
Today, modern medicine has discovered the key rules for the occurrence and development of diseases and the change of form and the characteristics of biochemistry
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of the organs, tissues, cells, and macromolecules of living beings in every disease. No
doubt western medicine has made remarkable achievements in the prevention and
treatment of many diseases. This achievement demonstrates we can ‘transform’ and
‘conquer’ some dimensions of nature. The 21st Century is the century of life sciences.
In the latter part of the 20th century, western medicine met with unresolved obstacles
(e.g., its helplessness in front of virus). This approach to medical science has taken the
human body as its research object (a material object). But, while toxins play an important role in the change of pathology, there is not yet an ideal medicine to clean these
toxins. We know now that antibiotics cause repeated infection and increase of drug-fast
bacteria and, thus, a clear possibility of experiencing widespread bacterial diseases that,
with present means, cannot be brought under control.
The roots and initial enlightenment of healing, curing and applications of all forms
of medicine begin in nature. This is witnessed in all ancient medical systems; the most
well known are the Greek, Egyptian, Indian, and other indigenous systems. Thus,
basic treatments started with “natural treatment”. These apparent, uncultivated,
and simple methods have made a huge contribution to the health and reproduction
of human beings! They have brought forth a number of “myths” for modern scientists to explore, especially when these natural methods are equipped with modern
science and technology: a wonderfully powerful approach to healing!
We also acknowledge that Natural Medicine, and Chinese and Tibetan natural
medicine in particular, have a long history, their own systems, logic and theory.
Natural medicine is a medical system by
which natural medicaments and natural
medical health methods are applied to
diagnose and prevent diseases. It includes
natural medicines, acupuncture, JING
LUO, time-medicine, massage, cupping,
moxa, touch acu-point, traction, hand
and feet reflexology, acupuncture points
on the ears, bone-setting, martial arts,
Qi Gong, Ayurveda, Tibetan Medicine,
Himalayan natural healing cures, Ngalso
Tantric Self-Healing Therapy, Ngalso Environmental healing therapy of the five
elements, sports, diet, nutrition, music,
arts, culture, color, psychology, cosmetology, physics, treatment with light and
many others. Many techniques of treatment have been tested and accepted by
modern medicine, and there are also
techniques that are applied by ordinary
people, and yet fairly effective.
Natural medicine includes traditional medicine, alternative medicine, complementary medicine, and unconventional medicine, divided into natural medicine
therapy, and non-medicine therapy. At present, more than 300 kinds of natural
treatments have been applied on man.
The core solution lies on promoting natural medicine and making full use of our natural
resources and innate abilities within our human body to resist and prevent diseases and
prolong life. Natural medicine stresses the concept of ‘wholeness’ and attaches great
importance to the harmonious relationships between man and nature.
Side Effects. We are concerned that, being the objects of medical research, the human
body and diseases have become extremely complex. Also, modern scientific research
has its own limits, while many natural medical treatments can surely safeguard human
health, prevent and treat diseases. Also, the limited functions and major side effects of
chemical drugs and surgery result in people’s quest for more ways of treatment. Toxins
and side effects and damage done by some treatments to the body have created major
doubts and concerns in many medical circles around the world.
There are many ways in which we create significant side effects. One of them is
via chemically synthesized drugs which, in the end, are not a good solution to alleviate pains and cure diseases. Some of the present methods to treat illnesses are
traumatic, including, for example, liver puncture, radiotherapy, and surgery. The
above makes many people scared. Moreover, we know that human beings won’t
be completely free of diseases. Several reasons for this: First, human beings live on
Earth, ever changing and in an environment that is inevitably polluted. Second, human beings have feelings and thoughts and, thus, nobody escapes from tension and
disputes. Third, microorganisms with simple and changeable gene structures can
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indeed cause diseases to human beings, as they “improve” themselves as well. That
is how HIV virus and variation of bacteria came into being.
But, chemical medicines are not the only negative source of side effects. We
have many side effects from pollution, noise, and bad habits; a major cause of
physical and mental diseases. In fact, everything we do has an effect (touch,
smoke) and our mind also reacts at very subtle levels. Even one can experience
negative astrological side effects as a result of taking an action under the wrong
astrological conditions. The impacts on feminine energy is essential to be understood, as this energy is present in every material and non-material aspect and
element of our lives. Therefore, It is central to embrace a deeper meaning of
side-effects, to include those that come from energy, human actions, bad talk,
the pollution of the five elements (e.g., wind, fire, water, earth), mad moods,
inappropriate human behavior, and the like.
Until enlightenment we are exposed to side effects. We need to create methods to
protect ourselves from negative side effects.
Modern medicine has its limits to addressing these side effects which have both gross
and very deep and subtle expressions. For this reason, one needs to address issues
of the body, mind and soul and begin to adopt aspects of a new form of medicine:
“spiritual medicine”. It is through natural means that societies will be able to overcome these side effects, including in our inner body.
Natural Medicine and Globalization: The
Role of Economic Development
Globalization is a phenomenon touching each
and everyone’s lives.
Sometimes, it touches us in a positive way, but
it also has created many victims. Half of the
world does not have access to drinking water,
and this is the source of many diseases that are
killing thousands of children every day. There
are six hundred thousands women who die every year because they have no access to health
care during pregnancy or after delivery.
But, there is no doubt that material progress
has taken place, although, we must be aware
of the negative effects and destruction that
such progress has had on the natural environment, our families, etc.
We are more than 6 billion people in this Planet and, at least among an important group,
we seem to be more and more interconnected
with each other. Instant communications are
given now for granted. The fact that it took
us only hours and not months to arrive here is
also given for granted. What Marco Polo took
months and years to arrive at; it takes us no more than one day.
Once more, the most important reality globalization has brought to the fore is our
high degree of human interconnectedness.
You and I share only one world. There are no two worlds. And, we know that what
happens in one part of the world, affects the rest of the world. But, this interdependence happens at the level of both, our material and spiritual realities. Most people
are much more aware of the first form –i.e., material interdependence-- and tend
not to see or understand the second –i.e., spiritual interdependence.
This interdependence manifests in many ways. For example, we know how effective diseases are spreading from one country to another, with some pandemics, like HIV/AIDS,
devastating the lives of millions of people. The SAR, an epidemic of last year, was yet
another example warning sign of how interdependent we are. We are also interdependent through climate change, pollution of the air and waters, and so much more.
In many ways, the existence of this interdependence is not only fundamental in order
to understand our high degree of human vulnerability, but also, to understand many
of the solutions we have to apply to today’s problems. In addition, of problems and
solutions those are less individual than they are collective. This vulnerability is extremely
important in the field of medicine as it so happens that it is in the collective domain
where our international and regional institutions are the weakest.
Once again, globalization has heightened the importance of human interdependence and the need for concerted collective action. Today, in the health field, every
matter is the matter of the collective.
But let me talk about an important aspect of natural and traditional medicines we
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seldom bring to our discussions as doctors, healers, shamans or whatever medical
profession we have: the relationship between natural/traditional medicine and economic development in our countries. Yes, my friends, I am indeed talking a little bit
about economics today.
You may be surprised that I bring this issue to a congress on medicine. However, the
future of traditional, natural, and all other forms of alternative medicines lies in comprehensive and holistic understanding of the strong linkages that exist between the fast
process of globalization and the inputs/elements we are using to heal and cure people.
Let me explain these linkages in a few words.
Today the engine of globalization is mainly economics and finance. This has led to a
tremendous acceleration of the use of forests, bushes, plants and other ecosystems.
Most of those ecosystems are fragile and subject to irreplaceable depletion. Patents,
property rights, and the rights to access to those places which all of us depend
upon, are obscure and thus we are now experiencing what economists have called
“ The Tragedy of The Commons”. This is to say, the destruction of what must be
the common heritage of our human society. The destruction of the Amazon, and of
other biologically diverse ecosystems, is eliminating thousands of species that are so
fundamental to the sort of treatments we see benefiting thousands of our patients.
The patterns of economic growth and development that globalization has brought
about are a major threat to all the forms of medicines represented here, including modern medicine. It is here where a debate on
globalization matters. It is here when we can see so many of the
economic diseases we are facing as a human race today. Think
about the diseases we are having in our nervous systems, and
in all other body systems, as a result of pollution of air and water, the contamination and destruction of our soils, the depletion
of the soils micronutrients as a result of the “Green Revolution”
(i.e., that revolution brought by fast growing food varieties like
wheat, maize, rice, and other s), and so much more.
I am not planning to belabor on this issue, as I am not an economist. But having traveled almost all over the world, I have been
able to see how the ecosystems from which all these sources of
health and healing depend upon, are progressively being destroyed irreversibly.
Next time we have this congress, it would be important to have
some economists and some functionaries from the ministries of
economy, finance, and development. They need to learn from us
as much as we need to learn from them.
Globalization and Cultural Diversity: A Foundation for World Peace
Let me now share a few thoughts about culture and globalization.
Societies will never be sustainable if they are not culturally sustainable. Cultural
diversity in the world must be seen as a source of strength rather than a source of
weakness. We know that in our physical and biological world, uniformity often
spells disaster as uniform systems are increasingly subject to rapid extinction and are
more vulnerable than diverse ones.
The elimination of cultures, as a result of globalization, is a suicidal path to humanity.
I understand the nature of such a phenomenon in which there is supremacy of one
culture and one language. It is important from an efficiency point of view, as we
are experiencing somehow in our everyday lives.
But, efficiency should not be the criterion to dictate whether one culture is better,
or more important, than another one. The most powerful ways to uproot a population and bring them to extinction is via the elimination of their language and
culture. And, narrowing down the world to one culture will never be possible as
this means, literally, a process of self-elimination.
This is why this conference is so important. This is why we must exchange views
about the role of cultural diversity in traditional and natural medicines. It is exactly
the existence of cultural diversity that allows us to enrich everyone’s form of medicine represented here today. A diverse culture means a powerful incubator of new
ideas, new inventions and new road maps for a healthy world population.
But, there is even a more important, and very subtle, consideration to have in mind.
It is through cultural diversity that we will be able to understand the laws guiding or
dictating human transformation and human destiny. One interpretation of reality
and one concept of reality are tantamount to an extremely poor interaction with,
and self-realization of, that reality. In this case, one size does not fit all.
Can you imagine to live in a world with only one color, one type of bird, one specie of tree,
one animal, one language, one culture, one ethnic group…? It is simple not possible.
Inter-cultural dialogues and to live within inter-cultural environments are the only
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form of human reality. To reduce our human reality to one common denominator
has proven to be the most effective way to create conflict, to increase social exclusion, to accelerate social instability, and so much more.
It is through these inter-cultural dialogues, and culturally diverse societies, that peace
will be attained in the world. It would not be difficult to illustrate the above points with
examples of wars and conflicts we are living at this moment in human history.
Cultural sustainability is central to sustainable peace and stability.
Just remember, every time we eliminate a language and a culture we are getting
closer and closer to human self-destruction.
Policy and Strategic Proposals
Most of us here have come to take some action. To leave this conference without
any concrete action is tantamount of failure. It will also be tantamount of failure to
have too many proposals, because, in the end, we will do nothing.
Let me propose two important ideas:
First, the creation of a World Spiritual Forum. As we should not separate mind and
body, we should also not separate mind, body and spirit. Our spiritual reality is at the
roots of all we do in our lives, including our professions and daily practices. A medicine
without the human spirit is like a life with no sense for quality or identity.
The Spiritual Forum should also go beyond the mind, body and spirit. It should
embrace all of them in unity with nature and natural law. It is not possible to heal
or be healthy if we are disconnected from The Laws of Nature.
Finally, and as a need of our human collective, we cannot leave every aspect of human destiny to governments. Spiritual leaders should also be heard and respected.
Material welfare is only one aspect of our lives. Going only for material welfare will
simply result in societies that might be materially rich but will, in the end, be spiritually poor. Human spirit is the natural transformational factor of material welfare.
Second, The World Medical traditions Forum. Because the world needs natural
medicine and mankind wishes natural medicine to develop, it is essential that natural medicine be combined with modern medicine. This will be a new brand of
medicine. Therefore, we appeal that, the 21st century be a century when man can
conquer all diseases and enjoy the full length of life with the help of both modern
and natural medical sciences. We appeal to work hand in hand and build the 21st
Century, a century of life science and natural medicine. The need to push forward
the development of natural medicine; to establish a Permanent Forum for Inter-Disciplinary Dialogue of all Medical Traditions under the leadership of United Nations
(UN); and to promote the development and progress of natural medicine. Its guiding principle is to assist the advancement of professionals in natural medicine and
to promote mutual cooperation. It aims to create a unified natural medical system
during the 21st century and to realize the goal of the United Nations: “everyone
can enjoy healthcare”.
A Final Thought
The laws governing human evolution are the same that govern nature. The destruction of nature is equivalent to limiting our own human spiritual and divine evolutions. To heal and cure humanity and to provide health care to all, it will necessitate
to change the course of globalization.
We need a globalization that is guided by deep and profound human values. A revolution in values is now needed to move our global collective in the right direction.
Thank you very much.
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Religions and Cultures symposium held on
the 5th of September in Milan, Italy, organized by the Community of Saint Egidio,
under the theme: “Religioni e Culture: Il coraggio di un nuovo umanesimo”.

From left: Bishop Chartres of London; Lama Gangchen; Lama Paljin; Prof. Gabriel Mandel Khan.

57th Annual DPI/NGO conference held from
the 8th to the 10th of September at United
Nations Headquarters in New York, USA,
on the theme: “Millennium development
goals: Civil Society takes action”.
Second International Meeting with Sciences
conference held from the 12th to the 14th
of November at Villa Giulia, in Verbania,
Italy, organized by the University of Turin
and the Cobianchi Institute.
Environmental education is the best investment for
the new millennium
by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen – Lama Healer
Firstly I would like to offer greetings and respect to the distinguished members of, both the panel and the audience,
and other eminent members of the honorary, organising,
scientific and technical committees. I like to thank the organizers for inviting me to participate in this conference.
These kinds of events strengthen interdisciplinary exchange
and dialogue for the benefit of development and better
understanding, as for example, the of issue of environmental pollution, which is not confined to national borders,
but affects the whole world. In ancient times when Marco
Polo visited Asia, he initiated a significant exchange not
only of trade but also of cultures, traditions, customs, and
thought; and Chinese culture already at that time reached
far into the world. The spaghetti we eat today in Italy
originally came from China.
I am the Founder of the Lama Gangchen World Peace
Foundation, a United Nations affiliated NGO, and my
work as a peace messenger involves traveling thousands
of miles a year. Please allow me to share with you a few
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observations I have made during my travels around the world in the last 15 years.
Worldwide in the 19th and 20th centuries there has been the development of science and high technology, which has brought many wonderful benefits to modern
society and which is now enabling so many human beings to survive on our planet.
At the same time we need to distinguish between technologies that are good for us
and those, which harm us. We can choose green technologies and leave a positive
legacy to the future generations.
Along with the industrial and technological revolutions have come destructively
high levels of pollution. There are now 500,000 man-made pollutants in our environment. As a result city life makes us very tired and weak. We suffer from allergies,
headaches, colds, coughs, memory loss, and also more serious illnesses.
Out of necessity most people live and work in large polluted cities deprived of the natural
elements and energies of the environment. Electricity, central heating, air conditioning and
such things as mobile phones upset our natural equilibrium. We call our cities ‘urban jungles’, but really they are urban deserts, as almost nothing grows there. I am not suggesting
that we need to return to the countryside, but we need to acknowledge the need for a
natural environment for our own well-being and mental and physical health.
According to the ancient traditions of both east and west,
as for example Buddhism, our body and mind are a microcosm. The energy and elements of our body and mind
mirror the outer universe, the macrocosm. This means
that harming and polluting the environment causes us
mental and physical problems. For example, lead pollution is a neural toxin, which lowers children’s intelligence;
chemical food additives cause hyperactivity and so on.
To improve our physical and mental health we need to
make peace with Mother Earth. We need to increase our
awareness for nature and for saving our environment and
its inhabitants. To do this we need to make peace with
our environment, as we are slowly poisoning and killing
our body, mind and our environment. We have already
unleashed the greatest wave of extinctions in seventy-five
million years. We need to re-evaluate our dependence on
this planet and develop a non-violent attitude towards it,
if we want to create a sustainable society. We have a huge
global responsibility and technological progress and business must go hand in hand with healing the planet.
We need to respect and heal both our natural and urban
environments. Our ancestors created balance and harmony
through good city planning and architecture. Of course we need to take into account
the complexity of modern city life, but the great city states of ancient times still have
many wonderful ideas to offer us. Our ancestors understood how to balance the urban
and natural environments; Athens, the capital of Greece, for example, means “Flower
Garden”, as did Odyiana, the ancient city in the Swat Valley, Pakistan. All ancient cultures respected nature and used sacred spaces as integral parts of their urban environments. In China the great science of Feng Shui, and a precious heritage of great masters
like Confucious or Lao Tse, have taught about the natural laws of the five elements and
the effects on the environment, our health, stability, wealth conditions, etc individually
and collectively.
I grew up in an ancient society, in Tibet, that was deeply rooted in spiritual and
environment values. In Tibet unless we were rich and had a horse, we walked everywhere, and we were directly in touch with the earth every day.
Modern society has lost touch with the earth and consequently this is creating many difficulties and dangers. Not only have we lost touch with the earth but we have also lost
contact with space, wind, fire and water, the elements, which are the very basis of our
life. Modern society has become disconnected and alienated from nature and has, as a
result, spread pollution and destruction everywhere. We need to deeply realize that the
very same elements that constitute the planet, also constitute our own body.
The five elements support the outer world and the inner world of our body and mind. Now
all this is polluted on the gross, subtle and very subtle levels. Whatever we want from life, be
it physical health, material success, a beautiful healthy place to live in, or we wish for spiritual
liberation and Enlightenment, we need to take care of the five elements and purify and reenergize them so that they become strong and clean once again.
If we continue in our present self-destructive fashion, then slowly a very dangerous environmental situation will arise and create the very real danger that the five elements of
our planet will disintegrate and die. As a result our own bodies and life energy will also
slowly weaken and disintegrate. If we destroy our outer and inner environment, what
kind of legacy do we leave for our children and the future generations to inherit?
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Environmental Education
Given the fact that modern society is faced with far greater dangers of environmental pollution and destruction then the past, environmental education has gained
tremendous importance in the last few years.
Of course many of the technological advances of modern society are wonderful,
but, now we are all run and rush every day, just to survive and we have forgotten
our ancient ideas, values and nature. Consequently both, ourselves and the environment are becoming sick, tired, and are suffering too much.
Nowadays, in the global village, everyone is more or less afflicted by the same problems. For example, worldwide water pollution is damaging both the
environment and our health. It seems as if there are unlimited water resources on this planet, but in fact the drinking water reserves are only a
very small percentage. According to the statistics of the World Bank and
the World Health Organization, half the world’s population is without
clean drinking water and contaminated water is the source of 80% of
all illnesses in the developing countries. Thus, it is essential that we do
something to avert this devastating situation. Environmental education
is fundamental.
Other examples are the recent international debates on global
warming, the destruction of the ozone layer, and the loss of our
biodiversity. It was only in 1972 when the first Conference on Development and Environment took place, and we will be celebrating its
thirtieth anniversary very soon. From the very beginning, everyone
has singled out the importance of environmental education for both
children and adults. However, while progress has been made, education has not been instrumental in stopping environmental destruction from taking place.
Therefore, more then ever, it is essential to promote environmental
education. However, an emphasis on our ‘outer environment’ and
the measurements of its destruction by use of technology and research to address our environmental problems is not sufficient, as we
have the proof in the increasing numbers of natural calamities all over this planet.
We know that there are environmental biologists, environmental conservationists,
environmental ecologists, environmental economists, environmental educators,
etc. These are important professions. And we know that traditional environmental
economists may be effective in modifying behavior and, ultimately, change the
natural and human environment, with the use of technologies and the so-called
economic policy incentives (e.g., taxing the polluter), however this
has proven insufficient to keep the global eco-systems balanced.
At the same time we need to clean and recycle not only our wastes,
but also the inner pollution of our negative emotions and destructive attitudes, if we are to live happily in our cities. Siddharta, Gautama Buddha, said 2500 years ago, that inner peace is essential for
our human life and for creating a harmonious existence with ourselves, our fellow human beings and our environment.
There are many psychological causes of stress in modern cities; lack
of friendships, breakdown of traditional family structures, loneliness, poverty, competitiveness, uncertainty about the future and
violence. Now both our emotional lives and our cities are full of
violence and lack peace. We need to recognize this.
In the next century, in many countries there will be intense competition for human resources such as work, money, living space,
nutritious food, clean water and air. More then ever will it become
important to develop environmental awareness beyond national
boarders. We need to develop a global environmental consciousness to save and take care of our earth, water, wind, fire and space.
We need to make a new effort in this new millennium to take care
of our planet and leave something good for our future generations.
This will go a long way to making peace possible in the twenty-first
century, even as the world population grows. We need to learn to
live with an attitude of Non-Violence not only between nations, races and creeds
but also towards the environment. We need to make peace with the environment!
Thank you very much!
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United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development
International Decade for Action:
“Water for Life”
The second World Spirit Forum “Open Your
Heart – United Responsibility” congress is
held from the 16th to the 19th of January
in Arosa, Switzerland.
“A World Spiritual Forum in the United Nations:
Time to Act”
by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen, Tibetan Healer
(presented by Isthar D.-Adler, UN Representative)
Dear Friends:
The world of the future will be extremely different from
the one we are experiencing today.
Major transformations are taking place, mostly in response
to population growth and demographic changes, poverty
and human suffering, the profound inequities between the
rich and the poor, the impacts of all forms of discrimination and racism, the social unrest prevailing in so many
countries, the impacts of crime and drug abuse, the inadequate process of technological change, and our inability
to attain sustainable and everlasting peace.
The year 2004 has given us a warning: The Tsunami that
hit Asia and the many wars and conflicts we have witnessed are two examples of what may happen to humanity as a result of natural or human made actions. Thousands of lives have been lost. In addition, globalization has
also affected billions of people negatively.
To change the course of humanity demands a major process of human transformation.
However, I am not talking about human transformation
in some form of isolation from our natural environment or
a human transformation for the sake of transformation. It
has to be meaningful and practical.
One form of meaningful transformation comes from focusing on the possible solutions to human suffering. To
find solutions we need to rely on instruments that are effective and capable of changing our path into higher and
higher levels of human betterment.
In the past, material solutions have dominated all that we
do. Obviously, we live in a material world and thus, these
material solutions are important and central to all we do.
However, we are seeing how these material solutions are
not enough. For example, despite of the billions of dollars that have been spent in the name of economic development and human progress, many of our fundamental
problems still persist.
Thus, the real challenge today is to build on these material
solutions and move beyond the traditional ways.
National and international consensuses are now sought in
almost every aspect of our human existence. They lead to
countless debates on many issues, although the nature and
scope of these debates is dramatically changing.
In some ways, this change responds principally to our better understanding (awareness) of the dimensions involved
- so that the problems and solutions are not trivialised.
In addition, we also have a better understanding of the
global nature, and major interdependence that exist at all
levels of our human existence.
Public and private policy makers and the international
community in general are playing a vital role.
Institutions, like the United Nations, are playing a very
prominent role.
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Nevertheless, we all know that today’s national and international institutions need
to be strengthened, to include not only different actors but to embrace new values
and human perspectives for long lasting solutions.
An important aspect of such strengthening is to complement what governments do
with what is known as a permanent World Spiritual Forum.
This is not a new idea, and you know I have proposed a concrete, well defined and
meaningful concept, organizational arrangement and functions.
I have brought copies of the World Spiritual Forum’s concept so that you may consider it as part of your deliberations. It is in this Forum that we need to discuss the
challenges facing humanity in terms of both our material and spiritual welfare.
In the spirit of the original declaration of the United Nations in 1944, I have advanced the idea of the need to focus on both the material and the spiritual dimensions of our human realities. It is not any longer possible to think only about material satisfaction and material solutions. To seek material growth without spiritual
growth is not only a false proposition, but a very dangerous one.
Therefore, when we focus on poverty, it is essential that our debates pay equal attention to the material and spiritual dimensions of poverty.
As a matter of fact, many of us can see how we may be becoming materially rich
at the expense of being spiritually poor. The same applies to business, economics,
politics, environment, and all aspects of our human lives.
It is evident that less and less leaders would dispute the importance of understanding the
spiritual dimension of all human phenomena. But such consensus has not been translated or anchored in one global institution. Thus, the need for a “World Spiritual Forum”
must not remain in the abstract, but to become a reality for everyone to benefit.
There are many people, including economists, financial specialists, and entrepreneurs who have come to the important realisation that a Permanent World Spiritual Forum within the United Nations System is the key missing in our present international system.
What we need now is a specific, practical and credible roadmap for its full realisation.
In my view this roadmap should contain the following elements and signposts:
1. The idea, concepts and rules must be publicly recognised
and the final declaration of this Forum should include explicitly
and specifically the support and endorsement to a permanent
Spiritual Forum for world peace at the United Nations.
2. The private sector and leaders from all walks of life should
sign a short and clear statement (letter) to be transmitted to the
United Nations Secretary General, UN top leaders, the Ambassadors to the UN, the leaders of the International Trade and
Financial Institutions, country leaders, union leaders, NGOs
and spiritual leaders, of the need to create the World Spiritual
Forum immediately.
The World Spiritual Forum within the United Nations System should not be construed as a decision making body, but a deliberation forum and a major contributor
to the formulation of global economic and social policies. Specific links with the
General Assembly and the ECOSOC should be drawn up.
This is an idea whose time has come. This is an opportunity the world cannot miss.
This is an institutional arrangement that will complement and strengthen the structures that already exist.
Ladies and gentlemen, I know that if we want to engage in a process of human
transformation, which would target the most sacred aspects of our lives, we must
take action now.
It will be leaders like you who must be ready and willing to take action and endorse
every necessary step to see that this Forum becomes a reality.
This will be your Forum. This will be the Forum of the poor and the powerless. This
will be the Forum of your children and grandchildren.
I am making an appeal to you, so you can write the history of this new millennium
with the hands of the spirit, which will not only bring a human face to economic
development and all we do, but it will also embrace our human soul.
Do not be afraid. Be bold. Be generous with those generations that are following us.
Inner Peace is the most solid foundation for World Peace
Thank you for your attention.
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A special fund raising Press conference held on the 19th of April
at the Press Club in Geneva, together with, among others,
Abbé Pierre and Dr Dalil Boubakeur, Rector, Muslim Institute
of the Mosque of Paris, France

The Foundation’s annual international congress is held from the
27th to the 29th of May in Madrid, Spain at the Auditorio
Mapfre Vida, under the theme: “XIV Congreso Internacional
de la Fundación Lama Gangchen para la Paz en el Mundo”.
With, among others, the participation of: Alfredo Sfeir-Younis
(Former World Bank Director) - Chile; Claudia Sobrevila (World
Bank) - Venezuela; Dr. Ramir Sebastian; Dr. Filipe Lucena.

The Foundation’s “Verbania World Congress” is held from the
3rd to the 6th of June in Verbania, Italy at the Penitentiary
Police Academy - Ministry of Justice, under the theme “Peace
Environment for your Health”.
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Concert held in celebration of the 25th
anniversary of the twinning of Milan
and Shanghai, in the presence of H.E.
Dong Jinyi, Ambassador of the People’s
Republic of China in Rome and Ming
Jungfu, Consul General in Milan, with
Gabriele Albertini, Mayor of Milan and
Cesare Romiti, President of the Italy
China Foundation. Teatro dal Verme,
Milan, Italy, on the 22nd of May.
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Wu-Tai San Inaugural Festival for the successful Development of the 5 Holy Mountains of Manjushri projects, on
the 20th of August.
Inaugural address – T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen Rinpoche
Mr Chairman Dalin Chang, Mr Vice-Chairman and General Secretary Zhendong
Yang, all Members of the Council, the Standing Council, the Monitoring Committee,
the Academic Committee, the Executive Council, the Consultancy Committee, the
Department of Commonwealth undertakings, the Department of Public Relations,
the Department of Financial Management, the Department of General Management, the Department of Technology and Media, Mr Mayor and all local authorities represented here on this auspicious day; and we welcome our special guests
from Italy, Dr Luigi Airoldi, President of the Italian Mountain Communities of Alto
Verbano and Mayor of Bee, Dr Massimo Celoria, Technical Advisor and representative of the Bee Municipality, all Benefactors and Honored Guests,
I would first of all like to thank the organizers of this wonderful event, the inauguration of the World Buddhism Peace Foundation China Wu-tai Mountain International Buddhism Affairs Center. I would like to pay my full respect to all the holy
Buddhist masters , Venerable ones, holy beings, immortal beings, lohans, living buddhas, bodhisattvas, monks and nuns and international friends gathered here and
those living on the 5 holy mountains of Manjushri and would like to request your
blessings and advice for the development of the
- World Buddhism Exchange Center
- Wu-Tai Mountain World Peace Pagoda
- Buddha Sakyamuni Mandala
- Golden Hall and Manjusri statue
- Relief Facility for Better Incarnation of Bardos, Merits and Virtues Cemetery
- Wu-Tai Mountain Wisdom Square
This project will be of immense benefit for humanity to
create inner and world peace and environmental harmony now and forever, and for as long as this complex exists,
all the masters, disciples and benefactors involved in its
creation will continue to receive benefits from it, as will
humanity and the planet in general.
One thing we need to consider is why for over 1500 years
have hundreds of thousands or even millions of pilgrims
come to the holy Wu-Tai Mountains. In Buddhist history it
says that in Wu-Tai San you can meet Buddha Manjushri
and realize the perfection of wisdom. Meeting Manjushri
does not just mean meeting physically and seeing some
miracles or rainbows, it also means experiencing an inner
transformation. What does this mean? It means we can
find inner peace, inner space and Inner peace are the
most solid foundations of world peace.
After World War two, the United Nations was founded
to ensure world peace, a good idea after all the problems
that occurred in wars. I do believe though that without inner peace on the individual and collective levels, it is really
difficult to realize international peace. For example, the
nation states make various agreements on: e.g. disarmament, the environment etc.,
but then these do not really happen.
I think for us to develop international peace, we need inner peace and for this we
need education for inner peace: this relationship is very clear.
No one seems to know anymore how to act in a non violent way. I believe we need
to learn how to create peace from all kinds of angles, cultural, social, religious,
psychological, and economic, within the family, and so forth.
I think religious traditions also have an important contribution to offer. Inner peace
is the main teaching of Buddha but maybe nowadays it may look kind of secret; we
talk a lot about the development of compassion and wisdom in Mahayana Buddhism; however, now at the beginning of the Third millennium of the common era,
we need to emphasize inner peace wisdom, inner peace ethics, and we even need
to learn how to make peace with time.
Everyone needs inner peace: e.g. if you are peaceful inside then, even something
very simple, the things in our everyday life, will be much more delicious. For example, now we misuse our 5 senses and use our precious eyes and speech in the
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wrong way: even if we do not exactly beat our family members, we do however,
say very many hurtful things. This is also a form of violence. If we learn how to take
care of our precious senses then we have no negative reactions with anyone; if not,
our body and mind and emotions and health are shaking.
In all religions and social systems there are many rules of morality, but I think that
nowadays modern people need peace education on how to use their 5 senses positively and peacefully in daily life, as we relate to those around us.
In the sutras, when Lord Buddha spoke about closing the 5 senses, it means closing
them to negative things, and leaving them completely open for peace, unconditional love, compassion and generosity.
There is a famous saying that explains the essence of the Buddha’s teachings:
Abandon all negative and violent actions and side effects
Accumulate all virtues and positive side effects
Pacify the our mind,
This is the teaching of the Buddha.
The whole Buddhist path is explained in this one stanza.
Also the mantra of the Perfection of Wisdom, the Great Mantra that pacifies all suffering TAYATHA OM GATE GATE PARAGATE PARASAMGATE BODHI SOHA
shows us how to realize inner peace.
If you practise inner peace you are practising all Buddha’s
teachings. Inner peace is the Buddha’s main teaching and
nowadays, we have many different names and lineages on
how to attain it.
We need inner peace not only for a few hours per week
when we are meditating; inner peace is also about in everyday life, how to deal with the energies of our senses.
All of you have beautiful eyes, maybe from your karma
or maybe God gave them to you, but many times we suddenly become wrathful like oracles, when our emotions
and eyes are shaking, and then we use our “beautiful” eyes
to give suffering and pain to those closest to us. If you use
your senses in the wrong way it is too expensive.
If you offer many beautiful gazes and expressions to your
friends, this is a kind of generosity that everyone can afford. Buddha taught us how to use our eyes, our body,
speech and mind in the right way.
We need inner eye make up or peace education, to always
have beautiful eyes. For example, we can see in the murals
in Buddhist temples that buddhas have such pleasant eyes,
this is a message that we need to develop them ourselves.
We have so many beautiful languages in the world but,
when our minds become un-peaceful, our words can be used as violent weapons.
We need to change such bad habits and use our speech energy like Manjushri: in a
very gentle, compassionate and wise way.
We need to use what we do naturally in the right way; for example, we can use
our words to create dialogue and find solutions; and if we speak peacefully, we can
find the best solution and achieve what we want. Un-peacefulness always creates
problems; for example, even if someone says good and true things, if we do not like
them, we do not receive their ideas well.
The way of non-violence is so important. We need to learn to communicate in a
nice way with each other, when we touch each other; for example, if we shake
hands in an arrogant way we loose many opportunities.
I am working in a small way to promote the concept of a peace media, as generally
the message of international media, shows all kinds of interpersonal and international
violence, almost as a kind of gratuitous entertainment. This is creating a very strong
culture of violence and fear. In any case, to create a peace media, we first need develop
peace inside ourselves, especially those people working in peace media.
In conclusion: all of us here today, the World Buddhism Peace Foundation, its organizers and followers, together with our small group, we need to work together
to develop inner peace, day to day, and year by year. To work for peace it is not
necessary to be a Buddhist, this message is for everyone, as everyone is using their
5 senses. I am just giving some very simple examples, and I request all the great
masters to please reveal the essence of their peace teachings for the world. Please
share with us more profound meanings how we develop ourselves and society in
this new millennium.
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To achieve Buddhahood we need to develop our body, speech and mind together;
then, in this way we will receive the body, speech and mind, qualities and actions
of Manjushri automatically.
For example, we will receive the stability of Akshobhya Manjushri, the peaceful and
pure form of Vairochana Manjushri .
These are not miracles but arise due to our accumulation of merit and wisdom,
which enable us to purify the two obstructions and then as a result, we will automatically achieve the two Buddha bodies.
Thank you all very much for your attention, and please let us all work together and
do something together for this world.
Tashi Delek!

A reception is hosted by the Governor of Shanxi Province in honor of the Foundation
and the President of the Mountain Community of Alto Verbano, Geom. Luigi Airoldi, towards the future twinning between the Sacred Mountains of Wutaishan, China with the
Mountain Community of Alto Verbano, Italy, on the 22nd of August, with the signing of
a preliminary document on behalf of Wutaishan.
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58th Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the 7th to the
9th of September at United Nations Headquarters in New
York, USA, on the theme: “Our challenge: Voices for Peace,
Partnerships and renewal”.
In the autumn Antonella and Marco Tursini create the “Life
Solution Wisdom” company, inspired by Lama Gangchen.
Marco explains:
“Why is “Life Solution Wisdom” born? The company is founded with the aim of providing ideas, production and market
products and services which integrate the rational principles
that are at the root of Buddhist philosophy; with our actions
and consumption we pool resources every day of our lives.
The concept is to try and integrate what we learn from the
lama into our daily lives. Therefore, the idea is to make products that make us grow in wisdom and allow us to instill positive mental concepts while we use them.
This can be a practical way of making a small contribution to the improvement of the world. If a product, at
the moment of its use, provokes positive mental behavior in us, we are thus obtaining a small glimpse of transformation. What is important is that the profit of this
company is however one hundred per cent destined to
humanitarian benefit.
The first experience is the book “Visioni di Saggezza”
(Visions of Wisdom), which is devised in June and realized with the help of many people in a very short time.
The book is being distributed for Christmas and consists
of three channels that are innovative for the selling of a
book such as the newspaper stand channel instead of the
book store channel, the internet channel and the direct
sale to shops as Christmas presents. In the first month, we
sell thirty thousand copies which is a great result! The following
Christmas sees the production of a superb CD performed by Lama
Gangchen’s United Peace Voices vocalist group under the title:
“Words of Wisdom” which is also a great success, sold together
with “Il Giornale” one of the largest national newspaper in Italy.
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United Nations International Year of Deserts and Desertification
International conference on Integrated Psychiatry “The best
of both worlds” is held on the 29th of March in Groningen,
The Netherlands.
“Positive Side Effects are the best Medicine for health”
by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen, Tibetan Healer
Mr. Chairman,
Distinguished Guest,
Dear Friends
Thank you very much for this invitation to speak today.
I am the last speaker of this event. I have listened to all of you attentively.
Going by the presentations and discussions, it is evident that this event opened some new
grounds in relation to curing and healing the mind, for the benefit of all humanity.
Your profession, and we could call it “the profession of the mind”, is fundamentally
important in a world that is full of stress, has a weak personal identity, faces major
conflicts of all sorts, engages in the destruction of traditional structures (like the
family), and so many elements that are invading the minds of many people who, as
a result, are suffering every day.
Anguish, depression, despair, fears, and many other states of the mind form a mosaic of
causes and conditions responsible for many diseases of the body and the mind.
As humanity experiences acute diseases of the mind you bear a major responsibility
today. People put a great deal of hope in your skills, personal abilities and, why not
to say it, in your love and compassion to heal them from suffering.
I am very grateful to be among all of you. I respect what you do for others.
I am fully aware that this is a meeting of scientists and that rigor is an important
condition to advance the debates we have had during the whole day. Rigor understood in the sense of having a scientific method and an explicit approach to the
physical and mental health facing humanity.
But, as your own experience demonstrates, you obviously recognize that there are
many ways to define what is scientific. It is not my intention, at this late hour of the
day, to reopen an old debate about science or the nature of scientific methods. My
wish today is that we all become more open to the many scientific methods applied
successfully out there. Some of these methods focus on the outer world of patients,
while others on the inner aspects of the mind.
Nonetheless, you may be asking yourselves what is a Tibetan Lama doing in this
conference, and whether there is any value a person like me can add to the debate
that has already taken place today.
Let me say at the very beginning of my presentation that my whole life has been
dedicated to carry out inner scientific research. The term “inner” is used here in the
sense that we are able to systematically and consistently explore experiences and
outcomes at deeper and deeper states of our existence, using ourselves as the most
powerful laboratory.
Today, I would like to share with you many dimensions of an important science of
the mind that, as you have tested yourselves, may become a great complement to
modern medicine and psychiatry.
Thus, in these closing remarks, as a Lama Healer, I will not summarize what you
so eloquently said. I rather address the general scientific framework of “mind and
body medicine” that I practice these days with many patients. Because of time, I will
only share some key principles of Tibetan healing system—which, I believe, it is an
important form of Traditional Medicine.
Maybe, by sharing this basic knowledge, you will be able to see something useful
that would complement, or even strengthen, some dimensions or various instruments within your own profession.
This is why I will start with a general introduction to Tibetan Medicine.
This will be followed by an important debate on a matter of great importance to us:
the creation of side effects. Those side effects created by all forms of human activities, and their corresponding impacts on the lives of all living beings.
I will pay special attention to the need to create positive side effects as the best form
of medicine. These positive side effects have become powerful instruments to healing the mind and body.
At the end, I will share a few final thoughts, and present an outline of possible projects we may implement together in the nearest future, to strengthen the complementarities between modern medicine and traditional medicine.
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Tibetan Medicine
Generally speaking Tibetan medicine has two major aspects. Whereas the
Tibetan physician diagnosis our body and prescribes herbal medicines, and
various other treatments to rebalance the body, the Tibetan lamas concentrate on helping the patients to rebalance their mind. Both base their understanding of our wellbeing on the teachings of the Tibetan Buddhist medical
texts, that explain in great detail the physical and mental factors contributing to our health or sickness. They share the basic concept of Buddhist psychology, that our physical and mental wellbeing basically originates from
our mind and the mental attitudes that we cultivate.
As a Tibetan Lama healer, I speak mainly of the second aspect, which we call spiritual medicine or dharma medicine, and how we ourselves can create the conditions
that have positive effects and positive side effects on our lives and our surroundings.
I have summarized many of the aspects of the traditional Tibetan Tantric healing
system in the practice of “NgalSo- Tantric Self-Healing” and “Making Peace with
the Environment”.
According to Buddhism, mental illnesses are considered the result of a variety of causes
and conditions, some external and some internal to an individual body and mind. The
inner science of Tantric Buddhism personifies each negative mental state as an archetype, and then tries to heal or cure it. In this inner scientific tradition, there is extensive
research on the relationship that exists between the body and the mind, and many
Lamas have devoted their lives to understand how the mind functions.
Our form of medicine conceives both the body and the mind as existing in the gross,
subtle and very subtle levels.
The gross level being that we constantly perceive through our senses as well as
through our daily emotions and mental activity. The subtle and very subtle levels
are often ignored, and to recognize and use them special training is required. This
subtle mind works during our sleep and is particularly present in our dreams. The
very subtle mind manifests during sleep and at the time of death.
1. The gross mind is an important subject of study in Buddhists monasteries. In
particular, and as an example of this, you should know that Mahayana Buddhism
contains a particular set of teachings called “LO RIG”, or the mind and its aspects.
It deals with the gross level of consciousness and our emotions. The techniques
contained there allow us to identify both the positive and the negative causes and
conditions that affect our minds.
The ability to protect ourselves from suffering --by making the right choices in all
situations-- is the spiritual medicine we call DHARMA.
According to these teachings there are 5 senses and a mental consciousness. All
together, these 6 consciousnesses have 51 aspects that include accompanying, ascertaining, and virtuous factors; root and secondary illusions; and mental factors.
There is not enough time to dwell on each and every one of them, but most of the
states you see in your patients are detailed in these archetypical forms of addressing
the health and illnesses of the mind and the body (e.g., anger, depression, pride,
aggression, resentment, denial).
2. The subtle mind or subconscious mind is examined in great detail in Highest Yoga
Tantra. It has 80 different aspects divided into the categories of masculine and feminine and neutral. Within them there are many categories, each addressed within its
own nature and scope.
3. The very subtle mind is called “clear light” and is the part of us that survives
from life to life. It is connected to the very subtle body and is supported by the
five elements (water, earth, air, wind, space and fire) in their pure energy form.
It also carries the continuum of our karmic imprints that determine our habitual
tendencies and life experiences. Everything we do in our lives to find happiness and
satisfaction is actually an attempt to recover this pure nature. However, we always
project our happiness on outer material objects and it is for this reason that we are
always dissatisfied with our life.
According to Tantra, it is impossible to study the mind without also studying the
gross and subtle levels of the body.
While the gross body is composed of bone, flesh, blood, etc., the subtle body is composed of auric energy, channels and chakras, as well as the five elemental energies
and male and female drops. Recent research discovered many of the elements of
the subtle body, even if our naked eyes do not have the ability to see them.
Just to illustrate how sophisticated this traditional form of medicine is, and the large
amount of inner scientific research that has been conducted up to now, let me say
that our subtle body has a circulatory system made-up of 72,000 energy channels, which spread through the entire physical body like the branches of a tree.
These many channels transport our energy winds and essence energy drops. And
we know that our mind is inseparable from those energy winds.
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The NgalSo Tantric Self-Healing Practice I teach people is a method that enables
us to gain control over the entire system of subtle energy, helping us to promote
mental and physical health.
Let me add another layer of knowledge here to continue illustrating the inner scientific method we use in Tantric Healing. According to this perspective, mental disturbances and illness can be caused by negative karma, imbalances in the humours of
wind, bile and phlegm, intoxication or poisoning and unresolved archetypes of the
subconscious mind or, in other words by negative aspects of our mind.
Due to the intimate connection between the mind and the body, the body affects
the mind through dietary and environmental factors, and the mind affects the body
through thoughts and emotions, whose aspect we can use to generate either health
or sickness. In this regard, Tantric Medical tradition is holistic as it concerns itself
with the body and the mind, and with the gross and subtle levels of energies.
Let me end this part of my presentation saying that we are responsible for the health
of our body and mind and, therefore we need to become aware and attentive to
the negative thoughts that can cause us physical and mental harm.
It may look complicated, but it is simple, as we can chose how we wish to interact
with world around us. Depending on how we look, speak, touch, listen to others
we create a positive or negative interaction. Whether we use our eyes, tong, hands
or ears influenced by aggression, pride or jealousy or with kindness, compassion
and openness lies in our hand and we will experience the result. If we have created
sadness and anger around us, we will experience unhappiness; if we made others
happy and peaceful we will experience happiness and our body will be calm.
We have to become aware how we act, as each of our actions creates effects and
countless side effects, so we try to eliminate the negative results by creating more
and more positive causes that will automatically lead to more positive effects.
In the ultimate, we have to learn how to heal ourselves.
This method of self-healing is also essential to those who attempt to assist others.
You and I have to have a form of inner healing and effective ways to attain our
inner balances. So that the quality of what we do and the effectiveness of our assistance to others can be as beneficial as possible.
I could go on and on explaining this approach to mental health, but time does not
allow us to do so here.
Addressing External Side Effects as a Form of Healing
Today, as we have an ever-increasing population and rapid demographic growth
--inserted in an economic system that absorbs every aspect of our lives-- we see how
people are affected by fears, psychological disturbances, alienations and vulnerability. Their minds are full of questions regarding ‘who are they?’ and ‘how do they
address so many diseases?’
Unhappiness and loneliness permeate the lives of many, and you know this by heart
now. These negative aspects are reflected in the many activities we engage into,
particularly those of the media, which reinforce the negative states of our lives with
violence, traumatic experiences, and more. Most people do not have the ability to
deal with their emotions, have inappropriate diets and engage in destructive physical behaviours. Furthermore, they are literally bombarded by external effects coming from social pressure and instability, and contamination and pollution of most of
the elements that constitute our lives (air, water, space, earth, wind).
Every human activity has some form of side effects. While I am breathing now in this
room, I am in fact influencing and impacting each and every one of you. Similarly,
in a room where people are smoking, it is clear that their cigarettes will greatly affect the health and welfare of others.
In a city where the air is being polluted by industries and automobiles, it is also clear
that physical and mental illnesses occur as a result. In areas where water is contaminated
there are lots of diseases that affect children and pregnant women in particular.
Today, there is a new branch of medicine, called environmental medicine, which
is reporting on the results of scientific research that measures empirically the effects
of human activities on health (like the impact of lead pollution on children’s brain
cancer). The numbers of people, who are negatively affected by environmentally
negative side effects, are staggering and, thus, careful attention is to be paid to these
negative side effects.
The destruction of the natural environment has become a major source of negative
side effects having significant impacts on both the mind and the body. Today we all
know about the impacts of global warming, ozone layer depletion, destruction of
our biodiversity resources, and water, air and soil pollutions. This destruction of the
natural environment has become a major source of illnesses via the use of polluted
elements (contaminated air and bronchial asthma) as well as via the food chain
(pesticides in the fruits and vegetables and colon cancer).
The whole situation is forcing people to live at an ever higher level of toxicity influencing our immune system, our physical and psychological resistance and with
major implications for the continuous atrophy of our five senses. Overall, during the
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last few decades, the quality of life for many people, particularly for the poor and
disempowered, has deteriorated significantly.
The social environment is also being destroyed, and this is an area you know well
as many of your patients have a very difficult time to live in those polluted social
environments. The impacts of social instability, the collapse of neighbourhoods,
the increase destruction of the family, and the very few outlets to express people’s
needs, have all ended out in anger, violence and despair. Thus, external effects are
not only of the physical type. They go much beyond our gross level of existence.
The human –outer and inner—environment is also important to single out, though
we all recognize the connections and synergies there are among the physical, social
and human/personal environments. In the end, they are all one. But, this somewhat
artificial distinction allows me to explicitly recognize the negative side effects created by bad intent, negative thoughts, attachments, the weakening in the qualities
of our five elements (e.g., water, air, fire, space, earth), and inner will.
Of course we create many conditions that produce an immediate positive effect,
but at the same time create a chain-reaction of many negative side effects. It is this
interconnectedness that we have to take into consideration if we want to achieve
lasting health on a personal and global level.
We all want to create positive side effects and therefore we need new solutions. For this
to happen, it is important that we all look into the more subtle and very subtle forms
of our human existence. In fact, what we see at the gross level may be influencing very
directly the state of our subtle and very subtle existence. And, vice-versa.
The creation of positive side effects is indeed a powerful form of medicine, at the
gross, subtle and very subtle levels.
Positive side effects are perhaps the most practical and effective way to improve the
physical and mental well being of all people, including ourselves.
Focusing on the creation of these positive side effects is also a very practical way to
move forward the agenda of environmental sustainability.
At the gross level, these practical agenda may include, as examples, the use of clean
sources of energy, the reversal of existing destructive environmental trends, eating
uncontaminated diets, and the increase of information flow regarding our natural
and human environments.
At the subtle level, we need to work on the positive and the neutral minds much
more than we have done in the past so that we correct negative thinking, negative
attitudes and negative actions as a result.
We need to heal and purify the most subtle elements that constitute the body and,
in many ways, the mind. Influencing people’s situations at the most subtle levels will
have more effective and clearly sustainable results. Working only at the gross level
is good but not that sustainable in the longer term.
Final Thoughts
Let me end suggesting three major courses of action.
First, while I know there is some live controversy around other scientific instruments
and methods, let us not close the door to them outright. Let us give the benefit of
the doubt, and allocate some resources to see whether the traditional scientific
method will bring similar and more powerful information on the potential impacts.
The more prominent role that traditional medicine and psychiatry should have must
not be seen to be at the expense of modern medicine and psychiatry. These two
forms of medicine must be seen as complementary. Today, for example, there is
plenty of modern scientific research that is demonstrating the beneficial side effects
of meditation, prayer and other spiritual healing methods. There is also research
showing the positive side effects of these methods in sport and other human activity
needing precision and high levels of concentration.
Second, let us, together, work on some clinical cases that are complex and where
modern psychiatry has difficulties in curing or healing. Let us introduce some instruments of spiritual medicine and see how these may strengthen the ones applied by
modern medicine. One essential ingredient here is to see how one is to improve the
quality of life of those in fears, depressed, or in major distress. You should select the
worse cases or even case you feel there is no cure at this point in time. Let us take
those cases and have an initial join diagnosis and let us treat them using Traditional
Healing Methods complemented by some of your methods and see whether or not
we improve the welfare of those patients significantly.
Finally, let us design a mutual training program so that both groups will at least understand and have an educated view of what the other is doing. This may be on any
issue it is deely important, including clinical research. I believe the university here in
the Netherlands could become a pinoeer on the above-mentioned matter.
By the power of the truth
May negative side effects be transformed into positive side effects
Positive side effects are the best medicine for our health.
Thank you very much.
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First World Buddhist Forum: A harmonious world begins
in the mind held from the 13th to the 16th of April in
Hangzhou, China.
Inner Peace Is The Most Solid Foundation For World Peace
T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen Tulku Rinpoche
Reverend Clergy, Venerable ones, Lamas and monks
Respected Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen
Let me first thank The Buddhist Association of China and The Chinese Association of
Religious and Cultural Exchange for this invitation to be here today. In my view, this
First Buddhist Forum is of central importance in a world that is ever more fragile in
terms of human suffering, acute poverty, environmental destruction, social instability, and human insecurity.
The theme that has been chosen for this Forum; “a harmonious world begins in the
mind” is exactly what we need to center our attention on at this moment in human
history. Countless Buddhist sages of the past have said the same, such as Sahara the
great Indian sage: “Mind alone is the seed of all realities, from which unfolds our
samsara and nirvana.” Hence, also peace arises from the mind and therefore since
many years I am repeating everywhere:
“Inner Peace is The Most Solid Foundation For
World Peace”.
In essence, the basis for world peace and harmony has
to be created within each one of us individually. And as
we concentrate on the critical importance of our inner
development and transformation, we need to look for
methods that can help us to find inner peace. It is in this
context that Buddhism has as much to offer to this modern world as it did 2500 years ago.
Buddhism is an inner science
Buddhism is not a religion. Buddhism is an inner science
that can be applied by anyone of us, if living a lay or monastic life, being a housewife or politician, a policeman or
banker whatever life we lead, we face the same human
condition. Siddharta Gutama was originally a confused
and suffering being like us, who did not know what he was
doing. However, he had an inner scientific attitude, and
thus set about finding methods to overcome his own suffering and that of the world. One by one he purified his dark
destructive actions and suffering and gradually increased
the inner light and positive energies in his body and mind,
until he finally reached full enlightenment, the maximum level of human consciousness
and subtle elemental purification. Then he decided to show his experience to the world
for the benefit of all living being.
Buddha’s teachings are universal, because they deal with the basic human suffering
of birth, ageing, sickness and death and how to overcome those sufferings and are
therefore relevant to people of all cultures and traditions. He dedicated his research
for all living beings, therefore we do not need to feel any conflict in integrating
Buddha’s teachings within our own daily life, culture or religion. Buddha’s wish
was to develop inner and world peace for all living beings; hence Buddha’s inner
scientific research can give both a suitable answer and happiness to everyone, week
by week, from year to year, life to life and beyond to beyond.
Today, we life in a modern world of progress and highly developed science and technology that has lead to an attitude of people only believing what they can see and
use directly. Therefore we are at a great risk of neglecting and losing spiritual values.
However, to develop a healthy society we need not only material growth but also spiritual wealth and strength. As we know, there is no money in the world and no level of
material wealth that will buy human happiness, peace and harmony.
Therefore we need to construct an absolute Spiritual World Bank in our hearts and
minds, filled with our inner wealth and the pure diamond of our innermost pure
crystal mind energy. This will be gradually reflected in society in a more just and
positive use of resources and better stewardship of our planet and natural environment and thus will lead to peace and harmony.
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Buddhism and Modern Science
Of course, from the Buddhist perspective, mind is the creator of everything. We believe that the subtle inner scientific mind and energy research of many generations
of yogis, saints and great meditators, is much more profound and powerful than
the gross level scientific research of our present generation. However, they both
appear to be touching the same reality from different angles and different levels.
The ancient subjective subtle level inner scientific research methods of yoga and
religion and modern objective outer scientific research on the gross level, are both
ultimately researching the same thing – that is the fundamental nature of reality.
Scientists are touching the nature of reality - emptiness and dependent arising - objectively on the gross level, on the basis of manifest objects, and on the basis of what
can be recorded by machines and extrapolated conceptually by mathematics. Practitioners touch emptiness directly, non-conceptually and subjectively, on the subtle
and very subtle level on the basis of their personal experience of the dissolution of
the inner elements, winds and consciousness. Both are touching emptiness and dependent arising within the framework of their own scientific methodologies.
This is obviously why more and more scientists are becoming interested to enter into
dialogue about the nature of reality with spiritual masters and in particular with
those of the Buddhist traditions, especially of the Chinese/Tibetan tradition. Maybe
modern society should start to value the views of both yogis and spiritual as well
as scientific leaders, in order to find new solutions to overcome our present global
health and environmental crises.
As a famous Western Buddhist scholar, Francis Storey said:
“The doctrines of Buddha Dharma stand today as unaffected
by the march of time and the expression of knowledge as
when they were first enunciated. No matter to what lengths
increased scientific knowledge can extend man’s horizon,
within the framework of Dharma there is room for the acceptance and assimilation of further discovery.”
Prof. Chen, a great Chinese physicist at the forefront of
research into reality said: “Our current struggle (with advanced theoretical physics) may thus only be a forecast of
a completely new form of human intellectual endeavour,
one that will not even be described as scientific.”
H.H. Wells, 19th century English writer and visionary said:
“It is possible that in contact with Western science, and
inspired by the sprit of history, the original teachings of
Gautama, revived and purified, may yet play a large part
in the direction of human destiny.”
Albert Einstein: “The religion of the future will be a cosmic religion. It should transcend a personal God and avoid
dogmas and theology. Covering both the natural and the
spiritual, it should be based on a religious sense arising
from the experience of all things, natural and spiritual, as
a meaningful unity. Buddhism answers this description. If there is any religion that
would cope with the modern scientific needs it would be Buddhism.”
We need to create a new balance between science and spirituality and religion,
between the inner and the outer worlds, seeing them as facets of one crystal, rather
then as opposing forces. Science of course has brought many great developments, it
is not wrong, it merely depends on how we use it, and that in turn depends on our
inner world. Nor is religion or spirituality wrong, it also depends on how we use it,
which in turn again depends on our inner attitude.
2500 years ago, Buddha was prepared to research the benefits of any philosophy
and any mentality. His method of testing information and ideas as carefully as one
would test gold before buying, is particularly suitable for the modern mind.
These days we have access to so much information be it by air travels to other parts
of the world, or even by rockets going to the moon, we have satellites, telephone,
internet, international communication etc.
Thus on the one hand we face a new challenge to attain peace and harmony within
a diverse world, where great differences exist in terms of people’s cultural identities,
political and religious systems, and values and beliefs. Where each person, each
community, each country has its own rhythm and unique way of life. And on the
other hand, we have a new opportunity through worldwide growing togetherness
of Eastern and Western cultures, religions and scientific ideas. Maybe we should
learn from all this cross-cultural information to solve the multitudes of today’s problems. A complex multi-facetted global crisis needs a rainbow of healing methods to
heal our world on the gross, subtle and very subtle levels. Each society, cultural and
spiritual tradition has some unique contribution to make to this world. I feel that the contribution of our Tibetan culture and myself is to help the new generation recover from the lost
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feeling and value for the essence of life. If we could integrate this feeling into modern society
with all its scientific and technological development, then life would become very beautiful,
perhaps even more so then before.
Social responsibility
In this world where we are more then 6 billion people, when information and technology have united us in real time, and when the destruction of an environment
somewhere effects the environments everywhere – like global warming and ozone
layer depletion – our house is the world house, our neighborhood is the global
neighborhood. We live in one world and we must have a revolution in values so
that the collective values emerge and enable us to fulfil our social responsibilities of
social justice, equity, participation and global governance.
Buddhism is famous for its basic view that karma and reincarnation exist, and whether one believes it or not, we do need to take care of what we do in our daily lives,
if we create peace and harmony or destruction and suffering around us. It is vitally
important that we understand how all our negative and positive actions are stored
in our subtle mind. We need to take care of what we store and need to learn what
is going to harm ourselves and others and what helps us, as we will experience the
results of our actions. All our present personal, social and environmental difficulties
can be seen in this light. How we look at others, how we speak to others, how we
listen to others all has an impact on our selves and on the world around us.
For example, usually we may say: “But I have not contributed
much to the world’s pollution.” However, if we look at all the
small details of our daily lives, day by day, week by week, and
check how we use our car, our house etc, which fuel we burn,
the toxic waste of batteries, paints, plastics, detergents etc that
we produce and dump into the environment, we do have some
personal responsibility.
We all need to learn to use cause and effect positively, in order to
leave something positive to our world and to our children. If we
would learn to take care of our inner world in addition to our
scientific and material development, our modern society would
be far more advanced and greater than any ancient culture or
civilization. We need to harmonize and link our inner and outer
suffering world to the inner and outer peace world.
Especially in the last decade, China has demonstrated impressive
material development and progress and created important international economic relations worldwide. China has caught the world’s
attention at the beginning of this new millennium. But this should
not remain only on the material level, as China also has exceptional
spiritual wealth of its numerous ancient traditions. Moreover in these modern times, the
Chinese government has shown great respect towards the spiritual heritage by, for example,
officially recognizing the reincarnation of H.H. The 10th Panchen Lama as the 11th Panchen Erdini and many other important reincarnations. Other significant efforts have been
made, as for example, the first official Geshe Torampa Title-conferring ceremony of the
China Senior Buddhist Institute of Tibetan Language last October, the great work of the fife
departments of the Tibetan Research Centre, the establishment of the China Association of
the Development and Preservation of the Tibetan Culture, the preservation of many ancient
Buddhist temples etc.
China is the custodian of many ancient Buddhist holy places, however many of them
have become mere tourist attractions, without the spiritual energy of a resident clergy
maintaining the tradition of the sacred place alive. Such holy places are an important
treasure for China, and if revived by a practicing sangha are of great value for China
and for the world. They will again become important pilgrimage places that will give
strength to individuals and to the nation. (For example, in ancient times it was the practice of the Emperors to offer a new, most precious casket to the famous finger relic of
Lord Buddha, to ensure a successful and prosperous reign of the country.)
Today many people believe that Tibet is the last holy land remaining in this world
and yearly many pilgrims from all over the world make the effort to visit the holy
sites of Tibet/China to receive blessings. Thus we have a responsibility to take care
of these precious places, so that we can leave them to our future generations and
share them with the rest of the world.
In this way China will not only become increasingly famous for material investment
but also for its spiritual riches. Many people in this modern world suffer from anxiety,
depression, annihilation etc and we have a responsibility to share the answers from our
ancient traditions and cultures to help develop a culture of peace. Therefore, developing the ancient traditions of China can make a great contribution to the world.
Spiritual investment is the best for China and for the world.
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New Wisdom method: NgalSo Self-Healing
I believe that in the 21st century we need a New wisdom method in order to heal
the outer and inner worlds. I envision a method which would link the essence of
ancient ideas about reality, philosophy, medicine, astrology, sutra and tantra yoga
body and mind transformation on the gross, subtle and very subtle level, with the
essence of the latest scientific research and development in the fields of high energy
physics, chemistry, medicine, astronomy, electronics and many others.
Using a new synthesis of ancient and modern ideas – our new wisdom method” we can
recover (Ngal So) the outer, inner and secret sufferings of our body, mind and planet.
Therefore I share the method of “NgalSo Self-Healing” wisdom of the tantric and medical traditions. These healing methods were originally very secret, but now I am showing
them openly to all, both Eastern and Western, religious or non-religious. The only commitment is to keep an interest to develop Inner and World Peace!
By healing our inner world, it becomes possible for us to heal our society and our
planet. By creating a balanced and harmonious energy flow between our outer and
inner worlds, we can prepare now in the relative world, a real culture of peace. As
it sais in the Kalachakra tantra:
“Just as it is with the outer world so it is with the inner world.”
If we use the outer and inner science positively, in order to take care of the outer
and inner worlds, then we really can change this degenerated Kaliyuga time into
the blissful Maitreya time of Universal Love and of outer and inner world peace.
Today we think love and compassion belong to religion, but really everyone has
love and compassion even birds caring for their young ones. But until now only
religions, like Buddhism develop these qualities. I hope everyone can develop more
love and compassion therefore we need to reveal the secrets of the ancient traditions and work for this.
China follows the communist ideal to work for the people. NGOs work for the
people, for both rich and poor. It is also the most suitable way to work for ancient
traditions and cultures. Buddhism also is dedicated to work for people, all living beings and the environment. My NGO is affiliated to the United Nations and I hope
in our humble way we can make a contribution towards world peace by spreading
the peace message of the Buddha.
Let me end with a few words by the United Nation’s Secretary General, Kofi Annan
from his Vesak speech in May 2003:
“The Buddha’s message was one of peace and compassion, but also one of mindfulness –- of being fully aware of oneself, one’s actions and the world in which one
lives. That message is one that should be taken seriously by all concerned about the
direction and fate of humankind.
Unless we are more mindful of succeeding generations, our relentless degradation
of the environment will compromise their ability to meet their needs. If we fail to
understand that our choices -– as consumers, citizens and voters –- have implications
far beyond our immediate communities, our global village will remain a more dangerous place than it need be. And if we do not recognize that poverty and conflict
anywhere concern each of us, we will not succeed in our shared mission of building
a world of social harmony and universal well-being.”
Thank you very much.
By the power of the truth
Inner peace and world peace now and forever
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The fifteenth annual international congress of the Foundation is
held from the 5th to the 7th of May in Madrid, Spain at the
Auditorio Mapfre Vida, under the theme: “XV Congreso Internacional de la Fundación Lama Gangchen para la Paz en el
Mundo”. With, among others, the participation of: Alfredo SfeirYounis (Former World Bank Director) - Chile; Dr. Rogier Hoenders
- The Netherlands; Dr. Ramir Sebastian.
The Foundation’s “Verbania world Congress” is held from the
8th to the 11th of June in Verbania, Italy at the Penitentiary
Police Academy - Ministry of Justice, under the theme “Positive
Side-Effects for your health”.
The annual peace expedition to Tibet this year culminates with the
LGWPF peace messengers’ journey to the sacred land of His Holiness Kyabje Trijang Dorge Chang in support of the preservation of
sacred sites and ancient cultures in the Kham indigenous region of
Eastern Tibet, during the month of August.
We flew into Diqing (Shangri-La), the fertile and mysterious Tibetan township in the Northwest of the Yunnan Province, China,
where we visited several monasteries, such as Gadan Songzanlin
monastery and Dongzhulin monastery. From there we travelled
across mountain passes (3818m and 4560m) and valleys to Reda
Kupiling monastery and then on to Chatring Monastery - the seat
of H.H. Kyabje Trijang Dorge Chang - in the Sichuan Province,
known as the “Land of abundance”, as well as Derong Monastery..... Our journey continued with an outing on horseback to the
holy mountain of Chenrezig, Chenrezig and Manjushri a World
Cultural and Heritage site and well-known Buddhist sanctuary. Every day astonishing rainbows appeared across the hills, around the
sun and even around the moon at night.
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59th annual DPI/Annual DPI/NGO conference held from the
6th to the 8th of September at United Nations Headquarters in New York, USA, on the theme: “Unfinished business:
Effective Partnerships for human security and sustainable
development”.
The First China Tibetan Culture Forum held from the 10th to
the 19th of October in Beijing, China.
“The Protection and Promotion of Tibetan Culture
through Spiritual Sustainability”
by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen Tulku Rinpoche
Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Thank you very much for this invitation to speak today in
this ‘First Tibetan Culture Forum.”
Since when I left Tibet in 1963 to when I first returned in
1987 upon the kind invitation of H.H. The 10th Panchen
Lama, until today I have had the opportunity to witness
the development and progress in our country in so many
ways, such as new highways, roads, bridges, railways, telephone, electricity, education etc and I like to thank the
Central Government for improving the local living conditions.
No doubt that this has benefited the people, as material needs are real and need to be addressed. There is no
doubt that material progress is essential to human transformation. Many times I have publicly acknowledged the
importance of recent developments in Tibet, materially
and spiritually, where the lives of people are made easier
and the population has the opportunity to satisfy its basic
needs. Making life easier to unfold is essential at this moment when the Tibetan people are affected by economic
progress and change everywhere, inside and outside China.
Furthermore, I like to take this opportunity to thank the Chinese Government for having
granted me the possibility to return to Tiber many times and to reconstruct Gangchen
Choepeling Monastery (that had been established by Panchen Zangpo Tashi in the 15th
century) and in my small way help the local people by constructing several small schools
and dispensaries. I deeply appreciate that until today the traditional Tibetan culture
and spirituality is kept alive. This is understood in the traditional sense of teachings and
practices in the monasteries. But also I see as essential to open up this education to the
understanding of modern economic development and alternative forms of progress. In
particular, this could mean to put at the disposal of the traditional Tibetan culture all the
progress made in such areas as electronics, communications, networks, management
skills, computer technology etc.
In this way the precious ancient culture could may be more easily be supported and find
new ways to become of benefit to the modern busy 21st century society worldwide.
China has a very unique opportunity, as it has deeply rooted ancient traditions and
cultures of 54 ethnic minorities and at present has the fastest growing economy.
As my experience during the last decades in the West has shown me, material development alone is not enough to develop a healthy society. The world at large
already suffers many of the disastrous side effects of this rather one sided development, such as the exploitation of natural resources, global warming, sicknesses like
HIV. By placing great emphasis on the protection and preservation of the ethnical
cultural traditions and initiatives such as the First World Buddhist Forum in Hangzhou earlier this year, China could become a very special example to the modern
world of how to create a balanced society that has two wings to fly; namely the
economic and the spiritual. China has exceptional spiritual wealth of its numerous
ancient traditions. Moreover in these modern times, the Chinese government has
shown great respect towards the spiritual heritage by, for example, officially recognizing the reincarnation of H.H, the 10th Panchen Lama as the 11th Panchen Erdini
and many other important reincarnations.
In some sense, everywhere in the world, there is a keen interest in the central themes
of this Forum: protect and promote traditional Tibetan culture. Why so much inter-
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est in the Tibetan culture? There are many ancient cultures that capture people’s
interest such as the Greek culture, the Mayan and Inca cultures of Central and Latin
America etc, etc, but what is it that creates this special interest in the Tibetan culture?
In my opinion and experience it is the deep spiritual message of Buddhism that still
today is alive and intimately part of the Tibetan culture. We may visit thousands
of archaeological or ethnical museums or perfectly preserved and restored monuments of any tradition, however this is not the same as getting in touch with a living tradition where every aspect of the culture still carries its intrinsic meaning and
significant function for its people. Today, China is the treasure holder of this precious
Tibetan gem and has the good fortune to preserve it as a cultural world heritage
and share with the rest of the world.
Many people travel from very distant places to go to the sacred land of Tibet, because they feel they might still find there, on the roof of the world, what they are
missing in their lives. Somehow, to many, this ancient tradition still offers hope in
this modern distressed world. We may ask ourselves: why? Is it not a clear indication
that modern development is not enough? People have everything, they have even
managed to fly to the moon, but this has not improved their lives. They still suffer
from anxiety, fear, pain, nervousness, etc, etc, they still are searching somewhere
else for peace. We come to the same question that Buddha asked himself 2500 years
ago, how to find relief from suffering? And here we find that the ancient cultures
and traditions, and in particular our Tibetan spiritual tradition has so much to offer
that can help this world. Therefore, it is extremely important to keep this tradition
alive, not only as knowledge and beautiful historic monuments, but as a living
wisdom tradition that can benefit people to live with less suffering and with more
peace and harmony. As it was so fittingly chosen as the theme of the First World
Buddhist Forum: A harmonious world begins from the mind.
In this context the traditional Tibetan culture can serve as a valuable guide and
contribute to modern economic progress and human resource development. There
are several aspects that are rather unique to the Mahayana Buddhist tradition and
in particular the Tibetan Vajrayana spiritual tradition that could be of great use and
deep significance to promoting peace and harmony as well as environmental care.
The tradition contains systematic methods and many instruments to develop mental
peace and values that promote the development of wholesome qualities in the human mind. Furthermore the ten Buddhist Inner Sciences or the Ten Fields of Knowledge and Wisdom, constitute a most valuable treasure that can be applied and
verified by mere logic and scientific research independent of faith or belief. This
is why it is most appropriate for modern society and many scientists have shown
great interest. Albert Einstein said: “If there is any religion that would cope with the
modern scientific needs, it would be Buddhism.”
These teachings are passed down through an unbroken lineage over generations
and thus carry the authentic essence of the meaning, which is why they are still so
effective today. It is necessary to promote and maintain this precious transmission
to pass it on to the future generations. For this to be possible ancient meditation
places and retreat caves need to be kept sacred and protected. As it is in these places
that practitioners have attained enlightenment and developed unlimited compassion, where very pure and powerful energy has been created and still resonates the
blessings today. Such sanctuaries must be safeguarded as cultural heritages of the
highest human achievements. Tibet is rich in such places and it is not without reason
that so many people when they travel to Tibet, believers or not, they feel something
special, they feel “blessed”. Once I had the good fortune to meet with his Excellency
the President of Venezuela, he told me a story, that before his electoral speech he
happened to travel to Tibet, as he set foot on Tibetan ground, he felt a special blessing and that his speech would be successful, and so it was, he was elected President.
This special “blessing” power of this ancient tradition, that so many people still feel
today, should never be lost, but continue to benefit people from everywhere now
and in future generations.
Our Central Government is doing a lot of support the Tibetan culture, which is very
admirable, at the same time maybe a little attention to safeguard these small sanctuaries and to support those who keep the authentic traditions alive for the future
by wishing to meditate or give transmissions could be so beneficial. Nowadays, the
world is plagued by so many sicknesses, natural disasters, instability and unrest that
any transmission is like one light that dispels one darkness, I believe it could help our
society enormously and make life easier.
In a small way through the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation, a United
Nations affiliated Non-Governmental Organization, as well as several branch organizations, we have tried to promote and preserve the Tibetan culture in many areas
such as: publications, the Self Healing practice for body and mind as well as for the
environment, medicine, cham dance, wood carving and furniture making, tangkha
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paintings, incense production, exhibitions of Tibetan artefacts and medicinal herbs,
sand mandalas, peace media, songs and much more. LGWPF has organized such
activities in many countries such as Nepal, Malaysia, Singapore, Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Ecuador, Uruguay, and all over Europe.
All of the above has benefited thousands of people and it has been done without
any political involvement whatsoever.
All the activities mentioned above demand significant material resources and money. Until today we work on a small scale through the help of many individual sponsors and the Help in Action program, but the scale needed today requires much
more resources, and the commitment of the private sector, civil society, academies,
unions, and all forms of social organizations.
We will continue working diligently and relentlessly to protect and promote traditional Tibetan culture and spirituality. Personally I have also many experiences of
the great benefit of Tibetan Medicine and greatly rejoice in the promotion of this
precious traditional medical system, such as through the Tibetan Medical Institute in
Beijing and hope similar smaller activities could be developed also abroad, such as
we have proposed in Italy. We also have many other initiatives such as the project
of constructing a “Peace Museum” a “Wisdom Planetarium” in Italy in memory of
H.H. The 10th Panchen Lama, the proposal for the creation of United Nations Spiritual Forum for the World Peace, where major spiritual leaders may have a voice
to exchange and to promote “Inner Peace as the most solid foundation for World
Peace”. Further we work for the protection of the natural environments such as the
Amazon which is one of the most essential natural resource for life on our planet.
In the last five decades, Tibetan culture has reached the five continents. Many lamas
have worked hard and without any political interest to spread this precious culture
and tradition and to preserve it in the Western world. At the same time however,
there is a lack of understanding of the developments in Tibet/China. Many people
simply do not know of the great efforts that have been undertaken, in the last
decade in particular, to preserve the Tibetan cultural heritage in Tibet itself. The
central government has poured large sums of money into the Tibetan Autonomous
Region, not only to construct roads, communications etc but also to restore some
of its major monasteries such as the Potala Palace(where I was kindly invited for
the 1st reconstruction ceremony in 1994), Samye and Sakya monastery etc etc.
Furthermore, the importance of China Tibetan Research Centre, established already
in 1986 by H.H. The 10th Panchen Lama, in Beijing is little known in the West
although it has produced outstanding works such as the complete 120 volume publication of the Tengyur texts and still is to complete the Kangyur as well as so many
others, not to mention the work in other fields like Tibetan Medicine, etc. In 1987,
H.H. The 10th Panchen Lama established the China Senior Buddhist Institute of
Tibetan Language in Beijing, where the first official Geshe Torampa Title-conferring
ceremony was held in October 2005. The establishment of the China Association
for the Preservation and Development of Tibetan Culture in 2004 further demonstrates China’s attention to the Tibetan Culture.
Lastly, please continue to develop the Tibetan culture inside and outside of Tibet/
China and to promote unity. And please kindly support the nurturing of the seeds
of Tibetan culture that we have planted overseas.
Thank you very much.
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The eighth edition of the annual special awards ceremony takes
place on the 29th of January, at the Teatro dal Verme in Milan,
Italy, organized by VIDAS, the Institute for the Blind of Milan and
SolidArte. Lama Gangchen is the guest of honor of the evening
and receives the “Angelo dell’Anno” - Angel of the Year award.

The first international Conference of Theravada universities (25
universities) takes place from the 9th to the 11th of March with
the support of the Government, in Bakan, Myanmar.

2nd congress on integrated psychiatry “In search of New Solutions” held on the 9th of May in Groningen, The Netherlands, organized in collaboration with the Research Institute GGz Groningen, the University of Amsterdam and the Lama Gangchen World
Peace Foundation.
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Le Nuove Frontiere della Cura in una Società Multiculturale:
the New Frontiers of healing in a multicultural Society conference held in Rome, Italy, on the 19th of May, organized
by the Italian Association of Analytical Psychology (Associazione
Italiana di Psicologia Analitica).
Positive Side-Effects: The best investment for your health
T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen, Tibetan Healer
Psychosomatic illnesses from the tibetan buddhist perspective
The mind and body relationship and its effects on our health is something that has
been extensively researched in the Buddhist tradition, particularly in the Tantric traditions of Tibetan Buddhism. The Tibetan lama, who for over 1000 years developed
themselves to an inner scientific study of the workings of their own minds and body
concluded that the mind, who’s nature is clarity is able to know other phenomena
and has no material form. The state of our mind is intimately affecting the functioning and health of our physical body. They based their research on both the Indian
and Chinese, Greek and Persian medical systems, as well as the Indian tantric yogic
tradition of the Mahayana-Vajrayana which arrived in the Himalayan kingdom of
Tibet around the 8th century. They conceived both the body and the mind as existing on the gross, subtle and very subtle levels. The gross levels of our body and mind
are those easily experienced by everybody as what we perceive as our usual reality
through our senses and our mental experiences and emotions every day. However,
beyond that, there are much deeper levels of consciousness and more subtle physical
forms that need a degree of study and mental training to become aware of and to
be able to use positively.
Mind
Our normal experience of mind with our ever changing thoughts and emotions
is like the rippling waves on the surface of a great ocean - what most of us
don’t know is that there are great ocean depths beneath the surface which are
well worth taking the time and energy to investigate. We can investigate these
depths within our normal lives as our normal waking consciousness. Our normal
waking consciousness is like the ripples on the ocean. It is the grossest form of
consciousness. Yet each night when we go to sleep, we do not, as most people
think switch off our minds, instead we enter a very deep and subtle state of
consciousness. When we dream, our mind enters a less subtle state of consciousness and when we wake up we enter again the gross state of consciousness. So
we continuously cycle through these three states of consciousness from very the
subtle to subtle to gross and again from to subtle to very subtle etc.
The Buddhist sutras (the external and public discourses of the Buddha) contain a particular set of teachings called “Lorig” or mind and its functions, which analyses the mind
into five primary mental factors like contact, the minds meeting with inner or outer
phenomena and 51 mental factors peace- such things as anger, jealousy, love, sleep, etc.
- it is a Buddhist psychological text explaining the functioning of the consciousness and
the emotions - a guide to our inner thought supermarket, so that we can clearly identify
our inner thought friends and enemies to enable us to choose positive thoughts in all
situations. This is dharma, the essence of Buddhism. It is the ability to protect ourselves
from suffering by always choosing the positive side.
Buddha also thought the tantras, the secret teachings on the mind and body relationship which were kept secretly in the monastic and spiritual communities for over
2500 years and which are still alive and practised today. According to the tantras
it is impossible to study the mind without studying the body. From the tantric point
of view, beyond our physical bodies we have a subtle energy body or auric body
composed of channels, winds and drops. This body is made of our aura and the
five elements, which can be seen for example in Kirlean photography and just as
our normal body has a circulation system of veins. Arteries and lymph channels, so
does our energy body, but these channels cannot be seen in photos or even by and
electron microscope. Within this energy body the five element energies, the sun
and the moon or masculine and feminine energies are continuously circulating in a
circle, which corresponds to the movement of the seasons and the flow or energy
through the cosmos. The micro cosmos of our bodies reflect the macro cosmos of
the environment, eco- system and the universe.
The gross subtle energy channels through which the five element energies of earth,
wind, water, space and fire circulate are well known in the oriental medical traditions such as acupuncture, shiatsu, reiki and hatha yoga and points in these channels
are stimulated for physical and psychological healing.
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Beyond these channels is an even more subtle set of channels which are mapped out in
the tantric yogas such as tantric Self-Healing. These are used both for gross and subtle
body and mind healing and for transformation of our body and mind energy into its
pure crystal form. This is what is known as Enlightenment, maximizing our human potential of body and mind through the positive use of our channels, winds and drops.
Explanation of the Channels, Winds and Drops
Within our energy body we have a circulation system of 72.000 or 84.000
subtle energy channels, which are like the branches of a tree. The main trunk
is our central channel, which runs from between our two eyebrows, curves
around skull like an umbrella handle and then drops vertically downwards from
the crown of our heads to our perineum. It is about the width of an arrow
and full of space. At five main points along the central channel, at our crown,
throat, heart (between our two breasts), navel and secret region are five main
channel junctions where the major secondary channels branch off the central
channel. These junctions contain different numbers of channels and are known
as chakras, a sanskrit word which means wheels, described by the appearance
of the secondary channels which look like spokes of a wheel. For example the
heart chakra has eight secondary channels, from these branches of 24 tertiary
channels to the 24 major energy centres of our body and from these, branch
out 72.000 or 84.000 energy circulation channels. Through all these channels
flow what is known as subtle energy winds and essence energy drops. The subtle
energy winds are made of the five element winds - space, wind, earth, water
and fire winds each of these has a particular colour. Upon these winds our mind
‘rides’ like a horse rider riding his horse. Our mind is inseparable from the energy winds, where ever the mind goes the winds go. So for example when we
see something the energy winds in our eyes are stimulated and when we have
an emotion the energy winds are stimulated in a particular chakra or energy
centre related to it. When we feel desire for example, our throat chakra is stimulated, or when we feel anger we feel pain in our chest, at our heart chakra. All
these channels, chakras, elements and their related emotions are explained in
great detail in the tantric Self-Healing practice. For example, we have the five
negative emotions located at the five principal chakras and through the mind,
emotion and body energy integration practice of Self-Healing we can transform
them into the five wisdoms, and five pure crystal energies.
Our very subtle mind is ‘riding’ our fundamental life energy and this is located in
what is called the “indestructible drop”, which only separates when mind and body
separate at our death time.
In our normal waking state of consciousness, the drop remains within our crown or
forehead chakra within our central channel and this produces our normal surface
state of consciousness. When we are dreaming this indestructible drop is at our
throat chakra and produces our various subtle consciousnesses. When the indestructible drop is in our heart chakra we experience the fundamental level of consciousness. This can also be experienced whilst sneezing, or having an orgasm but most
people are unable to recognize the experience.
The Buddhist tantric yoga of Self-Healing involves gaining control over this entire
subtle energy and mind system in order to control the experience of our consciousness moving through its different states in order to be able to become healthy and
to awaken our fundamental consciousness of the clear light - thus we can experience our pure crystal, or enlightened nature, and also control over our death and
after death experiences.
Practically, on the every day level, how can Self-Healing help us deal with the various
psychosomatic illnesses which affect us and which cannot be cured by medicines or tranquillizers from our doctor. As we can begin to understand from the previous explanation, not only are body and mind very intimately connected, but that the whole body
and mind system is very sensitive to either positive or negative influences or thoughts,
and that both the body, due to the dietary and environmental and behavioural factor
can affect the mind, and that the mind, due to our positive or negative thoughts and
emotions can affect the body, bringing either health or sickness.
We have five principal negative emotions: ignorance, desire, hatred, pride and fear
or jealousy located at our crown, throat, heart, navel and secret chakras respectively (as well as their positive counterparts: wisdom, detachment, love, generosity
and fearlessness or rejoicing.) If for example, we have strong negative emotions like
anger, this will disturb and block the energy in the heart chakra and will influence
all organs energetically linked to our heart chakra and so if we get angry for a long
time we will end up not only nervous but are also likely to experience angina, liver
sicknesses such as hepatitis, gall bladder and intestinal problems, blood sicknesses
and blockages of the arteries as well as of course heart attacks.
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In the West psychosomatic illnesses tend to be dismissed as imaginary complaints, but
from the Tibetan tantric perspective we can say that all illnesses, even those caused by
accidents have a psychosomatic component, although obviously we have to remember
that external factors of diet and environment and behaviour are also important. So if
all illnesses have a psychosomatic component that means that we have to take personal
responsibility for our own health complaints and also can not expect doctors and therapists to simply cure us. Our doctor and therapist can assist us in our healing process, but
fundamentally we have to practice our own Self-Healing.
One basic thing we need to understand in Self-Healing is that our negative emotions are really our inner thought enemies and have the power to destroy us both
mentally and physically. For example, if we have an obstacle at work - perhaps we
cannot meet an important work dead line, perhaps we might feel stressed and frustrated as well as perhaps fearful of our boss’s reaction. Next we find this negative
thought program starts to run and begins to create problems in our body and mind.
We become depressed and loose our normal enthusiasm for our work, we become
physically tense and may perhaps get backache, a headache or stomach complaint,
soon we loose all our inner energy and become too tired - this is the result of the
inner computer virus of anger.
If we check up our inner experience, we can see the negative effects on our health of
our own ignorance, attachment, pride, and jealousy and so although it is difficult to
do so, we need to acknowledge this process instead of blaming outer circumstances
and other people for our sicknesses. This self-responsibility is important as without
it, if we continue to ignore the effects of our own emotions on our body, we might
end up with a serious health problem like cancer, heart disease or AIDS. I have seen
many thousands of patients worldwide in my role as Tibetan Lama Healer and I can
tell you based on my patients experiences that unless you can resolve the fundamental emotional cause of the illness, even if you have the best allopathic medicine or
even if you have surgery you will not become cured of your disease.
For example a cancer patient, even if they have the cancer surgically removed, with
radiation therapy and everything if the emotional and energetic cause is still there,
the cancer will simply reoccur in a different place, where as if the fundamental
energy disturbance is cured, even what is considered terminal cancer can simply
disappear. For example, one of my Italian friends, (Giusy Gardhengi) had terminal
cancer, with only three months to live, but I treated her with mantras, Tibetan medicines and she is still alive, cancer free and very healthy, today twelve years later.
However, I am only one, and the number of people in the world who need help is
seemingly limitless, for this reason I have composed the tantric Self-Healing exercise
and system. That means I am sharing the essence of my spiritual and healing tradition with you, but in a modern accessible form. The tantric Self-Healing method as
explained in my books Self-Healing 1, 2, and 3 contains many different methods to
deal with negative emotions, to heal and unblock the energy channels to awaken
and work with the five elemental energies and subtle winds and minds. In this way
we can all become our own lama-healers, our own Self-Healers and also become
healers and therapists for others.
Self-Healing is also a very easy practice with just a few visualizations, body movements
and mantras to do, but its effects are very deep and profound. Anyway you do not
have to just blindly believe what I say, rather I suggest that you try it for yourself for
a few days or for a few weeks and then you will make your own experience. This is
much better then even thousands of my words. Buddhism is not a religion in the sense
that there is something you have to believe in. I mean we have images of the various
Buddhas as energy and healing archetypes, as symbols of our own pure crystal nature,
symbols of what we ourselves can become. The Buddha’s teachings are a set of inner
scientific experiments to be carried out on our own body and mind, we research and
we experience the results and through this experience we gain faith.
When you become a ‘Buddhist’ this is not similar to getting baptised or doing a barmitvah but rather you are taking refuge in your own human potential. Taking refuge in dharma means choosing one more positive thing and one less negative thing
everyday, and choosing our inner thought friends from our thought supermarket.
Taking refuge in the sangha or spiritual community means having a group of people
to relate to who are also working on themselves and with whom you can get support and share experiences. For this reason Buddhism and in particular Self-Healing
seems to fit very well with modern people and modern society as it is a completely
open approach based on Self-responsibility, self-morality, and Self-Healing regardless of belief, religion of non-belief, there are no contradictions or conflict.
Anyway I hope my short speech today has been of some use in helping you to
understand a little about the mind and body relationship and how to understand it
and using it can help us become more relaxed and peaceful and free of disease, both
those we would normally consider psychosomatic and these we would not.
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Psychosomatic or karmic diseases
There are very deep imprints in our mind, which can ripen and create a sickness
in this life and also go beyond this life, we can call these illnesses psychosomatic or
we can call them karmic disease. Due to the negative mental programs or old patterns from our child hood or previous lives, but anyhow doctors are unable to cure
them by drugs or surgery, and we need to go to a lama healer or other kinds of
alternative healer for assistance in our Self-Healing process. These negative karmic
programs need to be removed from our inner space disc, or we need to switch to
new and positive programs by positive affirmations, mantras, mudras and visualization as in the tantric Self-Healing practise, the negative imprints of past destructive
behaviour, thoughts and words are ripening inside our subtle minds and energy as
negative programs, thought enemies or inner computer viruses but we can remove
these and then our life will begin to take a new positive pattern and we will become
cured of our physical and mental diseases.
When we become aware how we act, and that each of our actions creates effects and
countless side effects, we can try to eliminate the negative results by creating more and
more positive causes that will automatically lead to more positive effects.
We should not underestimate the power of negative thinking, not only can it create
health problems but it can also damage our environment in a very real sense, as for
example when we get nervous at work and then the system in our computer brakes
down and we are unable to work. As it says in the tantric environment Self-Healing
sadhana, even just smoking one cigarette can damage the cities of the devas and
nagas and the power of our thoughts, either positively or negatively is immensely
more than that.
Self-Healing means we are responsible for our own health of body and mind, so
we need to become personally aware of the negative thought programs which
function within our mind, especially when something goes wrong. According to
Buddhism our reality is created by our thoughts, such as ‘Other people use me, and
treat me badly, without gratitude, then we will attract that energy to our selves and
begin to meet people who do indeed treat us like that. Therefore, if we want to
change the circumstances of our lives, instead of trying to change outer conditions
or other people, we need to change our inner thought enemies into thought friends
that create positive side effects and attract a different set of karmically reflected
experiences into our lives.
“Do not keep any negative thoughts in your mind, put them out, keep them distant
and then you will definitely be free of negative side effects and cured of your health
complaints.”
By the power of the truth
May negative side effects be transformed into positive side effects
Positive side effects are the best medicine for our health.
Thank you very much.

The sixteenth annual international congress of the Foundation
is held from the 1st to the 3rd of June in Madrid, Spain at
the Auditorio Mapfre Vida, Ave. General Peron 51 under the
theme: “XVI Congreso Internacional de la Fundación Lama
Gangchen para la Paz en el Mundo”.
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Fourth International Buddhist conference on the United
Nations Day of Vesak is held on the 27th of May, at the United
Nations Centre in Bangkok, Thailand, with a special message
from Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon of the United Nations.
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s message on the occasion of the Day of Vesak, to be observed on 29 May:
It gives me great pleasure to send you my greetings on this happy
occasion, which celebrates the birth, enlightenment and passing of
Gautama Buddha.
More than 2,500 years on, the Buddha’s teachings continue to
guide and give meaning to the lives of millions of people across
the world. This annual observance provides his followers with
an opportunity to reaffirm their devotion to those ideals, and to
highlight the principles of compassion, understanding and peace
preached by the Buddha.
These values are timeless, but their celebration today is highly timely. Events of recent years have created a growing gulf between
communities and nations. They have led to a worrying rise in intolerance and cross-cultural tensions. Reversing these trends has
become vital to long-term peace and stability in our world.
This requires every one of us look beyond our narrow short-term selfinterests. As the Buddha teaches, we must be mindful of our words and
actions, and their effects on people around us. We must recognize our
essential interdependence, and we place the well-being of our communities and of all humanity on a par with our own.
On this Day of Vesak, let us all -- Buddhists and non-Buddhists alike
-- resolve to deal with our fellow human beings graciously and
objectively, without hatred or ill will. Let us strive every day to
improve both ourselves and our world. In that spirit, I wish you all
a most enriching Day of Vesak.
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Testimony
Venerable Samdong Rinpoche
Principal of the Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies,
Sarnath, Varanasi, India (Sarnath, the 12th of April 1994)
Healing is the need of the hour for suffering humanity especially
in this age of degeneration and pollution of every kind, physical,
mental and environment.
There are various healing systems in the world. The disease and its
healing in general is one of the basic themes of the teachings of the
Buddha. The sufferings or problems faced by the sentient beings are
at various levels and are of many forms. Some can be alleviated by
external agencies. However, there are tormenting afflictions that
can never be eliminated without the subject or experiencer making
one’s own efforts to cleanse oneself. This implies that self-healing is
the only remedy available to the suffering beings which alone will
be a sustaining and lasting panacea.
In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, there flourished the practice of
healing many genre of illnesses through the power of tantric meditative methods and mantras. Lama Gangchen Rinpoche’s method
of self-healing of body, speech and mind is an innovative approach
to the perplexing problems faced by all sentient beigns. Based on
the spectrum of teachings and methods available in the vast Buddhist literature and its rich traditions, Rinpoche has in his ‘NgalSo’
series of graded healing methodology as it is taught, stressed the
healing of afflictions of mind which basically originate from it
through self-healing method of body, speech and mind employing
skillful means taught by the Buddha to suite the mental aptitude of
the person concerned.
The technique of meditative recitation along with oral and visual
aids has been effectively utilized and is helpful in claming the disturbed mind and awakening the innate consciousness.
It is hoped that the practitioners of this method at various levels
would be much benefited and the ancient tradition of healing in
reformulated package will appeal to the growing audience and
would be well preserved for the posterity.
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Testimony
Alfredo Sfeir Younis, Special representative at the United
Nations of the World Bank (November 1998)
“… The beauty of Lama Gangchen’s principles and philosophy is
its simplicity. Our reality is essentially simple. Our life is simple. The
truth is simple. He teaches us that fear, misunderstanding of who
we are, our misconstrued attitudes towards money and wealth,
our language and behavioural patterns, and some parts of our value and belief system have become the most effective blindfolding
mechanism of our hearts and souls. We are the ones who make every aspect of life complicated! Within this context, Lama Gangchen
focuses on non-formal education as a centerpiece for teaching the
real foundations of peace; assesses the media and its importance
for peace making and peace loving; points out who is responsible
for peace – all of us!! -; sees how even sports can be a source of
peace or of its destruction; shares his vision of inner transformation
and self-healing which begins not in the science but in the intuition
and feeling level of humanity; assists us in walking from separation and duality – the here and there, the outer and the inner, the
matter and the non-matter – to the essence of who we really are:
oneness (one in all and all in one).
The most powerful realization comes when the heart begins to
‘see’ rather than our eyes or our brain.
As the heart takes over, one begins to really understand peace environment, peace economy and peace development and progress.
The boundaries between individual and collective actions or between individual and collective responsibilities begin to disappear,
to enter into our world with total unity in purpose. Where, for example, the meaning of the word “globalization” goes far beyond
simple notions of trade and finances; rather, it penetrates into the
foundations of who we really are and into our collective mission
and responsibilities. Thus, a person’s pain from the negative impacts of globalization becomes the pain of his or her community,
the pain of the community becomes the pain of the nation, and the
pain of any nation becomes our collective suffering.
These words bring Lama Gangchen’s gift of transformation, from
a paradigm of “to fit or not to fit” or “to win or not to win”, to
what was expressed so well by William Shakespeare: “to be or not
to be”. It is a call for bringing the economic, social, environmental
and political structures we are so involved in these days into the
“peace” and “being” dimensions of our lives, and for addressing
inner violence as the source of our destruction as a civilization, It
teaches us that the solution to most of our “outer” problems begin
with inner growth and evolution. Thank you Lama Gangchen for
bringing us the real message of peace on Earth. But most importantly, thank you for being the essence of peace!
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Testimony
Bawa Jain, UN representative of the International Mahavir
Jain Mission (6.1.1996)
It is impossible to fully appreciate the significance of “Making Peace
with the Environment” without understanding the nature of Lama
Gangchen himself and the tremendous contribution which he has
made to the cause of peace and non-violence. Lama Gangchen’s
gift to the third millennium is the expression of his vision of spiritual
wisdom and self-fulfillment, which derives from his work around
the world in helping others achieve physical and mental wholeness
and harmony.
Lama Gangchen is a truly indefatigable individual. His tremendous
level of positive energy has created an array of noteworthy orgnisations and activities including the Lama Gangchen World Peace
Foundation, the Peace Education programme, concentrating on
the recognition of each individual’s outer and inner environments;
and the Global Open University project, his non-violent contribution to the search for peace in our world. He is a master teacher of
Self-Healing practice, and has opened medical centres worldwide
to help the sick.
Lama Gangchen has established the Radio for Peace station in Italy; he has initiated a series of East-West exchanges; he has opened
Centres and Study Groups worldwide. In the context of his many
programmes, he has been responsible for the reprinting of numerous precious ancient Tibetan texts.
His message is, in actuality, a relatively uncomplicated one: that
violence can indeed be stopped by creating harmony, both internal
and external. This message is truly beneficial for the world as well
as for each individual.”
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Testimony
Boris Tabacof
Chairman, Bracelpa and Chairman of ACPWP-Advisory
Committee on Paper and Wood Products at FAO/UN, Brazil
A Man of Peace
I met Lama Gangchen Rinpoche in the early 90´s. I was immediately impressed by his attitudes and manner of expression which
revealed simultaneously a firm determination to realize his active
project in Brazil and a calm nature signaling his inner peace.
Throughout the following years, even though I was from a different
religious and ethnic background from that of Tibetan Buddhism of
which Lama Gangchen is a leading, contemporary figure, I was able
to learn a great deal from his teachings. Teachings which radiate the
spiritual peace the world needs nowadays, be that on an individual
level, in the relations between men, as beliefs or as nations.
It was with great interest and of great spiritual benefit that I participated in two memorable pilgrimages together with my wife and
one of my daughters, led by Lama Gangchen, to the Andes and
Borobodur. The lesson we learned was that the inner peace and
emotional balance we so much need, must be integrated with nature and environmental stability, both noticeable in the places we
visited and in the Amazon which is so vital to the world.
Lama Gangchen is promoting an important movement in Brazil,
expressed via institutions which follow his orientation and can generate enormous benefit for health, culture and the spiritual uplifting of our people. Within the teachings that spread from these
institutions, the answer the Buddha found 2500 years ago, to the
question which today causes anguish to so many, still prevails:
How to find relief from the suffering which marks the human life?
There is growing support in Brazil for the efforts realized by the Lama
Gangchen World Peace Foundation, a non-governmental organization affiliated to the United Nations. This foundation proposes the
institution of the World Spiritual Forum for World Peace of the United
Nations, a meeting point of diverse religious leaders.
The most important world philosophies and religions, keeping intact
their fundamental basics are nevertheless inserted within the historical
context and are in constant mutation. In this sense, Lama Gangchen,
keeping in view the permanence of Tibetan Buddhism promotes understanding with the Chinese government, so that the practice of Buddhist philosophy and culture may find conditions to survive in Tibet
and China. This understanding not only seeks conditions for the religious exercise but also seeks to channel the great Chinese resources at
present, in order to transform China into one of the principle world
economies, for the progress of the Tibetan people, who for centuries
have suffered the perils of underdevelopment. China, with its vast array of millenial traditions, can become a model for a society where
the economic and the spiritual co-exist in harmony.
Now, our satisfaction is even greater, as we see by Lama Gangchen
the young, Brazilian Lama Michel, in whom we feel the confidence
of the spiritual force which grows stronger roots in Brazil.
These considerations which I here finalize, are propelled exclusively
by the desire to express my acknowledgement to this man of peace
who is Lama Gangchen Rinpoche.
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Testimony
Hans Janitschek
President of the United Nations Society of Writers
President of the “Cast the Sleeping Elephant” Trust,
(of which Lama Gangchen is a trustee)
November 1998
“… Lama Gangchen has become an icon of international understanding, tolerance, and harmony with nature. His writings, his
healings and above all his concept of a spiritual forum for the United Nations has earned him the respect of world leaders. A Tibetan
Lama Healer of universal significance he has found the words to
express the deepest desires of mankind; peace, freedom, love and
happiness …”
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Testimony
Prof. Dr. Priya Ranjan Trivedi, MBA, PhD, DSc
19th of April 1997
...Before entering the twenty-first century the world citizenry needs
to be educated for having a peaceful mind for their wellness. This
requires cleaning and greening of the mind which requires ecological thinking which again requires a culture for having peace
globally as well as locally. Lama Gangchen, having doctorate
qualifications in Tibetan Medicine, Buddhist philosophy, Peace
Studies, Non-Formal Education, Alternative Medicine, Human
Rights and Theology, has understood the problems of the world
and it is in fitness of things that he has evolved a strategy of non
formal peace education for non violence. Mahatma Buddha and
Mahatma Gandhi helped us to understand truth and non-violence.
Lama Gangchen wishes to prepare all of us to face the challenges
of the third millennium by explaining the ecology of peace, culture
and world order.
By adopting and adapting the peace culture, we can easily understand our lives which is nothing but a cosmic dance of formlessness manifesting into innumerable patterns of forms playing
around in space of nothingness, merging back into formlessness
from they had come. The formlessness, the nothingness, the emptiness of space seemingly is creativity although it is a mystery how
the formless emptiness of space contains creativity, how the seed
is the whole tree and it has an urge to manifest the treeness contained in it. As the seed becomes a sapling, as a sapling grows into
a plant, plant grows into a tree, the tree grows into a flower, or
a fruit and the fruit matures into a seed – so the seed goes back to
the seedness.
Accordingly, the non formal peace education for a peaceful culture, peace as a culture or peace education for non violent action
is required from day one. Let us help implement the programme of
educating children of the world and catch them young for ensuring a peace culture.
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Testimony
Charles Mercieca Ph.D., UNESCO Professor Emeritus
Alabama A&M University
President International Association of Educators for World
Peace, NGO, United Nations (ECOSOC) UNDPI, UNICEF,
UNCED (31st of October 2002)
Lama Gangchen’s Philosophy of Peace
Ascetical writers tell us that God is so great that He created millions
of human beings, all different in character and personality. Lama
Gangchen’s philosophy of peace is very unique not only because
this Tibetan spiritual leader has been adorned with numerous talents, but also because his method of approach to peace transcends
all boundaries of ethnic and political divisions. Therefore, all governments without exception may accept Lama Gangchen’s philosophy of peace and use it as their guide.
Meaning of Philosophy
When it comes to philosophy we always raise four questions: (1)
What is real? (2) What is true? (3) What is good? and (4) What is
beautiful? Even though there are no two persons who would give
same answers to these questions, we may group all the numerous philosophies in the world into six major branches as follows:
Idealism as conceived by Plato, Realism as portrayed by Aristotle,
Thomism as presented by St. Thomas Aquinas, Pragmatism as explained by John Dewey, Existentialism as promoted by Jean Paul
Sartre, and Spacism that represents Space Age philosophy as foreseen by Wernher von Braun.
Lama Gangchen’s philosophy seems to embody the best of each
of these six major philosophical systems. However, due to the fact
that this pillar of Buddhist spirituality is gifted with a good sense
of self-adaptability, his philosophy incorporates all the essentials
of Spacism, the Space Age philosophy that will be dominant in the
21st century. In accordance with this philosophy, reality is viewed
as a world of humans. Everything that takes place for the better or
the worse reflects human actions at work. Lama Gangchen knows
fully well that if people prepare for war, they will eventually end
up in a war. On the other hand, if people prepare for peace, they
will eventually experience peace.
When it comes to truthfulness, Lama Gangchen views this to consist
of the spiritual fulfillment of human needs. Having all the material
needs in the world will not mean anything without one’s spiritual
fulfillment. Hence, it is very useful for every human being to attach
importance on spirituality, which elevates us to a higher level of
existence well above the animals. As regards to moral goodness,
Lama Gangchen views this to consist of the universal welfare of all
people without exception. It cannot be good for the some people
to the exclusion of others.
When it comes to the concept of beauty, Lama Gangchen views
anything beautiful that reflects in action the universal welfare of
people. In accordance with this Space Age philosophy, Mother Teresa was a very beautiful woman because her actions reflected her
appreciation to the universal welfare of all people without exception. Lama Gangchen’s concept of beauty is not linked with the
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structure of the body but with the atmosphere of the soul that
reveals love and concern for every single person on earth, which
comes from every walk of life and profession.
Exposition of Lama’s Philosophy
In view of what has been stated, we may fully realize why Lama
Gangchen is not a politician, simply because he does not try to promote the welfare of one nation to the exclusion of others. We may
also understand why this great Tibetan Teacher attracts to him people
from every walk of life and religion, simply because he transcends all
the boundaries of division and goes straight to the tender heart of everyone to help fulfill one’s dire needs. Lama’s philosophy stems from
the inner self, from the individual’s heart. Hence, it is a philosophy of
love and compassion, of concern and action.
This universal philosophy of the 21st century has found Lama
Gangchen as one of its strongest proponents and pioneers. The
whole world should be grateful to him and for what he is doing.
No wonder why Lama Gangchen travels extensively the whole
year almost around the clock. He has no time to waste especially
that he is being viewed as the spiritual father of numerous people from across every continent. His life on earth has been one of
God’s greatest gifts. It gave enlightenment and inspiration to the
extent that countless thousands in countries across the world count
themselves as his disciples. Lama Gangchen’s philosophy of peace
has revealed great wisdom. If we were to implement such a philosophy everywhere, world peace would not only become feasible
but also tangible.
Lama Gangchen’s secret of his successful spiritual life may be found
in the fact that he practices what he preaches. He never exhorts
anyone to do good unless he himself practices that same good he
advocates. In other words, Lama Gangchen is a living testimony
of peace which roams through his heart and which is reflected
throughout his entire character and personality. He has built numerous temples, particularly in Asian countries, where people may
gather to pray, meditate, and sing mantras. Only God knows how
many people received the gift of serenity and peace because of
Lama Gangchen. In fact, we may all view him as the angel of
peace since he brings such a tremendous amount of joy and peace
in everyone that comes across him. Let us hope that his numerous
disciples will continue with his tremendous peace work in every
country across every continent. Lama Gangchen’s philosophy of
peace needs to reach everyone by all means.
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Testimony
Asdrubal Salsamendi
Former Civil Servant of United Nations and UNESCO
Madrid, Spain 14th of February 1995
During ten years, from the UN headquarters, we utilized thousands
of non-governmental organizations from all Latin America, to instruct members about what is, what does and how the UN organization functions. We dedicated over thirty-two years to UNESCO in
order to spread the liberating words of the organization to people
of territories subjected to foreign administration, until they reached
independence through peaceful means.
We helped countries that were members of UNESCO in accordance
with their governments, to reach a higher level of development in
the fields of education, science, culture and communications. We
tried to alert public opinion on the mechanism through which they
could work to reach peaceful solutions to their problems and disputes, and thus to attain deeper and more balanced information.
Nevertheless, all these efforts went against the interest of those who
preferred the insecurity of cold wars and the menace of planetary
destruction. Those were very tough years, when all real efforts to
achieve peace were impaired and accused of responding to certain
political tendencies.
We wanted peace, not the once inscribed on graves; neither did
we want peace as defined by the majority of dictionaries in their
first definitions “Peace is the situation and mutual relationship of
those who are not at war”. We wanted something else that was
much more than this, and upon reflection the idea of a “rebirthing” came up. We could not define it clearly, because whatever
clarification we might have given would have been tinged by a
political feeling. And so many years of bitterness and frustration
passed. Until one day we heard Lama Gangchen who conveyed
in his own words what we wanted to her and see. First we heard
him talk about how to avoid fear and suffering. His voice carried
marks of Tibetan culture that Chinese had sent into exile, which an
amazed West was receiving.
In this Western, over accelerated, technological realm of duality,
of medicine without philosophical basis, needing scientific proof
and profitability, the voice of Lama Gangchen Rinpoche is heard.
The West is taking an interest in his prodigious life and in his not
less prodigious knowledge since he arrived in Europe in 1982.
When he was two years old he was recognized as the reincarnation
of a great yogi, spiritual descendent of a long line of lama-healers.
He lived the strict discipline of monasteries where he learnt anatomy, physiology, composition and interaction of different medical
substances, as well as their usese, philosophy, dialectics, tantra and
secret healing methods. At the age of twelve he received the title
of Kachen, which is normally conferred after twenty years of studies. With this background and unlimited energy, Lama Gangchen
reveals to us the treasure of centuries of investigation in order for
us to learn how to administer to our physical “I” and to our occult
“I”, so as to reach peace until it becomes a patrimony for humanity. His vitality pushes him ot annually ride some 80’000 miles to
carry his word and his tradition to the five continents. He has cre-
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ated Tibetan medical centres, groups, foundations and seminars in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, France, Germany, Italy, Malaysia, Nepal,
Russia, Switzerland, Spain, Thailand, USA, to name but a few, (without representing the totality of those who count on his presence).
Hundreds of thousands are his followers. His reflections on peace,
although embedded in his Buddhist educational background is not
limited by that. They are the fruit of large and profound meditations which give them a particularly original relevance.
This peace is the one we, serving the UN and UNESCO, wish to see
and hear. There is an effort to reach the roots of the concept expressed by Lama Gangchen through the most simple words. When
we hear him speaking, specifically on peace, we think that his ideal
audiences should be made up of those who have the power to
decide the destiny of people, and of those who educate human
beings so that they could repeat to thousands of thousands of
young people that peace as Lama Gangchen says “IS the blessing
in the form of energy”. Today Lama Gangchen in the fullness of
his strength is the object of well deserved recognition. In recent
times he has been awarded with prestigious awards such as the International Prize for the Dialogue between People granted by the
“St Francis and St Chiara of Assisi centre” at Massa Carrara, Italy.
He shall further be presented with the “Academia de la Paix Merit
of Excellence” granted by the International Open University for
Complementary Medicines of Sri Lanka.
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SEEDS FOR PEACE DEDICATED TO HUMANITY
By T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen, Tibetan Lama Healer
We can solve all our personal, family and international conflicts and the others thousands of different
days of fighting by choosing Inner Peace. Anyway, fighting is too expensive; of course war is too
expensive; even thinking about fighting is too expensive. On the other hand, the way of inner
peace costs almost nothing. We have to develop a non-violent culture; it is very important for the
development of the global village in the third millennium.
Peace is our best friend and love.
Other friends change from this day to that, but peace always helps us. Other remedies help us
temporarily but peace “medicine” always heals us.
Other protections sometimes fail: with inner peace we always have protection.
Peace is very precious, but we need to recognize this.
Peace is the bridge between all religions.
Peace is the one morality that everyone agrees upon because everyone needs it.
People who do not believe in anything can still believe in peace.
Peace creates good feelings.
If we achieve something through violent means, the result is shaky and unstable.
We need to create a peace foundation for our lives and culture.
Inner Peace is the most Solid Foundation for World Peace.
We need to integrate peace into all aspects of our lives; we need to become peace messengers,
peace culture ministers and ambassadors of peace.
We need to make peace with ourselves.
If we promote inner peace education, then the different forms of fighting and conflict will
gradually stop.
Many of our personal problems, family, social and environmental problems will be solved.
Please take responsibility to transform our culture of violence into a culture of peace, through nonviolent education.
We all choose a philosophy to live by: please, for the sake of the present and future generations …
… CHOOSE PEACE
Transforming a culture of violence
Into a non-violent culture
Peace culture
Peace religion
Peace society
Peace politics
Peace times
Peace Forum
Peace World
Please!
Peace with everything
Everything with Peace
Om bishwa shanti hum
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Doctorates, Diplomas, Appreciations, Certificates,
Appointments to positions
Tibetan Tantric Medical Lama Healer, Tibet, H.H. Dalai Lama, 1986
Diploma Tibetan Healer, Dhardo Tulku
Doctor in Buddhist Philosophy (Geshe Rigram), S. India, 1970
Doctor of Tibetan Medicine, Dr. Lobsang Drolma
Tibetan Physician, Kunpen Medical Institute, Kathmandu, Nepal
Diploma of Sanskrit, Barmapatra, Varanasi, Sanskrit University, 1967
Appreciation by the Man Fatt Lam Buddhist Temple, Singapore, 1990
Honorary President of the Academy of Energy, Informative Sciences in Moscow, Russia,
September, 1992
Honorary President of Yutok Ling, France
Appreciation by the Pokok Sena Persatuan Buddhist Center, Malaysia, 1992
Homage and appreciation in recognition for his healing work and participation in the first
Seminar on Medicinal Plants of Campos do Jardao, Honorary citizenship, publicly declared by
the “Prefeitura Municipal da Estancia de Campos do Jordao”, Brazil, March 23rd, 1993
Premio Internazionale per il Dialogo “San Francesco e Chiara d’Assisi inter-religious dialogue for
the year of the family Massa/Carrara, Italy, Oct. 16, 1994
Appreciation by the Confucian Private Secondary School, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, November 1994
Appreciation by the Medicine Buddha Center, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Nov. 1994
1995
Doctor of Naturopathy and Natural Home-remedies, Cosmo Medico Healers Research Ass.,
linked to Academy of Naturopathy, Atlanta Georgia USA, Bombay, India, 1995
Doctorate of Holistic Medicine International Institute of Polypathy, Delhi, India, 1995
Doctor of Science given by the Open International University for Complementary Medicines,
Colombo, Sri Lanka, November 1995.
Vice-Chancellor, for a period of five years, of the Open International University for
Complementary Medicines, Colombo, Sri Lanka, November 1995-2000
Visitor of the Global Open University, Delhi, India, 1995
Professor and Head of Buddhism Department at the East-West University of Holistic Health
Sciences, Missouri, USA, November 8th 1995.
Board of Directors, International Holistic Medical Society, Stockton, CA, USA, 1995
Patron of the Nepal Buddhist Society, Kathmandu, Nepal, 1995
Patron of the Cosmo Medico Healers Research Association, Bombay, India, 1995
Patron of the Association “International Children’s Peace Council” Italy, 1995
National Appreciation of the Capital Territory of Delhi Civic Reception,”signed by Sahib Singh
Verma, Minister of Education, Science, Technology, Environment and Development Gov’t of
National Capital Territory of Delhi, April 22, 1995.
Academia Diplomatica de la Paix, Fellowship Award for Professional Excellence, issued under
the Patronage and Authority of the Dag Hammerskjold Awards Committee, PAX MUNDI medal
award for contributions for Peace , Cooperation and Solidarity to benefit all humanity by the
Open Int. University for Complementary Medicines, Sri Lanka, (reg. with UN), March 24th to
26th - Delhi, India , 33rd Int. World Congress for Alternative Medicines organized by the Indian
Board of Alternative Medicines, 1995
Honorary Degree of the Community Association of European Order of Merit, to promote human
dignity, freedom, solidarity and democracy in the building of a united Europe. To encourage
friendship which transcends national frontiers and individual differences. Signed by the Secretary
General and President of ACOEM, November 27th, 1995
Gold Medal for Alternative Medicines, Indian Board of Alternative Medicines, Calcutta, April 8th 1995
The Ancient Royal Order of Physicians, for having contributed towards a global Medical
Movement for the integration of medicines, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1995.
Sewa Chakra Award, presented by the Hon. Governor of Orissa, Dr B.S. Reddy, 2nd Intern.
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Congress on the Occasion of World Health Day, Calcutta, India, April 7-9, ‘95
Gem of Alternative Medicines, presented by Mother Teresa of Calcutta, 8/4/95
Eco-Peace Award, Indian Institute of Ecology and Environment, Delhi, India, April 22 ‘95
Two special awards, during a National Congress on Astrology, Palmistry and Criminology,
Bombay, India, April 17, ‘95
Shree Jagatguru Shanti Muni, Supreme World Guru of Peace, by Oriental Research Academy
of Occult Religion, Astrology and for spreading the humanistic message of World Peace and
Universal Brotherhood, Bombay, India, April 14-16, ‘95
Certificate of Fellow Concili Scientiarum (F.I.C.A.) International Council of Ayurveda Ludhiana,
Punjab, India, 24 March ‘95
Fellow of Foundation of Integrated Medicines, Prashanti Medical Care Institute, Benares, India,
April 1st, ‘95
Fellow of Environment, Indian Institute of Ecology and Environment, New Delhi, 22 April 1995
Black Belt Martial Arts, Bombay, India, 16.4.1995
Life Member, European Medical Association,
1996
Doctor of Energetic Medicine, International Foundation for Energetic Medicine, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, USA, March 6th, 1996.
Doctor of Philosophy Rel. Sc, East West University, Missouri, USA, given at the occasion of the
First Aids Congress, Lahore, Pakistan, Dec. 3rd 1996
Medical Surgeon of Natural Sciences, Askari Academy of Tibb, Karachi, given at the occasion of
the First Aids Congress, Lahore, Pakistan, Dec. 3rd 1996
Honorary President, Buddha Institute of Technology, Delhi India, 1996
Diploma of Honorary Membership, Brazilian Academy of Oriental Art and Science, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil given at 34th World Congress in Sri Lanka, Dec. 28th 1996
Chief Patron of the Indian Council of Acupressure Yoga, Nechua Jalalpur, (Gopalganj), Bihar,
India, 1996
Certificate of Appreciation by the City of Miami, USA, 23rd August 1996
Appreciation, Peace Commission, ECLAC (Economic Commission of Latin America and the
Caribbeans), Chile, July 1996
United Nations Society of Writers Award of Excellence, New York, USA, May 24th 1996
For the contribution towards the 50th Anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations, Award
presented by Boutros Boutros Ghali, Secretary General of United Nations, Habitat II June 3-14, 1996
Albert Schweitzer Gold Medal, Int. Inst. of Universalistic Medicine, Poland, Jan.’96
International Environmental Communication Award, Eco-Communication Summit, New Delhi,
India, 1-4 Dec. 1996
National Record of Award & Appreciation, union Minister, on behalf of the Gov. of India, 10.1.96
Dr. of Philosophy, Int. Independent Univ. of Ecology and Politology, Moscow, Russia, received in
Delhi 10.1.96
1997
International Bodhi Club - Love and Compassion Services, Patna, India, Jan. 1997
Peace Education Award, IAEWP India, Jan. 97
National Appreciation, Civic Reception, International Appreciation by Rt Hon. Sahib Singh, Chief
Minister of New Delhi, India, 25th Jan. 1997
Honorary Chancellor Emeritus, Open International University for Alternative Medicines,
Calcutta, India, 1997
Awards of Honor by Bihar Citizens Association, by Bodhi International, and by Rotary Patna
South, Patna, India, Jan. 29th 1997
World Peace Leader, Institute of Universal Consciousness, Delhi, India, 25 Jan. 1997
Gem of Peace, Acupressure Parishad, Patna, India, 28th January 1997
Fellow of International Management, Indian Institute of Business Management, Patna, India, 28th Jan. 1997
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Fellow of Non-Violence, Dr. Zakir Husain Institute for Non-Formal and Continuing Education,
Patna, India, Jan. 28th 1997
Fellow of Polypathy, International Institute of Polypathy, New Delhi, India, 25 Jan. 1997
Fellow of World Association for Integrated Medicine W.A.I.M., New Delhi, Jan.1997
Global Peace Ambassador, New World Academy, London, UK. 12th Jan. 1997
Sanskrit Award, New Delhi, India, 23 Jan. 1997
Royal Order of Physicians Medal Award from Sri Lanka, given during the First International
Congress at HHC Kathmandu, Nepal, Feb. 1997
Doctor of Theology, Open Intercultural University, Opeinde, Holland, 29th April 1997
Director of the Global Peace University, Opeinde, Holland, April, 1997
Certificate of Merit, Academic Council for Cultural Integration of India, Spain, May 97
Honorary President, Buddha Institute of Technology, Delhi India, 1996 Distinguished Service
Award, Sports Science Research Foundation, Olympics India, World Congress New Delhi, 24 Jan. ‘97
Professor at the Open International University for Complementary Medicines, Colombo, Sri
Lanka for ten years, August 1997-2007
Honorary Advisor of the Nepal Yoga and Nature Care Association, Nepal, 6 Aug. ‘97
Honorary Membership of Mamba Datsan, Institute for Traditional Mongolian Medicine, Ulaan
Baator Mongolia, Aug. 29th 1997
Certificate of “Supreme Healer”, Tashi Choeling Monastery, Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia, Aug.28th, 1997
Special Award, “Guaritore dell’Ambiente” (Healer of the Environment), given by the City of
Aquiterme, Italy, Sept. 20 ‘97
Board of Directors, East-West Combined Medical Association, Lahore, Pakistan, 1997
Appreciation by SanaArte Foundation, for promoting inter-religious dialogue, Non-Formal
Education and Self-Healing, Caracas, Venezuela, October 1997
Diploma for developing a Culture of Peace, Cattedra UNESCO Planeta Libre, Caracas, Venezuela,
October 1997
Appreciation by the Beijing Argus Culture and Science Developing Center, Aug. 1997
Rector (great supervising professor) at the Chinese College for Advanced Buddhist Studies in
Tibetan Language, Beijing, China, September 1997
Chief Patron of the National Health Education Society of India, Mumbai, India
Indian Traditional Order of Pandit, Indian Council of Natural Medicine and Research, Bombay,
India 30 Nov. ‘97
Award of Appreciation, Zoroastrian College, Bombay, India, 30. Nov. ‘97
International Advisor of the World Association of Integrated Medicines, Varanasi, India, Nov. 1997
Mahavajracarya of the universal Life Buddhist Association, Boston, USA, 7th Dec. 1997
International Felicitation by the Indian Institute of Ecology and Environment, Dr Zakir Hussain
Institute for Non-Formal and Continuing Education, International Association of Educators for
World Peace, 23rd December 1997.
1998
Certificate of Excellence of the Ancient Royal Assyrian Order of Merit, Kathmandu, Nepal,
February 1998.
Certificate of Appointment as Honorary Chancellor Emeritus of the Open International
University for Alternative Medicines of Calcutta, India, 27th February 1998.
Honorary member of the University Association of Yoga Masters, Scientific European Union of
Yoga Masters, Madrid, Spain, February 1998
Patron and Honorary advisor of the National Foundation of Holistic Health Sciences, Khulna,
Bangladesh, April 1998
Honorary President of R.O.C. Dha Jin-Buddhist Headquarter, Taiwan, May 1st 1998
Trustee and Executive Board member, “Sleeping Elephant Trust”, New York, Sept. 98
Founder and President Emeritus of The Global Open University for World Peace, Milan and
Bagni di Lucca, Italy June 5th 1998
“Certificate of Participation” 1st World Congress on Health and Urban Environment, Madrid,
Spain, July 6-10, ‘98
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“Fountain of Universal Peace Award”, IAEWP, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Aug. 5th ‘98
“World Peace Recognition” World Peace Academy, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Aug. 5th ‘98
“Certificate of Participation” 9th World Congress of IAEWP, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Aug. 3-8 ‘98
“Albert Einstein Award”, International Association of Educators for World Peace, Rio de Janeiro,
August 8th 1998.
UN Plenipotentiary Envoy for IAEWP, 1998
Executive Board of Directors for IAEWP, 1998
Felicitation by the Lion’s Club of Tainan, Taiwan, Sept.7th ‘98
“Premio Cycrus ‘98 per la Pace” Ass. Culturale New Age, Casino Municipale San Remo, Italy,
Sept. 25th ‘98
“Honorary Member”, Ass. Culturale New Age, Casino Municipale San Remo, Italy, Sept. 25th ‘98.
Academician, World Peace Academy, IAEWP, UK, 26 Sept. ‘98
Doctor of Philosophy, International Academy of Culture and Political Sciences, UNESCO, 26 Sept ‘98
Member of the Multifaith, Multicultural Mediation Service, London, England, 07/10/98
Honorary member of Academia Ecologica, Iasi, Romania, 12 Oct ‘98
Certificate of Honor, Institute of International Affairs, Paris, France, 18 Oct. 1998
Recognition from the Lion’s Club of Macerata, Italy, 27th Oct. ‘98
Certificate of the Canadian College of Acupuncture Science, Karachi, Pakistan, Nov. 1 ‘98
Bureau Chief of Holistic Medical Highlights of Al-Shifa Institute of Alternative and
Complementary Medicines, Lahore, Pakistan, Sept. 98
Lifelong Member of the European Medical Association, UK, ‘98
Certificate of Appointment as National Chancellor for Italy of the International Association
of Educators for World Peace (NGO affiliated to the United Nations with ECOSOC, UNDPI,
UNICEF, UNESCO, UNCED), Kathmandu, Nepal, February 26th 1998.
1999
G51 Millennium Award, World Peace Council for the Third Millennium, India, Kathmandu,
Nepal, 19th Feb. 1999
International certificate of Honor, IAEWP, Brussels, Belgium, 26 Feb. ‘99
Founder & Chairman of the Himalayan International University of Yoga and Naturopathy,
Kathmandu, Nepal, March 2nd 1999
Honorary Ecumenical Fellowship, St Fancis Animal Apostolate, International Council of
Community Churches, Namur, Belgium, 2 March ‘99
Patron of the World Hindu-Buddhist Solidarity Council, Kathmandu, Nepal, 10/03/99
Founder of the Himalayan Broadcasting Network- Peace Radio, Himalayan Healing Center,
Kathmandu, Nepal, 1999
Recognition of the Rotary Club of Colli Briallianti, Lecco, Italy, March 16th 1999
Earth Trust Society Award, United Nations, New York, USA, March 20th 1999
Representative of IAEWP to the United Nations in Geneva for 1999
Doctor Honoris Causa in Natropathy, University Libre des Sciences de l’Homme de Paris, Paris,
France 1 April 1999
Honorary Chancellor and Member of the Academic Council, University Libre des Sciences de
l’Homme de Paris, Paris, France 1 April 1999
Honorary Member of the Commision de Educacion a Distancia, Madrid, Spain April 12 1999
Honorary Citizenship and Key to the City of Loano - twin town to Francheville, Loano, Italy, 24 April ‘99
Dhammaraja, from the National Chapter of IAEWP of Russia, Greece, Tanzania, Japan, Canada,
May 2nd & 3rd, 1999.
Honorary Advisor of the Spanish Association of Professionals Workers Health and Environment,
Madrid, Spain, May 5th 1999.
Ambassador of Peace, International Association of Educators for World Peace, May 7th Madrid Spain
Honorary Professor of Journalism and Communication, Int. Academy of Culture and Political
Science, Milan, Italy, May 5th 1999
UN News, Diploma of Scholarship, Korea, May 5th 1998
Doctor of Philosophy, Institute for International Communication, Tver, Russia, May 6th 1999
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Doctor of Philosophy (Honoris Causa in Peace Education), Academy of Slavonic Culture, May 8th
1999, Tver, Russia
World Environment and Livelihood Award, Indian Institute of Ecology and Environment, Delhi,
India, May 9th 1999
IAEWP Gold Medal, at LGWPF Congress, Madrid, Spain, May 9th 1999
Highest Honor of the Open Intercultural University, Opeinde, Holland, May 1999
Albert Einstein Peace Medal, Albert Einstein Academy, New York, September 1999
Cycnus Award 1999, San Remo, Italy Oct. 8 1999
Chief Advisor of Nepal Institute for United Nations and UNESCO, Nov. 99
UN representative at the Economic Commission for Europe for IAEWP, in Geneva, Switzerland
2000
Messenger of Peace Award, Nepal Institute for United Nations and UNESCO, 13 Feb. 2000
Patron, National Buddhist Federation Nepal, Kathmandu, 11 February 2000
Peace Medal, International Association of Educators for World Peace, Kathmandu, 11 Feb. 2000
Man of the Year 1999, IAEWP, Kathmandu 12 Feb. 2000
Mahatma Ghandi Peace Prize, IAEWP, Kathmandu, 4.Feb. 2000
World Peace Envoy, IAEWP, Kathmandu, 8 Feb. 2000
Founder Diplomatic Counselor of the London Diplomatic Academy, London, UK, 3rd April 2000
Chief Patron of the Indian Institute of Human Rights supported by the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees, India, 5 April 2000
Honorary President of the European Union University, USA, 7th May 2000
World Education Award for IAEWP, 6th May 2000, Sanremo, Italy
Albert Einstein Peace Award, IAEWP, 18 August 2000
Certificate of Great Recognition, IAEWP, August 2000
World Grand Prize Award, IAEWP, August 2000
Ancient Royal Order of Physociansa, IUCM, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1st Dec. 2000
2001
Certificate of Appreciation, Lion’s Club International, Dist. 325-B Nepal, Kathmandu 24the Feb 2001
Letter of Appreciation, IAEWP, Nepal Chapter, Kathmandu, 24th Feb. 2001
Life Membership, Shiwambu Nature-Care & Research Foundation, Kathmandu, 25th Feb 2001
Certificate of Appreciation, Sports Science Research Foundation, Kathmandu, 25th Feb 2001
Messenger of Peace, UN & UNESCO Institute of Nepal, Kathmandu, 5th March 2001
Appointment as Chief Advisor to the UN & UNESCO Institute of Nepal, Kathmandu, 5th March 2001
International Health Excellency Award, Community Health Foundation of India, June 2001
Chief Advisor of ‘Lumbini Interactive’, Kathmandu, 5th March 2001
Albert Einstein Peace Award, International Association of Educators for World Peace, Taipei,
Taiwan, 2nd April 2001
Certificate of Great Recognition, IAEWP, Taiwan, Taipei, 2nd April 2001
Educator for World Peace Award Medal, IAEWP, Taiwan, Taipei, 2nd April 2001
Certificate of Honor for ringing and signing the Peace Bell, Federation of World Peace and Love,
Taipei, Taiwan, 1st April 2001, in the presence of the Vice President of Taiwan R.O.C., Mrs Hsiulien Annette Lu
Honorary Membership, The Academy of Development and Peace, Brisbane, Australia, 30th
March 2001
Certificate of Fellowship, Indian Academy of Acupuncture Science, Beijing, May 28th, 2001
Honorary President of Red Cross Hospital Qufu, May 28th 2001, Beijing, China
International Health Excellence Award, Community Welfare Foundation India, Beijing, China,
May 27th 2001
Member of Royal Society of Acupuncture Pakistan, Lahore, Beijing, China, 27th May 2001
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2002
UN representative at the Economic Commission for Europe for IAEWP, in Geneva, Switzerland
UNESCO Association of Nepal, Feb 2002
Patron of United Citizen Action Committee for Peace, Nepal, 23 Feb.2002
Man of Peace, Sikh Community, New Mexico, 15.6. 2002
Certificate of Merit LITCA Welfare Advice center, India, 29.11.2002
Peace, Mercy, Tolerance Award, IAEWP India, in KTM 14.2.2002
2003
Certificate of Recognition, Order of Brazilian Lawyers and President of the Commission of
Human Rights, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 17 December 2003
Dr. of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Beijing, 30.10.2003
Appreciation Award by the Rotary Club of Petropolis, Imperial City, Brazil
Dr. of Divinity, GOU, Netherlands, 15.5.2003
Award of Appreciation by H.H. Supreme Patriarch of Thailand for bringing the sacred Buddha
relics to Italy, 4.5.2003
2004
UN representative at the Economic Commission for Europe for IAEWP, in Geneva, Switzerland
- Yellow Emperor’s Award, Physician of the Millennium, Open Int. Univ. for Complementary
Medicines, Colombo Sri Lanka, Verbania, Italy
Diploma ad Honorarium Doctor, the Zanavajra Buddhist University of Mongolia, Ulan Bator,
Mongolia
Certificate of Gratitude for bringing the sacred Buddha Relics of the UN to the Botanic Garden of
the Central University of Caracas, Venezuela
2005
UN representative at the Economic Commission for Europe for IAEWP, in Geneva, Switzerland
Honorary Patron, Foundation for the Promotion of Indigenous Cultures, Barcelona, Spain
Atisha Dipankar Peace Award, Bangladesh Bouddha Kristi Prachar Sangha, Dhaka, Bangladesh
International Recognition “Spiritualità e Benessere” 2005, Doctor of Soul and Spirit, Soul and
Fitness Institute, Milan, Italy
Man of Peace, Humanitarian Medicine Congress, Graz, Austria, 2 July 2005
Official Guest of Campos do Jordao, Brazil, 21 Nov. 2005
2006
Patron, Open International University for Complementary Medicines USA, New York, USA 13
May 2006
Honorary member, Hong Kong Buddhist Cultural Estate, Hong Kong 2006
Advisor, Certificate of Invitation as Advisor of the World Peace and Auspiciousness Stupa, 14 April 2006
Certificate of Recognition Tashi Lhumpo Monastery, July 2006
Certificate of Recognition, Gangchen Choepel Monastery, 12.7.2006
2007
Angelo dell’anno, Fondazione Solidarte, Milan, Italy 29 January 2007
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FOUNDER:
Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation, United Nations Affiliated NGO
Kunpen Lama Gangchen Institute, Milan, Italy
Over 100 Self-Healing Peace Study centers worldwide
Himalayan Healing Center, Kathmandu, Nepal
South East Asia Principal Health and Peace Prayer Center, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Lama Gangchen Peace Publications, L.G.P.P., Milan, Italy
Radio Atlanta, Peace Radio, Milan, Italy
Tibetan Medical Research Center, Madrid, Spain
Global Open University, India, Italy, May 2 1995
Lama Gangchen International Foundation, Delhi, India, 1996
Lama Gangchen International Foundation –USA, 1997
Lama Gangchen World Peace Services, Milan, Italy
Global Village Project, Bagni di Lucca, Italy
Ass. L.G. pour la Paix Interieure et la paix Mondial, Paris, France
Help in Action, Adoptions at a distance, Milan, Italy
Himalayan Amazon Healing Arts Association, Brazil, 1996
Lama Gangchen International Foundation, New York, USA
International Global Peace Association, Holland, 1996
Lama Gangchen Peace Editions, Germany, 1995
Buddha Institute of Technology, Delhi, India, 1996
Environment News and Features News Agency, Delhi, India, 1996
Son de Paz - Magazine Association, Madrid, Spain ?
Courtesy Printers, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Uddhyana Research Center, Swat Valley, Pakistan, and Italy, Dec. 1996
Writers Society, Milan, Italy
Public Relations and Exhibition Programs
Borobudur Research Center
East West Cultural Arts Exchange Group, Milan, Italy
East West Healing Arts Development
Dharma Handicraft Shop
Tibetan Kitchen Catering Service, Milan, Italy
United Peace Voice Company, Italy, Brazil
Thangka and Tsatsa Arts Development, Italy
World Peace Culture Center, Lugano, Switzerland, 1997
Research Institute for Natural Medicines, Switzerland, 1997
Global Peace University, Holland, April 29th 1997
Himalayan Tibetan Medicine Production, Kathmandu, Nepal
Peace Times, Good News for the World, Milan, Italy, 1996
Medicine Buddha Hospital, Kataragam, Sri Lanka
School and Dispensary near Shigatse, Tibet/China
Nubling Tibetan Men Tse Khang, Milan, Italy, Jan, 1997
Reconstructed Gangchen Monastery
Himalayan Broadcasting Company, HBC 94fm, Kathmandu, Nepal
Peace Media
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LGWPF AIMS
Actively committed to the development of a culture of peace and better living for world peace
by cooperating in the humanitarian fields of health, education, the environment, spirituality and
preservation of indigenous cultures, engaged in voluntary service in support of the United Nations
programmes devoted to helping developing countries towards self-sustainability.
Conferences dedicated to International United Nations years or decades include:
Annual conferences on Non-Formal Education and Alternative Medicines:
• February in Kathmandu, Nepal
• May in Madrid, Spain
1999: International Year for Older Persons
2000: International Decade for the Culture of Peace
2001: International Year of Dialogue among Civilisations
2002: International Year of Mountains and eco-tourism
2003: International Year of Fresh Water and International Decade of Literacy: Education for All
2004: International Decade of the World’s Indigenous People
2005: International Decade of Education for Sustainable Development
2006: International Year of Deserts and Desertification
Participation in United Nations Conferences:
• Yearly United Nations NGO Conference, New York, USA, since 1995
• Habitat II, Istanbul, Turkey, 1996
• The Hague, Holland, 1999
• NGO Conference, Seoul, South Korea, 1999
• Millennium Forum, United Nations, New York, USA, 2000
• Special Social Summit Session, United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland 2000
• Yearly Human Rights Commission, Geneva, Switzerland, since 1999
Radio Broadcasting networks for peace:
• Radio Atlanta FM91.450 city band in Milan, Italy was set up in 1994 and registered in 1995
• Himalayan Broadcasting Network HBC94fm-Kathmandu, Nepal
Publications:
“Peace Times” good news for the world quarterly printed, founded on the 9th of October 1996, the
International Day for Natural Disaster Reduction, distributed worldwide, including regular reports on
United Nations conferences, programmes, special days and decades and other related activities.
Projects include:
• Health Projects in Tibet, India and Nepal (including DOT programme and mother and child clinic); int.
congress in Beijing, China to promote natural medicines (WHO programs and “Health for All…”)
• Water project in Tibet, China in support of UNEP fresh water campaign
• Planting of trees in Tibet, China in support of Agenda 21
• Children programmes in Nepal in support of the decade of a Culture of Peace and Non-Violence
for the children of the world
• Healing journeys to the Amazon rainforest in Brazil in support of the Decade of the World’s
Indigenous people, to help preserve their environmental, cultural and spiritual traditions
• Schools in Nepal for carpet factory workers in support of ILO convention on child labour
• Revitalisation of rural and alpine cultures such as the Albagnano mountain village in Italy and
heritage sites such as Lumbini in support of the UNESCO culture preservation campaign.
• Co-sponsored bronze elephant statue placed in United Nations headquarters gardens, gift
presented by Kenya, Namibia and Nepal, as a “tribute to the environment and commitment to
the preservation of the natural world: forever expressing the hope that all animals and human
beings may exist in harmony and peace with nature”
• Support the creation of a permanent Spiritual Forum intended to provide a neutral and democratic
permanent space at the global public level, where all those religious institutions and spiritual
movements which are willing to join forces with the United Nations in the task of building and
consolidating peace around the world could meet and jointly develop useful ways of cooperation.
“Inner Peace is the Best Foundation for World Peace”
www.worldpeacecongress.net
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Worldwide Peace Education associations/groups
for the study of inner sciences
Argentina
Self-Healing and Inner Peace Study Group Buenos
Aires - Argentina tel: +54-1-7622896

Centro de Dharma Amor e Compaixao Kuryuk Jamtsesa
Buzios - RJ kurujamtsesa@globo.com
amorecompaixao@globo.com

Jamtse Ling - Self-Healing Study Group Las Heras 55
10 y 20 piso 5500 Mendoza
tel. +55-61-297493, fax. 380000

Centro Tardi Ling - SP
ConPAZ - LGWPF member of Conselho Parlamentar
da Cultura Paz - “Sao Paulo State Deputy Assembly
Council for Peace Culture”

Asociación budistas de Argentina
Avda. Francisco Beiró, 3168 - Dto 7. Buenos Aires
tel +54-1554004446
budistasargentinos@hotmail.com

Clinica Ngal-So de Terapias Integradas - SP
Feng Shui Ngal-So - Claudia Proushan - SP

Belgium
LGIGPA, NGAL-SO SELF-HEALING STUDYGROUP
DHAMMAHOUSE
Post adres: JOHAN and KRISS COUSSEMENT
LETTERKUNDESTRAAT 152
Post code: B-2610 WILRIJK.
Phone: 0032 495 841816
dhammahouse@shantidesign.net

Grupo de Autocura - Karin Czech - SP
Grupo de Atendimento Chag Wang Ngal-So Reiki - SP
Vida de Clara Luz - SP
AMIPAZ - Amigos da Paz Sem Fronteiras - RJ
Mig-Dje - Organização de Ajuda que Abre os Olhos - RJ

Snowlion
11 rue Fernand Clarat
B-7100 La Louvi’re
tel: tel. +32-495 593 231 fax 32-2 610 52 92
email: liondesneiges@hotmail.com

Centro de Dharma Vida de Soluçao - Petrópolis - RJ
Centro Budista Mandala de Guhyasamaja - Santos - SP
Associaçao de Proteçao Ambiental Itamambuca
- Ubatuba - SP

Snowlion
(Antwerpen) Letterkundestraat 152 B - 2610 Wilrijk
fax 32-2 610 52 92
email: liondesneiges@hotmail.com

Grupo de Autocura de Alto Paraíso - Alto Paraíso
- Goiàs
Grupo de Autocura de Campos do Jordao - SP

Brasil
Centro de Dharma da Paz - Shide Choe Tsok
Rua Aimbere, 2008
cep 01258 Sao Paulo, Brasil tel/fax: +55-11-38714827 mailing@centrodedharma.com. br www.
centrodedharma.com.br

Grupo de Autocura de Araraquara - SP
Centro Kalachakra - Salvador - BA
Canada
Self-Healing Study Group
195 Easthom Road RR1 Site 14C87 Gabriola Island,
BC VOR 1X0 CANADA tel: (250) 247 7652
email: nhalpin@csi.com”nhalpin@csi.com

AACHAA
Himalaya Amazon Andes Healing Arts Association
Sao Paulo - Brasil
tel.+55-11-2114275/8720697 aachaa@uol.com.br

Self-Healing Study group
3305 Madre, Brossard Quebec J4Y 1T4

Kuryuk Jamtseling center Environment of Love &
Compassion Rua de Comerao 115, Loja 16 Centro
Commerciai Ilha do Parque Parque Dex, Manaus,
Amazon, Brasil
tel: +55-92-2369996

Chile
CENTRO BUDISTA SANGYE MENKHANG
Mayflower 2445, Providencia Santiago
Tel. +56 - 98709814
+56 - 98376645 sangyemenkhang@mi.cl

Secret Door of Peace
Rua Ingles de Souza 296/202 cep 22460-110
Rio de Janeiro Jardim Botanico, Brasil
tel: +55-21-5373786 / Fax: 3224250

Jampa Ling: tel +55-2-8559162

Pax Drala - Centro de Dharma, Terapia e Arte
Flamengo - Rio de Janeiro Tel.: +55 21 2551 3764
paxdrala@globo.com

China
Gangchen Medicai Dispensary
Gangchen, near Shigatse Tibet - China

Lama Gangchen Chokyi Gyaltsen
Rua Roquete Pinto 15/201 Urca - Rio de Janeiro
Tel: +55 (21) 22750086 (Lourdes)
chokyi-gyaltsen@uol.com.br
estandartedavitoria@globo.com

Ne Tag Chuk School
Sakya District, near Shigatse Tibet-China
NgalSo Self-Healing Meditation Group
Wutai San, China
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Self-Healing Study Group
Ashbrook, Torbay Road GB - Castle Cary, Somerset
tel: +44-1963-351947

NgalSo Self-Healing Meditators Group
Puto San, China
Sera Mey Tsangpa Kamtsen Sera Monastery
Lhasa, Tibet, China

White Tara Self-Healing Study Group
GB - Kendal, Cumbria

Gangchen Choepel Monastery
Sakya District, near Shigatse Tibet, China

Self-Healing Study Group
Rosemary Turner 123, Bear Road GB - Brighton

Ecuador
NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group - Quito

Self-Healing Study Group
Dea Shepherd
6 Leap Hill Road GB - Pokesdown, Bournemouth

France
Association Lama Gangchen pour la Paix Interieure
et la Paix Mondiale
6 Rue Veronese et 4 Rue Primatice 75013
Paris - France
tel +33-1-4707 7001 - fax 01 4707 3449
e-mail: gangchen@magic.fr www.gangchen.org

Self-Healing Study Group
The Old Bake House Annexe
Main Street, Willersley-Broadway
GB - Worcestershire WR12 7P3
tel: +44-1386-853851
Self-Healing Study Group
Linda Hamling
Newbold, 6, Hillside Gardens
GB - Brockham, Surrey RH3 7EW

Germany
L.G. World Peace Editions
Am Hohenberg 21 D - 82327 Tutzing
tel. +49-8158-993303/4 - fax 993305

Self-Healing Study Group
16, Golden Square GB - London WC1
tel: +44-171-7946076

Yeshe Lamchen
Perlacherstr. 30 D-81539 Munich
tel +49-89-3577998

Self-Healing Study Group Oxford
Lynne Gilbert Hayley Wood, Woodlands Road GB
- Shipdale-Oxon RG9 4AA

Shide Lam
D - Darmstadt
tel: +49-6151-421098

Self-Healing Study Group
Rosie Devitt
20 Glen Craid Park - Holy Wood County Down
Northern Ireland

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
Am Hohenberg 21 D - 82327 Tutzing
tel: +49-8158-993303 - fax: 993305

Friends Meeting House
Women’s Group
GB - Ulverston, Cumbria tel: +44-1229-869435

LGIGPA, NGAL-SO SELF-HEALING STUDYGROUP
DHARMACHAKRA
Post adres: DORFSTRASSE 5-7 Post code: 41366
SCHWALMTAL. Phone: 0049 2163 1899
stanost@t-online.de

Self-Healing Study Group
3 Nolands, Yatesbury near Colne
GB - Wiltshire. tel: +44-1249-816362

Great Britain
L.G. Peace Publications World Distribution
UK - Ulverston, Cumbria tel: +44-1229-584684

Self-Healing Study Group
11 Watson Close, Radbrook Green
GB - Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY3 6DN
tel: +44-1743-366246

Medicine Buddha Dharma Sangha
9 Stanley Street, Ulverston GB - Cumbria LA12 7BS
tel: +44-1229-580055 (info)

Self-Healing Study Group & Retreat center
Borah Studios, La Morna
GB - Penzance, Cornwall TRI9 6XN
tel: +44-1736-731677

Tashi
1 Trinity Church Hall, The Gill
GB - Ulverston, Cumbria LA12 7B3
tel: +44-1229-586959 - Fax: 588804

Self-Healing Study Group
Mayfield, Clyst St Lawrence GB - Exeter EX15 2NJ
tel: +44-1404-822872

Self-Healing Study Group
Gaunts House GB - Wimborne/Dorset
tel: +44-1202-841522

Self-Healing Study Group
Gill Wright - 53 Fiorentine Way, Waterlooville
GB - Portsmouth, Hants P07 83U

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
Latham House, Weston Park GB - Bath BAI 4AN
tel: +44-1225-421514

The Crystal Palace White Tara Group
c/o Jeanne Gregory 35, Castledine Road, Anerley
London, SE20 8PL, 0208 778 8890 jeanne.
gregory@ntlworld.com
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L. G. House
Tashi Lhunpo Monastery Bylakuppe, South India

Self-Healing Study Group
3 Savey Lane Yoxall - Burton-on Trent DE13 8PD UK
tel: 01543 472454 acuvic@iname.com

Future Gangchen Labrang Sera Mey
Tsangpa Kamtsen House no. 20 - Sera University
Bylakuppe 571104 Dist. Mysore, South India

Greece
Lama Cangchen Medicine Buddha Healing center
Popliou 18-20 10436 Athens, Greece

Gangchen Thubten
Kang-Ri Con - Gangtok - Sikkim, India

Karuna Choetsok Buddha’s Garden - Lesbos, Greece
Indonesia
NgalSo Self-healing Study Group Jakarta, Indonesia

Holland
Lama Gangchen International Global Peace Association
Lgigpa Secretary:
Post adres: BAZUINSTRAAT 24 5802 JV VENRAY.
Phone and Fax: 0031 478 550964
neldebest@home.nl

Italy
Kunpen Lama Gangchen
Dharma Self-Healing Center
Via Marco Polo 13 - 20124 Milano
tel: +39 02-29010263
fax: 02-29010271 - 02-29010447
kunpen@gangchen.it www.kunpen.it

LGIGPA NGAL-SO SELF-HEALING STUDYGROUPS:
SHENPEN LAM CHEN
Post adres: BOSSTRAAT 68
Post code: 6071 XX SWALMEN.
Phone & Fax: 0031 475 504303
shenpenlamchen@hotmail.com

Albagnano Healing Meditation Centre
Gangchen Choepel Ling Via Campo dell’Eva 5
Albagnano di Bèe 28813 Verbania
tel: +39 0323 569601 fax: 0323 569921
infoalba@Igpt.net www.lgpt.net

STICHTING JANGCHUB LAM,
HET PAD VAN DE BODHISATTVA Post adres:
MIEKE MARCHAND KARRESTRAAT 16 Post code:
5038 BK TILBURG. Phone: 0031 13 5430829
p.v.sprang@freelernl

Gangchen Sanghie Men Chi Ling
Centro Buddha della Medicina
Via Cenischia 13 - 10239 Torino
tel +39 011-3241650
011-350908 - 011-6497700 www.
buddhadellamedicina.org

Post adres: SUMATI ARYA HOOFDSTRAAT 42A
Post code: 9172 MP FERWERT. Phone: 0031 518
411030 Sumatiaryatrade@Wanadoo.nl

Centro Buddha del Suono di Guarigione
Tek Ciok Sam Ling Men Choe Ling
Belvedere Langhe - 12060 - Cuneo tel/fax: +39
0173-743006 buddhahealingsound@tiscalinet.it

Post adres: N.G. SMIT NOORDBROEDERSTRAAT 2
Post code: 9611 BH SAPPERMEER. Phone: 0031 598
398709

Spring of Dharma c/o Gianni Bucci
Colle S. Maria 19 00049 - Velletri - Roma
tel +39 06-96453464 giovannib@mclink.it

Post adres: NEL DE BEST BAZUINSTRAAT 24 5802
JV VENRAY.
Phone & Fax: 0031 478 550964
neldebest@home.nl

Gangchen Pende Lamton
via Varza 1-H 15040 Valle S. Bartolomeo Alessandria
tel +39 0131-59268

India
Buddha Institute of Technology - BIT
New Delhi - India

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
Via Mazza 4 40128 - Bologna - tel: +39 051362752
cell: +39 347 4409779 - 349 8608262

Environmental News and Features News Agency
- ENF Ms Sujata - 15 Paryavaran Complex
New Delhi 110030 - India
tel. +91-11-6865084 - fax 6967514

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group & Voluntary
Assistance - Modena tel: +39 337-588680

Gangchen Kachoe Drupkhang Retreat center
Merik Post Distr. Darjeeling, India

Self-Healing Study Group
via Bedisco 87 Oleggio (No) tel: +39-0321-998314

Sed Gyued Dratsang
Kalimpong, Darjeeling, India tel: +91-3552-55175

Centro Tara
Via G.M. Oddo 7 - 17031 Albenga (SV)
tel: +39 0182-559710 lakshmina@tiscalinet.it

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
Tsewang Choedron
Kachen Cinema Hall Kalimpong, Darjeeling, India

Peace Culture Center
c/o Rosanna Torella Via Chiossone 14/3 - Genova
tel: +39 0185 96020 celi: +39 339 4328246

Gangchen Choepel House
Kailashpura Monastery Mysore, South India
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OM Shanti
Cisternino (BR) tel: +39 080-716093

L. G. Tashi Jong Himalayan Healing center
Kathmandu, Nepal tel: +977-1-477126

Detchen Ling Self-Healing Study Group
Via San Fermo 5 - Pallanza- VB
tel: +39 0323 557285

Pende Jong Retreat center
Swayambunath Kathmandu, Nepal
Himalayan Medicine Industry - Gangchen
Himalayan Healing Incense Himalayan Handicraft
& Furniture
Tusal - Boudhanath 7 Kathmandu - Nepal
Tel +9771-4478205
gangchen@labrang.wlink.com.np

Gangchen Losan Cioling
Chulen NgalSo Tibetan Yogic Good Health System
Lineage experience of the fower essence
detoxification - Retreats to regenerate body and
mind Claudio Cipullo +39 320 5317975
Jangchub Lam Self-Healing Study Group - Padova

Pakistan
Udhyana Research Center Swat - Pakistan

Tashi Ling Retreat center - Meina

Russia
Medicine Buddha Healing center
Akademica Anohina 6 301-1 Moscow, Russia

Malaysia
L.G.W.PF Charitable Trust
South East Asian Headquarters
260F 2nd Floor - Jalan Ipho Bahu 21/2
51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
tel. +60-3-4431262 - fax 4432133

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
Sovietskaya Str. 140 lrkutsk 664009, Russia
tel +430-271345

L.G. Courtesy Printers:
Kam & Wah Printing and Paper Products
Malaysia tel. +60-3-9578281 - fax 9578091

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
Ulan Ude, Buryat

Medicine Buddha center
260F 2nd floor, Jalan Ipho- Batu 2 1/2
51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
tel +60-3-4431262 fax +60-3-4432133

Singapore
Buddha Yana Center - Singapore
Spain
Fundación Lama Gangchen para la Paz en el Mundo
CI Diego de León, 20 20 izq. 28006 Madrid
tel/fax: +34-91-4311790

NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group Pokok Sena,
Malaysia
NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group Wisdom center
Alor Setar, Malaysia

Environment and Peace - Kuryug Shide Ling
Parque Nicolàs Salmerón 56 bajo 04001 Almeria
tel/fax: +34-950-256046 cel: +34-626-509216
garura@larural.es

Mongolia
Chenpo Hor Choepel Ling
Ulan Bator, Mongolia 4 PM 57-3-7-99
tel +66430-64111

Centro Buda de la Medicina
Finca Recreo el Tajo 29790 Benajarafe - Malaga
tel. +34 952 515246

Tashi Choeling
Ulan Bator, Mongolia

Asociación Lama Gangchen Son de Paz
Santa Isabel, 33 20 ext. - Madrid Tel/fax: +34 91
5272061 sondepaz@madridenvivo
www.sondepaz.com

Nepal
L.G. Himalayan Healing & Research center
Eastern Headquarters Tinchuli-Boudhanath/
Kathmandu-Nepal tel. +977-1-482514
hhcmedic@mail.com.np

Tibetan Medical Research Association
Madrid & San Sebastian

“Help in Action” Adoptions at a distance
Eastern Headquarters Tinchuli-Boudhanath/
Kathmandu-Nepal tel. +977-1-482514
hhcmedic@mail.com.np

Centro Chenrezig - Cho Kor Ling
c/ Sant lordi, n° 27, bajo Apdo. de Correos 165
08100 Mollet del Valles - Barcelona
chokorling@hotmail.com

Gangchen Samling School
Tinchuli-Boudhanath/Kathmandu-Nepal
gsschool@hbc.com.np

Sri Lanka
Buddha Medicine Hospital
Menikpuragama Kataragamaa, Sri Lanka tel: +9472-31947

Gangchen Labrang - Medical & Retreat center
P.O. Box 804, Kathmandu, Nepal
tel: +977-1-471266 Secretary: Tsetan Gyurme
tel: 470473 & fax: 470525)
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Switzerland
L.G. Research Institute for Natural Medicines
Specialised in Tibetan Herbal Remedies Peace &
Healing School
Krummenlandstr. 25
CH - 5107 Schinznach Dorf tel. +41-56-4432740
NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
Krummenlandst. 23 CH-5107 Schinznach Dorf
tel: +41-56-4432730 & fax: 4433388
Inner Peace center
CH-8615 Freudwil tel/fax: +41-1-9412912
NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
CH-Geneva tel +41-22-7562330
NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
CH-Zurich tel +41-1-482-2147
NgalSo Self-Healing Friends Voluntary AIDS
Assistance
CH-Zurich tel: +41-56-4432730
Thailand
NgalSo Self-Healing Study group - Thailand
Turkey
Non-Formai Education Study Group
Cumhuriyet Cad N. 257/380230 Harbiye, Istanbul,
Turkey
United States of America
Ngal So Center - Lama Gangchen World Peace
International Foudation - Lelia O’Connor
415 East 37th Street Suite 5A
New York, New York 10016
212-779-3263 212-779-3268 fax
loconnor@ngalso.com
International Dharma Center
South Greenway Drive 1530
Coral Gables 33134-Miami, Florida, USA
tel: +1-305-2678000 & fax: 2678070
NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
McLean Virginia - Washington, USA
NgalSo Self-Healing Study Group
10400 Cherry Ridge Road Sebastopol, CA 95472,
USA tel/fax +1-707-8238700
Venezuela
SanArte Self-Healing Group
Chuaro, Caracas, Venezuela tel: +58-919495
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Publications by Lama Gangchen Rinpoche:

1.

NGALSO SELF-HEALING I
How to relax body, seech and mind - Advice from a Tibetan Lama Healer
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1991
Italian, English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Dutch

2.

NGALSO SELF-HEALING II
Tantric Self-Healing for body and mind. A method for inner and world peace that connect
this world to Shambala.
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1993
English, Italian, Potuguese, Spanish, German

3.

NGALSO SELF-HEALING III
Vol I Guide to the Good Thought Supermarket
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1994
English, Portuguese, Spanish

4.

CLEAR MOONLIGHT MESSENGER OF WORLD PEACE
Volume I
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian

5.

CLEAR MOONLIGHT MESSENGER OF WORLD PEACE
Volume II
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian, French, Dutch

6.

ORACOLO DI AUTOGUARIGIONE NGALSO SELF-HEALING ORACLE
108 Messages for individual and universal harmony
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian

7.

SHING KAM JONG SO – MAKING PEACE WITH THE ENVIRONMETN
The feminine energy and the regeneration of the outer and inner environment
according to a Buddhist tantric view
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian

8.

THE ART OF NON FORMAL EDUCATION FOR BETTER LIVING
A Solution To Create Inner and Outer Peace in the Cities of Tomorrow
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996

9.

PEACE CULTURE
A Heartfelt Request to Create a Peace Culture in the Third Millennium Through Non
Violent Education
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1997
English

10.

TO CREATE A PEACEFUL MEDIA ENVIRONMENT
A Compilation of “Peace Times” Editorials
UNITED NATIONS SOCIETY OF WRITERS – New York 1998
English
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11.

A SOLUTION FOR THE THIRD MILLENNIUM
A Proposal for a United Nations Spiritual Forum for World Peace - Report 1995 – 1999
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1999
English

12.

NGALSO AUTOGUARIGIONE III
Dispensa 1a parte
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2000
Italian

13.

NGALSO AUTOGUARIGIONE TANTRICA
Commentario
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2000
Italian

14.

GREAT WHEEL VAJRAPANI NGALSO SELF-HEALING PRACTICE
A Panacea for a peaceful mind
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2004
English, Italian

15.

LINKS I
Towards the Self-Sustainability of the Micro and Macrocosms
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2003
English-Italian

16.

LINKS II
Towards the Self-Sustainability of the Micro and Macrocosms
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2004
English-Italian

17.

CRAZY WISDOM ORACLE
108 Advice to live happily
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2004
English, Italian, Portuguese, German

18.

LINKS III
Towards the Self-Sustainability of the Micro and Macrocosms
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2005
English-Italian-Chinese

19.

MEDICINA SPIRITUALE
Autoguarigione Tantrica NgalSo per il Corpo, la Parola e la Mente
TECNICHE NUOVE 2005 Tecniche Nuove
Italian

20.

VISIONI DI SAGGEZZA
Le Risposte di un Maestro Tibetano per una Vita Migliore
LIFE SOLUTIONS WISDOM 2005
Italian

21.

PRAYERS FOR PEACE MESSENGERS
According to T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen’s Western NgalSo Buddhism
LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2006
English, Italian
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22.

NGALSO SELF-HEALING II
Tantric Self-Healing for body and mind – a method for inner and world peace to connect
this world to Shambala
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1993
English, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, German, Chinese, Greek, French, Dutch

23.

PRACTICE OF THE LORD OF HEROES
Crystal Massage for NgalSo tantric Self-Healing
with the invocation of Heruka dn His secret retinue
Meditation Manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian

24.

SEMSO
Making Peace with the aura
Meditatio manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian, Spanish

25.

SHING KAM JONG SO – MAKING PEACE WITH THE ENVIRONMETN
The feminine energy and the regeneration of the outer and inner environment –
according to a Buddhist tantric view
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian

26.

ZHING KHAM JONG II
MAKING PEACE WITH THE AMAZON
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English

27.

NGALSO TANTRIC SELF-HEALING AT THE STUPA-MANDALA OF BOROBUDUR
Practice to transform this world into Shambala
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1997
English, Italian

28.

CRYSTZAL MASSAGE
Method to create the pure body and the pure light energy and nectar
by invoking the Secret assembly of Guyusamaja
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1998
English, Italian

29.

THE CELESTIAL DANCE OF GREAT BLISS
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing practice – the eleven yogas of the outer, inner and secret body
mandala of venerable Vajrayogini
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2000
English, Italian

30.

TARA CHITTAMANI
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing practice – A method to heal outer, inner and secret fears
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2000
English, Italian

31.

NGALSO MAHAYANA SELF-HEALING
A method to gain the realisations of the eight bodhisattvas with the practice of the great
vehicle for enlightenment
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2000
English, Italian
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32.

BLACK MANJUSRI PRACTICE
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2000
English, Italian

33.

POWA
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing practice - the sincere faith
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2003
English, Italian

34.

PRACTICE OF TEH FIVE YAMANTAKA
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2003
English, Italian

35.

MARITSE PRACTICE
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing – the clear light deity
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2003
English, Italian

36.

PARNASHAVARI PRACTICE
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing
Merditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2003
English, Italian

37.

PRATICA DI SITATAPATRA PRACTICE
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing – the white umbrella deity
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2003
English, Italian

38.

WHITE ZAMBALA AND THE FOUR DAKINIS PRACTICE
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing practice –Arya jewels
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2003
English, Italian

39.

CHOD
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing practice –
For the fortunate ones fromf the direct lineage of Gangchen
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2004
English, Italian

40.

SINGAMUKA
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing practice – the lion head wisdom dakini
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2004
English, Italian

41.

PALDEN LAMO
Protectresse of the NgalSo tantric Self-Healing
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2005
English, Italian

42.

SEVEN MEDICINE BUDDHA PRACTICE
The rainbow of healing nectars - NgalSo tantric Self-Healing
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2005
English, Italian
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43.

MANJUSHRI E SARASVATI PRACTICE
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing – meditation with the blessings of the wisdom Buddha and his
consort, the protectresse of the arts and music – In connectio with the holy mountains of
Wutaishan
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2005
English, Italian

44.

THE GLORIOUS WHEEL OF PEACE TIME
NgalSo tantric Self-Healing practice – Kalachakra meditation to create the pure crystal
energy body, light and nectar, realising inner peace and connect this world to Shambala
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2006
English, Italian

45.

NGALSO CHWANG REIKI
Hands on healing method according to Buddha Shakyamuni’s lineage
Meditation manual LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 2006
English, Italian

46.

PEACE TIMES N°1 October 1996
Peace Messenggers here is your voice
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

47.

PEACE TIMES N°2 January 1997
Overcome fear, Peace will triumph
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

48.

PEACE TIMES N°3 April 1997
Choose non violence
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

49.

PEACE TIMES N°4 July 1997
Cheers to Non Formal education
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

50.

PEACE TIMES N°5 October 1997
New solutions for the planet
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

51.

PEACE TIMES N° 8 July 1998
On holiday with peace
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

52.

PEACE TIMES N° 9 October 1998
On behalf of the animals
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian
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53.

PEACE TIMES N°6 January 1998
Peace and Money
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

54.

PEACE TIMES N°7 April 1998
Choose peace sports
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

55.

PEACE TIMES N° 10 January 1999
Religions united for peace
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

56.

PEACE TIMES N° 11 April 1999
Never too late to live in peace
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

57.

PEACE TIMES N° 12 July 1999
Peace at last
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

58.

PEACE TIMES N° 13 October 1999
The challenge of the third Millennum
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

59.

PEACE TIMES N° 14 January 2000
Welcome to teh year of teh dragon
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

60.

PEACE TIMES N° 15 April 2000
Emergency Water – Gold of the third Millennium
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

61.

PEACE TIMES N° 16 July 2000
Welcome to the roof of the world
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

62.

PEACE TIMES N° 17 November 2000
Solutions for the Future Generations
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian

63.

PEACE TIMES N° 18 December 2001
Peace is Possible
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
English, Italian
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64.

PEACE TIMES N° 19 May 2003
Gangchen, Tibet - Dove i Miracoli Accadono
Trimestial newspaper LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS
Italian

65.

THE PRAYER
Music and mantras
Audio cassette LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1991

66.

SELF-HEALING I e II
Audio cassette LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1993
English, Italian, French

67.

MAKING PEACE WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
With Marco Columbro
Audio cassette LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1996
English, Italian

68.

SELF-HEALING FOR CHILDREN
Guided meditation – with the special participation of Marco Columbro
Audio cassette LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1997
English, Italian

69.

AUTOGUARIGIONE PER L’AMBIENTE
With the participation of Marco Columbro
Compact disc LAMA GANGCHEN PEACE PUBLICATIONS 1997

70.

SHIDE
Musica and mantra
Compact disc UNITED PEACE VOICES

71.

ZAMLIN SHIDE
Musica and mantra
Compact disc UNITED PEACE VOICES

72.

SELF-HEALING TARA
Compact disc UNITED PEACE VOICES

73.

WHITE TARA SELF-HEALING
Compact disc UNITED PEACE VOICES

74.

INNER AND WORLD PEACE PROTECTOR PUJA
Compact disc UNITED PEACE VOICES

75.

TANTRIC SELF-HEALING
Compact disc UNITED PEACE VOICES

76.

WORDS OF BUDDHA
Compact disc UNITED PEACE VOICES

77.

SEEDS FOR PEACE
T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen - Tibetan Healer, 25 Years in the West
07-07-07 Lama Gangchen’s birthday
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